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BOOK I 

Chapter One 

MOMENT OF DESTINY 

T HIS was the great moment the Chinese people had been 
suffering, fighting, and waiting for-year after bitter year. 

Japan collapsed and surrendered. 
Enslaved China, so long under the Japanese heel, was free. And 

Free China, so long blockaded, was at last open to a new, peaceful 
world. · 

But that moment found the nation in greater danger and more deeply 
divided than ever-torn in two. 

The drums of Japan's march of aggression ceased beating. Yet the 
angry rumble of China's internal conflict which had beeri ebbing and 
flowing as its steady accompaniment through fifteen years, did not die 
down. It rose. It threatened once again to. swell into the frenzied 
fortissimo of open civil war. 

Even before the Jap::tnese laid down their arms, Chinese rushed to 
take them up to fight Chinese. 

Would they hesitate, .desist.? Would America, Russia and Britain 
unite in a decision to make. them halt ? Or would they fan the fire 
unheedful of the consequences ? 

That fateful moment would decide the future of the harcl-won peace 
of China--and of Asia and the world. . . . 

The drama of disunity and confusion on China's political stage was 
floodlighted in a sudden, vivid flash..-for all of us to see and, if possible, 
to comprehend its fateful meaning to the entire world. 

In the foreground-Chungking. 
1:he. drab \Varti:(ll,(.l. ref11ge of the internationally recognized National 

Government of China, joyfuLat victory, was ready to return to provincial 
insignificance. Its leaders were packing up to move down the Yangtze, 
back to Nanking, their former capital. 

But that new air of brisk activity in military and government offices 
meant more than breaking camp. After years of delay, armies were 
reorganized_ and strengthened as the war came to an end. The Kuomin
tang' s political and administrative machinery was tightened. It meant 

A* I 



2 THE CHALLENGE OF RED CHINA 

preparation for a new struggle. The watchword was not Peace. It was 
Alert. 

And its opposite- }"enan, symbol of the moral, political and military 
challenge of " Red " China. 

The lively little cave town in the barren hills of the Northwest, for 
eight years the political nerve centre of the Chinese Communists and 
headquarters of their single-handed war against Japan, was equally 
ready to become historical memory. For the Communist leaders, too, 
might soon be on the move-away from the stronghold of the 
Kuomintang's armed blockade line across Yenan's little " Border 
Region "-to their former war areas in the north where larger towns 
would fall to their troops as the Japanese collapsed. 

More than ever, the Communists were bracing themselves, planning, 
organizing, strengthening their armed forces. Here, too, in spite of 
elation at victory, the watchword was not Peace. It was Alert. 

On the one side-Chungkin;' s China.:_:_ ___ . 
To the I5o,ooo,ooo people m the vTirages and towns of the backward 

interior which the Japanese never reached, victory meant little more than 
an end to their fear of attack. lt did not mean relief from crushing 
taxes, economic crisis, age-old feudal village tyranny and bureaucratic 
rule on top. The people were stirring from political sleep, demanding 
democracy, progress, reform. Many might listen to the voice of Yenan 
if the Communists renounced their well-kept wartime pledge and began 
to agitate the masses in the r<:uomintang camp. 

Chungking's China was expanding fast toward the coast and the 
Lower Yangtze as the Japanese Army surrendered to the advancing 
Kuomintang troops. But those liberators soon began to meet rivals, 
Communist-led armies with much political appeal to the masses, coming 
from the enemy's deep rear. And clashes occurred between Kuomintang 
and Communist forces. 

On the other side-Yenan's China. 
Behind the crumbling first-front lines of the Japanese, between their 

disappearing. inner defence walls, the scattered Anti-I apanese War 
Bases of " Red " China assumed new significance. During eight years 
of bitter guerrilla warfare, they had risen like islands out of the sea of 
Japanese-occupied .•territories. 'Liberated by Communist-led troops 
closely co-operating with all strata of the population, they had become 

··~ regions of self-government under • the Communist-initiated New 
1 "-Democracy. 
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The 95,ooo,ooo people in those areas had derived social and economic 
progress from this new system, had come to regard it as their own, and 
advocated it in neighbouring regions. Many seemed ready to fight for it, 
if the Kuornintang tried to come back and to re-establish its regime in 
place of the popular New Democracy:_. 

At last, in the background-the Vacuum in China's political geo
graphy, the zone of potential conflict. 

The country's most populous and developed areas in the north 
and centre were left in a political void as Japan's occupation authorities 
and puppet regimes broke down : long strips of country along the coast, 
on both sides of the railroads and motor highways, key towns and cities 
~all surrounded by the Communists'Anti-Japanese War Bases. The 
Communists would try to take control, bridging thegaps between the 
islands of their New Democracy, welding them into a whole ; while the 
Kuomintang would try to forestall them. . .. . 

Scores of millions of people in these areas, with divided loyalties and 
varying hopes and fears, would be the breeding ground of Kuomintang
Communist conflict : the masses of peasants, industrial workers, and 
small shopkeepers, awakened to newpolitical consciousness by years of 
alien suppression and apparentlyinfluenced by the ideas of the Com
munists' New Democracy which had grown up so close to them ; in 
the middle and upper classes many puppet collaborationists, anxious to 
save their skins by any S\Vitch that would help them ; and everywhere 
the large· forces • of underground workers of. the Communist and Kuo
mintang parties whose agitation was given free rein· by the collapse of 
the· Japanese. 

Three large Chinese armies dominated that explosive scene : 
Chungking's National Army, with some z,ooo,ooo conscripted troops, 

well armed by the standards of Chinese internal conflict, had a good 
number of American-trained, American-equipped regular divisions and 
parachute battalions. It had a small air force and many American
trained pilots. And it was promised the aid of American air transport to 
help it in the race with the Communists for the disarming of the 
Japanese. 

Yenan's Army had oo,ooo hardened uerrilla soldiers all volunteers 
who a JOllle · • up m the process of liberating their hom~s from the 
enemy in eight years of war : poorly equipped with arms they had 
captured during that fight from the Japanese and their puppets, and 
with self-made landmines and hand grenades ; supported by 2,ooo,ooo 
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even worse armed· but experienced militia tnen ; and effectively 
indoctrinated with the pioneer ideas of Yenan's New Democracy. 

Wooed by both sides were the "puppet" armies : 8oo,ooo men, 
trained and comparatively well equipped by the Japanese, mainly for 
the fight against the Communists-but in their rank and file divided 
between pro-Communist and pro-Kuomintang loyalties. 

And these two men of China's destiny were the only individuals who 
loomed large on the scene of potential conflict. 

Chiang Kai-shek, the Kuomintang's party leader, and the President 
and Generahsstmo of the National Government; much-publicized 
but little known in the outside world. 

A stern and rigid military figure in the immaculate uniform of a 
modern general ; yet fundamentally a Confucianist soldier-statesman 
on. the ancient patriarchal Chinese pattern. A lonely man who inspires 
fear or respect rather than inspiration and warmth. A leader who takes 
all responsibility upon himself, finds it difficult to delegate authority, 
and seems deeply sceptical of the potentialities of the common people 
and of any political group other than his own. 

It is his firm conviction that " Tile destiny of China depends solely 
upon the Kuoml.ntang," as he wrote m h1s book a few years ago. To 
him the Communl.sts are bandits who must be made to submit to-his 
authonty, for the sake of nahonal umty. 

On the other side, Mao Tse-tung, chairman of the Communist Party 
of China, called " bandit " and 11 traitor " by the Kuomintang : Chiang 
Kai-shek's opposite in most respects. 

A broad, full-blooded peasant-intellectual, inj:>JJ,ggy pants and a soft 
cap, unconventional and easy-going. A radical popular leader of the 
pres.ent day, with a deep belief in the mission of his party and in the 
potentialities of the common people. 

To him, co-operation with the Kuomintang and all other political 
groups is a necessity to Chinese progress. But it must be on the basis 
of the rinci les of his New Democ · oalition government with 
~ ur ed of its reactwnanes. 
7"·~~~~~~~~~-

e an his party ofx,zoo,ooo men an women, however, are ready to 
fight the Kuomintang when they are attacked. . . . 

The challenge ofRed China must he judged on its own merits. There 
is no imaginable parallel in the present-day democracies of the West 
to the events that are taking place in China. 
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This argument, so often heard in Chungking, is baseless : The 

Governments in Washington or London could not possibly tolerate an 
American or British Communist Party that had entrenched itself in the 
state of Wyoming or somewhere in Scotland, maintaining its own 
armies and government, issuing its own currency, and demanding from 
the President or the Prime Minister the formation of a coalition govern
ment with: the Communist party as pre-condition for national reunifica
tion-and that the Kuomintang should therefore be given Allied help 
to suppress the Chinese Communists. 

Chiang.Kai:.shek himself, talking to the American Congressman Mike 
Mansfield early in 194-5, compared the dissident factions in China 
today with those in Amenca at George Washington's time, thus admit
ting that China is still in the formative period of nationhood, like 
America before the D,e.:laration of Independence. But even- this com
parison needs qualification: China's revolution that must lead her 
fromsemi-feudalisrnto modernism, is dragging on into its fourth decade, 
still undecided, still unwon. . . . 

This moment of liberation from the foreign invader wiU push the 
inevitable revolution forward : either peacefully if the Kuomintang and 
Communist parties come to co-operate and if we try to help them unite ; 
or once more with the violence of civil war. 

PART ONE-A JOURNEY .OF DISCOVERY 

Chapter . Two 

THE OTHER CHINA 

r-pHE Japanese attack. on Pearl Harbour and Manila, Bong Kong 
_I_ and Singapore might never have happened if the two camps of 

China's National Revolution had not broken apart in the midst of 
success, after a short period of unity. 

Nothing helped Japan more and did us greater harm in the Pacific 
than China's relapse into internal conflict in 1927. 

Yet few people in Britain and the United States seem to realize even 
now what Chinese disunity has· been costing us during all those years ; 
how it came a2out that patriotic China today is split into two camps 
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with Chungking and Y enan as their centres ; . and "Whr China has two 
armies, one Nationalist and one. Communist, disunited in the face of 
the Japanese invader. 

It was only recently that Washington and London seemedto·become 
aware of the stake we have in Chinese urtity : · when American diplo
macy, through General Joseph W. Stilwell, made a last-minute effort to 
reunite China for the final stage of the war against Japan and for a 
solid peace in Asia. 

mumsts an many progress1ve 
of the National Revolution. 

This coup d'etat made the rightist wins <?f the ~~!?-tang, its n~ly 
c~eate~t a! Nanking,. and its purged Nationalist 

•armies supreme in one part of the country. ft_cause<I the Communists
together with peasants' and workers' unions, with progressive Kuomin
tang elements and parts of the original nationalist fighting forces-to 
organize " Soviet " territories and Red armies in another. 

"It was apparently felt in London and Washmgton-Tnat the new 
, anking Government would be " amenable to reason." The new regime 
was much weaker than the united National Revolutionaries had been, 
and it was utterly dependent upon the financial support of Conservative 
Chinese financiers and their foreign business associates in the inter
national settlement and concession areas of the big cities. The leftist 
partisan movement, however, was not considered important. Cut off 
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from Russian or any other support in the poor hiU regions of Central 
China, it would soon peter out. . . . 

There seemed to be no thought of the danger that Tokyo-more 
frightened than any other capital by the strength China had shoWn 
during those years of its short-lived unity-might utilize the new split 
for fresh aggression. 

I first saw the Far East in 1932. Tpe Ia12anese were completing their 
~ghtless conquest of Manchuria and their troops were in occupation of 
~~~ghai's_£_ort areas outside the fore~n-co_!ltiolled parts of the_dty 

BULLET-LESS FIGH'l' Wl'l'H JAPANESE 

}(,\Vhile China's N~tion~Larmies were _fighting Cliin.f~_s:;ommunis_t 
armies. 
' I went to Manchuria._ 
'"Teiitherti in Nanking,'' some desperate patriots whispered to me, 

'' that we can still resist Japan if they stop fighting the Communists.'' 
I went to Tokyo. ' 
Only the split in China had made the conquest of Manchuria possible, 

many Japanese told me frankly. For China would have been expected 
to resist if her new unity had continued ; and the Japanese Army could 
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not have afforded a fighting war. What it needed was a bloodless con
quest to raise its impaired prestige with the Throne and Big Business, 
with the Bureaucracy and the people by showing all of them that heavy 
armament expenditure paid handsome .dividends and that · a strong 
militaristic line of policy meant no risk of war. In this way the Japanese 
militarists climbed back into political power after more than a decade 
of eclipse, which was even more important to them than the conquest 
of the Manchurian position itself. 

General Koiso, then Japan's Vice-Minister of War and later one of 
its :war-time premiers, entertaining me at dinner, used Chinese disunity 
as one of his arguments in defence of Japan's action. 

We were kneeling in stockinged feet on the spotless straw mats of 
Tokyo's fashionable Maple Club, when he gave me his views on the 
subject of China. 

" A country where professed National Revolutionaries fight each 
other with hundreds of thousands of men," he said, "and where the 
government is using the plentiful foreign equipment of its army and 
air force against its own people is not worthy of being a member of the 
League of Nations. The fact that only a few solitary bandits fight the 
Imperia-l Japanese Army in Manchuria shows better than all the 
investigations you newspapermen and League delegate$ can make that 
Japan does not act as an aggressor against another independent nation, 
but as a good neighbour who does his sacred duty in establishing 
order for the thirty million misruled and unhappy Chinese of 
Manchuria." 

I went to Nanking. 
Prominent German Reichswehr generals in the employ of Chiang 

Kai-shek were drawing up elaborate strategic plans and drilling more 
and more troops. The most modern armaments and large quantities 
of ammunition, airplanes, and pilots arrived from almost every country 
in the world. Merchants of death of all nationalities did a thriving 
business.· The Chinese troops I saw looked well-drilled and competent, 
their officers spick-and-span. Nanking gave the impression of a military 
camp and spent about one-half of its public revenue on the army. 

All this was the National Government's effort against the Chinese 
Communists. The " Red Bandits " with their increasing al'eas and 
armies in Central China were Enemy Number· One. Hundreds of 
thousands of National Government troops were fighting at the front. 
But it was notthe front against Japan. 

I· went to Shanghai. 
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Liberal Chinese told me in despair that their agitation for national 
unity and resistance against Japan was treated as a criminal offence 
by the Kuomintang Government. Its secret police hunted down United 
Front enthusiasts and leftists, even in the foreign~settlement areas, 
torturing and killing many of their political prisoners. 

Foreignersin Shanghai were divided in their opinions. Many sympa
thized with the authoritarian character of Nanking's internal policies 
and its attitude toward Tokyo. And of those who wanted to see China 
resist Japan few seemed to realize the close link between the Chinese 
Civil War and the prospects of world peace. 

Some of the Old China Hands in.the foreign business community 
were positively happy about the course of events. '' You don't know the 
Chinese," one. of them said to me when I told him of my reaction to 
what I had seen and heard on my journey. We were standing at the 
famous ''longest bar in the world " in the old Shanghai Club, which 
was not the most appropriate place for the expression of the sentiments 
I had aboutthe Chinese situation. 

''You. don't realize that it was high time·for somehody.to give all 
those nationalistsinChina a good licking. No matter whether they are 
White or Red, they needed it. They were really getting uppish since 
1924: Feeling .. their. strength and. getting • nasty. Anti-imperialist, you 
know. Wanting to get things under their own control, like our Inter~ 
national • Settlement .here. in Shanghai, and. to run their Customs and 
Salt Administrations, whic:h we do much better. They were really 
getting strong before they split into two camps. 

" Darnn strong and coc:.lty,'' he added with a sigh. 
"But ~what about the Japanese?" I retorted. "Aren't they getting 

~Yt:ll,. stl;'onget and • cockier, and much more dangerous than the 
Chinese ? " 

"Well, well," he smiled superciliously. "Trying to frighten an Old 
Hand at the Far Eastern game with the Japanese bogey, ·eh ? I tell you, 
those Japs will never be a match for us. Mind you, they're damn useful 
to business out here, as a matter of fact. And to peace, too, if you think 
of that. 

" In what way ? In several ways. They are buying a lot of stuff from 
us, those J aps, putting the Chinese l.n their place, checking the Russians. 
Pretty good job, I should think. And, you see, they don't touch us here 
in the International Settlement." 
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with their ten million people, scattered over· several provinces, was 
hermetically sealed off by the Kuomintang blockade. Nobody was able 
to go there. No objective information about the Communist areas was 
available. :- · · --

There was only Nanking's own version. T_he Red regimes were 
collapsmg, government officials told me. The people. in the. Red areas 
hated and feared them for their cruelty. Their large but most primitively 
equipped bandit armies were wilting away under the powerful blows of 
wave after wave of modern Kuomintang troops. The Communists were 
virtually finished ... 

That was in 1932. 

, I had come under the spell of the Far East during those few months. 
ii would have to return some day, I felt, going back to my new assign
ment in Moscow which the visit to China and Japan had interrupted 
almost at its start. 

In MoscoJ£ L. ttied....w...l.ei!.rll. .JllQ~.Ab,o,u,U~ Cbiuese ~S.O.v:iet " 
territories. 
~·But Moscow seemed to have no direct contact with the Chinese 

Communists since Chiang Kai-shek broke with the Russian advisers of 
the National Revolutionary movement at the time of his coup d'etat 
and sent them home most unceremoniously. 

Stal~,.U,'21icY_?L~o~~I_ltrating 2.~-~.:_%>..£ialis.m irt,oll~.E-~blJ.l1!Y. '' had 
eviaeptlx reduced the Kremlin's interest in China's intex:ual affairs. 
The episode of close Russian co-operation with China's National 
Revolution seemed tainted with Trotskyism. The Communist Inter
national in which China had ranked next to Russia was in eclipse. 

Anyhow, a regular Communist revolution on the purely agricultural 
basis on which the Chinese Reds had to work in their. poor, isolated 
areas in the interior of Riangsi province was not considered feasible in 
Moscow. 

'' How can you imagine Communism without a strong basis of h~avy 
industries?'' a prominent Bolshevik said when I asked about.b.is views 
on the Chinese Soviet territories. " Lenin said that Soviet power plus 
electrification makes socialism ; and that is true, not only for us but for 
any country. Where industry is not developed in the economic structure 
of a country there can be no Communism and not even. Socialism. A 
petty-bourgeois society of a progressive type is the • best that can be 
expected of such a country if the suppressed classes succeed in getting 
into political control." -
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I returned to the _Far E11-U-f934, not knowing that it would be for 
ten· sohct years. 

At first I was assigned to Tokyo, but I followed Chinese develop
ments and Japanese reactions to them with special interest and visited 
China once a year. 

~ ~.;~~r~~2!!~1E2~J.i,~~~~hlk~:jn.§entral China ~ 

~Ni~kir:~~!f!.ts;gx,~~~d.l>,x ·C~_Ea~~ll!ll:illia~an 
Ji!~c sswe r g_~~aJs incllli!U,lg itsjam.2.,us.iql!,!ld~J;,,_):Qll. S~ts£k.LJJecarn.e 
i~S~<:sin~ssessful. _The. Kuomintang forces built motor roads into 
the wilderness of the areas under the control of the Communists, put 
up blockhouses on every hill that was conquered, and attacked the Reds 
with vastly superior forces. The Communists, over-estimating their 
strength, made the mistake of accepting the challenge to regular posi
tional warfare. And the watertight blockade created a disastrous lack 
of salt and other essentials in the beleaguered areas. The Communists 
had to withdraw. -
" .Over roo,ooo Chinese, RedArmists, party officials, and administrators 

evacuated all but a few hilly Soviet districts and started out on the 
famous " Long March " which was to take them over about 8,soo miles 
of almost roadies's country· 4uring little more than a year. 

The Nanking dispatches which were played up prominently in Tokyo 
newspapers.described the " utter rout " in which National armies chased 
the " Red Bandits " from Central China through South and Southwest 
China, then • over the high snow mountains and torrential rivers of the 
Tibetan grasslands, waylaying them on land wherever any troops could 
get attfiein1h tfie wtlderness and bombing them from the air. Nanking 
repeated month after month that the " final destruction of all Com
munist forces " had been achieved and that either Mao Tse-tung, the 
party leader, or Chu Teh, the Red Army commander, had" definitely 
been killed." 

K • Event'-!.~lllt.at .~h.~l!g_~L~an~i~ltr!l?.~hat some '' insjg
~ rlificant ~ts _2f._ the_E.i[':B~~n e~haust!f.<i.Xab!;:>le ~d 
arld~~"~l}iU!Lfatt~r~""'hJ!iLt~acl:!&dJhe 
little •• §.Q,yiet Regiqn._}Vhi~hJQ£~L£2!!!!1}E.~i~U~!.!!~~!l~J.!a_<:!.. ~:>.1.ablislle_d 
some time earlier in the northwestern province of Shensi, around a 
little Kuomintang-he\~,J.;g]l;:'!;l.,~!Jed Yen~~ ~- "'""'--
~ That was in 1936. ··... .. 

>III!IJ\~!I'!!bl it 

Nanking continued its war against those remnants of the Red Army in 
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the northwest. " Young Marshal " Chang Hsueh-liang, the ex-war 
lord of Manchuria, was ordered to annihilate them with his Manchurian 
army which had to be kept busy because its soldiers and young officers 
were clamouring for action against Japan. 

The Japanese militarists were anxious. " It is not true that the Reds 
were annihilated," the Government spokesman in Tokyo said to me 
one day. "They are still quite strong. They have come Close to 'NC>rth 
China where we have special interests. They have come on purpose. 
They are anti-Japanese and dangerous, especially with their agitation 
against harmony between Nanking and ourselves. And Nanking does 
not fight them properly any more. Anti-Japanism is. increasing every
where in China. Nanking must suppress both the Communists and anti
Japanism.'' 

Anti-} apanism grew indeed stronger over the entire country the 
deeper the Japanese penetrated from Manchuria into all spheres of the 
life of North China, using both military and political pressure to 
submit one part of the North after the other to their control. 

Communist underground agitation·contributed to its rise ; but it was 
already a strong national movement. Chinese eo le of all classes and 
po 1 1ca cree s ecame more an more cate orical in their demands on 

an mg or t e esta ts ment of a genuinely democratic United Front 
embracing the Kuomintang, the Communists, and all liberal elements 
for national resistance against Japan. 

The Manchurian troops which were supposed to fight the Com
munists became part of the movement. A fair number ofthem, soldiers 
1and junior officers, had been captured by the Red Army or had gone 
over to it. After short political training courses, the Reds had sent them 
back to their regiments where they spread the idea of a United Front 
against the real enemy. 

·Fighting against the Communists slackened. Generalissimo Chiang 
Kai-shek went by plane to Sian, taking the Young Marshal severely to 
task for his failure to annihilate the Reds. Chang Hsueh-liang pro
mised action. But his troops would not attack their compatriots any 
longer. 

Once more, in December, 1 6, the Generalissimo flew to Sian, 
threatenm to re 1eve C an sue - tang o t e command of his army. 
This time the Youn Marshal side o en Wit . the demands of his 
men. e. even confessed to having made contact with the Commumsts 
on the matter of a United Front against the national enemy. 
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The Generalissimo's viole reaction to this unsus ected confession 
made t e oung .Marshal lose his head. Chal1giis1.leh-liang and the 
equally ant1-) apanese garrison commander of Sian, • Yang Hu-cheng, 

•• .?'took the Generalissimo prisoner; Part of the Sian· tro6ps were in a 
" \.re&elhous mood and wanted the Generalissimo put on trial. For some 

time hislife seemed in danger. 

The house in which he was det&iried became. the meeting place. of 
people who might well discuss th.e.f()rmation of a United Front :. Chtang 
Kai-shek, the. exponent of the right wing of the Kuomintang which 
was in power ; Dr. T. V. Soong, the most prominent realist and liberal 
in the Kuomintang, who carne from Nanking with his sister, Mme. 
Chiang Kai-shek, and her Australian adviser, w •. H. Donald; General 
s~()U En-lai, one .of the C:ommunist leaders whom his party had sent 
as •its special. representative, a •former close collaborator· of Chiang 
Kai-shek in•the Whampoa Military• Academy; and Young Marshal 
ChangHsueh-liang,whose Manchurian followers played an increasingly 
important role in the United front. movement. 

What went on in. the .• talks at that unusual meeting place . is still a 
matter of controversy. But two facts are well established. 

First, the Communists had no hand in the detention of the Generalis
simo. When they learned of it over the radio, a special meeting of their 
Central Committee de.cided unanimously to send General Chou En-lai 
to Sian .to intercec{e with. th.<! :rash Young Marshal for the release of the 
Generalissimo in the interest of national unity against Japan. 

Many Kuomintan& officials I metlater believe that the calm counsels 
ofthe Communist party and the diplotnacy of their representative may 
actually have saved the life of the' Generalissimo and that Chiang Kai
shek's • friencily attitude. towards • General Chou En-lai during later 
periods of Kuomintang-Communist tension was due to a sense of 
personal obligation.* 
· Second, whether -or not definite promises were exchanged, the talks 
in that peculiar setting at Sian had created an atmosphere favourable to 

A a United Front when the Generalissimo was at last released on Christ
/ ~~Eve, 1936, and .returned to Nanking~-
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. Ha, ha ... " 

inion when they 

~ For two ;rears or so there was the semblance· of a United Front of ;all 
political rou s of China in the war a ainst Ja an. .. . 

The Communists ceased all r.evo utwnary activities and pledged 
themselves to fi ht the national · enem . · The northwestern Soviet 
Regwn, rename "Shenst4 ansu- m hsia Border Re i " became a 
loca authority administered b the Communists for the National 

overnment. e e rmy was su mttte to the strategic command 
of the National Military Council in Nanking, which gave it the designa
ion " Eighth Route Army " and confirmed the famous Red Army leader 
eneral Chu Teh as its commander. The Eighth Route Army was 

: "permitted " to penetrate into the enemy's rear in North China after 
the withdrawal of the regular National Government armies and to 
organize there armed popular resistance against the Japanese. 

Another unit under the leadership of the Communists and the 
strategic command of the National Government, the New Fourth 
Army, was officially established in Central China-from Red Army 
units. that had stayed behind in thirteen small Soviet districts and had 
continued to resist the attacks of National forces since the main .body of 
the Red Army went on the Long March. 

But the terms of inter-earty co-operation were never worked outin 
detail. And the democratic reform of the National Government which 
was to . lay a sound basis for complete national unification ·•· and 
for an intensified Chinese war effort did not material.izc:;. The 
old Nanking decree that pronounced the illegality of the C.(>:ll}_l!l:unist 

.•·- . -~ ...... 
~) _j L. ',1 .-~ 

~ 
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Chou En-lai's office, together with a dozen other foreign correspondents 
and several American and British diplomats. 

On January 17, 1941, it was officially announced in Chungking that 
fighting had broken out between Government troops and the Commu
nist-controlled New· Fourth Army, on the south blink of the Yangtze. 
The entire New Fourth Army, the statement said, had been disbanded~ 
Its designation had been abolished. Its famous commander, General 
Yeh Ting, had been arrested. 

We foreigners and most Chinese were dumbfounded. 
The Government explained further that the New Fourth Army had 

" acted in defiance of military orders to withdraw from the south bank 
to the north bank of the Yangtze " ; that it had " intended to stage a 
revolt " which was discovered in time ; that not only the commander 
but also his entire staff had been taken prisoner ; and thatlarge num
bers of New Fourth Army troops had been annihilated in the ensutng 
fight. 

The Communists retorted: The NewFourth Army, in the interest 
of maintaining national unity, accepted Chungking's orders to withdraw 
its headquarters units from the south bank of the Yangtze to the north 
bank, in spite of the fact that this would uproot its local guerrilla aux
iliaries and endanger their families, since the Japanese would then be 
likely to occupy the evacuated areas. 

The route prescribed by Chungking, the Communists stated, lay 
through especially strong Japanese positions along the broad river. It 
had proved impracticable for the withdrawal of the headquarters units 
of Io,ooo men with their large percentage of noncombatants. After an 
unsuccessful attempt to evacuate over this route, a detour through 
territory held by Chungking troops had been. proposed to their local 
commander who had approved it. But when the withdrawal began 
according to . this arrangement, the New Fourth Army units were 
immediately encircled and heavily attacked by superior Kuomintang 
forces. The greater part of the xo,ooo men and numerous women 
workers had been killed. 

Was this to be the beginning of another internal conflict; at a time 
when the Japanese were slowing down in China and becoming. increas
ingly. aggressive against British and America:n interests ? 

The situation looked serious. All payments .and supplies to the 
remainder of the New Fourth Army in Central China and the other 
Communist-led force, the Eighth Route Army in North China, were 
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officially suspended by the Chungking Government. A strict blockade 
was enforced on the Border Region. Once more, Communist-controlled 
China was cut off entirely from tire rest of China, as in the days of the 
Civil War. 

Shortly after the announcement of the New Fourth Army Incident, 
in Hong Kong, I received a copy of the December 27, 1940 issue of the 
Tokyo Japan Advertiser, an American-owned newspaper to which I 
subscribed. It contained the English translation of an editorial of the 
Kokumin Shimbun, .. written a week or so before the attack. of Chinese 
Government troops on the New Fourth Atmy. 

This is part of what the ultra-militarist Japanese newspaper wrote: 
" Chungking is surely worried over the increasing influence of the 
Chinese Communists. Japan is in the same boat as far as this is con
cerned .. . . 

"Reckless activities of the New Fourth Army ... are becoming a 
menace to peace. . . . 

"The Tientsin.,.Pukow Railway (Japanese occupied. G. S.) has been 
h:ud .hit in its transportation .. Activities of the Eighth Route Army are 
penetrating into North China (the Japanese rear. G. S.) and forming a 
cancer to the maintenance of peace. . . . . 

"The Chiang(Kai .. shek) faction is now in a dilemma .... 
" Itis not altogether unin1aginable that Japan, too, may be seriously 

aifected by the. Communist influence if Chungking is not .able to pacify 
the Communists.'' 

Once more, in the midst of the Sino-Japanese War, Tokyo had 
demanded .from the Chinese Government • that it suppress the Com
munist armies. . . Once more, the K.uomintang had taken action .... 

It was not only the fresh tift between the two Chinas which wortied 
Cnmese hberals and foreign observers in Chun kin : the war effo_rt 
an t e interna sttuatton 1n t e regwns o the National Government 
were deteriorating badly. 

The long duration of the Sino-Japanese War was certainly one of 
the main factors in the serious decline that became so evident in every 
field~military and political, financial and economic, administrative and 
psychological. 

But it became increasingly clear that the perpetuation of the Kuoinin
:ang's rigid one-party rule and its lack of democratic contact with the 
'eople were at least equally to blame. 
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Chapter Three 

STORMY PRESS CONFERENCES 

OUR weekly Press conferences in Chungking grew tense and 
heatea as tlie Chmese crisis rose. The ceased to be mere 
routme con erences etween' foreign correspon ents and officials 

and became dramatic sideshows of current history. Some Chinese 
liberals wistfully called them" our only substitute for a parliament." 

Every Wednesday afternoon the spacious auditorium of the Ministry 
of Publicity next to our Press Hostel was crowded to capacity. At a 
long, cloth-covered table and on rows of benches, almost a hundred 
people would be waiting for the Government spokesmen. 

It was a strangely assorted crowd : a dozen or more foreign corres
pondents, some of the crusader type. and others sharp, unemotional 
reporters ; an ever-growing number of keenly interested observers 
from the embassies, American, British, Soviet, Dutch, and others, 
badly in need of information about Chinese developments ; English
speaking correspondents of the official Chinese news agency and . of 
some Chungking newspapers, with a sprinkling of liberals among them ; 
a large group of recorders, censors, and stern-faced, silent observers 
from various Chinese Government organizations ; and some thirty 
Chinese boy and girl students of the American-staffed School of 
Journalism of the Ministry of Publicity, attentively watching the strange 
phenomenon of open political discussion. 

Thethree Government spokesmen would take their seats at the head 
of the table, Publicity Minister Liang Han-tsao presiding. The agile 
little man, glib and all too anxious· not to offend the powerful forces 
of reaction in the Kuomintang, was inclined to conduct the conferences 
as Sunday-school classes on the superiority of .Oriental over Western 
cqnceptions of society and democracy. He resented any questions \Ve 
asked on concrete problems and sidetracked them to the best of his 
limited ability. Dr. K. C. Wu, the urbane and somewhat supercilious 
Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs, kept himself in the background unless 
he felt he had to help the Minister with a sharp outburst • against our 
stubborn questions. Dr. P. H. Chang, the able and friendly secretary 
to the Cabinet, tried to inform us as best he could but was, like the 
others, not often free to talk frankly. 

18 
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The United States Navy was drawing closer to the China coast and 
China would soon be needed as the main Allied land base against Japan. 

Many American and British lives would depend .upon China's ability 
to co-operate: to the best of her ability and to be truly united in her final 
war effort. 

z Yet things inChina were going from bad to worse. The lack of 
''democracy and frees .eech in Kuomintan China • aral sed the eople's 

sptrtt an . t e war e ort in general. . The economic and financial cns1s 
rose and nothing effective was bein done to. combat it. The grossly 
meqmta e 1stn utlon of war bur . ens amo!lg various strata of society 
led to. increasing popular dissatisfa.ction. 'fhe pathetic undernourish
ment of the Kuomintan soldiers and. the dela of ur entl needed 
army re orms wea ene ml:1.'s .m.ilitary power more and more. 

The movement for democratic reform amon ·Free China's liberal 
inte 1 entsta an even inside the . Kuotnintan art and overnment 
was suppresse .instead of being made useful. And the dangerous rift 
l;>et'Yeen the l{uoinintang and Com.munist parties, which had so much 
to do with the genen.tLcrisis, grew deeper and apparently threatened 
once more • to .tea.d to • civil• war. 

Those • wc::re • the problems • around. which ()llr hot discussions at the 
Press conferences turned. We wanted concrete information on the 
m.easures thatwere supposedly taken to solve them. And we wanted the 
right .to report according to our own observations. For our messages 
were heayily censored or coinpletely suppressed by the Government. 
One aspect of the crisi:s after another became taboo. to us as to. the 
Chinese .Press. Our urgent requests fo.r. relaxation of censorship were 
ignored~like those of •• the . CP,ungking newspapers. 

The Kuomintang-Com.munist issue seemed ofspecialimportance to 
us. It was the. only one we were not able to judge for ourselves. We 
knew one~ half of patriotic China, the '' Free China " of the Kuomintang 
Government in Chungking ; but not the " Liberated China " of the 
(Jommunistsin.Yenan which.Chungking kept hidden behind a tight 
wall of blockade. 

All we heard ·in Chungking about those forbidden areas and the 
Kuomintang-CommU:nist conflict in general were incomplete and highly 
controversialstatements • by the two parties. 'fhe Communists claimed 
they could help the Allies to a large extent and that their anti-Japanese 
fighting strength was continuously growing in a bitter and successful 
struggle with the enemy. But the Kuomintang Government in Chung
king insisted that the Communists had ceased fighting the Japanese in 
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1937 and had expanded their armies and territories for the purpose of 
overthrowing the Government of the Kuomintang. The Communists 
suppressed and terrorized the people. They planted huge quantities of 
opium for sale in Kuomintang areas. They took orders frofl1 Moscow 
and had secret dealings with the Japanese. They were disobedient, 
undermined national unity, and sabotaged the war effort. They had to 
be treated as bandits and traitors until their armies. and • Governments 
submitted unconditionally to Chungking. 

The Communists invited anybody, correspondents, .1\.Uiecfd.iplomats, 
and military observers, to come. to Yenan and find out for themselves. 
But th~ Kuomintang Government allowed nobody to go. The conflict 
between the two parties, we were told at the Press conferences, was a 
Chinese family affair and of no concern to foreigners. The Communists 
were disobedient. No question of national unity was involved. 

Our increasing grievances against the censorship and the manner in 
which the Press conferences were conducted contributed much to the 
crescendo of journalistic fervour which rose from one Wednesday 
afternoon to another. It led to a climax through the suppression by the 
censors of a collective interview. we had with the Communist repre
sentative in Chungking. 

Another armed Kuomintang expedition against the Communists was 
rumoured. To hear about the Communist attitude, we went to see the 
successor of General Chou En-lai old Tuil Pi-wu who had be~n a 

~ 
veter~ o t e eary uomintang and a clore oollaborntor ~th_its 
founder, Sun Yat-sen. · 

"The Communist art of China has no. fundamental uarrel with 
he I uommtang, ung Pi-wu said " for we subscribe equall to the 

! astc i ea so r. un at-sen s Three Principles o t e Peop e which 
cliarge all political parties in China with the promotion of the country's 
national independence, the realization of constitutiori11l democratic 
government, and with sincere efforts . for a profound improvement of 
the eeople's livelihood~ Nothing the Communists have done since the 
war ~broke out in 1937 has infringed on these principles, as you could 
see for yourselves if you went to investigate on the spot." 

Tung Pi-wu expressed the hope that for the sake of victory and 
national umty all problems between the Kuomintang and Communist 
parties would be solved peacefully, and he added that Yenan was 
sending another special delegate to Chungking to negotiate a fresh 
understanding. 
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All our messages aboutthis interview were withheld by the censor. 
Our editors. wanted information about • the growing party strife which 
caused unusual concern in Washington and London. Yet our protests at 
the Press conference were without results. 

We decided on action. 
~· One afternoon in Februar , . I , six of us sat together in the. J?ress 

"' Hoste m t e. room of Brooks tkinson o e ew York Times and 
d"rafted a coll~ctive letter to Generalissimo Chian · Kai..,shek re nesting 
linn to et us go to enan. .very correspon ent m the Press Hostel 
signed. and Atkinson, as president of the • Foreign • Correspondents' 
Club, was to hand the letter to the .Minister of Publicity after the next 
Press conference. 

The meeting was typical. These were some of the questions .and 
answers exchanged between us and the spokesmen : 

QUESTION: The official Chinese news. agency Central News reports 
every day in detail about the " great and bitter cleavage " between the 
Democratic and Republican parties in the United States. May we be 
allowed to report similar things aboutthe two political parties in China ? 
ANs~ER : If your Government asks us not tolet our correspondents 

in the· United States talk about these matters, we shall certainly stop 
them. 

QuESTION : Is it true that recent pamphlets which were allowed by 
the censorship to circulate in Chungking have again called the Chinese 
Cqrnmunist leaders ·'' bandits, war lords, traitors, and disillusioned 
ambitionists ? " 

ANSWER : This was not for publication abroad but to show that the 
Chinese Government was being misu.nderstood. · 

QuESTION : We are told officially that the Communist. troops are not 
fighting the enemy. But the Japanese .continue reporting battles with 
them, even with the New Fourth Army which was supposed to have 
been disbanded by the Chinese Government three years ago. 

ANSWER : · If you want to believe the Japanese, go ahead. 

After some futile discussion about the suppressed messages, Brooks 
Atkinson presented our letter for delivery to the Generalissimo. 

The following Wednesday the Minister of Publicity opened 
the conference with a lengthy speech in his usual Sunday-school 
manner. 
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" It is. not in my power to release your cables. about y(}urinterview 
with the Communist representative. You must take note of thefactthat 
on certain issues there is a diffe.rence between European and· Oriental 
conceptions. . . . . As you all .know, the Chinese political system is built 
upon principles of family relations. The family system developed into 
the state system. Our relations with the Communists must be regarded 
as a family affair .... Theelders will not try to publicize disputes in 
the family when some juniors are recalcitrant." 

That sounded both familiar and ominous. But then the little minister 
raised himself and continued with solemn emphasis. 

" After long consideration we have arrived at the conclusion that the 
time has come for some facts to be made known to friends abroad. We 
know that our foreign friends are interested in getting at the real 
situation, because it concerns them as well as us. 

" The Generalissimo has therefore instructed me to convey to you 
the following message : ' It has also been my idea to invite the foreign 
Press to visit Yenan. . . . The Government will send you formal 
invitations when the time comes for this plan to be carried out.' 

" The Generalissimo's only co1;1ditions are that you also visit non~ 
Communist areas in the Northwest and that you stay for at least three 
months in Communist-controlled territory." 

Had we won at last ? I looked at the beaming face of one of my 
colleagues who seemed to think of a nice " lead " to be used from Yenan, 
something like, " The first white man to set foot 011. .the red soil of the 
Communist capital. . . . " 

We never knew during the next three months \Vhether we could 
really go to Yenan. Heavy odds were laid against our success at parties 
in Chungking's diplomatic. salons where our crusading at the Press 
conferences had long been a favourite topic of conversation. And • the 
Chinese Liberals were doubtful, too. 

Almost every week we heard rumours that the journey was to be 
called off. Powerful people behind . the scenes .• • especially a,t • anti
Communist Kuomintang headquarters in Sian, we heard, were by no 
means pleased with. the prospect of our investigations in the other half 
of China and tried to have Chiang Kai-shek's promise cancelled. 

/2 But the Generalissimo kept his word .. We left Chun kh1g on .~ 
\7,1944,env1e y tpomatsan m11ta attachesandbymany 1 eral 

mese w o wou ave ike to go with us. ·Only ve o t e oreign 
correspondents who had applied for the journey were able to take a 
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trip that would last over three months. And we· were joined by an 
American Catholic Father, at the insistence of the Generalissimo. 

We travelled in the safe company of eight picked representatives of 
Chungking newspapers and four Government officials, wearing badges, 
"Chinese and Foreign Correspondents' Party to the Northwest." 

During our short flight to Paochi, the only civilian airfield near the 
Commiiillst':controUed Border Regwn, 1 had a busy time sorting out 
my " terms of reference." 
· I had with me long lists of accusations against the Commut1ists given 

me by high-ranking Kuomintang officials in last-minute off .. the.-record 
interviews and specially written memoranda. 1 had even longer lists of 
detailed questions to which Chinese and foreign friends in Chungking 
wanted replies. And the censorship rules for our· reports from Yenan 
had arrived at the very moment of our departure in a letter from Minister 
Liang which said : " Anything hindering the consolidation of Chinese 
unity or a settlement of Kuomintang-Communist difficulties by political 
means will be deleted. On controversial points the Government should 
be given an opportunity to rebut." 

Irl Paochi three .i!llportant return passet1gers were waiting for the 
spec1al plane on which we arrived : Lin Pai-chu, a white-haired 
Communist leader in a thick, home-made woollen tunic and proletarian 
cap, the chairman ofthe Border Region Government who, like his old 
comrade Tung Pi-wu, had once been a prominent ~uornintang member 
in the days ofSun Yat~sen ; Dr. Wang Shih-chieh, a high Kuomintang 
official in correct diplomatic attire, . reminiscent of his recent '' good-will 
mission " to Britain ; and a general of the National Military Council in 
Chungking. 

The three men had started negotiations in Sian a few weeks earlier 
and were. now .on their way to Chungking for more detailed talks about 
a Kuomintang-Communist rapprochement. 

They stood stiffly and somewhat forlorn at the edge of the airfield, 
behinda cloth-covered table which looked out of place on the green 
ground alive with spring flowers. Old Mr. Lin Pai-chu, the Commu
nist, was apparently glad to see us, and I felt he would have liked to 
talk. But the General looked gloomy at1d forbidding. And Dr. Wang, 
in spite of our old acquaintance, was as uncommunicative as he was 
stern. 

The question of how negotiations were going died on my lips. A 
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swarm of local officials around the three silent men were evidently 
perturbed at our intrusion and we w~re whisked away to the train for 
Sian. 

Chapter Four 

A POLITICAL CRIME MYSTERY 

ARE you a politic. al detectiv. e ? " one .. ofou. r locaL guides in. St.· an 
asked me when they took us on a thoroughly • conducted tour 
through the " Labour Training Camp for Ex·Communists.'' 

My interest in facts seemed to annoy him. 
Sian, that grim bastion of anti-Communism and anti .. Libentlism at 

the gateway to Y enan, 1s not used to mde endent news . a ermen and 
a eep susptcton o oretgners of almost any 111 -as the resident 

missionaries are • made to. feel every day of their strictly supervised lives 
in hospitals, schools, churches, and foreign relief organizations. 
· I could not make upmy mind, either in Sian or during the following 
two weeks of our journey through parts of.the Kuomintang's blockade 
belt around the Communist-controlled Border Region, whether I felt 
imore like a political detective orlike a .suspect of political crime. But 
all the time it was as though I were moving through the pages of a 
somewhat confusing mystery thriller of a new political variety. 

The reception we had in Sian and the rest of General Hu Chung
nan's domain was somewhat like that of royalty from potentially 
hostile nations. Elaborate official welcomes were held for us wherever we 
went, with bands, parades, and well-staged popular demonstrations. 
Endless numbers of empty, solemn speeches were addressed to us. We 
were given lavish banquets twice a day, special theatrical performances, 
and comfortable trips to local sights. 

Sian, like every town we passed, was on its toes. The streets had been 
especiaiTY cleaned, beggars and stray dogs turned out,· and many Allied 
flags and welcoming banners . decorated our path. 

It was most difficult to find time to do our work. We were. kept busy 
with entertainment and constantly surrounded with an embarrassing 

. solicitude for our comfort and pleasure and with a poorly-veiled suspi
cious watchfulness. Each of us, as a rule, had one or two or three hosts 
with him. The Sian authorities had mobilized a large number of special 
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rickshaw men who tried to force free rides on us and followed us any
way whenever we succeeded in sneaking out of the Guest House alone. 

British and other foreign 1Ilissionaries on whom we called • were 
thoroughly. questioned by plain-clothes men immediately after our 
visits and begged us not to- make things more difficult for them by 
quoting them personally on whatthey told us about the Kuomintang 
and the Communists. And certain Chinese in Sian had been given orders 
not to leave their houses during our visit. 

Wherever we went, our final destination was politely ignored in the 
public speeches given to us. The names "Y enan " and " Communist " 
were never mentioned and the common people in the smaller places 
had been given to understand that their partic~htr area was the goal of 
our journey. 

All our hosts appeared • at first reluctant to talk even privately about 
their Red neighbours. But it did not need much provocation as a rule 
for a veritable .hailstorm of accusations to be let loose against them. 
They usually .\Yarned us that ourjourney to Yenan would not enable 
us to find out the truth we sought since the Communists had cleverly 
extinguished all evidence of their crimes in careful preparation for our 
visit. 

"You may even get a favourable impression of the Communists," 
one of our hosts told me, " but it would be an .utterly wrong impres
sion." 

"Is there a blockade against the Communist-controlled areas?·~ we 
asked in Sian at a formal meeting with the provincial governor and the 
highes1 ranking local officers in which our free habits of questiorting 
caused considerable raising of eyebrows and disapproval on the part 
of some of our Kuomintang colleagues and Government guides. 

'' To avoid trouble, we drew a line around the Border· Region and 
built. a ditch along it and little houses for ·a few dozen soldiers each ; 
it is only a protective line,'' the Governor said. 

We said we had recently been told in Chungking that there was 
definitely no· blockade at. all. 

''Blockade is a term used by the Communists," replied Major 
General Lo Tse--kai, Vice-Chief-of-Staff of General Hu Chung-nan, 
the Strong Man of Sian, who was absent. " Call the belt a protective 
area. That's what itis. It was established because the Communists failed 
to obey military orders. Wherever there are Red troops with organiza
tions, doctrines, and propaganda methods entirely different from ours, 
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there is danger that the whole area may be. sovietized. Moreover, the 
Red troops have the slogan ' No hard fighting ; retreat when the enemy 
comes,' so that we have to keep in mind the possibility Qf the Japanese 
marching through Yenan to Sian .. The Communists would not be likely 
to offer resistance ... ·Therefore, the protectiye . .belt .is actually more 
against the Japanese than against anybody else." 

'' What are the main points of difference between the Government 
and the Communists ? " we asked. 

The head of the provincial Kuomintang, an important man in the 
National party hierarchy, took his turn. "The Communist party is an 
international organization, while the Kuomintang is a National party 
advocating democracy. The Communist platform is class struggle, 
while we believe in class harmony. The Government is doing everything 
to achieve national unification and a thorough enforcement of • orders 
essential for progress and for the war, while the Communists consider 
all this detrimental to the . development of their influence. To the 
Communists, national unification is a mere pretext for achieving their 
own ends." 

" Are you optimistic about a solution of the Communist problem 
after the recent preliminary negotiations here in Sian which are being 
resumed in Chungking today in a more formal manner ? " 

" As· Governor of Shensi province of which Y enan is a part, I hope 
of course that a solution may soon be found ; for only then can opium 
suppression and conscription to the army be carried out in the Com-
munist-held territories.'' · 

"Are the Communists really growing opium ? " 
" I just wanted to talk about that. It is a ticklish subject, one gf those 

family scandals one does not like to discuss. A long list of districts 
where opium is grown in the Border Region will be given to yqjl. But 
the Communists have removed all evidence. You will be unable to 
locate any poppies or any place where opium stocks are hidden. The 
Communists have even taken down defensive structures along the 
Border Region and changed slogans of hostility toward the Government 
on walls and houses into slogans of co-operation and national unity." 

I said l would like to know about the twenty-four cultural leaders 
with Kuomintang affiliations whose death at the hands of the Com
munists was reported last March in advertisements in the leading 
Chungking and Sian newspapers in connection with an official memorial 
service held in Sian. 
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" You will get the names. The memorial service was held here," the 
Governor replied. " Not entirely under party and Government auspices 
but primarily by the bereaved families .and friends~ It is true that the 
Communists killed them and. that they arrest anybody who is dis
covered as a. Kuomintang member and even put such people to death." 

One of our official guides from Chungking spoke up : '' I hope you 
won't publish all these things right now so as. not to endanger a political 
solutionwiththe Communists. And please don't regard this as. political 
propaganda of the local authorities here .. The whole problem is internal 
and has not been propagandized in the past. We still want to adhere 
to this policy." 

The conference ended somewhat unpleasantly with the discussion of 
the case of a. Free Frenchman and a Swede who had. escaped from 
Japanese-,occupied Peiping through the Communist areas to go to 
Chungking and had been detained in Sian for the last nine months, 
without trial, for alleged espionage. 

We .took up the matter because diplomats and other foreigners in 
Chungking were concerned about it, especially since there had been a 
previous case of three completely innocent people, two. Frenchmen and 
a Dutchman, who came the same way and had to· spend a few bad 
weeks in Sian, apparently on account of the favourable impressiOn they 
gave about the Communist areas. They were at last released-the 
elderly Dutchman with a broken collar-bone. 

But it was probably not our business to probe into such delicate 
matters and we respected our host's "sincere hope to refrain from 
further discussion." 

On another occasion Major General Lo Tse-kai completely dis
counted the military importance of any possible understanding that 
might ·be reached between the Government and the Communists. 
Irritated by our continued questions on the Communist problem, he said, 
"We never had too much military strength in this protective belt 
against the Cof!1munists. And as for them, you cannot expect the 
Communists to fight the Japanese anyway. The most important result 
of a so-called agreement with the Communists would be that they might 
in such a case refrain from future attacks on our own troops at times 
when the Japanese launch offensives against us." 

" What makes you expect that the Communists would not fight the 
Japanese • even in case of a fresh Kuomintang-Communist agreement ? 
Was it not generally recognized that they fought very well indeed, at 
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We looked into an empty girls' ·day room where an·• exhibition of 
knitted things was prepared for us. On the walls was a strange com; 
hination of amateurish portrait sketches : Mme. Chiang • Kai .. shek ; her 
radically democratic sister, Mme. Sun Yat~sen, who courageously 
upholds the true meaning of her late husband's political teachings and 
her opposition to the present course of the Kuomintang ; . Mme. Curie 
of radium fame; and Mme. Kollontai, Soviet Russia's.ambassadress to 
Stockholm. 

Somewhere, there was a "wall newspaper " in. English, The Bonfire, 
Vol. ~. No. 5. But we met nobody in the camp who understood English. 
One of its items was an article, " Message from a Martyr," dealing 
sympathetically with Pastor Martin· Niemoeller, one of the most tragic 
prisoners of Hitler's concentration. camps. Another article opened : 
" With great rapture we students of the Northwest Youth Labour Camp 
welcome the arrival of the American-British Journalistic Mission.'' 

In the auditorium, decorated with Allied flags, banners of welcom~ 
in English, and large pictures of Chiang Kai-shek, Roosevelt, Churchill, 
and Stalin, a horseshoe table was covered with tea, cakes, candy, 
cigarettes, and flowers. On the inside of the table several dozen men 
and some girls were standing stiffly at attention when we came in, 
sitting down just as stiffly when we, with a large number of guides and 
camp officials, took our places opposite them. 

I filled page after page of my notebook with their stories. In the 
people who told them there was something that puzzled me for weeks : 
they were so tense and grimly self-condemnatory, so sad and yet so 
anxious to praise the camp which could not possibly be a tolerable place 
for any unbroken human being. They looked well enough physically, 
many of them were obviously intelligent, and a few seemed to have 
the characteristics of strong personalities, But they impressed us like 
marionettes, and some of the stereotyped life stories and accusations 
against the Communists 1 heard sounded memorized rather than 
experienced. 

Why had they first joined the Communists ? I asked one after the 
other. These were some typical replies : 

" When the] aps came to my home I heard our people praise the Red 
Anny and made my way there to join it. . . . 1 went there to help my 
country, although I was not a Communist at first .•... The. Commu
nists in our university advocated liberty and equality. and I believed 
them. . . . I first joined a guerrilla group .at my native place and. we 

'all went over to the Communists to fight together with them. . . " 
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And why had they left ? 
" I wanted freedom there, but since I did not care to join the party 

I felt the loss of freedom in Y enan was not worth while, and now I 
have been here in the camp for two years and feel free. . . . I studied 
medicine in Y enan but did not find a ' way ' there, as the old Chinese 
saying goes. Things were not what I had thought. Their chief aim was 
to gain strength but not to fight, and they planted opium. I heard that 
this labour camp was very good and came here voluntarily, a year ago, 
to fight for my country. No, I did not try to join the army; 1 had gone 
too far wrong and felt I was too much in need of thorough ideological 
training. Yes, here I have found my' way.' ... I had thought they 
were fighting the enemy. Discipline was bad in their army. They 
planted opium. I came voluntarily to this camp because I wanted to 
be trained. No, if I had the choice between leaving here tomorrow and 
staying another year I would certainly stay on. •· • . . · I was a staff 
officer under the famous General Ho Lung. 1 likea him very much 
personally but disagreed with him and left.because I was forced to fight 
Governme~t troops." 

Who were all those people ? Why did those strong young men not 
join the army, having forsaken their Communist sympathies but being 
as patriotic as . ever ? • What gave their faces that strange, frightened 
expression which I had never before seen in easygoing China? Were 
they some of the thousands of progressive students and intellectuals 
from all over Kuomintang China who were caught in Sian on their way 
to Yenan year after year or arrested in their homes and colleges for 
" dangerous thought.? " 

Monthsiater I was to hear the inside star of this m sterious camp. 
Ot er wttnesses a ainst t e Communtsts came to see us at our Guest 

House, wtt s eeta m es w o a wa s knew the re lies to our g~estions 
Better than the witnesses themselves. They spoke .In ifferently a_nd 

)\..inn. vag!}e terms of Red suppression of the peasantr~1 of Commun.ist 
' Jtrmy_ units running awlll: from the Jap~nes~t of their attacks E~ 

Government troops, of wholesale Red murder and robbery. All of 
them failed when it came to actual con~:rete details, and some looked 
frightened rather than anxious to talk to us. The faces of their guides 
might have frightened anybody. 

I ~as getting a bit homesick for Chungking. !!.s stuffy atmosphere ?l'
s:~~!!ied almost~!.~~.asl:t~~~ by.compari~on Yf.ith that of_ Si.~~:- · 



Chapter Five 

THE STRONG MAN AND HIS REALM 

LIEUTENANT GENERAL HU CHUNG~NAN. is the Strong 
Man of Sian, His narne is hated by .. the majority of patriots all 

· over Chma as a symbol of authoritarian anti-Liberalism and 
militant anti-Communism .. ·· .. ·••·· ··• •.·············• . .. ,. .. 

His well-eqmpped armies of four or five hundred thousand rnen, 
among the best in China, have for years been surrounding the srna.ll 

· Communist-controlled· Border Region-while the la.ck of good troops 
at the war fronts permitted the Japanese ·to penetrate farther and 
farther into the country. 

On the off-chance of meeting him in person we made the short trip 
to Tungkwan at the edge of his vast domain. Tungkwan, an ancient 
fortress· in the Yellow River bend, was destroyed by ·ene_my artillery 
five years ago. Since then the small Japanese positions on the other 
bank have been practically inactive. This iswhere Wendell Willkie and 
other travelling dignitaries used to be shownthe ''front" in recent 
vears. 
· The "front" atmosphere of Tungkwan was as peaceful and unreal as 
I had found it on a previous visit with the British Parliamentary Mission 
to China, a year and a half before. Not the slightest change was visible. 

The Generalissimo's trim and modest son, Captain Chiang Wei-kuo, 
was still in command of a crack company of Hu Chung-nan's soldiers. 

He showed the guests through the same spick-and-span underground 
trenches and machine-gun nests, making us peer through binoculars at 
one or two Japanese soldiers supposed to be on the same hill feature 
across the river. In the sarne old ruins of the town with its tidily piled
up rubble there were again many Allied flags and bannersof welcome. 
The slogans on the walls in large English letters announced (it was in 
May, 1944, before the Normandy landing)," ThewholeAxis crumbles," 
'' Rioting·i:n ·Tokyo,'' and similar ·hopeful anticipations. 

Again there was neither gun nor tifle. shot. We sat just as peacefully 
as last time in the same old riCkety building of the " Social Club » with 
its funny little bar, maps, and pictures ... a single mile from big 
J apallese grtns. 

It. was like seeing an old movie again. 
3~ 
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A hushed silence fell. on the room: The General was coming. 
Hu Chung-nan strode in, surrounded by a swarm of aide-de-camps. 

Introduction, shaking ofhands, polite phr<Jses. · 
I watched him intently for about half an hour.. Was this the famous 

Strong Man the Generalissimo • was supposed to be grooming as his 
possible successor ( The man vyhose awe-inspiring name is whispered 
like that .of only one other person, the griro chief of Kuomintang China's 
Secret Police, General Tai.Li? 

Hu Chung-nan is a small man in his early forties. A bit fat, with 
flaccid, feminine, .late-' Roman features. ·. Long artist's hair showed 
beneath his military cap. A shrewd and almost shy smile accompanied 
the soft, actor-like gestures of his fleshy hands arid the strangely restless, 
bird-like movements. of his head. 

" The first cluty of a military man is to fight the enemy," he said at 
· the beginning .of a short welcoming speech. With these words he 
parried •• the. questions .in our .minds about•• his blockade against the 
Communists and the occasionalfights along the Border Region. And 
when we finally asked them, he said politely," With a big campaign on 
in the neighbouring province of Honan -and being very busy, I want to 
refrain from any.· political comment.'' 

He seemed extremely worried .. Next door, in Honan, a very large 
and reputedly very good Chinese army under another well-known 
Strong Man somewhat of Hu Chung-nan's type was quickly crumbling 
before an enemy offensive. The large province was being lost almost 
without a fight, and GeneraL Hu Chung-nan had arrivecl with a few 
divisions in.alateandvain attempt to help his neighbour. 

Would the Japanese push on to Sian,into HuChung-nan'simportant 
domain? Was. that 'the final aim of.their Honan offensive? Had their 
desire to gain control over the Honan stretch of the Peiping-Hankow 
railroad, and thus to complete their trunk line between North and 
Central China, been no more than a secondary objective ? 

Past experience seemed to indicate that the Japanese were satisfied 
toJeave General Hu Chung-rian undisturbed. They.could have attacked 
and beaten him long ago. There. were only one hundred miles of easy 
ground between the Japanese positions opposite Tungkwan and the 
large open city of Sian. And foreign observers felt that Hu Chung-nan's 
troops might have been too thoroughly indoctrinated against their 
domestic enemy to do their best in a fight against the Japanese. 

It had been a postulate of political strategy with Tokyo, so far, to 
keep the Sian zone of Kuomintang-Communist conflict undisturbed ; 

B* 
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for if the two Chinese camps were· separated territorially they might 
at last compose their quarrels and draw together politically. That would 
open the way to a • thorough change ofthe p9Iitica.l. cnaract~r of Hu 
Chung-nan's troops and to their activization against Japan. And, far 
beyond that effect, it would greatly strengthen the Chinese war effort 
all over the country. Japan would not take such a risk unless she had 
to. . . . . 

But a new factor had come into the picture~the Chungking nego~ 
tiations between the Kuomintang and the Communists with. America's 
wish for Chinese unity as their background. Would that 11ew fa.ctor be 
sufficient provocation to the Japanese to attack Hu Chung-nan ? 

In their broadcasts the Japanese threatened openly that they would 
have to launch a large-scale offensive against. Sian and Northwest China 
in general if those negotiations led to . an. agreement between the two 
Chinese camps. And certain Chinese offiCials. in Chungking and Sian 
were echoing those Tokyo broadcasts in confidential talks with 
foreigners : " This is not the time. tocometo an understanding with the 
Communists. It would make the Japanese jump at our necks." 

Clearly, General Hu Chung-nan had reason to worry. And our 
appearance at this critical time, with the Generalissimo's permission to 
go to blockaded'Yenan, must have been most unpleasant to him, for 
he had strongly advised against our journey and apparently been 
responsible for its delay. 

~We travelled north alon the Yellow River thro · hilly 
coun ry at ts ot defence line a ainst the a anese on the other 

an an ockade wall against the near-by Communists. _m 
The population seemed somewhat more thoroughly mobilized than 

in any other front or rear zones 1 had seen in Ch.ina. But it was evidently 
a disciplinarian and not a. popular mobilization-a mobilization based 
on suspicion rather than trust of the people, on rigid control from 
above rather than on any attempt to enlist the voluntaryeo-operation 
of the people. The ordinary men and wo1llen and youths I saw there 
impressed me as even more apathetic than elsewhere in China, as 
though they were bewildered by their contradictory double task of 
facing an external enemy and an internal foe. 

The local officials were mostly picked Kuomintang men from other 
provinces who had .• gone . through special training in Chungking and 
Sian. They seemed outwardly more 1Uodern and in some ways some
what more active and efficient than local officials in other parts of China. 
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" Are they still equipped and maintained by local landlotds ? :• we 
asked. 

There was a moment of consultation. and. one of the officials replied 
hotly, "As this area is organized mainly againstthe enemy, !hope. you 
will ask other questions than whether the landlords have an influence 
over the militia." 

The least scholarly and benevolent type of old landlord gentry 
seemed even more evident in the administration of those " model 
districts " than elsewhere in Chin.a, and they looked at least as pros
perous and arrogant as I had often seen them in other parts, against the 
background of an especially poor and depressed peasantry. ·Even some 
of our Kuomintang colleagues were embarras!led l:>y tho!le men, especially 
when they were introduced to. us as " the people's representatives/' 

An incident with one of thern, although small in itself, seemed so 
characteristic of the atmosphere in the blockade belt that most of us 
referred to it in the travelogue messages we sent to our papers. At the 
usual elaborate banquet .in a littlt: town I had been sitting next to a 
big, elderly man in a heavy silk jacket, the Agricultural Commissioner 
and" head ofthe Peasants' Union" whose personality reminded me of 
several speeches of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek against selfish and 
corrupt rural gentry. 

Next morning, while we and our hosts were walking parade-like 
through the streets of the little town which were lined with row after 
row of well-regimented people, he told us that he owned much land but 
that he worked himself in his fields and was" practically a farmer." To 
demonstrate how he wielded the hoe on the fields, he swung his walk
ing stick with his pale, flabby hands, when two .little children ran in 
our way to have a better look at .us. The landlord's "hoe" suddenly 
turned back into a stick and hit one of the kids. The modern-trained, 
intelligent magistrate noticed our instinctive reaction to this significant 
little incident and was greatly embarrassed. 

A few of us then asked the head of the Peasants' Union, who seemed 
to be a man of special importance, whether we might walk alone 
through the town for a little while to talk to some of the people. He 
seemed somewhat shocked hut gave instructions to a swarm of equally 
surprised officials to leave us alone, and • we went off unguided. 

We visited a little grain shop and talked to the owner, a shy and 
friendly man. He had just begun to discuss his business problems, 
ttlling us that prices on the whole were now about four hundred times 
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as high as. they had bet:n before the war and that things were becoming 
more difficult, when a bespectacled young man in the uniform of an 
official slipped in silently without as much as a nod, sat down in .. the 
back of the dark shop, and ardently took notes of what little the shop-
keeper said in his presence. . 

The excessive politeness Qf our h.osts was no deterrent to the ch.J.msi
ness with which they made us feel their suspicion. 

In a little town one. of us asked for the address of the only foreigner 
in the district, a Norwegian lady missionary of whom we had heard. She_ 
was an· old and • apparently useful. resident of • the. town, but there had 
been no room for that lonely foreigner at the big banquet we were given 
the night before. A local official, before giving the address, asked 
bluntly, " What are you going to ask the missionary lady ? " 

At another place the sh<>pkeepers. had evidently •• been prepared for 
our visit, since it must have been noticed that we to<>k an interest in.the 
chaotic price situation. When we wanted to buy a few thingsthey quoted 
prices which made us gasp, prices in cents while we were used to prices 
in tens of dollars. And we were assured that consumers' goods were 
really·very cheap in the·town. I was offered matches at twenty cents 
instead of the usual three or four dollars per box. And Dr. P. C. Hsieh, 
our Number One Guidefroru.Chungking, was given a tube of Shanghai
made tooth p<lste for.forty cents, although he pro~ested with consider
able embarrassment that the normal price . was around one hundred 
dollars. 

Witnesses against the Communist!? were produced almost everywhere. 
In the little town of Hancheng two farmers were to tell us about the 
atrocities. of .the ... E.e<:l!> )Vho. had been in their villages for a few days 
during the time of the Civil War. 

" It was in September, 1935,'' one of them said. " The Reds stayed 
in our village one night, drove a)Vay cattle, looted a house, and shot 
my father who was the village chief. No, I did not see how it happened. 
I had escap.ed. But .1 sa.w my father's body later .. " 

" How did you know the culprits were Communists and not ordinary 
bandits which, we heard, were so numerous here in 1935 ? " 

"They wrote texts on the walls, saying they were Communists." 
" Why do you think they invaded your region? " 
"They were sabotaging our patriotic war ofresistance." 
" But the war of resistance started only in 1937, almost two years 

later." 
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There was silence, and the official interpretel' who had thought
lessly translated what he was told, tried to explain : " The man made 
a mistake. He came here a long way on his own 'initiative. He was very 
eager to tell you about his experiences. It is true, the Reds have not 
been here since the. war began." 

The other man told us that the Communists had burned the coffin 
with the corpse of his uncle that was being kept in· the house for an 
auspicious funeral date. 

" Why did they do that ? " 
''Because they thought my uncle's family was the richest in the 

village. They also killed a man in the neighbourhood who they thought 
was the village head, and they burned houses." 

" What did you see yourself ? " 
"Nothing. I had escapec;l. When I returned I found my uncle's 

house burned. No, I did not see the man they had killed or any other 
corpses." 

In Ichuan, the last Kuomintang outpost against the Border Region, 
where popular enthusiasm was so well organized that hundreds of shop
keepers and other townsfolk literally leaped . when we · arrived, while 
cheer leaders made them shout welcoming slogans at us, we saw a 
" Relief Camp for Refugees from the Communist Areas." There were 
some twenty ragged men in a little building, deserters from the Eighth 
Route Army. 

The first man I talked to was an amusing type of genuine vagabond. 
He was frank and humorous in his confession to an ·equally profound 
dislike of hard work and of· the dangers of war and· stated laughingly 
that he had on a former occ_asion deserted from the Government Army. 
Then, he said, he was " taken " by the Communists at a peasants' 
meeting and enrolled in the Eighth Route Army. 

" I don~t know how long I have been here. I ran away from the 
Border Region some .tirne ago because they worked me so hard, ·.r had 
to plough two mow of land in the time l needed to do one. Therefore 
I ran away and came here." 

" Did the Communists nish ou when ou worked too little ? '' 
" o, the did not unish me.'' And he added real senous for the 

first t1me, and 1Ilo.st indignant, " . · ey cnttczzed me." .. 
- Another soldier had been partly paralyzed from childhood. His neck 

was stiff and his left arm dangled weakly from a low shoulder. He 
had been conscripted into the Eighth Route Army, he said, ahd ran 
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There was silence, and the official interpretel' who had thought
lessly translated what he was told, tried to explain : " The man made 
a mistake. He came here a long way on his own 'initiative. He was very 
eager to tell you about his experiences. It is true, the Reds have not 
been here since the. war began." 

The other man told us that the Communists had burned the coffin 
with the corpse of his uncle that was being kept in· the house for an 
auspicious funeral date. 

" Why did they do that ? " 
'' Because they thought my uncle's family was the richest in the 

village. They also killed a man in the neighbourhood who they thought 
was the village head, and they burned houses." 

" What did you see yourself ? " 
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keepers and other townsfolk literally leaped . when we · arrived, while 
cheer leaders made them shout welcoming slogans at us, we saw a 
" Relief Camp for Refugees from the Communist Areas." There were 
some twenty ragged men in a little building, deserters from the Eighth 
Route Army. 

The first man I talked to was an amusing type of genuine vagabond. 
He was frank and humorous in his confession to an ·equally profound 
dislike of hard work and of· the dangers of war and ·stated laughingly 
that he had on a former occ_asion·deserted from the.Government Army. 
Then, he said, he was " taken " by the Communists at a peasants' 
meeting and enrolled in the Eighth Route Army. 

" I don't know how long I have been here. I ran away from the 
Border Region some .tirne ago because they worked me so hard. ·. l had 
to plough two mow of land in the time I needed to do one. Therefore 
I ran away and came here." 

" Did the Communists nish ou when ou worked too little ? '' 
" o, the did not · unish me.'' And he added real senous for the 

first t1me, and 1Ilost indignant, " . · ey crzttczzed me." .. 
- Another soldier had been partly paralyzed from childhood. His neck 

was stiff and· his left. arm dangled weakly from a low shoulder. He 
had been conscripted into the Eighth Route Army, he said, and ran 
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The Anti-Smuggling chief gave me three badges of deserters from 
the Eighth Route Army .and a little scrap of paper supposed to be a 
certificate for the export of 5 ·4 ounces of opium from the Border Region. 

A.._ These. ~ere !DY last irri.12~essions •· ofthe Sian-cQ···!ltt:QUed.,p.rotective 
/ B'elt a~st tfie Communists. ____ • ·. · 

"'li'la popular library the picture of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek 
still hung side by side with those of Chamberlain, Daladier, • Muss()lini, 
Hitler, and Goering, as in the old days of Munich. AtaJonely street 
corner was a large English-written wall newspaper which sternly 
reminded the Allies that they would neglect their obligations under the 
Four Power Pact if they "f:;tiled any longer to treat Japan as their 
Enemy Number One." 

By way of contrast, I found among the local Kuomintang officials in 
that little outpost Ichuan an especially vitriolic hatred of the Chinese 
Communists which seemed to dominate their thinking completely 
and to leave little room for strong feelings against the Japanese. 

" How can you ask whether the Communists are in any way Chinese 
patri()ts ? " one of them snubbed me. I had asked him whether patriot
ism might not be a common basis for an eventual understanding 
between the two political parties. 

But when we asked one young official what the ordinary people in 
this area thought of their neighbours, he whispered to two of us privately 
'' Many think that the Communists are just Chinese people like our
selves. And I agree with that opinion, although some here have quite 
different ideas about Communists." 

Somewhere on our way, out of earshot of the officials, we had got a 
similar reply from a little shopkeeper. 

Chapter Six 

"OUR OWN GOVERNMENT IS TO BLAME" 

THE · official programme of our gradual approach to the Com
munist-controlled Border Region included a detour . to the 
headquarters .of .Marshal Yen Hsi-shan, the last of the semi.: 

autonomous war lords ()f China. 
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words. It is the gospel everybody in Kenanpo 1s supposed to 
follow. 

One of the first things we were told was, " The Kuomintang has 
no real authority here; the party and its Youth Corps exist only nomi
nally ; they are free to establish themselves anywhere in our areas but 
are given to understand that it is better for thelJ'l110t t()Ao. sp," 

There were no Kuomintang party flags anywhere, .none ofthe usual 
pictures of Chiang Kai-shek and Sun Y at-sen ; and .none of the official 
Kuomintang rites were observed at the public meetings we· attended. 
Old Yen's own picture in marshal's uniform dominated.the .. scene .. 

Yen Hsi-shan has his own currency, discreetly called" co,-operative 
certificates." He raises heavy taxes according to his. own ideas .. The 
gendarmerie in his area is entirely his own, like his troops. His military 
and civilian officers are not appointed by Chungking but exclusively 
by himself. 

The landlords under his rule had to reduce their rents from the 
former 50 or 6o per cent of the tenants' crops to a mere 5 per cent 
and were thus forced to work odeave. Yen's own taxes took the place 
of the rents, and he seems to be. the only landlord now in the po.or 
valleys around Kananpo. 

The merchants had to surrender to Yen's monopoly administration 
all " domestic " trade and all their " outside " commerce with the 
Japan esc, Kuomintang, and Communist regions. They, too, were thus 
forced to go to work or leave and the marshal became the only merchant 
in his area. He prides himself on being more " thorough " in his 
social reforms than his Communist neighbours. He prohibits the smok
ing of cigarettes and prescribes suicide for officials who fail in their 
duties. 

Marshal Yen does not like the Communists. Early in the war against 
Japan he sensed the upsurge of popular enthusiasm for a really pro
gressive nationalism. He coilected United Front elements from various 
radically democratic groups, encouraged their hopes for a political new 

· deal in his " model province," and organized them into a high-spirited 
New Army, by the side of his old provincial army of mercenaries and 
conscripts. 

But the New Army took his vague progressive ideas too .literally, 
objected to his feudalistic paternalism and his laxmethods .. oLfi.ghting 
the Japanese, revolted, and finally went over to the (~ornmunists after 
bitter fighting with his old-style troops. The New Army still exists 
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and, as I found out later, seems to have built up a distinguished record 
of successes against the Japanese, in close alliance with the Communist 
Eighth Route Army. 

We asked whether there had been any incidents between Marshal 
Yen's troops and the Communists recently. 

" In the past three or four months there were eighty~six conflicts," 
he said. '' We had seven hundred casualties and one regimental com
mander was killed. Recently, for example, there was a fight at the Feng 
River. We were ordered by Chungking to send some troops through 
an area held by ·the Communists ·in order to assist the Government 
armies in their defensive against the Japanese in Honan. The Com
nunists stopped us, and that was how the conflict arose.'' 

But one of Yen's aides, a Liberal English-speakin~ professor at his 
university near. Kenanpo, . had previously. given a few of us an entirely 
different versionofthis conflict. "We needed more food supplies," he 
said, " and ~herefore took a number of villages in the relatively fertile 
region of the Feng River ; some from the Japanese and some from 
the Reds .. • Th~ Japanese did not resist, but the Reds fought back when 
we came in, and we lost almost a whole regiment. However, where we 
let the Communists stay in their positions in Shansiprovince, relations 
between us and them are quite good now." 

I ··asked Marshal Yen in a private . interview . what he thought 
of the Communists, of their practices and their conflict with the 
Kuomintang. 

" The administration in the Communist-controlled areas is rather 
good," hereplied. " The chiefweakness and mistake ofthe Communists 
is that they think only of their party and not of the people. They train 
the people with the. objective of dying for the party but not with the 
aim of improving their own livelihood. Superficially,. the attitude of 
the common people in the Communist-controlled regions toward Jhe 
administration is good. But if one talks to them privately, the people 
will weep about conditions." 

He thought for a little while and drew his chair a bit nearer mine, 
as though he wanted to take rne into his confidence. " If you are going 
to judge the Communists from the point of view of whether they are 
improving themselves, you foreigners must come to the conclusion that 
they are good because theyare progressive. 

" However, the more progressive the Communists are, the more the 
Kuomintang is afraid of them. The Kuomintang must reform itself. 
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The Communists, on the other hand, should abandon their attempts 
at overthrowing the Kuomintang by force and. should concentrate on. 
the improvement of the livelihood of the people in their .~m~as. 

" As friends of China and as our allies who are worrying . about the 
Kuomintang-Communist conflict, you shouldurge the Government in 
Chungking to improve and the Communist pa.rtyin Yen.an to.abandon 
its expansionist policies." 

" Have the Communists been expanding into Kuomintang regions 
recently ? " I asked. 

" It is true that they have slowed down in their. expansion ... And the 
demand of Chungking, that the Communi~ts. should withdraw from 
their present Border Region in North Shensi is unreasonable.. But 
nobody is sure that the Communists have definitely abandoned their 
policy of force for the future. 

" Look at me," he said. '' Why does the Government allow me to do 
what I am doing ? Why does it let me and some other provincial leaders 
in China have a certain amount of force and power of our own ? Why 
are none of the officers under me and. none· of my civilian officials sent 
by the Government in Chungking ? Why can I collect my own taxes ? 

" And, why, in spite of that, do I get from Chungking regular 
monthly. cash payments for the wages of my troops, special payment 
for their uniforms, and a large quantity of food as well as bullets~all of 
which the Communists don't get ? 

" Why all this ? Simply. because the Government knows that I do 
not want to overthrow it by force although I am also critical of the 
Government and frequently send my criticisms to Chungking. This 
shows the Government that I want to help it improve but that I don't 
want to overthrow it." 
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r asked whether •• he thought that Chungking \VaS reliably informed 
about the Border Region and the Communist-held.areas in the enemy's 
rear. 

'' No. The authorities in Chungking cannot get reliable information 
about the Border Region, because their investigators are men who pick 
up only the bad points. The reason for this is the hostile mentality of 
those investigators." 

.At last the time had come for us to see for ourselves what was going 
on in the.Yenim regions. 

After severaL days at Kenanpo, crowded with talks and the usual 
receptions, banquets, mass meetings, speeches, and theatricals, the kind 
old marshal and his retainers saw us off. one early morning on . our 
ten-hour ride north along the Yellow River. 

We went over a practically unused route on which we had decided 
only a few days before, . instead of taking the main road to Y enan via 
Ichuan according to the official itinerary. 

It seemed more tempting to approach the mysterious bmd of the 
C()mfl1unists thtol.lgll a back door. 

'' "\Ve will find Jhem just as Chinese on the other side,'' one of my 
coll<:agues said on the ride when we were wondering what to expect. 
'' Things may be better in some respects and there will be other labels. 
But Chinese are Chinese. You will see, fundaltlentally the difference 
won't be great .. •. !' 



PART TWO-THE DOOR TO YENAN OPENS 

Chapter' Seven 

CROSSING THE LINE 

I CROSSED many frontiers in my twenty years as a foreign corres
pondent, b~_none ever seemed to me so forbiddil!K as the lifeless, 
closely blockaded border· between the two h3lves of Ch ina . . 
We sto ed m • 1d or e ofthe Yellow River where _ a group of 

Mars a en's military and civilian officers had assembled to bid us 
farewell. 

On the steep, bare mountains on either side were grim-looking block
houses,trenches, and a few sentries. No human habitation was visible 
at this river crossing which had seen much trade in peaceful times. 

The day before, a soldier with a white flag of truce had announced 
our coming to the Communists · who ·expected us from the other 
direction, and a heavy barge was brought down the river for the rare 

casion of contact between the two sides. 
T~ sixte~~boatmen had a h~rd t~r~it;g. l!S_JJ.cro~s the rapid 

1 
rem. I'§~x lili.~~:@gltL.u:La.Jj . ..,§t,_Qeauttful rhythm, 
ch~~ £!nci~nt river ~h.'!!~~n,?!:,d ~Jhe.....m:i!Y~Lof Er!_tp.itive 
men to the wild elements . 

.,~-, ---lk¥"""-~~ r, ,; ~ ... ~- -

On the other bank four solitary figures moved slowly along the 
' foreshore to meet us. Shy, friendly smiles, awkward handshakes, and 

an almost embarrassing minimum of simple words of greeting were our 
welcome on Communist territory. There was none of the usual scraping 
and bowing, no exchange of name cards and of solemnly mumbled 
phrases of courtesy. 

We had become used to large reception committees, bands, parades, 
and rows of cheering crowds at every place we passed, so that we were 
both perplexed and relieved at the contrast. 

"The name of this place is Cold Water Shore," one of the Kuomin
tang men in our party remarked with an ironical smile. 

We climbed up the steep bluff in silence, following the four quiet, 
blue-uniformed comrades to a prehistoric-looking little village. 

46 
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A few groups of caves with. walled-in farmyards and mud-built 

stables in front of them ; .a dilapidated shrine that seemed to serve as a 
speaker's platform for village assemblies; some children playing on the 
steps of a little temple ; and an· Eighth Route Army soldier patrolling 
the top of a ridge, high above the village : this was the place where we 
settled down for our first night in Col11ll1Unist China. 

Some peasants had cleared for us their brick-built family beds, each 
big enough fodour or five people and taking up lllOSt .of a cave. Tidily 
piled up along the walls were their tools and householdutensils, bundles 
of dried vegetables, and jars of preserved food. The pleasant, earthy 
smell of herbs in our cave at. Cold Water Shore will always be associated 
in my mind with that first night in the Border Region. 

We stretched out comfortably on the clean straw mats that. had been 
spread out for· us. in • the little farmyards in front of the caves. Wash 
basi11s with steaming noodles, vegetables, and scrambled eggs were 
brought for our evening meal, without apologies. It tastecl. delicious 
after two weeks ofba11queting on rich Chinese f<>od. . . 

Peasant •• wotnen quietly. continued spinning, cooking, ;tnd nursing 
babies in the yard.and took.little notice of us. Men came home from 
the fields, gave .a friendly nod, put their tools in a corner (the tools 
seemed unusually new and of a modernized shape), and lo.oked after 
their cattle. Life went on as usual. Nobody made a fuss about us. 

Next morning soldiers arrived with .horses and mules for our five 
days' ride to Yenan-weathtt:.~atef!,~~~~1:!1Q!!ti~P.J:.!!.Jnt;g_jp. __ h~l11P 
sandals and baggy blue cotton uniforms \Vith the red collar tabs of 

__ Jhe regular Chine,se in£antry. 
·~)/ . T]+e red star on the ~Ca.£~ ~~~muni~_tr,oo12~ .. was_~d 
/ .fire ~~pf ~l§..nafuulal fli!~ll.~uJhcllhlt~.d.EmnUgl!ip.st 

· ~Pt!l ~!~~~£!~l.!~ But those ~ed collar. tabs-som~~hat larger 
tfian tTie regulation stze m the Kuommtang Army and shmmg redder 
because they are worn without the usual il).signia of rank-seemed to 
have special significance, like the bits of bright red cloth that showed 
through the cartridge belts of some of the soldiers, as though they 
indicated the special character of the. Commu11ist troops and their 
connection with the past. 

One of the soldiers was Wang Chen, a pale, wiry; proletarian
looking man in his middle thirties, with protruding teeth, intelligent 
eyes, a ready laugh, and a big, warm ha11dshake-like the others in. a 
badgeless blue cotton uniform. 
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He welcomed us with simple friendliness, standing at attention, his 
hand at his cap, '' in the name of Comrade Chu Teh, my Commander~ 
in;.Chief." He assigned to me a big horse capturedfrornt.l:leJapat1ese. 

The soldiers, who showed us. the way over narrow. paths •up and 
down steep hills and through canyonlike valleys, carried Japanese rifles 
or Mausers • and some of them had the long Samurai swords of Japanese 
officers slung over their shoulders like guns. •• They were lively and 
cheerful and often broke out into • melodious. guerrilla songs. 

A. The land was poor and in man laces. semi-barren dr ellow, and 
tree ess. e w o e or er Region is like this,' 1 Wang Chen .said. 
'' frlis povert of the soil and the resultin back.wardness.ofthe eople 
are t e roam pro ems o our rear base. But we are tackling them like
every other problem." 

There was definite evidence of rogress in com arison with what we 
had seen on s1m1 ar an tn t e a 01mn uomintan areas. A part 

!o t e semi~bar:ren hills much greater than on the other side was green 
1 with young wheat and millet; The reclamation qfvirginal or long
abandoned land had been going .on here for five or six years. 

Frequently we passed large groups of peasants ploughing and hoeing 
on gradients so steep that they could not use their oxen and horses. 
''Those groups are' Labour Exchange Brigades,' one of the many forms 
of voluntary co-operation we encourage," Wang Chen explained. 
" They have made a great deal of difference to the livelihood of the 
people. For twelve people working together cal1 do at least the same 
amount as sixteen working individually. Most·families have much more 
land now· than they used to have, and • bigger crops. •· We had good 
weather for a number of years, which made land. reclamation very 
profitable. Most of the easants here are still somewhat superstitious 

{~·· ~~!e~hey say, 'There has been plenty o ram stnce 

-:;::-farmers looked better fed and better clad than those I had seen 
in other arts of China. The seemed to have more livestock. Cotton 
growmg ha been introduced for the first time, and spinning and 
weaving revived. Schools seemed more numerous· and ·there was in 
general more, activity in these still poor-looking little cave villages than 
in those we had passed on the other side. 

The village magistrates we met gave· the impression of. a new type 
of keen, practical people of the poor peasant type. Most of them 
were Communists, local men who had carried out a vigorous agraria.n 
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revolution years before the Red Army arrived from its Long March, atthe 
time when the present Border Region was still a" Soviet District." But 
we were told that elections to the People's .Political Councils, which 
Yenan introduced everywhere, were free and democratic and that 
Communist party members were never allowed to take up more than 
one-third of the seats .. If more were elected, they had to give up their 
seats to non-party candidates who had the. next highest number of votes. 

Of the men who sat on the councils with Communists· many were 
said to have been former members of the Kuomintang. And we were 
told that a good part ofthe new" activists " instrumental in mobilizing 
the people • for .an intensive production drive, for education, mutual 

elp, a greater interest in self-government, and all the other policies of 
Yenan' s " New Democrac " were not Communfsts themselves. 

twas all too new, and impressions were too Incomplete to juage the 
truth of all the. claims to progress that I heard. It seemed somewhat too 
gq()# to believe.·. But.t1le atlllosphere in those little cave villages. on the 
way did. seem different from that on the other ~;ide : more lively and 
without any visible signs of regimentation. 

The personality of Wang Chen interested me more than anything 
else. dunng those refreshmg days on horseback. . There was something 
unusually impressive aboutthis plain, unhandsome, modest soldier who 
wal) said to be a Brigadier GeneraL and garrison commander of one 
quarter of the Border Region, including Yenan itself. He spoke with 
equal enthusiasm about his many battles .with the Japanese and the · 
economic and cultural progress of the peasants in his area. 

It took me • months of later acquaintance to realize fully how much 
he personifies Chinese Communism in its past and present phases and 
what a typical parthe has been playing as one of many ordinary fighters. 
For Wang Chen, in spite of his sterling qualities, seems no exceptional 
man. 

One afternoon I succeeded in getting his life story from him, although 
he did not want to talk about himself. He told it simply and without 
hatred for his former class enemies. 

As a boy be had suffered grinding poverty and feudal suppression 
in J1is little villagein Hunan, in Central China. Hi& thirst for liberty 
arid knowledge and his hot, rebellious temper had made him run away 
to the big city where he kept body and soul together as a water coolie 
and then as a vegetable peddler, until he found a comparatively well
paid job as a worker on the Canton-Hankow Railway. Night-school 
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EIGHTH ROUTE ARMY SOLDIERS IN PRODUCTION WORK 

went into the hills of his nativ..:: province and organized peasants into 
a small band of partisans. The first Red Division developed out of, the 
merger of many such bands and he joined up as a sergeant. He was 
wounded four times during the stormy years when the new Chinese 
Soviet Republic opposed strong Kuomintang armies ; and two more 
times on the Long March on which the Sixth.Red Army which pe helped 
to lead ::~s a political commissar lost nine thousand out of its twelve 
thousand men. 

The Long March .of 8,500 miles, with its ceaseless .fighting during 
twelve grirn months of almost mcredtble hardshtps, was Wang Chen's 
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staff college and he knew then that he was preparing himself for the 
eventual fight against Japan. "To resist the national enemy had been 
our real aim ever since I9JI," he said, " although our struggle for 
survival was still with the forces of the Kuomintang which • fought us 
instead of Japan. 

"But for me, the Civil War ended already in 1935. That year, when 
l arrived here in the Border Region with my exhausted troops, Comrade 
Mao Tse-tung had started the United Front movement. As a result of 
iF;' he gave orders to laum:h • no • more counter-offensives against the 
Kuomintang armies even though they continued attacking us from 
Sian. I was to train the brigade of which I was then Vice-Commander 
for the war against Japan, and to educate it politically to United Front 
co-operation with the Kuomintang. We were ready when the war with 
Japan broke out. There was real co-operation with the Kuomintang for 
some time. We covered the southward retreat of the regular Kuomin
tang troops from the north and then advanced north ourselves behind 
the enemy lines.··· I. gave up many of my steeled veterans of the Long 
March as. cadres for the fresh units that were formed there by. peasant 

. and worker volunteers in the Japanese rear. But my brigade also grew. 
We were in many battles against the Japanese in North China. Until," 
he sighed, " we were called back here. . . . " 

Why was Wang Chen's crack brigade in the Border Region today 
instead of continuing its fight against theJ apanese at the front ? 

First of all, it was necessary to guard Yenan against the Japanese 
who hold strong • positions. on the opposite bank of. the Yellow River, 
a little farther north than we had crossed it. They tried at frequent 
intervals to force the river and march on Yenan, a city they seem to 
hate • more than Chungking. Moreover, as long as relations between 
Chungking and Y enan are not so good as they were for a short while 
at the beginning of the war, the Communists feel they cannot count on 
assistance from General Hu Chang-nan's troops around their B<;>rder 
Region in case of a largejapanese .offensive. 

"Hu Chung-nanhelpingus? Never!" Wang Chen said. 
Their second task is to guard the Border Region against those same 

Kuomintang armies of Hu Chung-nan. in. the blockade belt which are 
supposed to be ten times as numerous as the forty or fifty thousand 
men the Communists are now keeping in garrison. 

"And our third task," he said with emphasis, " is to hold an elite 
force in readiness for the Allied counter-offensive against Japan." 
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I carne to know Wang Chen well enough later to believe him when 
he expressed a longing for that day and when he talked with warm 
understanding of the impatience of his men for the fighting front. 

Chapter Eight 

SOLDIERS WHO FEED THEMSELVES 

w ~e~~n~~e:~u~;d :~:nb:~::::~:e~a~~o~::;d t:Ce~r~~~e ;!~~~ 
won a new kind of victory of which they have reason to • be proud. 

They carried out the order " Feed andstlpport yourselives ; lighten the 
burden of the people; lead the way in. a greatproduction drive." 

Wang Chen seemed full of enthusiasm and activity when we came 
to tlie scene of h1s bngade's battle for productwn, the area of Nanni
wan. The old revolutionary and soldier showed an entirely new side, 
as did so many military commanders later in Ye;nan : he appeared to be 
the born leader of a great production enterprise, a pioneer farmer and 
educator. 

What I saw in Nanni wan put life and truth into every word of his 
absorbing story. 

" You have seen how oor this Border Region is," he said. " You have 
seen ' 1e oc a e e t t at s11rroun s us an . you ow t atthe Govern
ment in Chungking gives us neither pay nor food .. You realize that we 
are facing the Japanese across the Yellow River. You will understand 
the choice that stood before us. when we were recalled from the frorit. 
It was between two things : either to live in semi-starvation and thus 
weaken ourselves and the war .effort, while at the same time. havi;ng to 
burden the people with demands for our. minimum needs; or t() do 
what no army has done before· as .far as I know : to work for. our own 
subsistence while training and standing ready to fight at a moment's 
notice. . •. • .. . ... •. ·•• ·' " . 

" I put this alternative frankly before rny troops at the time. There 
were many different opinions. ·Their minds were. bent on fighting the 
Japanese. A good part of them did not like the idea of reclaiming land 
and doing peasants' work while the war was still on. We had many 
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discussions. But. at last we were united in the decision that Comrade 
Mao Tse-tung's order was correct under the existing (,!onditions. Only 
a few may still fail to understand • fully why we have to be in N anniwan 
a while longer and do farq1 work in the hills instead of returning to 
the front." 

I thought of the deserters from the Eighth Route Army on the other 
side· and, watching his reaction, handed .. Wang Chen the identification. · 
badges of three deserters which I had been given in Ichuan by the chief 
of the Anti-smuggling organization. 

"Yes, those were my men," Wang Chen said without hesitation 
when he saw the names on the badges. " Maybe they were some of those 
who did not understand or maybe our work was to() hard :for them. I 
don't really mind their running away. It makes no difference on which 
side they stand against the Japanese, whether on ours or on that of the 
Kuomintang-if only they are made active in the war effort.'' 

And he col).tinued his story. 
"About a hundred years ago a great uprising of local Muslims against 

the suppression of Peking led to the depopulation of this large area of 
Nanni wan. All the land on the hills and most of· the fields in the 
valleys went to waste. . When I .led my troops here to start . our first 
army-production project four years ago, there were no. caves or houses 
for us to live in, there was ho food. to buy, there were no tools, and no 
farmers whom we could ask to work for us. 

" The Border Region as. a whole was so poor at that thne that we 
could not bring enou~h food and scarcely any implements. We received 
little money from the Government in Yenan. • Right from the beginning 
we had to provide for ourselves almost everything we needed. We cut 
down wood for primitive shelters and dug a few caves. We reclaimed 
a bit of land each to get some vegetables. We didn't have enough to 
eat in the meantime. 

"To have something to exchange for the goods we needed most 
urgently we cut hard pines, which the people in the adjoining areas like 
for coffins, and sold them to the villagers~ •The magistrates in the• areas 
through which you rode helped us . borrow some old tools from the 
peasants who were ready to assist us as much as they could. 

" Our tool problem 'Was solved at last when one of my soldiers, young 
Company Commander Liu, discovered a big, old iron bell on the top 
of a hill in a long-abandoned temple. It was too heavy to bring down 
and I don't know how it ever got up there. Liu dug a big hole under-
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neath and smelted it on the spot, and we found some blacksmiths who 
were willing to teach our men how to make. tools from the two thousand 
pounds of iron we got from the bell and from scrap we collected in the 
distant villages." 

The temple bell of Company Commander Liu l!nd. how .it helped 
to reclaim thousands and thousands of acres of land has since become 

. the subject of one of the most successful stage plays and folk-dance 
dramas all over the Communist-controlled regions. · We sa:w it acted 
with spirit and talent a few weeks later in Y enan. 

" We produce more tools now than we need and sell them cheaply 
to the farmers. But first of all we ·• replaced every implement we 
borrowed with a new one. Yes, those nice strong hoes you saw at 
your first resting place at Cold Water Shore came from our army 
blacksmiths. 

"There were many more difficulties to overcome. One of them was 
that I knew too little of production myself. But we solved this, like all 
our problems, in a democratic way. I asked each and every one in my 
brigade to offer me their knowledge and experience, to criticize the 
plans I made for them, and to suggest changes. We discussed every
thing together, just as we did all the work together. For there is only 
one distinction of rank in the Eighth Route Army, in war as in work: 
our cadres, .as we call the officers, have to work harder and better than 
any other comrades, no matter what the job may be." 

Today, over 35,000 acres of former wasteland are under cultivation 
in Nanniwa:a. This year's harvest will yield on an average somewhat 
more than I. I tons of millet, rice, wheat, corn, vegetables, cotton, 
hemp, and tobacco to every one ()f the ten thb\lsarid officers arid men 
on this vast "revolutionary property," as they call it proudly. 

Each ten men have raised one cow, ten sheep or goats, and five pigs, 
and each company owns at least one hundred chickens and many ducks 
and rabbits. 

Wang Chen's brigade does not spend a cent of the taxpayers' !lloney 
any more. On the contrary, 1t helps the people in many ways. 

The soldiers of his brigade and of the other units of the Eighth 
Route Army that have followed its example, ·in • th(l Border Region as 
well as in some parts of the Anti-Japanese War Bases. in the enemy's 
rear, now seem to be the best fed in the whole of China .• 0\Villg tothe 
great improvement in nutrition, sickness and death rates are said to 
have gon.e down greatly in spite of the pathetic lack of medical Sl1pplies. 
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The people have greater respect than aver for this army which sup

ports itself to such a large extent. " Instead of demanding aid or taking 
things away from poor peasants," many farmers told me later, "these 
new soldiers help the peasants." 

This is part of Wang Chen's order to his brigade, dated February 5, 
1 944: 

''I. ln execution ofthe policy of Chairman Mao Tse-tung, our food 
production last year twice exceeded the quota assigned us by Division 
Commander Ho Lung. Our production quota this year is twice as 
large as our actual production was last year. But we must exceed it by 
at least one-third and produce a total equivalent to 13,ooo tons of 
millet. 

"II. The period from March 10 to the end of October is to be 
devoted to agricultural production. But due to rain and the intervals 
between ploughing, hoeing, and harvesting, there will be. about fifty 
days during that period which are to be given to recreation, military 
training, and anti-Japanese political education. 

" III. With the exception of those. engaged in medical, industrial, 
and transportation work, all members ofthe brigade, both cadres (offi
cers) and rank and file, must on an average cultivate five acres of land. 

" IV. In order to carry out the duties of developing production, 
guaranteeing supplies for the . army and the Government, of taking 
into account both public and private interests, and of building up 
revolutionary property, so as to persist in unity with the people in 
armed resistance against Japan and in the protection of the Border 
Region, the following distribution of each member's. production, 
estimated at an average of 2,440 pounds per head, is to be carried out : 
30 per cent for the self--supply of food to this brigade; 4 per cent for 
its self-supply of clothing; 33 per cent for the food-reserve found of 
the army; 33 per cent as each member's private income which, on 
the basis of prevailing food prices, can be drawn in cash and either 
invested in co-operatives against interest, remitted home, or used for 
personal needs. 

" V. Since the production movement is a sacred task in the revolu
tionary cause, cadres and men and political workers in every unit must 
thoroughly carry out their mission in close solidarity and with mutual 
encouragement .and help. . . . 

(Signed) WANG CHEN 
Brigade Commander and Political Commissar " 
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The crops looked excellent in Nanniwan and may have turned out 
larger than these estimates. But even if they were only normal, Wang 
Chen's brigade, in 1944, will not only. have fed. itself plentifully and 
put in one year's reserve ("for the counter-:offen~ive,'' hi:! said !:!nthysi
astically when I asked about its use), but it will also have provided an 
equal amount for the market from the one.:.third of the c:to{r out of 
which the soldiers get their private cash income. 

"Our production will continue to grow and we shall reclaim .more 
land every year," Wang Chen said. " After the war Nanniwanwill easily 
support zoo,ooo people-wounded soldiers and refugees from famine 
districts in Kuomintang regions like Honan. Many starving people 
from Honan are already smuggling themselves through the blockade 
lines into the Border Region because they know that we will help them 
to settle down." (I was to see a good number of them later.) 

Those days in Nanniwan were one of the most encouraging experi
ences l have had in the Far East. 

We saw rows of white-clad • men in their undershirts and pants 
reclaiming marshes and dry hill land or working in well-cultivated fields. 
"This is the company, or battalion, or regimental commander," Wang 
Chen would say, picking out one of the hard-working men and demon
strating proudly his labour-hardened, calloused hands. Or, " This one 
joined the Red Army when he was twelve, on the Long March ; he is 
a company commander now and one of my best men before the enemy 
as well as in agricultural work." 

We saw tidy dormitory caves and dining rooms and social clubs, a 
hospital and a sanitorium, all built by the men themselves. We saw 
workshops in which disabled soldiers and soldiers' wives spun and wove 
and sewed all the uniforms for the brigade ; blacksmiths' and printing 
shops ; and small plants manufacturing paper, soap, and alcohol. 

We met some of Wang Chen's.popularly elected'' .. 1-.abour Heroes.'' 
One was a Japanese war prisoner in Eighth Route Army uniform who 
helped the Nanniwan project with a new type of pump he devised, 
with a modern beehive he designed, and with many odd jobs. He 
seemed just one. of the Eighth Routers,· happy and natU.ral in an entirely 
un-Japanese way arid violently opposed to Japanese militarism. 

We saw the officers and soldiers beam when Wang Chen came into -
sight. That and nothing else, as a rule,.was their salute to their Brigadier 
General of whom Division Commander Ho Lung told me later that 
he had to bawl him out sometimes for being too rough and strict with his 
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men. Wang Chen himself had confessed to that fault· and told me he was 
trying to improve himself. But it was evident that the men were very 
fond of him. 

Wang Chen's hands were just as calloused from labour as those of his 
troops. An American doctor at the. International Peace Hospital in 
Yenan told me afterwards that he had to put the Brigadier General's 
big toe in a plaster cast recently because he dropped a heavy bag of coal 
on it while helping his soldiers with their work, as every officer does. 

But the men of Nanniwan are still primarily soldiers, and probably 
among the bestanywhere in China. 

Wang Chen was greatly surprised when I asked him whether the 
fighting qualities of his men had. deteriorated in thy course of their 

·····pr§~~~tiop. w<:>rk. 
" They are betterthan ever," he said .. "First of all, they are much 

healthier and stronger. They never had such good food in their lives, 
.nor so much physical exercise. Secondly, they have a.full five months 
of military training in winter-hard, realistic training and nothing else ; 
alld one full month of military training in summer during the dull 
agricultural season. Even during the months of work in the fields there 
is. not a day when they don't practise hand grenade throwing, bayonet 
tactics, and all.sorts. of other techniques in. their rest periods. •. You 
have seen them take their rifles with them to the fields. They are always 
ready for a<;tion." 

We visited one company • after another .. in their tidy cave head
quarters. The arms were kept splendidly. For.two days I myself 
counted how much oftheir equipment was Japanese and wrote down the 
markings in detail. It was obviously true that more than one-third .of 
their rifles, two-thirds of their machine guns, and most of their artillery 
p}lg p~entaken from the enemy. 

" All this was captured by my brigade," Wang. Chen said. 
Every one of those mountain guns had its own fascinating story. A 

good many we heard from men who. partiCipated in their capture, and 
there. was always mention by n<1me of the soldiers. who had • given their 
lives in those fights with the Japanese. The memory of the dead seemed 
alive everywhere. The brigade had very large casualties in more than 
three years' battles. 

These troops are now specialists in Japanese arms. They have learned 
their use thoroughly. Japanese war prisoners whom they helped to 
unlearn their Fascist ideology and who joined them as fighters against 

c 
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the militarists in Tokyo, assisted them much in this kind of training and 
also taught them the tactics of the Imperial. Japanese Army. During 
the final counter-offensive they hope to take large quantities of arms 
from the Japanese and to turn them. against the enemy the moment 
they capture them. 

" The brigade specializes in . night operations, at. which • our men 
everywhere are very good," Wang Chen said. "We continue giving 
them the hardest training in all the most difficult ".phy~icaltasks and 
they make steady progress." 

He read from his notebook some of the brigade's present perform
ance records. In rifle shooting the cadres and men, including doctors 
and nurses, cooks and transport workers, average 95 per cent hits on a 
target ·I yard in diameter at a distance .ofuo yards; Their average at 
well-aimed hand grenade throwing during rapid advance, in fully 
equipped state, is 43 yards. A.bayonet charge .over a distance of 165 
yards, with five handicaps and seventargetsand.the throwing of three 
hand grenades, takes 96 per cent of the men only one minute or less. 

At our requestafew platoons were sent at a moment's notice into 
a sham skirmish. It was an impressive performance of strength, speed, 
and skill. 

Wang Chen is also an enthusiastic teacher of non-military matters and 
very keen about the cultural progress of his men. Like all Eighth Route 
Army cadres, he is an all-round leader. 

Nanniwan was just as much a busy school as a huge productive enter
prise and a model military training ground. 

"We have turned the monotonous existence of the Chinese soldier 
into a full and rich life, and we continue improving our cultural and 
political standards in the brigade. Our degree of literacy has become 
quite high. Onl :zo er cent of all men read and write fewer than five 
hun re C inese characters cent know between five hundred 
an one thousand. . And the others· know more than one thousand and 
are fully literate • in • s ite of all the difficulties of tl:!~ Chinese . script. 

the time we give to education is . devoted to. cultural 
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;? • " Last sumtner, when Com.racle Mao Tse-tung asked me to intensify 
, / 'fue political. and cultural. educatiOn· in my. brigade, I. told. litm that I -
1 was still onl seici"-literate m self" Wan Chen~·~ n But Comrade 

ao msi$tedtha~an learn in the p·rocess. I,,ll!9.long discussions 
wtth intellectuals in Yenan1 ~old them about my investigation of our 
cultural shortcomings, and worked out . together with them. a. concrete 
educational programme. The party then enlisted well-known writers to 
come to Nanniwan on prolonged visits and help us, which they did,'.' 

I· asked about the· contents of. the political eclucation • given to • the 
brigade. 

"It has the two objectives of inculcating hatred ag~inst Japanese 
militarism and raising national self.:.confidence. We have outgrown the 
old 1nethods of an abstract revolutionary education. In all we teach we 
start with simple, concrete examples of what crimes the. soldiers them" 
selves know the Japanese have committed in Chinese villages . or with 
examples of the practical, democratic co-operation between our brigade 
in Nanni wan and the people in the surroup.ding areas. 

'' From such. examples within the. experience and understanding of 
our men we deduce. the political principles that guide our army, our 
administration, and the Communist party in their policies of war against 
Japanese militarism and in the practice of our New Democracy . 

... The expression of everybody's views plays a large role in this 
education. And it has to be really free, in ot•der to be .useful. We blame 
ourselves, and not our men, for wrong opinions t1Iey may hold. We 
try to convince them, not by order,. but by discussion/' 

Chapter Nine 

NOTES OF DISCORD 

SOME of the accusations against the Communists I had heard on 
the other side began to fade into comparative insignificance before 
the reality of Nanniwan. All of us felt that way. 

Yet I felt thern in mind all the time. 
The opium question ranked first, because it loomed so large in 

Chungking's case against Yenan. 
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We had arrived in the Border Region from a direction in which the 
Communists had not expected us to come and thus passed through those 
" remote and almost inaccessible territories " where, according to the 
Governor of Shensi in Sian, large quantities of opium were produced 
by the Communists. 

All of us watched out for poppies every day and every hour. Wang 
Chen repeatedly suggested to our Kuomintang colleagues and ourselves 
that we go off on our own anywhere, for any number .of days, to look 
for poppies. Nobody accepted· his offer. We had covered sufficient 
territory, anyway, and the hilly country over which we came gave us 
wide vistas. 

Our whole group always stayed together and none of us saw a single 
poppy. But several weeks later, when our Chinese colleagues and three 
of our National Government guides had returned home, the Kuomin
tang .. subsidized Meng Li ·News Agency in Chungking carried the 
following dispatch from Sian : 

" The Press Party of Chinese and Foreign Correspondents visiting 
the Northwest, on their way from Shansi province to Yenan, changed 
their route at a moment's. notice and instead. of taking the Ye:nan high
way via Ichuan, as we decided for them by the Yenan authorities, 
crossed the Yellow River in West Shansi and passed through the most 
secluded and lonely villages before they got on the main road to Y enan. 

" Over all the area through which they travelled, poppies grew so 
luxuriantly that they formed a spectacle. 

" A certain correspondent recently wrote from Yenan to the Shensi 
Branch Headquarters of the San Min Chu I (Kuomintang) Youth 
Corps and in his letter he described in detail what he had seen and 
heard. Together with the letter he sent a poem which reads as follows: 

'' ' Everywhere grows a wonderful flower of which I do not know the 
name; 

I got off my saddle and respectfully asked the Elders ; 
They shook their heads, waved their hands, and kept silent.' " 

Was this the kind of information on which Chungking's accusations 
against the Communists were based, the type of intelligence that was 
given to the Generalissimo ? 

I also watched out .for those anti-Government slogans the Com
munists were alleged to have changed for our benefit into slogans of 
co-operation with the Government. In a little town where we passed the 
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night one of our Kuomi11tang guides told me privately that he and 
several other~ had.found slogans on house walls which read,'' Reaction
aries who dare to fight the Border Region must be driven back," "The 
Kuomintang is detrhnental to the people," and another which was 
partly defaced, "Down with the Kuomintang." 

A little while later we had a Press conference with the local magistrate 
in • the presence of Wang Chen.. There • was· also a young • Communist 
party official from Yenan, Chen Chia ... kang, whom I knew during his 
years in the Communist Representative's office in Chungking. 

Without • m.entio11ing how. I had come to know about them, I asked 
the magistrate bluntly when thos.e slogans had been put up. He said he 
was not.aware of any such.writings,.butif they really. existed, the third 
one woJ.Ild probably date back to the Civil War and the others might 
have remained from the summer of 1943, when the whole Border 
Region was alarmed .at the • prospect of an imminent attack by • Govern
ment troops. He would investigate and reprimand anybody he found 
responsible for counteracting the policy of the authorities in Y enan 
whose aim it was,intheinterest of national unity, to achieve co-operation 
with the Kuomintang and to avoid all provocation. 

Chen Chia-k<tng, normallY gentle and mild, rose to the occasion with 
an almost passionate speech. "In the period of the struggle with the 
Kuomintang,"he said, " such slogans were widely used as a matter of 
policy, but that policy has been abandoned since the United Front was 
created against Japan, and it is not the aim of Yenan any more to defeat 
the Kuomintang. We realize fully," he exclaimed, addressing himself 
to his compatriots, " that the slogan ' down with the • .Kuomintang ' 
would be just as harmful to our country as your slogan' .down with the 
Communistparty' ••..• which,.asw~allknew, is still used in wide parts of 
Kuomintang ... controlled Northwest··. China.'' 

I suggested having a look for ourselves. We took lanterns and all 
oflJS went searching through the sleepy main street of the little town. 

At last we found over a shop two little slips of red paper such as 
Chinese people paste on their doors or walls, sometimes with. classical 
quotations and sometimes with private expressions of opinion. The 
third slip of red paper had been completely scratched off and bits of it 
were still lying on the ground. Evidently all the papers were old and 
faded and had been inconspicuous among newer • and much larger 
slogans of a positive and practical nature, connected with the Border 
Region's propaganda drives for increased production, education, and 
intensification of the popular war effort against Japan. 
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We resumed our .conferen~e by candlelight in the courtyard of the 
magistracy, in an. atmosphere of ~onsiderableJension. 

Wang Chen spoke, at first calmly and then. Withvehemence. "It is 
fortunate and important for the Chinese Republic that you con:espon
dents. have coii1e here and that at· the same timt:rComride Lin Pai-chu 
went to Chungkingfor negotiations between the two parties; . I want 
to assure you again that you have the right to investigate freely every 
phase of our work here, and you are most welcome to do so.· But to drag 
out old Civil War slogansis harmful. . I do not hesitate to criticize any
body who in front of foreign friends. tries to sow discord, and 1 say 
frankly that such activities are the work of spies rather than of news
papermen. 

"All over the world .the Fascist forces are weakening and the forces 
of democracy are gaining strength. This is very fortunate for China. 
But it is regrettable that some people in. our .midst .are still sowing 
dissension. As garrison commander of this area, I feel responsible for 
the fact that such old writings have been kept on. houses in this town, 
and I shall investigate the matter. But I want to telL you that such 
slogans have only one significance now, a great significance, and that is 
that they tell something abo1.1t the history of the relations between our 
two parties." 

Wang Chen's sincerity made an impression on everybody although 
his Hunanese hot temper and his oft-expressed wish for national unity 
had for once got the better of his usual reticence on the delicate matter 
of Kuomintang-Communist relations. 

From the first day we had watched. the relationship between the 
Kuomintang men in Ol.lr party and the Communists, anxious tQ see them 
develop in a friendly way. Our.leisurely horseback rides across pleasant 
hill country, the improvised wayside meals in the day and the long 
evenings with plenty of good. plain food and local-made liquor at quaint 
resting places · seemed to offer singular opportunities for pers~mal 
contacts. . They might help a little .toward an l.lflderstanding between 
Chungking and Y enan, for • which all of us hoped. . . . 

The head of our p::trty, .suave Pr. P .. C .. Hsieh, with whom we haci 
had no difficulties so far, belonged. to t.he group of Dr. Sun Fo, the 
leader ofthe progressive wing of the Kuomintang, and called himself 
an open-minded Liberal. f\.nd Wang (;hen was certainly a sincere 
patriot and a likeable man. • They should have been able. to get on well 
with one another.. . ... 
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T was-alwaysglad when Fsawthemtogether, absorbed in conversa.., 
tion or .exchanging friendly· remarks at meals over their cups •· which 
both of. them like& Yet·· I sensed some tension between them and 
between their two groups almost from the beginning . 
• Now that. Wang Chen had made that sharp speech, I wondered 

whether· something lllight not have happened before of which we. did 
not know ; whether there was .not more behind his excitement than the 
three sHps of red paper. 

There was rnore behind it. 
The next day, • when Wang Chen, Chen Chia-kang, and I were 

resting on a hilltop after a strenuous ride, Wang told me. what had been 
on his mind for some time and had contributed to arousing his temper 
the night before. 

".When I first spoke at some length with the Chungking Government 
gffi.~!.~~.~ . .who. at.~. til~ leaders of your party, they irritated. me deeply by 
saying, ' Those foreigners are of no account,' and, ' It is for us to lead 
the group of newspapermen ; they have no individual· right of going 
about as they please; they must obey discipline and all arrangements 
forthemmust be.throughus/ 

" The second day T visited the two officials in their room. They tried 
to give me a lesson, saying ' You are too warm-hearted to the foreigners, 
as though you thought they might be useful to the Communist party.' 
And then they gave me accounts of all of you. This is what they said, 
andit was mainly the responsible leader, Dr. P. C. Hsieh, who spoke. 

" ' Among the foreigners there are an American priest, another 
American who works for the Kuomintang Publicity Board in Chungking, 
a Russian Tass col"respondent.-:.andthe other three are just Jews. With:. 
out morals, without knowledge, and without culture. No use whatso
ever. As you know, Jews are like that. They are only newspapermen, 
trying to make a living, working to get dollars and pounds. Even among 
each other they c.ompetdiercely.because.news•can be. sold.' 

" I was boiling with anger,'' Wang Chen said, " although I restrained 
myself. I told them l am a son of China, a Communist soldier who 
fights against Japan and against international Fascism of any kind, and 
that I don't like. it at all to hear anybody propagating Fascist ideology. 

" ' You have spoken like Tojo and Hitler,' I told the Kuomintang 
men, ' and what you have said is an insult to me and to the. foreign 
friends of our country.' They both stood up and said in unison,' Please 
don't misunderstand us. China's problems are internal problems, a 
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family affair which we should discuss among ourselves but not with 
foreigners.' I walked out angrily without another word. 

'' I brought the matter up several times in front of all the Kuomintang 
correspondents, some of whom seemed shocked. I wanted to nail 
down the two men to their statements,•andthey never denied a word." 

The night before we left Wang Chen's Nanniwan headquarters on 
the last short stage of our journey to Y enan, some ofhis soldiers and 
their wives gave us a beautiful folk-dance performance in front of the 
local headquarters under a moonlit sky, with a large gathering of troops 
around us. 

Wang Chen was called to the telephone. And when he came back he 
jumped on a table and shouted, in. a voice vibrating with emotion ; 

" Friends, the second front has been opened ! Europe has been 
invaded ! American and British troops have landed in France ! " 

And then, still louder and shaking his fist, he roared to the resounding 
threefold echo of his men : 

" Down with Fascism ; long live Democracy ! " 

/Chapter Ten 

/"{.HIS IS YENAN 

.yENAN looked rural, eaceful, and innocent; like the rimitiye 
campus of a me 1eval institutiOn o earmn rat er than the 
liea quarters o t e mi itary and political forces of Chinese 

Communism. 
The sun la ed a serene alle ro of • rustic harmon on a semi-barren 

yet pecu 1arl attractive scene. 
t ousand-year-old pagoda was shining tall andyellow on a hillock 

over the ·unction of three narrow valle s tre.eless and strangely void, 
w1t a mere sprm mg. of low house.s. Neat'by, . an ancient city wall, 
hiding the empty site of old Yenan; its mud-and-brick houses pul
verized by Japanese bombers, with only a few half-ruined stone gates 
standing by the road ; much of its • rubble washed back into the • soil by 
heavy autumn rains and turned into fertile patches· green with flax. · 
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Tall ranges of boldly shaped hills glistened in the rich yellow of 
their dune-like loess soil and the fresh green of slanting wheat and 
millet fields. 

In contrast . to all .the light and colour, innumerable little cave 
entrances • gaped black. OQt of the hillsides-rude gashes • of prehistoric-
looking dwelling caves, above them thin columns of kitchen smoke 
rising through}nvisjbk chimneys out offields. which are tq,eir rooftops 
--and long, regt~lar rows of arch-shaped openings into the modern cave 
structures of Government institutions, schools, and hospitals-cut tier 
upon. tier into glittering fa<;ades of pared and smoothed yellow hill 
surface, like big buildings half buried in landslides. 

Sheep and goats, cattle and horses razed in the valle s and on the 
hH s1. es. easants m wide-brimmed straw hats worked in well-kept 
fields .. Blue~ • and.white~dad people·crouched·.on stones in the shallow 
rivers, .. · washing cl()thes, 'babies, or themselves ... Little. caravans • of 
donkeys, mules, and • horses with heavy •• bags· and bundles, their. bells 
tinkling and their traditional red tassels. swaying, moved slowly over 
the dusty mud road, past unhurried officials, students, and soldiers in 
faded blue cotton Uniforms.·. Blacksmith.s in open shacks forged tools for 
farmers. Workers made bricks by the roadside. .Tradesmen were busy 
in •tittle stalls and shops. Children played in a big schoolyard. 

We stopped • at the Government Guest House, a pleasant garden 
compot~nd of caves and little brick houses. A few people received us 
in afrtendly. natural. manner. • ••. 

Eachof us got a simpleJittle room, brick-floored, with paper windows, 
a/ m.akeshift b~d of boards, a big new desk, and some • flowers, and we 
were left. alone to • settle down and rest • after· a long journey. 

The Communists did not seem so keen or so good on propaganda as 
I had thought. • Very .little • happened the first few days. They seemed 
glad that we had come and were willing to help lls in our work. But 
they did not go Otlt of their way to impress us and showed a calm 
reserve. Their l).ttitude seemed to be, Use your own eyes to find out 
about us. 

·They were evidently suspiCious ofour Kuomintang guides. Dr. 
Hsieh's anti-Semitism and anti-foreignism, which they called Fascism, 
seemed to have made a strong impression on them. Some of the 
Kuomintang members of our party looked uncomfortable. At the 
beginning, the atmosphere between the two Chinese groups was some
what tense in spite of outward mutual amity. It was reminiscent of the 

c* 
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pet phrase of the Minister of Publicity in Chungking about the Kuomin
tang-Communist conflict being a " family affair." 

One of the elements in the atmosphere of Kuomintang-Communist 
tension. in our Guest House was an actual family affair. It concerned 
one of our guides ·from Chungking whose .brothers, like many upper
middle-clas~ families in. China, are split between followers of the 
Kuomintang and Communist parties. Our guiqe and two. of his five 
brothers belong to the Kuomintang and work for ·it in Chungking, 
while the others are Communists living in Yenan. The three Commu
nists, apparently, did not care to see· their right-wing Kuomintang 
brother and were rather formal when they visited him at last ; and this 
gave rise to some agitated speculation in our Kuomintang group about 
alleged Communist party pressure on the up.fortunat~ heretics. 

We kept in the background for a while, spending much of our first 
days with two foreigners we found ·in Yenan. 

A Michael Lindsay, the son ofthe Master of Balliol a oun economist 
who esca e rom t e a anese in Pei in the da of Pearl Harbour, 

een e pmg t e Eighth Route Army with technical radio work 
ever since. 

And an American doctor who calls himself by the Chinese name Ma 
Hai-teh has been working for six years at one of the local hospitals. 

Both said the were not Communists but ave ver fav rable 
opimons a out the Border Re ion and the Communist-controlled Anti
Japanese 

My days and a good part of the nights were soon crowded with 
work. I worked harder than I had ever done in my journalistic life. 

I had to clear up many doubts and get at the truth behind all my 
strong and surprising impressions of a life that seemed entirely new to 
Asia. For hours and" hours I interviewed individually Communist and 
non-Communist leaders and responsible officials, without much. regard 
for their time, I am afraid. In fact, I cross-examined them, going 
unceremoniously into details of their political life stories and asking 
disagreeable questions based on Kuomintang accusations of the 
"bandit" variety. I had never.met anybody in the Orient who. would 
allow himselfto be interviewed in such a manner. But the people in 
Yenan did not seem to mind. 

I visited Government offices., army organizations, factories, model 
farms, colleges, schools, hospitals, the court, and the jail and dropped 
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in on meetings ()f self-government bodies.. I .talked••to many plain 
people, especially non-Communists. And I kept . on thinking up new 
lines. of critical approach, • probing into details . of various aspects of 
Yenan's political system and. practice, on the basis of my experiences in 
other parts ofChina and what knowledge I had of Russian Communism. 

:l"I was com letel free in m investi ations able t erever I 
/~ante and t~ see anyhpdy 1 desired to talk with No que§tions were 

barred and no replies refused. 

The political scene of Yenan reflects the calm and simplicity ofits 
rustic setting, just as its political life goes on at a retarded but steady 
village. tempo. 

In "the foregro.und is the headquarters of the Communist party, 
The Yang Family's Hill, as everybody calls it by the ancient name of 
its site. 

Itis a rabbit warren of neat, whitewashed offices and dwelling caves, 
connected by steep paths and steps through terraced vegetable .plots ; 
with as~allsecretariat building ofmodern architecture fromwhichthe 
Central Committee directsthe.work of over a million party members; 
and with a big stone-built auditorium, where Roosevelt, Churchill, and 
Chiang. Kai-shekshare the walls with Marx, Engels,. Lenin, • and Stalin. 
(The pictures of the non-Communist Big Three all looked a bit faded 
like the others and apparently were not just put up for us.)· 

Party headquarters is a calm but busy place where the teamwork and 
thegriv~telives ofhundreds of responsible party functionaries seem to 
merge in a peculiar pioneer atJ:nosph~re .of unsophisticated, self-assured 
enthusiasm .. 

The fifty-year-old man in a baggy tunic, tall, massive, good~natured, 
and somewhat awk,ward in his speech and movements, with whom the 
people in headquarters seem to be on warm and affectionate terms, is 
Mao Tse-tung, chairman of the party and the outstanding personality 
~ Communist China. 
' \Mao Tse-tung still looks 

precise. His unusua y powerful forehead, his penetrating eyes with 
tnetr .a1r.of' deep 59ncentratton, and the calm and clarity of mind which 
his mellow personality seems to express mark him as a mature statesman 
of ability and a popular leader. He is poles apart from the stern, tigid 
ar;d care-burdened military figure of Generalissimo Chiang Kai~~ '(r 
i~ Chun&kin_g. 
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A short distance up the valley is Army Headquarters. Everybody 
refers to it as The Wang Family's Plain, the ancestral name of another 
old landlord's estate near the Yen River where blue-uniformed sentries 
guard a low brick gate in front· of a large compound similar to that of 
party headquarters. 

It is the nerve centre of the Communist fightingJorces. In .caves with 
incredibly primitive radio equipment, ·daily operatipnal . reports are 
received from the far-flung Communist war fronts in the enemy's rear 
in North and Central China. · 

The maps of the simple war room in a little mud building give a 
picture of one of the most complex constellations in military history. 
They show the scattered areas of thirteen large and many more small 
Anti-Japanese War Bases which the Communists have liberated from 
the enemy~areas supposed to have a total population of 8o,ooo,ooo to 
90,ooo,ooo and of more than z,ooo,ooo militia men. They specify the 
latest <lispositions of the large, mobile regularforces of the Communists, 
alleged to be about half a million strong. 

They give in detailthe·array .of several hundred thousand Japanese 
troops and their innumerable Chinese puppet soldiers, showing how the 
enem.y is hemmed in by the Communist positions-in thin strips of 
territory along railroads and motor roads and in narrow circles around 
the big towns and cities. · 

The hundreds of staff officers who live and work in the caves at 
headquarters were very busy. For field commanders were arriving all 
the time from the various parts of the front, . having travelled for 
months on foot and horseback and crossed dozens of heavily fortified 
enemy lines through breaches made by Communist troops. It seemed 
that plans were being laid during the summer for Communist opera-, 
tions in connection with the Allies' nnal counter-offensive against Japan. 

~ General Chu Teh is the Commander-in-Chief .. He is br d heavy, 
./ ~n remarkabl st at fift -ei ht · a man offew words whose clever, 

eeply-lined peasant face is known and beloved by the troops and people 
for its irresistibly warm and cheerful smile whichputseverybodyatease; 
a forceful revolutionar warrior turned strate ist and o ular leader. 

" He appears clever and honest," one o our uomintang colleagues 
remarked to me, evidently surprised at his own impression. 

A third centre ofpower seems to be budding in the self-government 
institutions of the New Democracy which have been created by the 
Communists. 
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NEW HOMES IN THE BOR.DER 

In the middle of the town in a walled-in compound with gardens 
and vegetable .fields stands a big barnlike assembly hall marked People's 
Political CounciL It is next to the solid stone bungalows of the Govern
ment of the Border Region. Here legislation is passed and administra
tion carried on hy men and women who are said to be· freely elected by 
the entire population and to represent all its classes. 
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Strangely enough, there seems to be only one restriction on the 
people who elect the councillors, and . on the councillors themselves 
who then elect their standing committee and the heads of the Border 
Region Government as we had already heard on the journey, 
Communist party members must not occupy111ore.than one-third of the 
available seats I Two-thirds ofall the members of the People's Political 
Council and its standing committee and of all the responsible officials in 
the Government must be non-Communists. 

Stranger still, Communists in all those elected bodies and everywhere 
·else have strict orders from party headquarters to facilitate thework of 
their non-party colleagues in every possible manner. and to further the 
development of the New Democracy in which its Communistinitiators 
seem to have restricted themselves to. a one-third minority. 

The picturesque background ofY~nan's political scene is in the big 
popular meetings, theatrical shows, · and folk dances which are alive 
with a rustic communal spirit. 

Inconspicuous m.en in the badgeless blue cotton uniforms of common 
soldiers, chatting with people they do not seem to know, were intro
duced to us as famous military commanders. 

Others, dressed in the same crumpled cotton pants and tunics as the 
crowds of clerks, students, and simple labour heroes with whom they 
joked ot carried on serious conversations, turned out to be outstanding 
party functionaries, high Government officials, or eminent professors. 

Famous women revolutionaries and novelists, educators, or actresses 
were part of gay groups ofpeasant women and factory girls, secretaries, 
students, and schoolteachers in the same simple garb-cotton trousers 
and tunics, shirts or blouses of blue, grey, khaki, black, or white, .. all 
with those strangely beloved soldiers' caps which seem to have become 
part of the men and women of all ages in this m-rsterious New 

~· I>ernocracy. 

When. I walked. through the • empty-looking valleys of Yenan and 
visited its primitive caves which are teeming with life and activity, I was. 
again and again impressed by the striking contrast between this rustic 
place and the role it dairns for itself in China. 

::l How could this little Yenan vie with C in as ca ital of the 
~' '.. otlier ha o patnot1c . • ma, as the other directing c~ntre of the war 

against Japan, as model for a new Chirta .. ? 
Here was Yenan---.with only 4o,ooo people, of whom 12,ooo • '!_ere 

soldiers, Government and party officials and students ; . without 
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electricity and modern machinery ; with no other motor traffic than four 
or five ancient trucks ; with practically no roads, and without a navigable 
river ; without any planes bringing in supplies from the outside world ; 
with the bulk of the large • territories and the 8o,ooo,ooo people under 
its control scattered deep in the enemy's rear between innumerable 
Japanese fortification lines; and with the semi-barren Border Region 
of I ,soo,ooo people, its only rear base outside the war areas, fencc;:d in 
on three sides by the rigid blockade of Chungking's armies and on most 
of the fourth by strong Japanese forces along the Yell ow River. 
~d there was Chungking-with almost r,ooo,ooo people; with 

power plants, factories, and modern machines ; with thousands of 
· trucks and motor-cars, thousands of miles of motor roads and navigable 
rivers ; with hundreds of American planes flying in 'supplies every day ; 
and with some of the most fertile parts of China and about rso,ooo,ooo 
people as its. huge,. compact rear. 

Viewed at a distance in comparison.withYenan, Chungking's physical 
handicaps seemed to me .even less grave thanl .had considered them at 
close quarters. And its potential strength-which .forceful democratic 
Govc::rnment policies .could long have mobilized---.appeared even more 
fottnidable thari r had.always been. convinced it was. 

The steadil ·· deterioratin icture • of 'n ke t comin back 
to• me 1 e a ntg tmare. I··saw it during the last•few years-getting 
more war-weary, lax, and helpless ; . its grey, bomb-damaged, patched
up buildings and itsnew bamboo structures sprawling over more and 
more of the gree11, fertile rice terraces of the Yangtze hills, growing 
bigger yet more inert ; its ever-increasing crowdslooking strained and 
purposeless in the stale and futile commercial atmosphc::re .of dirty 
streets~ people who have so long been ready not only to endure but to 
oe mobilized for action ; its officials sitting year after year in clogged, . 
overstaffed Government offices-more undernourished and de· ected as 
time went on, yet in spite of everyt mg as willing as ever to see tl).e war 
through and ready to help an inactive Government overcome all diffi
culties in well-directed reforms; Chungking as it is-in reality, not in 
its own propaganda-a pathetic city of passive war ·suffering rather than 
of active war effort, of frustrated tenacity rather than inspirited exertion. 

Would I find it true that little Yenan was able to vie with big 
Chungking-because the Communists really knew better how to use 
the great power of hand and mind of the ordinary Chinese people on 
which they said they depended so much ? 
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It was still too early after the first six Wy.eks or so to judge this question 
and many others that came up during my first round of investigation. 
But I . felt able already to summarize some preliminary conclusions 
about evident atmospheric differences between the two cities. 

This is what I wrote in my diary at that time. 
First, there is no· war weariness here but the stead fi htin enthu

siasm o a pnmtttve wneer communit ; .Although most of the leading 
peop e an . t ousands o the. others ave • had seventeen years of war
ten years of Civil :War with the•Kuomintallg,then, after a few months' 
break early in 1937, seven years. of grim struggle with the Japanese
and since 1941 in addition to the war with Japan something like near-war 
with Chungking. War, apparently, became their profession. 

Second, there is no reliance on outside hel . The would like to get 
it but o not count on 1t. unng most of those siventeen years the 
Communh;ts have been living and fighting in an almost watertight 
blockade, so that self-reliance seems to have become second nature to them. 

Third, eo le seem sur risin 1 oun here whatever th · e and 
ful o · re res mft opttmtsm and confidence. . They repeat all the time 
that they have \ved through much greater • difficulties than those of 
today, and that they always overcame them. They seem to feel, whether 
we believe it or not, that· the future is theirs. 

Fourth, they never seem to speak badly about each other in private. 
There is no gossip or backbiting here as in Chungking, where, after a 
few days, people will take a newcomer into•a corner and whisper about 
the defects of certain colleagues and superiors. But th,ere is much public 
criticism of the remaining shortcomings of their system in Y enan, which 
would not be tolerated in Chungking. 

Fifth, their shortcomings, mainly in the category of an inefficiency 
corresponding to the rustic background of men and life and to the 
remnants of an ancient past, seem somewhat less irritating than those 
of the Kuomintang people in Chungking. For their defects are 
accompanied by a veritable passion for self-criticism and a genuine 
readiness to correct mistakes as far as possible, if necessary by scrapping 
policies that had for some time been cherished as final answers. 

Sixth, the leaders in Y enan know the Kuomintan and conditions in 
its terntones muc etter t an ung mg seems to know the Com
munists and their areas ; and they differentiate much more in. their 
critical estimate of personalities and policies on the other side because 
their approach is analytical rather than emotional. 
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The Kuomintang.membets of out party returned to Chungking after 

six weeks in the Border .Region. The newspapermen said their editors 
had. more important work for them •• than studying ·the Communist 
situation. And our Government guides felt they were of no use to us 
since we had made ourselves independent of them and went our own 
way. 

They suggested taking us back to Chungking. But we reminded them 
of the written promise every member of the party had to give the 
Generalissimo as his condition for letting us go-that we would stay for 
at least three months in.the CommJnist regions. 

"Never mind that promise to the Generalissimo," we were told. 
" Haven't you seen and heard enough in Yenan ? " 

Only FatherShanahan, the American·priest, left with them, having 
made a satisfactory. arrangement with the Communists for the reopening 
of Catholic missions int~e Border Region--an arrangement which might 
be valueless if ~hungkin~ co?tinued its refusal to let missionaries follow 
the invitation of Yenan to return. 

Ourthree rriainKuomiritang guides were ina bad mood when they 
left. From our messages which they pre-censored before they were sent 
on to Chungking for final censorship, and from franktalks we had with 
them, they knew that all of us were on the whole favourably impressed 
with what we had seen and heard so far. • Two ofthem admittedfrankly 
to me that the Generalissimo had made a. grave mistake in letting us go 
to Yenan, and • an even greater one if he had • believed that a prolonged 
stay would convince us that the Communists' administrative work was 
no more than a farce and their war effort against Japan a hoax. 

They must have realized, as most of the Kdomintang newspapermen 
did, how badly the Generalissimo seemed to .have been misinformed. 
His yes-men in Chungking evidently told him what they surmised he 
wanted to. hear about Yen~m. And the semi-Fascist demagogues in Sian, 
who have always been eagerto pushhim into another civil war, appa
rently provided him with.fhe • ki?d of information which might make 
him consider such a venture necessary as well as comparatively easy. 

We had all been together oh a visit to the office of Yenan's party 
newspaper, the LiberatiQn Daily, where the editor gave us proof that 
the Generalissimo's own information about Yenan is· actually censored 
by his anti'-Communist crusaders in Sian. Official· notices of the Sian 
postal censorship authorities informed the Liberation Daily that copies 
of the paper sent from Yenan to the following persons 'had been con
fiscated on the way to Chungking : Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, 
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Marshal Feng Yu-hsiang (the famous "Christian General''), General 
Cheng Chen (at present, 1945, Minister of War), General Chou En-lai 
(at that time Communist representative in Chungking), and many 
others. Sometime later, a letter arrived at the Liberation Daily from 
the Generalissimo's headquarters in Chungking, complaining that no 
copies of the paper had been received for several months. 

In talks with some of the Kuomintang men in our party l noticed 
that a good number in the group were suffering from a conflict of 
loyalties when they saw in Yenan what ordinary Chinese people of all 
strata were able to do under the most difficult circumstances, once their 
dormant energies were set free and stimulated. Their patdotic loyalty 
to China made these men inclined to acknowledge many of Yenan's 
achievements and on account ofthem to be more hopefulfor the future 
of their country. Bashfully, and sometimes in terms of conventional 
Chinese politeness, they showed definite signs of national pride in some 
of the men and institutions we saw together in Y enan. 

On the other hand, their party loyalty toward the Kuomintang 
seemed to make them hate and fear the Communists even more bitterly 
when the reco nized that Y enan was much stron er and more success-
u an stable than the ha ex ecte it. Keeping themselves 

isolated within their own group and being to some extent under the 
influence of a few cynical reactionaries among them, they breathed even 
in Yenan the stagnant air of Chungking. In order to balance their 
favourable findings on matters which left little room for doubt-like the 
surprising progress of production in the Border Region, the unusually 
good state of health antl morale of the troops, and the refreshing 
pioneer spirit that animated the people in this part of China-they 
stressed their grave doubts in the genuine character of Yenan's New 
Democracy. _ 

I, too, was still doubtful, But before I went on to investigate in more 
detail, ·I had to sort out the impressions of all the manifold aspects of 
Yenan's new political, economic, and social life which rushed in on me 
during those first six weeks, and. to see · whether they fitted into a 
plausible whole. 



)ART 'rHREE~NEW DEMOCRACY .IN 
THEORY AND •PRACTICE 

Chapter Eleven 

YENAN'S POLITICAL ABC 

YENAN has a s. peci.al polit. ical idiom, as our interpre.ters used to 
say when a Government leader, a peasant, or a worker referred 
to one of those many new terms and slogans of which even our 

Kuomintang colleagues were ignorant. Ispenta few days compiling for 
myself a Communist Dictionary from what I heard and saw. It proved 
to give a fairly complete survey of the ideas and practices of the people 
in the Communist-controlled regions. 

AcTIVE ELEMENTS are people anywhere in villages, factories, or army units, in 
schools, shops, .co-operatives, mule caravans, hospitals, and anywhere 
else, who take a special interest in the tasks of war and social rrogress aJ:!d 
show spontaneous enthusiasm and initiative. They seem to be the basic 
factor in this new society, its reservoir of strength and growth. The next 
step from being an Active Element is often popular election to public 
office or to the title and duties of a Model Worker or a Labour Hero . 
. .A..s111all part of them may eventually become members of the Com
muni.st party of China. 

ANTI-}Al'ANESE WAR BASES are thethirteen regions in the enemy's rear-five 
large ones in North China and eight small ones in Central China-with a 
total population ofabout 88,ooo,ooo atthe end of 1944. By March, 1945, 
due. to further successes against the Japanese, the total was .claimed to 
be 94,ooo,ooo Those territories were liberated from the Japanese by the 
Communist-controlled armies in co-operation with the local people and 
consolidated into self~governing territorial units for defensive and 
offensive operations against the Japanese in the occupied cities and along 
rail-road •Jines and motor • roads. 

Bw RE.AR is the lla1ne for I{uomilltang-ruled Free China, in contrast to the 
/ small rear base of the Communists in Free China, the Border Region. 

/ THE BoRDER REGION is the Communist-controlled area around Y enan com-
. posed of parts of the northwestern rovinces Shensi Kansu and Nin h

sra, Wlt x,soo,ooo peop e. ost of it is the former Northwestern Soviet 
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Region established by local Communist partisans who led an agrarian 
revolution during the Civil War in the early .1930's. It is surrounded on 
three sides by a strict·Kuomintang blockade and on most of the fourth 
by the Japanese on the opposite bankoftheYellow River. A ferry service 
across the river connects it with the adjoining Anti-Japanese War Base 
in Shansi province and through it across many fortified Japanese lines, 
with all the other Communist-controlled territories beh.ind the enemy's 
rear. 

CADRES, high, medium and. low, are responsibl~ "\Ygt:k~rs ill th~ arm~. pa#Y· 
and governments, in schools, factories, cQ•oper;ttiv:es, a.11d oth.~r.i.ns!i~y.
tions. Terms like " officer" are scoffed at ; no badges of rank are worn 
and no titles used. Everybody,. including non-Communists, is addressed 
as " Comrade." But grades of position, denoting only responsibility, 
are strictly observed on duty. 

CHEE LAI (" Arise ") is the partisan song of the Chinese Communists, most 
popular among ilie armies and people in the Yenan-controlled areas, of 
which. there is an American recording sung by Paul Robeson : 

Arise - · · · 
'7 Y.e who refuse to be bond slave.s .= 

I' With pur yery flesh and blood 
Let us build our new Great Wall! 
Cliina'smasses have met the day of danger. 
Indignation fills the heart of all our countrymen. 
Arise I Arise ! Arise ! 
Many hearts with one mind 
Brave the enemy's gy.nfire. 
March on I 
Brave the enemy's gunfire I 
March on ! March on ! March on, on I 

DoN'T's at present propagandized are along these lines : Don't be dogmatic, 
subjective, formalistic, bureaucratic, cliquish (addressed especially to 
pa y members); don't write for yourself, write for the masses (to 

iters); don't separate from the masses but rely upon them and adopt 
a thoroughly democratic style of work (to all cadres). 

IGHTH RouTE ARMY was the name .:the National Government gave the Red 
Army of the Civil War when a new United Front between the Kuomin
tang and the Communists was established at the beginning of the war 
against Japan. It became so popular that Chungking's later change of it 
to Eighteenth Group Army remained unrecogni~ed in the speech of the 
rank and file and the people all over the Communist-controlled • a,reas. 
Soldiers and officers wear arm badges with 18 G.A., in English lettering, 
but are always referred to as Eighth Routers, in Ch.inese " Pa Luchiin." 
The Eighth Route Army had only 3ZI,ooo men in the Spring of 1944 but 
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is growing steadily from its militia reserves and was claimed to be almost 
6oo,ooo strong in the spring of 1945. 

FAMILIES OF ANTI-} APANESE FIGHTERS, listed. in rolls of honour everywhere, 
are helped by their villages or .towns in a manner that creates no tax 
burden and no bureaucratic: organization. Special aid groups are volun
tarily formed in every community to assist thern in field work, spinning, 
and weaving and to. take. care of their. children. These families are 
guaranteed the minimum living standards of "middle peasants." 

THE GREAT THREE TASKS OF THE ARMY" are to fight the enemy; to help the 
people in raising production ; and to mobilize, organize, and educate the 
masses ofthe people for war and social progress. 

GuERRILLA AREAs, by contrast to consolidated, self-governing Anti-Japanese 
War Bases, are territories in which Communist~controlled troops and 
political workers have. organized sufficient. popular support. to frustrate 
the attempts of the Japanese and their puppets. at pacification, and to 
carry out militaryoperations. Guerrilla areas lie all along the thin lines 
of enemy occupation. They link npthe Anti-Japanese War Bases. 

Ho1VIE SPIES, distinct from traitors and puppets in the employ of the enemy, 
are secret agents of the Kuomintang. in Communist-controlled areas, 
whom the popular Be Frank movement induces to confess against a 
guarantee of impunity, and tries to convert into loyal supporters of the 
New. I)emocracy. 

IMPROVE THE ARMY AND SIMPLIFY THE GOVERNMENTIS th'e much-propagated 
slogan for a thorough rationalization policy, introduced three years ago 
at the suggestion of a non~ Communist landlord .elected to. a high govern
ment office by the people. It is still used although its main aims have 
since been fulfilled. 

THE}APANEim PEoPLE's EMANCIPATION LEAGUE with seat in Yenan and secret 
contacts in the Japanese·occupied areas and apparehtly in Japan proper, 
is a politicalorganizationofJapaneseanti~militarists, consisting mainly of 
former war prisoners who were converted to anti-Fascist ideas. It aims 

!~E~!rf'£:~~2i·E0i:~ii;~~~~~:f~ 
/Kul'GC G is the Chinese ·st arty, as KuoMIN

TANG is that . . . . ationalist party at present in so e contro of the 
National Government in Chungking. 

KuoMINTANG AND CoMMUNIST • PARTIES, Co-OPERATE ! is the slogan for 
national unity addressed to Chungking .. It•is widely propagandized by 
the Communists and recurs in all political speeches. 

LABOUR CREATES EvERYTHING is the motto most frequently found on walls. 
It was stressed to stimulatethe impulse of self-help in view of the isola
tion of the Communist-controlled areas from the outside world. 
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LAO-BAI-SHING, or" The Old Hundred Names," the Standard Chineseterm 
for "common • people," is probably the m.ost used word in the .Yenan 
ar~ ; for the furtherance of their interests. and their awakening to 

.folitical consciousness and initiative are the main substance of Yenan's 
/ policies in every field. 

/(EARN FROM THE MASSES and their experiences is Mao Tse-tung's favourite 

~
phrase, based on the belief that the commonsense judgment and know

- ledge and the accumulated ex eriences of the ordinar eople on all 
ma ers must be taken into account by intellectuals and profession!ll. · 

LIB RATED CHINA is the only term comprising the Communist-controlled 
regions behind the enemy's lines in North and Central China which, 
while individually self-governing and administratively independent of 
each other and of the local Government of the Yenan Border Region, are 
under the general political guidance of the Communist party. 

LovE THE PEOPLE-AND .SUPPORT THE ARMY is one of the most popular 
slogans. The first half is addressed to the army, the second to the people. 
Practical co-operation between the two in all their respective tasks is 
basic to Yenan's general policies. 

MAGNANIMITY has taken on a new, popular meaning as the central idea of the 
three-year-old policy " Convert Them and Win Them Over," which is 
applied to all anti-social elements, from loafers, drunkards, and other 
backward elements to Japanese war prisoners, puppets, national traitors, 
home spies, and political opponents of the New Democracy within the 
Communist-controlled regions. This new policy replaced the revolu
tionary methods of punishment of Civil War days. 

MAss MovEMENTs, under the general guidance of a special department in the 
Central Executive Committee of the Communist party of China, are 
carried out by Active Elements in the villages, towns, and organizations, 
mainly by means of discussion meetings, visits to individual families, 
fo.eatricals, and study groups. Their aim is to explain and popularize the 

.. //manifold slogans in which the goals of government policies are expressed. 
/''fHE MAss VIEWPOINT mustJ>~.taken by cadres in party, government, army, 

and other organizations. -To find out about the opinions and needs of 
the masses and take them into full account in the formulation and 
execution of decisions is the supreme law for all. 

THE MILITIA, or MIN BING, in the Communist-controlled war areas numbered 
some z,zoo,ooo at the end of 1944. They are selected. from the much 
larger Self-defence Corps of villages and towns in No.rth and Central 
China. They are mobilized in case of defensive or offensive operations 

/in or near their own districts and are the auxiliaries, · as well as the 
/'/ • recruiting reserve, of the regular Communist-led armies. 

/NEW DEMOCRACY · e ro rammatic name of the ermanent olitical system 
· introduce he Communists in 1 e title of one of the.JJl,Q_st 
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read.books of the party leader, Mao Tse-tung wbjch was translated into 
English. • . · · 

THE NEW FOURTH ARMY comprises all the Communist-controlled forces in 
Central China. It was offic.;ially " disbanded " by the National Govern
ment in Chungking and its denomination was abolished in January, 
1941, after a surprise attack on its headquarters by Government troops. 
But since then it has grown from uo,ooo to about 3oo,ooo men, early 
in I945· . 

OLIGARCHY, "government by the few," is the standard. term by which 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek'~:~ one-party Kuomintang Government in 
Chungking is censured 

THE PARTY ScHOOL in Yenan is a• school without teachers and curriculum in 
whtch btgh and medmm cadres, army officers, .Government and party 
officials, factory xnanagers, intellectuals, and . other responsible Com
lllunist \Yorker~:~ improve their education through self-study, exchange of 
opinion, and self-criticism of their work. 

Plidl'i.E:'s Pdi.I'l'ICA.I.. CouNCILS, democratically elected by all strata of the 
population, appoint and control the governments of boroughs, towns, 
districts, and regions-different from those in the Kuomintang areas 
which are appointed and have only advisory capacity. 

QuACKs, or" witch doctors," are the.mall:l target of a strong mass movement 
against superstition and for the popularil:a~ion of modern. medicine and 
hygierie. 

RAISE ALL PROBLEJVIS 1'0 A THEORETICAL LEVEL is Marxist slang for another 
standing order of • the .Chinese Comnmnist party .. to all responsible 
workers, that is, to study any given problem thoroughly from a factual, 
scientific viewpoint before making decisions, instead of using hit-and
miss methods or being guided by wishful thinking. 

REDUCTION· OF RENT AND INTEREST~ AND GUARANTEE OF THEIR PAYMENT TO 
LANDLORDS AND CREDITORS is the fundamental policy of solving the 
problems of tenant farmers and of those who are heavily indebted. This 
new policy which aims at reducing land, rents to 40 per cent of the 
tenants' crops replaced the Communists' Civil War practice of confisca
ting the landholdings of landlords and cancelling the peasants' debts. 
It fulfils a programmatic demand of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, the late Kuomin
tang and United Front leader, and enforces in the Communist-controlled 
areas a ten-year-old decree of the National Government of the Kuomin
tang which has never been observed anywhere in the regions under its 
own control. 

SLOGANS play an even greater role in Communist China than in Communist 
Russia as a r.s;alistic means of mobilizing and educating a primitive society 
on a low level of literacy and political understanding. 

STRUGGLE MEETINGS are occasionally called in various party and government 
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organizations, aimy units, schools, factories, etc., to achieve improve
ments, adjust differences, and deal with.misdeeds ofindividuals, what
ever their position, by means of free, publis disc~ssion between all ranks. 
Mutual criticism and self-criticism characterize these meetings. 

THE THREE-ALL PoLICIES OF THE }APANESE, a daily reality in all the war areas 
of North and Central China with their contirmous struggle for food, 

ht,P~:.:~~tr:Afl"' wliiclr tho poople P'"icipW octivolpte Kill 

/~nEE-THIRDS SYSTEM OF POPULAR RllPRESENTAT o · the functional 
asts o t e ew emocrac under which the Chinese Communist party 

vo untart y restncts 1ts own power and.encourages.the co-operation .of 
other political elements .. Voters caimot elect Communists to any more 
than one-third of the seats in an Peo le's Political Q)un.ciL; represen
ta rves o ot .er parttes can e elected to another one-third of the seats ; 
and at least one-third goes to non- arty candidates. 

T EE EARS' HARVESTS IN WO EARS lS t e slogan under which a drive for 
the further increase of agricultural production is carried on in 1944 and 
1945, in order to build up stocks against the possibility of crop failures 

· and for the counter-offensive against Japan. 
UsE YouR OwN HANDS AND PRODUCE YouRSELF. WHAT You NEED, originally 

Mao Tse-tung's instruction to all Communist party members during a 
critical economic situation in 1940, has become the standing order 
of all the armies, governments, and educational institutions to their 
members. Everybody, from the highest to the lowest ranking, must do 
agricultural or other production work outside duty hours, with the aim 
of increasing production and keeping the tax burden of the people as 
low as possible .. 

VILLAGE MEETINGS, in which every adult has an equal vote, elect the village 
head and control his activities, and discuss measures for the increase of 
production and other improvements. They are the basis of China's first 
effort at self-govermnent. 

WELL-FED AND WELL-CLAD was .the first slogan of the New Democracy, 
devised as the aim and promise of the production movement during a 
period of wide spread poverty in .1940. • It has sillce become a fact in the 
Border Region and in • part of the war areas • but remains an important 
propaganda stimulus in some of the worst suffering Anti-Japanese War 
Bases behind the enemy lines. 

WonK WHILE You LEARN AND LEARN WHIL~ You WoRK isa slogan designed 
to make the educational policies of schools and. colleges more practical 
and mote immediately useful to the people, and to. raise the educational 
standards offarmers and workers. . • . ,.. 

YANGKO, an ancient folk .dance of Northwest China, revived and politicized 
by the Commumsts, ilas spread over all d~etr areas like wildfire. It is a 
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combination ofdance and drama, us.ed in an artistic, entertaining manner 
'if' to popularize the various mass-movement slogans. 

, \ ZAMEN BIENCHU, Chinese for" OurBorder Region," is affectionately used in 
' the people's talk .and m the songs they smg. These words sum up their 

pride in the progress which one of China's most backward areas has 
made in spite of the war with Japan and the blockade. of the Chungking 
Government against the Border Region. 

Chapter Twelve 

"£'AN'T:::d~::: :.:~:r:.:~:::t?~~"'All~~'f1 
\_A diplomats ;md military officers who were inclined to ~nk well / 

of Yenan' s war effort and its wish for democracy have recently . 
been asked the Chinese Communists. 

" Y CIB. do not seem to be Communists in the generally accepted sense 
ofthe word," their argument used to run, " but simply social reformers, 
and you even call your politicaL system New Democracy. An appro
priate change of name of the Corpmunist party. of China would make it 
.much easier for the people il1 England and America, of whom many are 
suspicious of the. mere.iword• ·•communist,' to understand your real 
ai.ms and youf intentions for the future. 'This would facilitate Allied 
co-operationwithyourforces in the war against Japan." 

The leaders in Yenan and their representatives in Chungking would 
point out in reply that they cannot change their name-because they are 
arid intend to remain Coinffil.lnists. They. would explain that being 
Collllliunist means rio more than to accept the Marxist methods of 
thinking and of solving social problems ; while it depends entirely upon 
basic conditions in the country to which any specific Communist party 
belongs, in what manner and at what time the introduction of a Com~ 
munist system of sociallife has to be sought. For Marxism, the Com
munist doctrine, categorically demands from its adherents a correct 
political approach to the specific conditions prevailing in a given society. 
It condemns the application of identical revolutionary ·policies to 
countries in dissimilar conditions of • social' maturity. 

China, they would continue, being predominantly agricultural in the 
economic respect and largely semi-feudal politically, is far from ripe 
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for Communism or even for its· preparatory, socialistic stage )vhich is 
being developed in the U.S.S.R. • 

'?' - Ch~na will . . ve to ass throu h a r 6n ed eriod of economic, 
/ ~oci a · · · n in which democrac an ca it li m are 

e9,mlly needed to •lay the foundations for later.· ;Qrogress tpwarifthe 

next phase of socialism. · . .· · .· • . • ... . .. ••• ·•·•·· 
The Chinese Communists believe that the transition .firstfrom the 

present serhi~fel1dal system of Kuomiritang. dictatorship to democt:acy, 
then from democracy to socialism, and eventually from socialisJ.!UO 
communism can be made a peaceful and painless progress. The only 
cOridition is that genuine democratic rule must be realized without 
delay, while the Chinese social system still remains sufficiently pliable 
for capitalism to develop without some of those harmful social by· 
products that tainted it in other countries. 

lfthe Communist party shares power with other political groups all 
\over the country, as it does already in Yenan's Liberated China with 
· its ninety million people, the class struggle will never have to express 
itself in the manner it did in some other countries, but it will continue 
to act purely as a. stimulus to progress in the evolutionary way. 

The Communist leaders would sum up their argument in words like 
these: We are convinced democrats because we are convinced Com· 
munists who realize what China's concrete needs are for the present and 
for a long period to come. We have already gained sufficient influence 
and popular support in large parts of the country to fight together with 
other progressive elements for the peaceful introduCtion ofsuch a 
democracy and its gradual evoluti.on to a higher stage of perfection. 

Mao Tse·tung gave me as much time as was needed for detailed 
answers to all the questions I asked him. No victim of my journalistic 
inquisitiveness has ever been so patient as he. 

Our. first interview began at 3 p.m. and ended. at 3 a.m. We talked 
in the reception room of his four· cave· 1' apartment" outside the town. 
It was a small high-vaulted cave, whitewashedand sparsely furnished, 
looking out on a pleasant old orchard. Mao Tse ... tung sat on a rickety 
chair, li!hti!:; one • cigarette after another . and suckmg in the smo~e 
with t st e noise characterisf of peasants <in .ce t m arts· of 
China. I perched on a ow so a spiked w1t en 1sh springs, my note
book on a shaky miniature table, writing down everything he said as 
the American-trained sub-editor of th¢ Liberation Daily interpreted, 
From time to time Mao Tse .. tung paced up and. down the .cave and 
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then stood tall and massive over me for a while, his eyes fixed on mine 
for minutes. on end, while he talked slowly and systematically with 
quiet emphasis. 

Mter a short dinner under an old apple tree we carried on. inside. 
Two candles were put between us which threw MaoTs~t·tung's huge 
shadow on the high vault of the cave .. · He noticed my struggle with the 
rocky little table in front of .m.e, went O\lt • into. the garden, bro\lght 
back a flat stone, an<l stuck it .under one gf its legs.. From time to time 
we had a glass of grape wine, and one pack . of local cigarettes after 
another was exhausted as. we talked on and on. 

During the night I made several moves to leave, although I was 
anxiousto ask more questions. •• But he would not hear. of it. He was 
goi11g to give me more interviews, he said, but why not continue tonight 
and get done as much as possible ? At three in the morning, wheg_j 

1

finall . o . . • . . • with a bad conscr&ice, • achin limbs •• and 6urnin 

e .•. :r!.· e.s.~he ... w •.. l'I.S. •st .. jll·. a •. ···s f. f. e.sh.an··· .. antma.ted·. a.n .. d. sys. t .. em.at. ic in .. ·hl.·s ta·l·k as. in. • 
the afternoon, . > •.. • .. • .· •. · / •• ·• . • • > .. • . . . 

Mao Tse~tung evaded none of my questions. His convictions im~ 

1
pressed me as honest. •· And the logic of his <lrguments stood out force
fully against the background of the social and politicaUife I watched 
every day c!Ningmy five months ill. the Border Region. 

My notes of. the • interview . were retranslated for him to mak:e. sure 
that no mistakes. had slipped in. l did not get them back for almost a 
w~ek, and whenT happened to meet Mao Tse-tung dudng those days 
he apologized.for the• delay and said, ''I had to .. consult Comrades .chu 
Teh and Chou En-lai about all! told you. ·• They approved.'' M:y notes 
were returned without. changes. . ..• . . ..• . . . . ..·· .•.• 

I give .the following . account of the. main points of the interview 
which are. pertinent to this chapter, without adding any comment of 
my own, in order to preserve its documentary character. 

"Q2mmnnist§ in all countries have only one thing in common," Mao 
se-tung said in reply to my question whether there was really no 

p ssibility of a• change of'' that awful word Communist" in the name 
of the party. "What they have in common is their method of political 
thinkin along tlie . hnes •• of Marxism. 

Commurusts ever)'w ere< ave to 1s inguish • between this system 
of thought and an entirely different matter : the Communist system of 
social organization • which is the final political aim of their system of 
thought. 
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''Especially we in China must strictly distinguish between the Com· 
munist method of observing, studying, and solving social problems. on 
the one hand, and the practical policies of our New Democracy on .the 
other, which during . the present .• stage. of China's •. soc~al. development 
must constitute our. immediate aim .. Without the Communist method 
of thinking we would be unable t 0 direct the present1 democratic stage 
of our social revolution. And without the political system of the New 
Democracy we would not apply our Communist philosophy correctly 
to the realities of China. 

" Our present New Democracy will have to be continued under any 
conditions and for- a long period to come. For the concrete conditions 
existing in China dictate to us the continuation of that policy. 

q " What China needs now is democracy and not socialism. To be more 
/"-precise, China's z,teeds at present are thre~: (1~ t~drive the ~~pa~.~se 

out; (2) to realize democrac on a n on:-w1de scale b glVlng tlie 
people all t e orrns of mo ern liberty and a system of national and 
local governments elected by them in genuinely free and general elec-' 
tions, which we have already done in the areas under our control ; 
and (3) to solve the agrarian question, so th~capitalism of a progressive 
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character can develo in China an<! improve the standard of .living 
the people through the intro uction of modern methods of 

production. 
" These, for the re re the tasks of the Chinese revolution. To 

speak oft e realization of socialism before these tasks are accomplished .~ " ·· "
would merely h. e empty talk. This is what I told our party members in~.. ) 
1940 in m book The w Democrac . I said already then that this:_ 

rst emocratic phase o •. our revolution. would by no means be short. -~-
iWe are not Utopians and· we cannot isolate. ourselves from the actual 
onditions ri(lht before our eyes." · · > • . · -

'" He. added. with a SJ.llile,, ''It is quite possible._ that. China may reach 
the stages of socialism and coptnunism considerably later than your 
countries in the West which are so much more highly developed econo
mically." 

Mao Tse-tung gave me his views on the question of the future 
Conmmnist attitude toward .the landlords when I asked him what he 
considered the principal . .. economic a11<:1 !,'!ocial· contents of the New 
ll!'mop:racy. 

"The centraleconomic.feawres of the Nscw pemocracy,'' he said," is 
t rian revolu 

1 
••• This holdsgood even during the present period 

w en t e fight againstJapanis ourmaintask. I:2r-ourpeasantry is the 
chief object of exploitation--not only of Chinese reactionaries bl!Lalso 
of the Japanese imperialists in •• the occupied territories. Only the 
introduction of the New Democracy in our war regions has enabled us 
from the beginning to resist the. Japan,ese_ as successfully as we do, 
because of its reforms. in the interest of the peasant masses who constitute 
the very basis of our war effort. 

'' The present unreformed agrarian system in the rest of China, with 
its scattered, individuaL peasant. ec0nomy~in whtch. the £ru.:D;ers · are 
not free but bound to the land, in which they have little contact even 
with one another and live a 'stagnant culturallife~has been the founda-
ion of ancie alism and des otism. The New Democracy of 

e · future cannot rest on • such a foundation. For t e progress o r
soclety w1 mainly epen upon the development of 

in ustry. 
" Industry must therefore be the main economic foundation of the 

New Democracy. Only an industrial society can be a fully democratic 
society. But to develop industry, the land problem must first be solved. 
Without a revolution against the feudallandlo,cl system it is impossibl~ 
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to develop capitalism, as the course of ~vents in Western countries 
many years ago has shown quite clearly. 

"Our,agrarian..re:mlution un~il 19;3:]. during the pe[iod ofthe Civil 
\_Y ar,_ was fwdamm;Ja.U~.Lth$_~~~!!!~L~~£~! • ch,.eract~.L1\s_The . great 
agrarian t,evolutions which took· Qlace in the past in ag_ progressive 
countries of the West and cleared away the feudal.obstacles to the growth 
of the capitalistic democratic system." 

I asked whether the radical Civil War policy of confiscating land 
\from the landlords and distributing it •. to the peasants would not be 
resumed after the. present war with Japan, since Mao Tse-tung had still 
emphasized .the need for a contin'lled •agrarian,revolution. 

He explained, " During the Civil War period we .. had no. reason to 
prevent the farmers from confiscating land, because the landlord class 

~
not on. ly suppr .. tt.ssed. th. em butact•1ally,ls;g .~Bi. fig.bt a. i?'.P§tth.em.. Our 
'arty ·only followed the opinion of the fanners .on the subject, formu-
. ated their demands into slogans, and then put them into practice as 
policy. Land confiscation aS such was not a bad policy under Cl:!:i!J.ese 
conditions. The basic demand of the rural masses haLalways been 
concentrated au tbCir d;si;;; {lir j~~d ~;;mt;rship. • Dr. fuin Ya!:~en, the 

, late leader of the Kuomintang, recognized it and adv£~ated the owner
! ~~~p ,of th,e. land by.,!he til~T-his was one of ~the. miiil.points 

1
! m . fu~_...Qrgggmme f~£...Jhe..·..ll.UJ2~~ the ~.Q2E of the 

people. 
·. 

11 During a period of national war against a foreign aggressor things' 
,are of co.,.. diffe~cnt. Anational .. vo:ar m,k<ait. po•oible to pcra•adc the 
masses not to confiscate the land of the landlords, because the masses 

i realize that,' while the landlords are also . willing to resist the enemy, a 
policy of tland confiscation might drive them into the Japanese-held 
cities and make them return to their yillages together with Japanese· 
troops in order to recover their land. 

" In this way, the peasants .understood soon after the beginning .of 
the war with Japan that.our new policy of reducingJand rents instead 
of continuing confiscation of land had the twofold advantage of im
proving the peasants' livelihood and of.inducing the landlords to stay 
on i11 the villages and join in the fight against .J ~pan.. The general 
reduction of land· rents. in favour of the tenants and the guara11tee • we 
gave the landlords for the actual payment of the reduced rents resulted 
in improved relations .between tenants and. landlords ; so that the 
Japanese found practically.. nobody to co-operat:e.within our .• al"ea.s." 

' . ·. .. . ... ·; __ ,_, ... , -_,, -• .;, . o;• •,•c-;~ , ,-, _.,.,.""··--·- .• , _._ , .. ,.., 
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I wanted to know how this change·in the land policyofthe Commu~ 
nist party had been decided at the time. 

'?" " This is a charact.eris.tic example of the democratic ways in which our 
"\ party devises policies," Mao Tse .. tung said. "This fundamental change 

from land confiscation to a eneralreauction. of l nd nts and the 
guarantee or their payment. to· the landlords was first • suggested by 
comrades in lower party organizations. Our Central Committee took up 
their suggestion, which was :clearly based on the wishes of the masses; 
We studied and formulated these demands and put them into effect as 
general policy. 

'' If the whole of China becomes a • genuine democracy on the. basis of 
co .. operation between all political parties, it will be pqssibl~ to practtse 
our rent-reductipp pqljc}{ on a patjop-wide scale. This would be a g.reat 

"?reform indeed, although it "\VOUld still be inferior to Dr. Suny at-sen's .i 
! \idea of ownershi of the land b those w o till it hich wt ave. to 7T 
~:!~e na s2!utiono£ the lapdprpbJem. But it is _conceivable that even 
the gradual transfer to the tillers of all the land now under feudal 
exploitation may be brought about peacefully all over China if a· 
genuinely democratic system of government is introduced every-· 
where. 

"The way Of})ringing about such a gradual transfer of all land to 
the tillers would be to encourage the investment. of the·. landlords' 
capital in industrial enterprises and to devise. other measures of economic 
and. fiscal. policy that would be. beneficial to the landlords, the tenants, 
an.d the development of Chinese economy as a whole. 

" Ilut such a solution depends upon genuine internal peace and 
genuine democracy in China. The possible need in the future for out'- . 
right confiscation and distribution ofJand to the tenants can. therefore 
not be ruled out entirely, For in the post-war period there inay again be 
civil war if the Kuomintang insists on attacking us. 

''Yet,'' Mao Tse-tungsaid with emphasis, ''no matter whether we 
sh.all have internal peace or civil war, we refer not to resume lan 

A confiscation but to continue our resent o tc o re uction of rents an 
1 

• guarantee of rent ayment to the landlords · because t at would reduc~ 
~ o stac es to progress and reform in general. ~~I want to remind you," Mao Tse-tung said. "that in 1930 the 

Kuomintang Government in Nanking issued an agrarian law restricting 
land rents to 37·5 per cent of thetenant'S main crops while no rent was 
to be paid from secondary crops. Hut the Kuomintan~ has proved. unable . 
and unwilling to carry it out in practice. fhe law was never enforced. ; 
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,~~~:t';;:!.':.~·~:~~.~:~.~~:r:;:~u~~~f~~:~~al!ze 
I asked about the post-war attitude the Communist party intended to 

take toward commercial and industrial capital in China. 
·:We are firmly convinced that private capital, Chinese as well as 

"1' foreign, must be iven liberal o ortunitie!>. for . broad . develo mfnt in 
1 \post-war China· for China .needs in ust · rowth" Mao Tse-tung 

rep te . 
"In China's post-war commer~ial relations with the outsideworldwe 

want to replace Japan's principle of colonizing China by the principle 
of free and equal trade with all nations. • Jn the internal sphere. we want 
to replace the policies of the Kuomintang Government, which depress 
the living standards of the people and thereby restrict industdal develop
ment in· the .country, by the policies we are already practising .in 
Liberated China, that is, of fostering the productive forces of the eo le, 
raising their purchasing power, an t us ac tevmg . t e roam pre
requisites for the most rapid and most solid growth of modern 
industries. 

" ''There will.have to be ·three forms of industri lization a_ccording 
to the 1 eas o r. · un at-sen, which we consider justified by the 

~ ~~~i~~ii:sc;~~:~:~fft~r~:!~s-~e =~::~r!:ihe~t::i~;~e:~p~~n!od. 
\ - • run by the state. Other industries will h~ve to be developed 2.L£!:!vate 
'f_ c~ral. And for the exploitation of our great potentialities in handi

' _ ••. era t and rural small-scale manufacture we shall have to depend upon \1 If strons, democratically run co-operatives_/' 

\_, What political role did the Communist party plan to play in post-war 
China, l asked. 

" The membership of our party is necessarily a small portion of the 
Chinese people," he said. " Only if that small portion reflects the 

· opinions of the majority of the people and only if it works. for their 
interest can the relationship between the people and the party be healthy. 

" Today the Communist party reflects the opinions not only of the 
peasants and worke,rs but also of many anti-Japanese landlords, 
merchants, intellectuals, etc., that is, of all anti-Japanese people in our 
regions. The Communist art is willin and will alwa s be· read to 
\~o-operate c ose y w1 a peop e m China who . are prepared to 
r-operate with it. -
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" This willingness is expressed in our 'Three-thirds ' ~ystem of 
deinocr~tic representation, which restricts the seats of Communist 
party mexnbers -in all elected bodies to a maximum of one~ third of the . 
whole and gives two-thirds of the seats to members of other parties and 
nbn-party elements. . _-_. ___ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ -. 

'
1Yes," Mao Tse-tung replied ,to my question about. rell!tions with 

the Kuomintang, ',' we ate also willing to co-operate with the Kuomin
tang : not only while the war lasts but afterward. That is to say, if the 
Kuomintang lets us do so. _ 

" And we are willing to pra_ctise in thefuture, a:s we do t.oday, the 
four promises we !lla:<ie totpe Kuomititangin I937·" 

I asked hini ah<>tit the contents of those promises to which I had 
' often heard vague reference in Chungking, and ~bout the condition,s 
that had been attached to them. _ 
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I interrupted, '' Do you mean to say~_t);}at noQ~_· oLyour policies is 
ever questioned or opposed? " .•.. . · - .. , ':::'._:·:~·-·····~< ,,.,"> •. 

·~ . Naturally,from time to time there may he certaixf differences· of 
opinion wttli!n our ranks. But they . are always solved in a . democratic 
way,. by discussion and anal sis of the roblems in . uestion. · If a 
mtnonty ts sttl not convmced ofthe Correctness of a majO'rity decision, 
it submits to it after thorough debates in party meetjngs. The 'decisive . 
factor in our work is that we always find out which of our policies the 
masses of the people accept and wh,i94 they criticize or reject. . Only 

)("policies which . rove .. o ular with the masses become and remain th.e 
' po tctes of our party. . . · . _ . - · 

=t< At tlie time of the introduct~on of a new measure there may be 
pel>ple insideandoutside the party who do not quite understand it. Btit 
in the course of the execution of any measure a united opinion of an 
overwhelming majority insi<ie and outside the party is invariably formed 
because our patty organizati~ns are all the time watchitig out for 
popular reaction, and becaus¢ we _modify our measures. continuously 
according to the actual needs and opinions of the people. All party 
organizations from the top down are held to observe our vital £rinciple 
of not se aratin ourselves from the masses -ofthe · eo le but of being in 
c osest armorty w1t · t e1r Iiee s an -Wts es. • _ __ _ 

" The correctness of any of our policies has always to be tested and 
is always being tested by the masses themselves. 'Y,e ourselves corista11tly 
examine our own decisions and olicies. rect our mistakes 
w enever we find them . . We qraw conclusions from all positive and 
n~gative _. experiences.andapply·tbose conclusions as . widel)( .aa possible. 
In these way~ relations betweenthe Communist par~y and t}).e masses 
f the people are constantly being improved." 

_:.;:.:;~~~~~~~~~~~~T:7i~5it":t'-:'hi~ .constant demand 
on a party members to 0 serve what he calls the "omass viewgoint" 
in a~l their decisions and actions:- H~ spoke with enth~siasm. _ 

"This-is the. most fundamental point. If theJeading elements of: 

political party are re:;~.lly working {or; the interests of the broad masse 
of the people, and if they ·are sincere in . this,·. e11d~avour, they ha' 
unlimited opportunities . of listening to the opinions. of the.pe?ple, 

".Welisten to the peo~le. Through the media ofpopular meetin 
in villages, towns, districts, regions, and everywhere in our territor!{ 
through individual co,n~rsationsJ>etween party members an-d ,men ~ 
women of all strata of the population ; through special conferen• 
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n~wspapers, • and the telegrams and letters we receive. from the people
through. alLthis "'t:· can, and do, ahvaysfind out the real, undisguised 
opinion of the masses. 

'' Apart frorn that, ·• our method. is to find typical ·samples both •. of 
satisfactory andunsati~factory work in.every field of activity. We study 
those samples thoroughly, learn from them, and sum up our experiences 
on the subject in order to draw concrete conclusior1s. for the necessary 
improvements. The period of such observation of reality and of 
studying samples of good and bad work may in one case be a few weeks, 
in another several months, and.sometimes even a few years. But in this 
way we always keep in close touch with actual developments, discover 
what the people want and need, and learn from those among the people 
inside and outside the p'arty ·who do the best work. 

" Some of. our cadres may •. sometimes. fail· to • understand our policies 
thoroughly and make mistakes in their execution, so that such 
comrades have to be criticized and taught. For this purpose, too, the 
thorough study and analysis of a specimen of go.od work is of great 
importance. 

Mao Tse-tung showed me a copy of the Liberation Daily. " Take the 
example in tonight's newspaper. •Here is.a long article covering a whole 
page which describes in detail the. ways in • which one of the companies 
of the Eighth Route Annygot rid of.its shortcomings and became one 
of the best units. The cadres and fighters of every company in our 
armies will read and study and discuss this article. This is the simple 
way in which the positive experiences of one company will be taught as 
policy to five thousand companies. • ·On other days you may find similar 
articles about a co-operative, a school, a hospital, or a local adminis
trative unit. 

''To come back to the vital matter of •close understanding and 
co-operation between party comrades and non-party people. There has 
been a very great and steady improvement ; but mistakes are still being 
made by .some of our comrades. 

"Some incid~11ts and misunderstandings still occur. Here and there 
we still have. some Communists who .tend to monopolize affairs. 

'' We. are therefore • all the time ·calling everybody's attention to the 
)\importance of giving non-partY people &Ctual pO\f~r l!!1~ __v_ 
· ~rat~~~~§is ' system. In the cout~e of the practical execution of 7" 

ou:rpciiiC1eS we show all our comrades· concretely how genuine co
operation between us and non-party people helps not only the masses 
but ourselves. In consequence, mutual trust between party and 
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non-party people is growing in the pro~ess ofallthe practical work they 
have to do together." 

I asked Mao Tse-tung whether he considered that the Communist 
party had made any major mistakes in its policies. 

" On all basic points our policies have proved .correctfrom the very 
'7: beginning. This is true first of all of our funda1nental.policies under 
1\ the New Democrac -of lettin the masses of the people . organize 

t emse ves for a revolution aimin atnat10na m e •en. ence, enwcracy, 
an t e improvement of the •. people's •livelihood on the basis of private 
property. 

" lt is only with regard to the application of these basic policies to 
, \concrete conditions. that certai11 d~vi~tions a.re liable. to appear from 

time to time, deviations partly to the left and partly to the right. They 
are, however, not· deviations of the party as a whole or of groups in 
the party; but of certain peoplein our ranks. From all those mistakes 
the party as a whole has learned. 

"Yes, in certain periods there have been a few individuals in our 
party who believed that Communism is feasible in China at this time. 
But the art as such has never held that view. Even the existence 

l 
wtt m our party o a group advocating the immediate practice of a 
Communist social system is impossible on account of the ~ete 
conditions in China which make Communism unfeasible for a very long 

-f ti~e~~ec~~mintang allegation that there. are gro~ps with diverging 
1 views within our party is completely unfounded, The Kuomintang, 
which is itself so badly split • by cliques, cannot conceive of a really 
united political party, and that is probably why such rumours are 
believed . by some in Chungking." 

" Did you ever find yourself in a minority so that your own ideas on 
a subject were not carried out ? " 

" Yes. I have been in the minority myself. The only thing for me to 
do at such times was to wait. But there have been very few examples 
of that in recent years." 
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parents ? This is not a question of theory but of practice ; like the other 
question people put to you in the Kuomintang regions, Whether we 
are working for our party or for the people. Go. and ask our people, 
anywhere you want. They know well enough that the Chinese Com
munist party serves them. They have had their experience with us 
during the most difficult times. 

" As to our method of thinking, l told you already that we, like 
Communists in any other country, are convinced of the correctness of 
Marxism. This is probably what people refer to when they ask whether 
we are ' Communists first' or ' Chinese first.' But our beliefin Marxism 

)\as a correct method ofthinkin does not mean thatwe ne ate the Chinese 
cu tura enta e ort e v ue o non-Marxist foreign thought. 

t IS certam y tr.ue t at muc . 1sgoo .· m w at . mese history has 
handed down to us. And this herita e we must make our own. There 
are, owever, certam peop e m ma w o wors · 1p t e obsolete ideas 
of ancient times which are not suitable for our nation today but on 
the· contrary harmful. Those things must • be discaJ,"ded. 

"• In foreign cultures, too, there lS much that IS ·good and progressive 
which we must.accept; and, on. the other hand, much that is rotten, like 
Fascism, which must be destroyed. 

To accept jd.eas from the Chinese past or from abroad does not 
mean to take them over unconditionally. They must be co-ordinated 
with actual conditions in China and ractised in accordance with them. r 

ur attltu e 1s t at o cnttca acceptance of our own historical heritage 
and of foreign thought .. We are against blind acceptance as well as blind 
rejection of any ideas. '\Ve Chinese mustthinkwith our own brains and 
must decide for ourselves what can grow on our own soil." 

"I want to summarize what China needs today," Mao Tse-tung took 
the initiatiye. "C.hjna I1eeds internal peace and democracy. Without 
internal peace China will not be able to win the war against Japan nor 
win the peace. Our failure to achieve internal peace after the war with 
Japan might actually disturb peaceful international relations. For if 
there were to be an()ther. civil war in China; it would last for a long 
period and would. infl.tience f()reign .countries as well . 

... Among• people•Jlproad .. therea,re •still.many who have not fully 
understood that during the last twenty-three years of China's political 
development the key problem has always been the relationship between 
the Kuomintang and Communist parties. And the same will be true in 
the future. 
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Chapter Thirteen 

LABORATORIES OF SELF-GOVERNMENT 

I N the bare little assembly room of Yenan Municipality, fourteen 
people were sitting around the mayor and his secretary at a table 
and on benches along the walls. They were surprised at my 

unexpected entry, made polite bows, and continued their business 
without paying any further attention to me. 

It was the joint meeting of the executive and legislative committees 
of the People's Political Council of the municipality which is elected by 
the townspeople and villagers within the. wide limits of Greater Yenan. 

Some of the members were peasants, barefoot, in .. old:-fashioned 
cotton jackets, smoking their native pipes, cracking melon seeds, and 
listening eagerly. Some were typical old-style merchants, shrewd look
ing and better dressed than the others, puffing local-made ciga~ettes. 
One was an old scholar in a long robe, with a thin, white beard and a 
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wise smile, who accompanied the proceedings with frequent nods and 
occasional gestures of disagreement. A few were young local Com
mi.mists in blue uniforms, with stern, energetic faces. And . two were 
girls-a gay, robust· viliage lass, and the . other a pale, bespectacled 
intellectual, the sub-editor of a small newspaper. · 

The mayor, a blue-uniformed man in his middle forties, reported to 
the assembly. He was inthe midst of giving examples of good work 
that had been done in the municipality during the last few months. 

This was one of the cases he recounted in detail : A disabled soldier 
came. to settle down somewhere at the fringe of the town. ·. The people 
in the neighbourhood on their own initiative held a meeting to decide 
howthey could help him .and drew up a co-operative plan to get his new 
farm .going. Within two hours they had collected a supply of millet, 
<_:o()ldng pans •. crockery, tools, and whatever else. he needed immediately. 
Several. people • volunteered to .assist ·him in the ·reclamation of • waste
land. The soldier was much impressed and grateful and is now very 
active in . production. 

'' This is the way to do things," the mayor said. " Take co-operative 
action. Don't rely .on the Government where self-help is possible." An 
old peasant solemnlywhispered approval. . . ~. 

The mayor .came to .examples of bad work. One of the officials of a 
lower administrati-ve unit was to launch· a new phase of the Support
the-' Army Movement, but he never gave the people practical directions 
on what to do and they complained about his bureaucratic. attitude. 
Another officialtalked.a great deal about the new Tree-planting Move
me!lt,. but he .didnot go to the hills and help the people, so that they 

. were indignant at his hypocrisy. · .. 
Most of the asseiilbly laughed, and an .old landlord 11ear me proudly 

remarked to his neighbour that in his own village everybody without 
exceptio11 pla11ted more trees than had. originally been planned. 

The mayor then gave.a long general. report about the administration. 
The schools had been much improved, he said, and the new policy of 
giving parents an influence on the curriculum in order to make it more 
practical had .caused a considerable increase in the number of pupils. 
The idea of persuading difficult children through good example to 
improve their'' bad attitudes" instead of beating them was now gener
ally established in Y enan families in consequence of some surprisingly 
successful " conversions." Night schools to teach adults the reading of 
newspapers were increasingly popular. There was still much avoidable 
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sickness in the municipality because the p~Qple qiq llot yetpay suffident 
attention to sanitation, although they had begun to realize . that it is 
harmful to drink unboiled water. 

A peasant interrupted : " We have long practised all the new regula
tions and are now very sanitary .. For two years not one child has died. 
This is something new in our village. In the old. days several children 
died every single year." 

The mayor gave figures about the progress · of land reclamation 
beyond the plan, and several members, full of interest .and enthusiasm, 
made detailed comments. He went on to particularsaboutthelarge 
numbers of families in towns and villages who w~re mobilized for 
spinning and other household industries through the production 
movement. 

There was a general expression of satisfaction when . he reported 
that the staff of the municipality .were now covering 6o per cent of their 
salaries and office e:Xpen.ses from their own agricultural production and 
that taxes could therefore remain what they· had been before, in spite 
of increasing expenditure on public works. 

He then explained in detail the importance of the latest mass move
ment which was to bring about the realization of the Programme of 
Ten Small Points in every community of the Border Region. 

Each family must dig one well ; plant so and so many trees ; keep 
more pigs ; and build one new latrine. Each administrative village unit 
must have a "mutual aid granary," a producers' and· consumers' 
co-operative, one midwife, at least one blacksmith shop, a school run 
by the people, and a folk-dance group. Every one of these points must 
be discussed in detail ·with the people, the mayor said, so that they 
could understand the meaning of these demands and the ways of 
fulfilling them. · 

The. (iiscussion began. One of the non-Communist . members, a 
merchant, called the mayor's report very concrete (which is the highest 
praise in the Border Region) and said that, in spite of some continuing 
defects. in the municipal administration, its work in.general was now 
very good, .so that the people had no severe criticism. Especially .the 
new Ten Small Points Programme was very popular. But the munici
pality must do something to .repair the roads more thoroughly or, better, 
to pave them ; a dike along the small river must be built ; • and it should 
be made clear to merchants where new shops could best be put up in 
the growing city, to fit in with future development plans. 
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The old scholar gave a long and fluent speech. He also talked about 
the bad roads and the lack of a dike and then went on to criticize the 
schools. (<We have never had so many and such good and practical 
schools,". he said. " But we must still improve them. The schoolrooms 
are in many cases too smaltand crowded and are bad for the children's 
health. Our curricula are not yet complete enough and parents have 
further wishes for .their. improvement. Kuomintang textbooks would 
of course never be suitable for the people, and our own are ml.lch better. 
But they are not good. enough yet. Our methods/ of teaching the 
children to write Chinese characters are sloppy. What the. people want 
is to have their children learn the regular type of classical script and not 
that sloppy writing they are • taught. I must. ask the . administration to 
provide better w,riting teachers.'' 

The discussion had only started. • It would go on in much. detail for 
a number of days, I was told. And I heard later that the. members of 
the Joint Committee made the mayor correct his proposed programme 
for the next six m.onths on a number of points. 

Another meeting oil which I dropp~d in unannounced consisted only 
of non-Communist members of the People's Political Council of one 
of the Border Region's highest administrative units, a sub .. region com
prising half a dozen .counties. 

It has recently become the practice in various elected self-govern
ment organs to .call special meetings exclusively for non-Communist 
members, • apart from the norm.aHull sessions in which all non-party and 
Communist members participate. . The aim is to activate that funda
mentally unpolitical element • which represents the great majority of the 
common people and to make tqe non,-party. delegates more articulate in 
the expression of the wishes of the ma&ses, outside any possible influence 
of. better-trained .. Communist .speakers. · 

" It may seem strange to you," one of the party leaders told me later, 
" but we consider: it one of our main tasks to give the non-party people 
opportunities for the independent development of their political 
abilities, not only within the elected bodies of which they are members 

. together wi~h Communists, but also among themselves." 
Some sixty people crowded a large • assembly room with crude tables 

and benches: peasants, landlords, merchants, and scholar gentry, the 
same kind of old-style Chinese people I saw at other. meetings. It was 
a disciplined, animated meeting of men and women who until a few 
years ago had probably never thought of something as unheard-of as 

• D* 
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active participation in genuine local self-government. They seemed to 
enjoy their new opportunity immensely, made themselves comfortable, 
sipped tea, chewed melon seeds, smoked, and did not mind interrupting 
a speaker with unconventional remarks ()f agreement or disapproval. 

They were all elected by the people, but probably more for their 
personal reputations than because of any politicaL efforts on their 
own part. Such meetings, one of them told me,• were·a.greateducation 
for them and they· were gradually getting used to their unaccustomed 
political tasks. 

In their whole attitude these men and women gave the impression 
of being eager pupils of self-governmeqt. What they said was sound 
and practical. They spoke about achievements and shortcomings and 
made all kinds of demands on higher organs ofthe Government. One 
wanted more initiative in the development ofcottage industries, another 
advocated the introduction of a greater variety of vegetables in the 
villages with the help of the Border Region Government's model 
farms. An old peasant complained bitterly about the harm done by 
wolves and boars in the wintertime and asked the 1Government to help 
the villagers in killing them. A merchant suggested .that mulberry 
plantations and silk reeling should be introduced into his region. And 
an old scholar speaking about the continuing lack of certain medicines 
suggested that this might be partly overcome by the production of 
some particular herbs which normally came from Kuomintang 
regwns. 

There was a surprising note of unanimhy among the speakers in their 
appreciation of the great progress that was being made everywhere 
under the new political system and of all fundamental policies of the 
Government in Y enan. These individual expressions of opinion were 
supported by practical examples which men obviously unused to public 
speaking brought forward in a manner as simple as it was evidently 
honest. 

The meeting had one special theme I had not encountered before, a 
matter of particular importance to the • counties •• on the fringe of. the 
Border Region facing the grim blockade belt oftheKuomintang·: almost 
every speech .. contained bitter. ·accusations a ainst ·the nei hbouring 

uommtang troops. _.._.. 
There were many long tales of kidnap pings and killings, . of robbery 

and rape, reported with a good deal of gruesome detail. Every speaker 
asked the Y enan Government to bring those things to the attention of 
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Chungking and to protest against the continuation of the blockade of 
the Border Region and its peaceful citizens, most of whom • were not 
even Communists themselves. In the eoup.ty of Fuhsien alone, one of 
the speakers said, there had been eighty-nine raids of Kuomiritang 
troops against small· villages . during the last six months : • sixty-four 
people had been kidnapped,. one buried alive,· four injured, and much 
property had been taken away from merchants and farmers. 

General Chu Teh, the Commander-in-Chief of the Eighth Route 
Army,. told me later .. that raids. of individual units of the National 
Government Army on the fringes of the Communist-controlled Border 
Region were indeed happening all the time and that his garrison forces 
were not strong· enough to protect the people in <outlying villages. He 
did. not . blame Generalissimo Chiang • Kai-shek or even Lieutenant 
Gelleral Hu Chung-nan for ordering such raids butregarded them as 
inevitable consequences of conditions in the National Government 
Army. 

" Even inside the Kuomintang areas, • National Government troops 
often rob and maltreat the people," he said. ''One ofthe reasonsis that 
the Kuomintang troops and their officers are not properly fed and cared 
for ; .· and another that good relations between the army and the popu
lation are not promoted by the . general policies of Chungking. In 
Hona11 province, for example, the common people were so much 
antagonized by their own soldiers that they felt almostrelieved when the 
Japanese invadedthe province this spring." (Foreign observers in Sian 
had told me the same.) 

"If th:ings are so bad in Chungking's own territories, what can we 
expect from Kuomintang soldiers in the blockade belt against our 
Border Region ? " Chu Teh said. " Their intensive anti-Communist 
education makes many of them forget completely that the people in 
our areas whom they rob, rape, kidn.ap, and kill are Chinese like 
themselves." 

I also watched several joint meetings of the executive and legislative 
committees of the Border Region Government itself in the large, barn~ 
like auditorium of the People's Political Council. The elected heads 
of the various government departments, all popular figures in the 
Border Region, made detailed reports to the Standing Committee of 
the People's Political Council of the Border Region. 

There was considerable discussion on a higher political plane than 
in the. other meetings I attended, although the subjects were more or 
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less of the same practical nature: agriculture, industry, and afforesta
tion ; manifold measures for the intensification of the .war effort ; the 
improvement of education and hygiene ; •· complaints aboutthe Kuomin
tang; and criticism of the Border Region Government in matters of 
detail, but apparently without any disagreement.on fundamental policies. 

Among the non-Communists,. who wer.e in a two-thirds majority as 
everywhere else, there were a number of prominent landlords·, scholars, 
and former Kuomintang officials of considerable education. They gave 
long and able speeches, praising and criticizing and making practical 
proposals. 

A well-to-do merchant who had once been head. of Yenan's Public 
Safety Department under the Kuomintang regime, expressed his 
conviction that the Border Region Government was the first administra
tion in China to carry out the Three Principles of the People of Dr. Sun 
Yat-sen. The mutual help that had developed between. the people and 
the Eighth Route Army, he said, was an achievement of which every 
patriot, no matter what political conviction he held, must heartily 
approve. He praised the progress of irrigation work in which he had 
long been interested. and the new ways in which it was made to benefit 
not only the rich, as before, but also the poor. 

He criticized certain lower ofijcials, Communists and others, for lack 
of experience and occasional deviation from the policies laid down by 
the popularly elected governments and asked the authorities to give 
more training to such officials. He also expressed dissatisfaction with 
the comparatively slow tempo of the liquidation of illiteracy. 

At last he reproached the Kuomintang for its constant attacks on the 
Border Region. " If we had more territories in China like this Border 
Region ... " the former Kuomintang. official summed up, " .... if 
all the people in China were .. enabled. to work .and fight .as we do here, 
China would really become one of the Big Four of the world." 

Pointing to the Generalissimo's picture on the wall, he .conCluded : 
" And you, General Chiang Kai-shek, would get more realfall1.e . and 
honour." 

Were all those meetings staged for our benefit? Were all those non
Communists •on. the various elected councils .no more than puppets in 
the hands • of the p()werful party of Mao Tse-tung ·? .. Was the ·praise-of
general-policies ... cum-criticism-of-details pattern of. their speeches, 
which is so characteristic of both Chinese and Russian Communists, 
imposed on them from above .? 
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l became less. sceptical about the primitive manifestations Of Yenan's 
New Democracy the more I saw, not only of such meetings, but of 
realities in the Border Region. It seemecl. to me that the common people 
of all social strata were really • responcl.ing to • their new opportunities 
for self-government in a businesslike manner, with increasing enthusi
asm, and with a surprisingly intelligent understanding of rights and 
duties • they h.ad not known before. 

Yet, I would still• hesitate to dismiss all scepticism about the perfor
mances of those laboratories of a primitive New Democracy iU had not 
convinced myself of t~e compelling reasons for the Communist party 
and the people to work together on the development of self-government. 

J'he Commull.ist party has a vital interest in making its leadership 
in one-half ()f China a success, both for winning the war and for the 
sake of its influence in China after victory. It must· therefore try to 
overcome the backwardness ofthose regions which they liberated from 
the Japan.ese ... This requires development work in every field .• Produc
tion must be increased, educational and health standards must be .raised, 
the administration of justice ··must be improved, the · interest of the 
people in public affairs must be awakened. 

AIL this has. to be done .with two aims in view: to strengthen the war 
effort of the poor and backward areas· in which the. power of a well
organized and enthusiastic population has to over-compensate the lack 
of armed strength ; and to make the people at the same time more 
prosperous and more satis1iec1< with their lot than they have been in 

- cenwries of squalor and misery. 

Theoretically, such development work can be promoted either from 
above or from below. If it is to be done from above; as the Kuornintang 
Government has attempted to do it in its own regions, the administra
tive machinery has to be increased to an enormous .extent. But very few 
good administrators are available anywhere in China; and the. capacity 
and willingness of the people to finance a large bureaucracy is strictly 
limited by their poverty and their. traditional scepticism of bureaucratic 
blessings. As a result, the. bureaucratic-authoritarian approach must 
lead to endless delay, friction, discour~gement, and eventually failure. 
This is precisely what happened to .the attempted reform policies of the 
Kuomintang. It is one of the main reasons why Chungking's war effort 
waned frolll: year to year and why the people in the Kuomintang 
regions have come to. blame their Government, rather than the inevitable 
consequences of the war, for the pathetic lack of social.progress. 
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The Communists cllose the apprQ~<:hfrombelow. They. realized that 
reform and development work can be based only on the effort of the 
masses themselves, on the activization of the greatest possible numbers 
of common people. The only way of mobilizing them is to win their 
confidence, enthusiasm, and voluntary co-operation. And this can be 
done only through giving them a maximum measure of rights and duties 
by way of the d~velopment of self-government. 

This is what the Communist party was forced to do ifit was to 
achieve success. This is what it did. And this is how its own interests 
and those of the people met and merged. 

But the Communist party did not only permit the people to parti
cipate in all kinds of administrative efforts, giving. them rights and 
leaving it to them to. make use of those rights. That would not have been 
sufficient to mobilize the backward, apathetic masses and to overcome · 
the distrust of the Communists .• on the .part.of the landlord, merchant, 
and old-style scholar gentry. What the Communists did w·as to launch 
vast awakening campaigns and virtually .press on the people the use of 
their new democratic rights. 

· Instead of the former class struggle, the need for co-operation 
between all strata of the population was stressed everywhere : in the 
one-half of the small Border Region where the agrarian revolution of the 
Civil War days had radically done away with large-scale landlordism 
and gentry privileges ; in the other half of the Border Region which 
came under Communist ·control after the agrarian revolution had 
already been stopped in 1937, and where a peaceful government-span

, sored reduction of land rents was the only change from the old social 
system; and in the vast areas in the enemy's rear liberated by the 
Communists from the Japanese, where the same mild reform policies 
were applied. 

The people were mobilized against only two enemies~the J::tpanese 
invaders and their own age-old political and social backwardness. 
Simple, practical slogans were propagated all over the country by primi
tive but often ingenious mass movements. . Raise production ... Foster 
co-operatives. Aim atthe goal ofheing well fed and well dad. Support 
the army. Improve your standards of hea.lth. •·•·• Piscard .superstition .and 
acquire knowledge. Learn to read and write. Help the backward p()ople 
in your community. 

Hundreds of thousands .of Communist party members saw to. it that 
those slogans were explained and understood in a concrete, • practical 
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way. They aimed first at newly awakened activists who would help the 
Communists•in carrying on the massmovements; then at•the average 
people ; and last at th~ most backward and actually or potentially 
hostile elements. SpeciaLefforts were made to overcome the initial 
uspicions of some of the old gentry,landlords, merchants, and Kuo-

ntan members and to make them realize that the were not to be 
excluded from the New DemoCI'acy but could play a role in it to their 
own advantage and that of the country. 
' To get more prosperous, you must produce more, the people were 
told. To produce more, yoti qmstimprove your technique. To improve 
your technique, you.must learn .•.. 'fo make use of your great reserves of 
strength, you must develop new methods of mutual help among your
selves. To get things done. in the. way you.want, you must take part in 
social activities. •. You must Plirticipate in elections and choose those you 
tr.ust, • no m.atter .what their political views are,. if only they support the 
war agaiitstJapanand work for•social progress ..• You.will have to rely 
more. upon yourselves.; for Communists are allowed no more than one
third of the seats in any assembly or government. 

This was. the general lesson which ran through all the various mass 
movements and eventually merged them into one : the mass movement 

?fo~ the realizatioll. ~f the New Democracy. through the. effort .of the 
'People themselves;· '7 

< • ·•· ·•·· .• •· 
........... •.•••••• • 0 '''',''•m--~-:-- ~-:-

There. can be no doubt ofits success. From alllhave seen and heard, 
Il1ore and more of the common. people and. the· gentry are responding 
and taking . the initiative in criticism ·and suggestions and practical 
experiments of their own. 

'fhe oft-expresaed opinion that .China's ability. to survive periods of 
disaster lay in the common sense and ingenuity of her people and their 
fundarn.entally democratic approach to social life took on a new mean
ing. Given their first opportunity to practise these great qualities in an 
atmosphere of •encouragement rather than of. restraint, the common 
people themselves became the creators of a. new society. 

For the first time in China's history, self-government has begun to 
work in part of the country, although still in a primitive form. It is the 
main reason for the military successes of the Anti-Japanese War Bases 
behind the enemy's lines and in the social progress of the areas under 
Yenan. 

Self-government is now so implanted in the thinking and habits of 
the common people and the majority of the gentry that the Communists 
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could no longer stop the steady growth of its inherent strength, even if 
they chose to do so at the cost of destroying their own mass support. 

The Communists are committed to the continuance a11d development 
of political democracy, not so much by their own promises as by the 
new political conditions they have helped the people. to create. 

Chapter Fourteen 

OFFICIALS PAY THEIR OWN.WAY 

ONE of my first surprises in .. the Border Region· was the casual 
remark of a county magistrate· that .he and his •staff.would .this 
year achieve complete independence from the taxpayers' money. 

They would actually contribute about . one thousand pounds of grain 
each to public funds. 

" You mean to say that an official in the Communist areas, instead of 
drawing a salary, pays for the honour of working for the government ? " 

" If you want to put it that way, yes. This is one of the results of our 
production drive. Comrade Mao Tse-tung demands that all govern
ment and party officials, all ranks in the garrison forces, all teachers 
and pupils use their own hands, produce as much· as possible of their 
own needs. This is to lighten the burden of the people .and at the same 
time to set examples for them .in production!' 

I found later that these instructions to the " non-productive elements'' 
of society had indeed been. carried out to a rernarkable extent. . There 
are about roo,ooo such people in the Border .Region with its r,soo,ooo 
people. 

In 1944 they were expected to produce with their own hands about 
two-thirds of all they needed, so that only oneAhird of their food, 
clothing, miscellaneous, and even office expenses had to· be financed out 
of the taxpayers' mot}.ey. The rate of their self-sufficiency is rising from 
year t? year, whilt'l their standard of living is steadily being improved. 

'' The. expenses of our. city .government last year were .coveted to the 
extent of so per cent from tax money while so per cent. came from .our 
own production," the mayor of Yenan had told me, "and in l944 we 
ourselves shall produce at least 6o per <:ent." 
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" But how .can you .<lo your office work and at the same time produce 
for your own up}{eep.? " I asked. 

"We eyen 1llanage to do our two hours' daily studies which are 
expected of everybody; as well as our production work. Our daily 
schedule changes from se~son to season. Now, for example,. our office 
time is three and a half hours in the morning and three in the afternoon. 
Two early-morning hours are devoted to studies, and later in the after
noon we do on an average. about three hours' production work. During 
agricultural rush. seasons we spend more time on production, and our 
offices are open only a few hours a day. Thatis intunewith the requit:e
ments of the people, who are too busy during those weeks to want 
much attendance. Part of tl!e production work is done individually 
in out own gardens and on the fields we ourselves reclaimed on 
the hills, a,lthough we often l!elp each other to save labour. Another 
part is done collectively on the large. farm we developed for the . 
municipality.'' 

''Is nobody free from.those duties?" 
" No,'' said the mayor. " I am doing them as well as my responsible 

colleagues, the clerkS, and the policemen. And we also do some of our 
building· work ourselves. We • don't really consider production work 
duty. We enjoy it.·· .With daily studies and manual work our ordinary 
routine beco111es less tiresome and our physical condition is better than 
before. We also get much ctoser to the people we serve ; . for we know 
now what manual work meam;and respect it more than we used to. 
!confess that our total hours are sometimes very long. I, for example, 
often have to do some extra office work at home in the night. But we 
all like to do as much as we can}' 

The little mayor certainly ·looked happy and well, and he had· c~osen 
this kind of pioneer work of his own free will.. He was the son of a 
fairly well-to-do landlord who was able to send him to one of the best 
modern universities in Peking. He himself was county magistrate in the 
neighbolJring province ofKansu under the.old regime and in 1927 was 
the last Kuomintang magistrate of Yenan .. He did not know much 
about Communism at that time but felt dissatisfied with the methods 
of the Kuomintang, .•• worked with the Communists when the United 
Front was established, and after some time became a party member. In 
1943 he \vas elected mayor by the people. ' 

" The circumstances under which you practise your new policies here 
are of course much more primitive than in any of the large Chinese 
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cities," I said. "Do you believe any of those methods could be applied 
to them, too ? " 

"Yes, ofcourse. Naturally they would have to be modifi<;d. But the 
fundamental ideas of our policies .are valid anywhere. Democracy and 
unity, with the aim of getting aU classes.to co-op(lrat~••in. every respect·: 
those are our only secrets. The officials 111ust help the .people and adapt 
themselves to .cirt::urnstances. · They rnust not ask more of the people in 
return for what they do than the people can easily provide. They ,nust 
have some imagination. That is 'all. And with t~at we can do a .good 
job wherever it is required of us. The Kuomintang could do the same 
as we do and be popular and successful. They are, in fact, very stupid 
not to do so. We have our minds bent toward learning and adapting 
ourselves to circumstances, although we.still make many mistakes. With 
this and with our aim. of working for the r.eal interest of the people, 
.we can also master great problems." 

It seems to me that the Communists owed their success largely to 
the manner. in which they approached the fundamental Chinese 
problem of creating an administration cheap enough for the people to 
finance without difficulty, and large and enthusiastic enough to take on 
much greater responsibilities than in the past-an administration rising 
out of the people themselves and responsible to them through demo
cratically elected governments. 

I had a long talk about the subject with Lo Mai, the secretary
general of the Border Region Government. When we first met that 
large, hefty man who looked like the personification of Chinese 
"Bolshevism," some of my Kuomintang colleagues seemed to shiver 
mentally, and one of them said, "This must be a dangerous fellow." 
Many a slender intellectual hand hurt when Lo Mai had shaken it for a 
little while in his own huge, muscular paw. His appart?ntly irremovable 
cap, old and faded and worn at a rakish angle, looked much more 
provocative than anyone else's. His arguments, his voice, an.d diction 
resembled that overpowering handshake. . 

I had quite an argument with him at our first meeting, during which 
both of us got somewhat hot. But I came to respect him as one of the 
ablest men in Y enan and to like him as a straightforward and warm-
hearted fellow. · 

In: the last and-longest talk I had with Lo Mai, shortly before my 
departure, he kept on for hours discussing. the deficiencies of adminis
tration in the Border Region. To discover and overcpme them is his 
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main job, and he takes it seriously. There is no • trace of Oriental self
deprecation in the manner in which he talks about the shortcomings of 
the Yenan Government. 

" For years we have been fighting against bureaucratic • attitudes 
among our officials, for greater efficiency • and thrift. • • We have been 
cutting down the. numbers of our staff considerably. This rationaliza
tion movement, orig-inally proposed by the non-Communist vice-chair
man of our Government, has been very successful. 

"With the rapid development of our system of self~government, 
which was not sufficiently understood by all at the beginning, we lacked 
clear delimitations of authority in our administration. Too many people 
were responsible for. overlapping duties. 

" We had too many meetings. Last year we found that in our small 
Border Region •. altogether 3oo,ooo people spent on an average a total 
of one ll'lont~ on meetings. Meetings are certainly necessary and useful. 
They keep .our social activities alive. But imagine, 9,ooo,ooo working 
days a. year for. meeti11gs in a region with r,soo,ooo people. In some 
respects we actuaUy had· too much democracy, in the sense of 
too . much • discussion, and that kept responsible workers too busy 
and caused the postponement of too many matters which, although 
small in themselves, were important enough to be. ·done more 
quickly. 

" Some of our higher officials still failed to understand the true 
character of our policies. For example, the head of the Border Region 
Banktried to followthe.methods of other countries, methods.unsuited 
to our tasks. He aime& at making money for the government through 
the hank instead of assisting the people in every possible way. It took 
us too long to discover his mistakes and correct them." 

" What became of the bank manager ? · Was he punished ? " 
" Of course not. He was heavily criticized and defended his policies. 

Then he .was sent to the Party School. He is a good and honest man 
and will be very useful in the future. But he has to learn more about 
the fundamentals of our policies and unlearn.some of his wrong notions. 
We, too, have to keep on learning a:nd getting a better understanding 
of our problems.· All of us.'' 

Lo Mai reminded me of the report on improvements in the Border 
Region administration, submitted by its chairman Lin Pai-chu to the 
People's Political Council in January, 1944, which showed the great 
progress that had been made in all respects. Lo Mai smiled when I told 
him that I had heard much about that report in Chungking because it 
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had made a strong impression on the Generalissimo. Chiang Kai-shek 
had called a meeting of high officials, showed them the document, and· 
said that the Communists were " doing many tl:tings we could do, too, 
and should have done along time ago." 

" It is true," Lo Mai said. ''We }J.ave overcome many of our 
deficiencies and our system is running quite well now. The bureaucratic 
attitude of most of our officials has definitely been liquidated. Delimita
tions of responsibility have been clarified. We don't have too many 
meetings any more. Work has been speeded up. Our struggle for 
rationalization has achieved a great deal. The people notice how our 
administration is constantly being improved and how sincere our officials 
are in serving them. But we still have deficiencies. We continue to be 
hard with ourselves.in our self-criticism. We have to be.'' 

The ·methods of recruiting and training administrative workers are 
characteristic of Communist policies. To draw upon " talent among the 
masses " is the unwritten law. 

Practically all the z,ooo officials in the 1,250 lowest administrative 
units in. the Border Region are former peasants who gained the confi
dence of their communities as active elements and were elected by 
them. A great part of the x,ooo functionaries in the 210 boroughs 
originated from the lowest strata of the administration. Many of them 
have alr,eady been promoted into the next higher categories and are 
playing incr~asingly important roles among the.1,2oo officials in the 31 
counties and 5 sub-regions,and now even among the 300 men and women 
who run the highest administrative unit, the Government of the 
Border Region itself. 

Most of those 4,500 government officials who co-operate with the 
People's Political Councils of various strata were illiterate a few years 
ago. But all have had ample education in practice as well as in theory. 
There are few above the village level now who have not learned. the I ,ooo 
to z,ooo complicated Chinese characters necessary to read either the 
Mass Newspaper or the party organ Liberation Daily. Every month 
mote village functionaries achieve this level of literacy. 

Each sub-region has special middle-schooJ.classesfor .officials in .which 
attendance. is largest during the agricultural. off.,seasons. The hundre~s 
of students of the Administrative College of· Yenan University are 
practically all officials . with. considerable practical. experience whose 
progress is much quicker than that ofordipary middle-school g)'aduates. 
These students spend part of their university time continuing practical 
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work, according to the Border Region's supreme educational principle 
that theory and practice must always go hand in hand. 

The greatest single achievement in the administrative field is the 
virtual . disappearance of corruption. Among all the people I. asked 
during myfour months in the Border Region, there was not one voice 
of disagreement with the;. claim of the Communists that the administra
tion was absolutely clean and that it was the democratic participation 
of the people in their government as well as the selection of officials from 
below which disproved the belief of generations of Chinese and foreign 
sceptics that the uprooting of '' squeeze " and the implanting of 
honest administration. was an impossibility in China for a very long 
tirne to come. · 

The new· officials • in the . Border Region are guaranteed a living 
standard which is .comparatively low but in harmony with that of the 
population. Like the army and • party functionaries, the officials can 
always rely on haying enough to eat, sufficient clothing, . fairly decent 
shelter, and a minimum of luxuries like cigarettes,. etc. 

They get practically no cash·· wages, ·and their living standards are 
almost. the same, no matter • how small or great their responsibilities. 
Having risen mostly from the tanks of activists whose characteristics 
include a marked devotion to the public good, and enjoying an altogether 
new popular respect if their work is satisfactory, ~hese • new officials 
seem to see nothing extraordinary in the fact that . the improvement 
of their own living conditions depends entirely • upon the progress 
toward greater •• prosMrity of • the general public for which they work. 

I • came to know some of the· high-ranking •• officials who belong to the 
old landlord-scholar gentry ofthe )!enan. areas but seem to co-"operate 
closely with the activists of the new generation. 

Old Li Ting-ming, the Vice7Chairman of the Border Region Govern
ment, is one of them. Kuoinintang people somewhere in the blockade 
belt had told me that he was " the only decent person in the Y enan 
Government." 

At first, when we met the toothless, fragile little man at parties and 
meetings, he did not make an impression on us. In fact, I suspected the 
Communists had picked the mild and somewhat decrepit-looking man 
who was said to be so popular in his home district as a harmless puppet 
toadorii their New Democracy. 

But I had to change my view about Li Ting-ming-not because I 
heard him praised by farmers and landlords and Communists of all 
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ranks ; but mainly because in long conversations with him I found that 
he was genuine in every respect, intelligent, and active, a man. with a 
firm and clear mind who evidently supports the New Democracy of his 
own free will. 

" I kept away from politics all my life," he said after having told me 
the storyofhislifewhich was.devoted to educationandsocial-reform 
work in his little town. "J did not agree with the Communist party. 
And I am old. But during those critical days in 1.941 there were three 
compelling reasons why I accepted the. election of the people of my 
district to the People's Political Council and then the election of my 
colleagues to the vice-chairmanship of the Border Region .Government. 

" First, my old objections to the Communist party were overcome by 
the introduction ofthe New Democracy. Both coincide fully with what 
I have always considered the needs of the Chinese people in war and 
peace. 

" Second, when I compared the elections under the Communist party 
with the so-called elections we had in our parts under the Kuomintang 
-including those of delegates to the National Assembly whom Chiang 
Kai-shek now promises to call together after all those years since their 
dubiously conducted ' election '-I found our elections absolutely 
genuine, free, and equal in actual practice, without ariy bribery, com
pulsion, or violence as in the old days. The people elected me although 
everybody knew that I disagreed with the Communists on their doctrine 
and on some of their former practices. 

" Third, the action in 1941 of the Kuomintang against .this Border 
Region and against the brave anti-Japanese armies under Communist 
control convinced me of the need of helping to keep up the war effort 

" and to save the people through participation in the Government, in 
spite of my advanced age. 

" When the Kuomintang ceased to give payment and supplies to the 
Eighth Route Army and used hundreds. of thousands of troops to 
surround the Border Region and some ten thousand blockhouses to 
make the blockade watertight, the following thoughts were in my 
mind : Among all the armies in China the Eighth Route Army was 
probably fighting the Japanese most actively, and if those good troops 
were not well treated by the Government in Chungking and had to 

. suffer cold and hunger, it certainly indicated a deep national. crisis. 
· Further : the Communist party is strong and well organized, a minority 
among the people. It cannot be statved to death in spite. of all the 
difficulties it may have to face. Those who will have to suffer most from 
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the crisis will be the common people. The blockade and the stoppage of 
pay and supplies were therefore really . directed against our people. I 
felt I had to help overcome this crisis. · 

" My belief in the New Democracy has proved correct during those 
four years I have worke<l in the government. Really, I think Mao 
Tse-tung is a genius. He sees every problem very concretely and 
without any prejudice. . What Mao thi~ks is not just his personal 
opinion hut is what the masses of the people. think. And what he does is 
what the masses want and can do. n is strange to remember- now those 
Kuomintangrumours.whichi first heard.in 1927, that.·Mao Tse-tung 
and Chu Teh,. the. Com111ander~in-Chief of the Eighth· Route Army, 
were bandits who kill and burn and rob." 

·~ But do youfeel you have any real influence on the government, as 
.a non-Communist and landlord ? " I asked him. 
· . His wrinkled old face with its parchment-like skin and sunken, tooth
lem; mo\lth, became all smiles, and he looked proud for the first time. 
He :spoke even more slowly than before, stressing every word. 

" After my election,'' he said, " when on a visit to his cave I met 
Mao Tse-tungfor the firsttime, I told him at once that I had a proposal 
to make, a very grave and sweeping proposal. Mao Tse-tung was very 
much interested. I told hhnfrankly that a thorough rationalization not 
•only of the government but also of the army .seemed necessary now 
ibecause of the crisis·•••••lsaidwe.1lll.lstcutdown the number. of troops 
~and officials and increase efficiency. everywhere. 

" Mao Tse-tung agreed ... I brought up my suggestion before the 
l!twple's Political Council, and it was adopted. 

'" You can hear • from my colleagues in the government· how 
tholiOOghly that rationalization and efficiency programme was carried 
out ewerywhere in the army like in all other organizations, and how 
enthusiastically the Co1Ulll~mists enfor~ed it although it originated from 
a non-Communist and landlord. 

" l continue being active .in the government, working as hard as I 
-can, and I have never .been so happy in my life. • For this is the first time 
since ll:>ega11 to take an interest in reform work, long. before the Revo
lution in 19II) that !see real.progress in China. You have not been 
here before and you cannot judge how much things have improved. 
Believe me, ifthe Kuominhtng adopted poli<::ies like ours and carried 
them out with that new ~ype of honest administration we have developed, 
'China would indeed be a strong and happy country .. 
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" I wish Chungking realized why men of the old gentry like myself 
really identify themselves with. the New Democracy of the Communists 
and are proud of our Border. Region,, 

But people who have lived in the Anti.,Ja)?@ese War Bases, like 
Michael Lindsay, look upon the administrative achievements of the 
Border Region as no more than a dim reflection of what they saw in the 
pioneer communities behind the Japanese lines. 

Those front regions, they say, are in most cases far ahead of Yenan's 
small rear base. They started out somewhat earlier along the same road 
toward an entirely new administrative system. They benefited from the 
stimulus of constant fighting with the Japanese. And their government 
officials today equal the best fighters of the army in their efficiency and 
devotion to the war effort and social progress. 

Chapter Fifteen 

CHINA'S OWN COMMUNISTS 

I FOUND ver little in Y enan that reminded me of Moscow. 
Pictures o arx: and Engels, Lenin and Stalin are • quite rare in 
com arison with those of Mao Tse~tun and Chu Teh · and even 

the portra1ts o t e two lea ing Chinese Communists. are. crowded out 
by those ofLabour Heroes and other leaders of the New Democracy, 
non~Communists as well as Communists. 

The Communist classics are in ever libra ;_ but. so are Chinese 
trans at10ns o t e ourgeois ~·standard w"orks of the West which seem 
to be studied with great interest. Reference to Lincoln and Jefferson, • 

~-o;,:;!:~= :o:~~~~~;~;:~:~~~7not::r' andpte.•nt 
Marxism is frank! called the " correct method of thinking " on 

h1c e mese ommumsts re y ·as a matter of course ; and the 
sim Ie essence of Marxism, the materialistic a ro to all social 
p enomena, seems to ave penetrate eeply into the minds. eyen of 
poorly educated party members. . 

But I did not find the Chinese Communists engrossed in dogma. 
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Their insistence .. on the importance· of Marxism does not seem to arise 
from a passion for theorizing but from their firm conviction that that 
philosophy . was • fundamentally responsible • for the success of their 
various policies'. They prove that whatever failures they suffered in the 
past were due to. its.neglect. 

During seventeen years of.civiland national wars the Chinese Com
munists had little timefor anything but urgent practical work, although 
Mao Tse-tung and other leaders always considered it their main task 
to check, practice by theory and theory by practice. <! Most of our cadres 
are much too busy to read more than a few theoretical books," I was 
told, " and they must learn from their pragtical work. But we always 
stress the nee.d for close connection between correct theory and practice. 
Problems of work must be raised to a theoretical level to find the 
correct answer, 11nless examples of successful solutions in the same line 
already provide a suffipient lesson." 

r heard this phrase. .aQ()]jt " raising practical problems to a theoretical 
level'' in many d,ifferent contexts,·like in a .statement.about the cursing 
and beating. of soldiers the head of.the Political Education department 
of the .Eighth Route Army made during an explanation of his policies. 
" It is strictly forbidden. to our cadres to. curse and beat their men," he 
said, " but to ban cursing and beating is not enough. Those who do not 
understand the meaning of that order must be taught to regard cursing 
and beating as a matter of wrong ideology, of wrong theory, instead 
of thinking of it simply as .a bad habit .• • • Our few o:fiicer.s who. still 
occasionally curse and swear and even beat their soldiers are mostly 
men with an old, :Kuomintang .backgrou11d. We have to make them 
understand that their old ideology is to blame for their faults an.d to 
teach them correct theory. Once that is • done, .• the cursing and beating 
habit disappears automatically with their other shortcomings." 

I found Chinese nationalism a more characteristic trait of Yenan's 
ideology than Marxism .. In: some detatfs" Sovtet Russian mstthit10ns and-
liabtts might seem to have been copied. The.Labour Hero movement, 
the • great role of • the • co-operatives, the wide use • of ~logans, and the 
habit ofChinese Communist speakers ang writers of leading up to an 
important. argument by asking themselves appropriate rhetorical 
questions· are all reminiscent of the .USSR. But these " un·Chinese" 
features, which impressed our Kuomintang colleagues, do not take away 
from the prevalent nationalism ofYenan. 'They seem to be less a matter 
of mere imitation than of expediency or rediscovery. 
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Just as Leninism and especially Stalinism are largely developments 
of Marxism on • the basis of specific Russian conditions, the ideas and 
practices of Mao Tse-,tung and his party are the application of Marxism 
to Chinese reality. . . • · 

Yenan condemns Trotskyism as Moscow does, altho]lgh with less 
emphasis because the Communist partyof Chinawasaffected.tnuch less 
than any other by that " deviation." And Yenan is proud that its 
fundamental theories remain in tune with international· Communist 
thought and therefore with Stalinism.. But there is no tendency to 
follow Moscow, and certainly not the slightest indication that 
Comrade Mao Tse-tung may from time i:o time ask Comrade Stalin 
or directions. 

Marxism has . been made Chinese. The thorough sinification of 
ommuntst practtces m their application to Chinese . society impressed 

me as an undeniable fact, not as a propaganda front. 
Its steady course can be traced back through the years to 1927, when 

Chinese Communism became_ isolated from the outside world through 
the split of the national-revolutionary movement and through Chiang 
Kai-shek's break with its Russian advisers who had wielded so much 
influence over both the Kuomin.tang and Communist parties. 

The absorption of Yenan's former Marx-Lenin Institute into the 
new Party School ; the eclipse of Gorki and other Russian playwrights 
on the stage in the Chinese Communist regions ; the thorough sinifi.ca
tion of the contents and forms of literature and art ; the absence of 
special emphasis on the Russian war effort in theYenan Press; and 
especially the great revival of all that is considered valuable in Chinese 
traditions-all these random indications confirmed my general impres
sion that the Chinese Communists have become- self-contained ·and 
self-confident m thetr nationalism. They keep their ears to the ground-
to Chinese round not to clio Moscow. 

ey eel as grown up, after eighteen years of continuous responsi
bility for the conduct of armies and administrations; as the Soviet Union 
does after twenty-eight years. _They m~atd the conditions under which 
Marxism has to be a lied to China as utterl different from those 
preva1mg m uss1a. . n they consider themselves as little in need of 
adVice from any foreign Communist party as Moscow does. 

The policies of the Communist patty have certainly become much 
less radical since the end of the Civil War and the beginning of the 
war against Japan in I937· 
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No matter whether or not Mao Tse-tung's explanation of his change 
of policy, as expressed in a previous chapter, can be. considered convin
cing, or how plausible his assurance may sound that the New D(;':mocracy 
in ·which this change culminated must logically continue •to. be the 
platform of the Communist party after the war~there is one objective 
factor in favour of his arguments : The social composition of the 
Communist par 's members hi has urider one a dee chan e awa 
from. ra 1ca 1sm. 

~"""Ninety-thre; resent numbers about I 200 ooo at 
; 1he eri of 194-4, jome the party only a£ter IQ:;7 The new members 

themselves· are to the extent of almost nine-tenths easants. And the 
great u o t em are mt e easa.nts ounced etty
bourgeois, pationalistic hac .. ground. 

'fhese new members came to the party, not after having read and 
agreed with the theories of Marx, • Lenin, Stalin, and Mao Tse-tung, 
but in • the course of liberating their homes from the Japanese and 
reforming the social life oftheir villages. · It was in the practice of grim 
fighting and harq "-'ork for freedom • and social progress that they found 
themselves in agreement with the new Communist policies that made 
thktwofold fightpossible. . 

These nine-tenths • of all· party members became .Communists ; but . 
Commumsts; 1rt the sense of the New Democracy, not m the old sense . 
of the period··· of the Civil War and the • Communist International. 

1\fany ·of them have in the .meantime ris~n to posts of vital impor
tance, especially in the Anti-Japanese War Bases in the. enemy's rear. 
Evety\Vhere but in the vet')' .highest ranks of the party, they have. come 
to outnumber the int(!Il~ctual,proletarian, and poor-peasant revolution
ariesofthe Civil War da!s.before 1937. 

Many ofthose new men and women have made great progress in the 
political theory of the New Democracy as well as in practical work. 
The are oung and vigorous. · They know what they want and make 
their in .uence e t at party ea quarters. 

They are evidently in. harmony with the leadership of Mao Tse
tung-not in spite of the mild policies of the New Democracy, but 
because of them. For these new party elements are in close co-operation 
with the non-party people of all classes in those vast war areas ofNorth 
and Central China where sympathies with the formerly almost unknown 
Communist party. seem to have developed merely for two reasons
the Communists' fight against the Japanese and their mild but .effective 
reform policies. It would seem that continued adherence to the general 
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principles of the New Democracy will· indeed be necessary for the 
Communist party in order to retain the co-operation of the people 
after the war. 

The .function of members of the Communist party of China seems to 
be everywhere : in the armies, local governments, villages, factories, 
co-operatives, hospitals, schools, theatrical groups, and Wherever else it 
is .considered necessary to push important work. 

They are expected to show greater .daring and initiative than non
party men in the Communist-controlled armies ; to work harder and 
more efficiently than their non-party· colleagues at their various 
professional tasks ; to devote more of their off~duty time to voluntary 
social and educational work and to their own studies ; to be models to 
others in performance and behaviour ; and to establish relations of 
trust, harmony, and equality with non-party people without whom their 
work could not be successful. These are the criteria by which the quali-. 
ties of individual party members .are judged. 

To be a member of the Communist party of China is an entirely 
different matter from belonging to a political party in the United States 
or Bcitain and from being a member of the loosely knit Chinese Govern
ment party, the Kuomintang. As in the case of the Russian Com
munist party, it means devoting one's life without reserve to a duty 
which overrules every personal interest. It means being under party 
orders in one's professional work and choice of doniicile ; and having 
to adhere to party decisions, whether they are handed down from above or 
taken by a majority in a lower party organ to which one is directly attached. 
Being a Communist party member is like being a professional so!4_ier . 

. It was naturally one of my greatest difficulties to judge the inner 
workings of the Communist party and to. draw comparisons with what 
I had learned years ago in Russia of the Bolshevik party. 

My impression was that the mellow character of the New Democracy 
and of the primitive. agricult1.1ral soctety ~n \Vhtch 1t grows withoutacute 

~class stru9gle is to • some. extent reflected ·in the comparatively placid 
relationship that · seems to exist between various ranks within the 
Chinese Communist party. 

The party members I met in various organizations seerncd in tune 
with the responsibilities entrusted to them and with. the men who direct 
their work. I had no reason to doubt their full confidence in .the party 
leadership. 
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Like ideal. human material for an. elite army, those unsophisticated 
me:n • a11d women appeared to have that . particularly reliable .kind of 
discipline which is basically self-imposed. .. This is probably the reason 
why the party leadership, while evidently forceful and in many respects 
absolute; can afford to direct its members with alight and almost gentle 
hand and often in an almost imperceptible manner. 

I failed • to disco vet a11y ·signs of political dissension among the leaders 
or the rank and file. · The deeper I probed, the more likely I found it 
that • relations inside the party were largely determined by mutual 
frankness and a good measure of democratic procedure which led to a 
harm()nization of views, 

Every functionary seems to be freely elected by members, from the 
lowest organizations up. It is true that the highest organ, the Central 
Committee of the party and its chairman Mao Tse-tung, has been in 
power for a long time without. the prescribed elections. This may . or 
may not be due to the consequences of the war which have scattered 
party members over wide areas behind the enemy lines ; yet a party 
congress took place early in 1945 and re-elected the Central Committee. 
Meanwhile, the ·Central Committee seems . to have given the lower 
party organs ample. opportunities for criticism of its policies. . . . 

There is certainly no disagreement on the way the war against Japan 
is being fqught. There seems to be none on the party's .. avowed intention 
to come to an understanding \Vith the Kuornjntang, nor on its demand 
that the basis of such an understanding has to be the establishment of 
a trult democratic regime in .. China as a whole. ·•• There is definitely no 
di:{ference.of opinion on the fact that the Communist International had 
long outlived its usefulness and had b~~n without any practical or eve11 
ideological importance to the. Communist party of China when it was 
dissolved in 1943. And the need of a prolonge9. stage of New Democracy 
for China seemed to be generally recognized. 

Idid Mt discover in the Border Region any parallel to Ge11eralissirno 
Chiang K.ai.,shek's demand on his troops to put the party first in the 
loyalties they have to observe: "Soldiers of our country should mani., 
fest their loyalty to the Kuominta11g and to the nation.''* 

The Chinese Communists are naturally unwilling to impose on their 
armies loyaltyto a rival political party, the Kuomintang ; and Chiang 

*From an .address to 500 student volunteers on January II, 1944, as quoted by the 
Bulletin of the China Information Committee of the Ministry of Information, Chung
lcing,January 13, I944· 
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Kai-shek's identification of the Kuomintang with the National Govern
ment and the National Army is one of the greatest hindrances to an 
understanding between • Yenan and Chungking. But the Communists 
demand from their troops and even from. their party members loyalty 
to the nation and the people, as their first duty. 

The Communist party seems to meanwhatit sayswhen it orders its 
members to get close to the masses. of the people and to " identify them

. selves with the people'' ; because the successes it has had in its military 
and other policies a.re mainly due to the co-operation between party and 
people. 

To take the" mass view oint" was evidentl the serious endeavour. of 
the party members whom I came to know airly well. 11 It is their 
religion, that's all," one of the Kuomintang men in our party once 
said to me. 

The movement within the Communist party for the " Remoulding of 
Ideology " which has been going on for some time aims at overcoming 
all ideological deviations, and with them the practical shortcomings of 
party· members, through ·a thorough understanding and acceptance of 
the mass viewpoint. 

The three main deviations in theory and practice, as analyzed in 
detail in a recent book of Mao Tse-tung, sound more abstract and 
difficult to grasp in their English equivalents than they are supposed to 
be in Chinese. 

The first taboo rna be called Sub"ectivis~. It covers the two 
extremes 0 m a erence to octnnalre 1 eas and of experimentalism 
in the sense of thoughtless trial-and-error methods. 

The second can be translated as Sectarianism. It brands the attitude 
of people who confine their thought into w~tert1ght little compart
ments, within narrow local or departmental limits, barring the wider 
prospects they should take into account and, showing superiority, 
condescension, or ll;!.ck of co~operation toward people outside the party. 

The third is Schematism or Formalism in thinking as well as in the 
style of wntmg, m the couchmg of orders, in education, and in art. For 
cliche is a disease to which Communists in all countries seem particu
larly susceptible, and Chinese Communists are no exception. 

The translation of the term " Remoulding of Ideology " is poor and 
may easily be misunderstood as aiming at a change of fundamental 
ideas. It really means the mastery of the lessons the Communists have, 
or feel they should have, learned from their experiences ; and the clear 
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understanding of Marxist theory as applied to the present phase of 
Chin4's social revolution_____..the New Democracy. 

Having worked and fought so many. years without sufficient leisure 
time for examining their ideology, and having gro-wn from little more 
than 8o,ooo old uards in r 37 to about r ,zoo,oooin l 44-, the members 
o t e Cotiimunist party are now to e giVen an opportunity . to examine 
themselves, to learn from. their • past experiences, ·• and . to overcome 
the deficiencies in the practice of their work by. recognizing the. short
comings of their theoretical thinking on which those . deficiencies are 
supposed to be based. 

It was • in connection -with this movement, . which is thoroughly 
practical in its aims in spite of its highly theoretical-sounding termino
logy, that the Pl1tty School in Yenan developed into the largest and 
most important educatwnal mstttution in all the Communist-controlled 
areas. 

It is the strangest school I have evfr seen : a school without teachers 
and Without textbooks, • without lectures,. and without that. discipline 
from above whrch rs normally regarded as essentialto. any school. I 
spent one of. my most: interesting days in Yenan in one • of its five 
~!~:~#n;~pa£ich, like the average of the others, has about one 

It covers a large area with innumerable caves and little houses in 
which men and women live and work, • some alone, . others in twos, 
threes, otfo].lrs; with large, •pleasant dining. rooms. where food is 
somewliatricher than elsewhere; with. a huge theatre ... cum-auditorium, 
a library, and reading rooms ; with playing grounds, garden~, fields, 
and workshops. 

Pang Chen, a tall, muscular man of forty-two, one of those in Yenan 
of whom it· is difficult to tell whether the peasant or the ·intellectual 
element is. the main characteristic of his personality, is the director of 
the.school. He is one of the veterans of the Communist party and from 
the impression I got of his intellect and energy may be one. of its most 
important coming men. 

On my tour through the campus I met pupils from the various Anti
Japanese War Bases in North and Central China. and frorn all walks of 
life. Almost.all of them were• higher and medium cadres, people who 
had· held responsible positions : commanders of brigades, regiments, 
battalions ; political commissars in the army, party functionaries, and 
government officials, · factory managers and teachers, writers, and 
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artists ; labour heroes and model workers from factories, farms, and 
co-operatives. . A good part of them were women. 

These people are organized in self-governing groups of forty or fifty, 
composed in such a way that all occupations are represented and that 
there are " strong " as well as " weak " members in each. 

Individual studies, to fill in whatever gaps they may have in their 
general education, and even in their knowledge of reading and writing 
the necessary number of Chinese characters, are only a minor part of 
their work. Their main task is to learn from one another's experiences : 
for everyone to supplement his special knowledge of one field of activity 
by an all-round understanding of the concrete problems that have to 
be faced and the ways in which they have to be solved in other fields. 

A military commander above junior rank is -not considered fully 
qualified unless he knows the answers to economic, social, and educa
tional questions he may have to help the people solve under the peculiar 
conditions in the war regions. An official holding a responsible position 
in those areas has to be versed in. certain concrete aspects of warfare, 
apart from the essentials of all important policies. Every Communist, 
whatever his profession, has to take an active interest in all matters 
concerning the New Democracy and to have an all~round knowledge 
of its main problems in order to fulfil his task of guiding the people 

~herever guidance is needed. The aim of the Part School is to train 
/'all-round profici~t Eio~~rs _ f2!:..!_ e r~ire~i,.:of ~-war and the 

New Democracy. _ 

Life on the ·cam us irn ressed me as being stimulatin and vivid, 
freeb an p easant. Individual rea mg l!l!~~group tscussion of practical 
pro Iems take up a good part of the day. But there seems to be plenty 
of time for quiet thinking and physical exercise, for amateur theatricals, 
music, and personal contacts. 

To most of the men and women who have had scarcely a free hour 
for years, their one or two years in the. Party School are a vacation as 
well as • that great opportunity for undisturbed studies and self-assess
mont which so many busy_.professionals crave in every kind.of society. 
Whether it was for positive or negative reasons that they. were selected 
for a course in the Party School, these veterans of practical work seem 
to appreciate it very much indeed. 

Some of those who are at the school in order to correct shortcomings 
made grave mistakes in their work, which arose from insufficient 
understanding of the political system~Iike the former manager of the 
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:Border Region Bank w~o aimed a_t making moriey for the government 
instead pf •. expandill,~ ·-_ credit • facilities for • the people. • Others _were 
handicapped by their narrow expert knowledge, so ·that they had to 
widen their horizons. Still .others were hampered: in their practical work 
by a lack of general education. -Ali: are cbnsidered promising enough by 
the party to be given the opportun:ity of prolonged · study. . · 

But the majority bf students are men and women of particular talent, 
achievement, and character who are to be groomed for higher responsi
bilities while tyaching and influencing _others. · .. ·The stra11gely mixed 
crowd at the school· seemed to lead a happy comn'ninity life and to be 
enthusiastic to learn and un:learn and acquire a more Ulliversal know
ledge ~f the manifold aspects of the fight for national independencei:Uld 

social progress. . . · .... · ·. . •.. • . . .... ·.·.···... ... .. . . . . 
;<:.._Nothin could be rriore.ori . i al. and , racial freer ofre imentati?n 

an ogmattsm, than thts pecuhar staff college of the CC:>I1}Il}\lrust 

PW"· -· 

E 



PART F:OUR-,-LABOUR CREATES 

EVERYT!11NG 

Ch(lpter Sixteen 

GROWN FROM THE SOIL 

N 0 person except Generalissimo Chiang · Kai-shek himself has 
such fame in the Chungking areas as Wu Men-yu, a plain peasant, 
has in the Yenan regions. 

Wu Men- u's name is eve where. ~f'armers and soldiers praise him 
for. t e e p e gave t em m the reclamation of wasteland and the increase 
of agricultural production. Magistrates, doctors, teachers, and artists 
speak of the services he rendered them in making the policies of the 
New Democrac successful and o ular in the villa es. Mao Tse-tung 
re ers to tm wtt respect u a ecttonas one o t e mO:ividuals who have 
contributed most to the great expansion of agricultural crops, which 
made the Border Region safe against the Kuomintang's attempts to 
starve it out by blockade. 

Wu Men-rr is the first of the Labour Heroe~ .. J:~fwhom so much is 
made m the order Regton. -----

I had no sympathy at first with everybody's enthusiasm for Labour 
Heroes. The idea itself, so alien to China, seemed to me artificial and 
purely propagandistic. 

Wu Men-yu came to visit us in his workin clothes, the customary 
cotton towe woun turban- ike around his bald hea . He is a st_llrdy 

1-man in his middle fifties with a strong-willed, honest face and a twinkle 
ol' ood · humour and kindliness in his . intelli ent . e es~the type of 

mese farmer whom nobody could coach and usef()r arole not entirely 
his own. His straight and factual answers to. our questions and the 
simple logical manner in which }1espoke aboutagricultural and general 
progress in the Border Region impressed all of us. 

I saw much more of him later, noticed the real influence he has on 
practically every kind of actiyity in Yel\an's New Democracy,.and came 
to the conclusion that his popular fame is as genuine as the man Wu 
Men-yu himself. 

122 
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Wu Men-yu is modest arid was hesitant when we asked him to tell 
us lits own life story first. • He thought it quite unimportant and wanted 
to start with facts and figures on the. great agricultural progress in his 
village and the Border Region as a whole. Eventually he · consented to 
tell us about himself, 

" T used to live much farther north in'this rovince ·" he began, '' and 
had to eave m ,natlVe vda e in :r z8because of a bad famine. We had 

·not ing to eat. sold mythree-year .. old daughter for five pounds of 
grain to keep the others alive alittle while longer. Two more daughters 
I had to give away as girl brides to well-to-do families so that they, 
too, could eat. You know, . such things still happen in the Kuomintang 
areas even·now.'' 

When he came to a valley near Yenan, he said, he reclaimed one 
acre. of poor land in the hills, dug a primitive cave as a dwelling, and 
cut firewood for the market to pay for a few tools and some food because 
his new landlord gave him neither tools nor credit. On the contrary, 
Wu Men-yu had to surrender a good part of his crops to. him as rent. 
It tooka long time and much hard reclamation work to build up a little 
farm again. By the time the Communists came to this area during the 
CiviLWar in.1935, hewasa tenant on ten acres of oor hill land which 
yiclded his ·amt y • arely enough food to survive. ·And he had to keep on 
cutting firewood to pay his rent and buy clothing. 

"How was it when the Red Army came ? " 
'' There had lllread)' been an agr~rian revolution going on for years 

in neighbouring counties," Wu Men-yu said," and I had heard that the 
Qommunists were uite · ood to oor eo 1 . But we knew very little 
a out t em an • were a bit • doubtful. At first, some eighty or ninetY Red 
partisans came from nearby, while Yenan was still held by Kuomintang 
troops, and began distributing some of the landlords' land arid cattle 
to the poor peasants. I was the head of our little village then. I <;alled 
our people for a secret meeting with some partisans to find out what the 
Communists were like. The main point they discussed at that meeting 
was _the exploitation and oppression of the Kuornintang. _:Y()u know, the 
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l{uomintang never called any meetings with us and never told the 
people anything. All we knew of them was that, they always wanted 
money and grain from us." 

'' Whatbecame of your landlord?'' 
" He is still here and is well off, Only his hill lands were tak~n a\\{ay 

from him and distributed to his fifteen tenant .famil_ies. They left him 
some good land in the valley where he grows vegetables no\V. · He had 
not been so very rich and always worked himself, too. His own son 
was in sympathy with the revolution and took part in it.'' 

We wanted to know how Wu Men-yu had become··a Labour Hero. 
" In 1941 Comrade Mao Tse~tung asked the people to find out who 

among the peasants were model fanners and. could be regarded as 
candidates for the first Labour Hero elections .• The people.investig.<l;ted 
everywhere and picked me out as one of the candidates. The magistrate • 
also found out about my work and my political loyalty to th~ :N~w 
Democracy. One day in 1~;)4.2 there was a big meeting and the people 
of my district elected me. ·They gave several reasons. My methods of 
cultivation were more intensive than those of the others. I weeded more "' 
and did more work on every one· of the twenty or twenty-five acres I 
had by then. I had also raised two head of cattle, which \Vas then quite 
unusual for poor farmers. 

" My attitude towards. the government and the war was considered 
better than that of others-! always responded well to the calls for all 
kinds of voluntary mobilization work. And maybe the main thing was 
that I had a good name with the other farmers because I used to help 
them with advice and showed them with my hands how to improve 
things." 

He laughed when we asked him whether he was better off at present 
than before. 

"I have almost one hundred a~res of land now, all my own, and 
good savings. I eat much better now than my former landlord did 
before the Communists came. I will show you everything when you 
visit me." 

"Brigadier Wang Chen in Nanniwan said you helped him so much. 
What did you do for him ? " 

Wu Men-yu became very enthusiastic. Neither the fact that he was 
made a Labour Hero nor that his little village was now a·'' model 
village " and he himself a rich owner-farmer made him as proud, 
evidently, as his co-operation with the Eighth Route Army. 
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" I gave the brigade much practical advice1 at meetings in which the 
soldiers planned their agricultural work. I ~lso helped themwith the 
Workitself. Last year, for.example, !worked with them eleven days, 
showing them how to sow in the best way on the steep slopes they had 
reclaimed ; and another seventeen days on land reclamation, • teaching 
them better methods from my own experience. 

"You know, the army and the people are now really helping each 
other wherever they can. The Eighth Routers don't treat the people 
like the Kuomintang soldiers and are not rough. In the busy seasons, 

HOMECOMING OF 1\ LABOUR HERO 

altogether about ten days in the year, the soldiers everywhere help the 
farmers in their work. But the. Eighth Routers never demand food 
from us. They don't even accept any when we offer itto them. And the 
army doctors com.e and cure the people when they are sick. My personal 
relations .with·.Comrade Wang •Chen are very·. good ... When he asked 
me to help his brigade develop its agricultural production work, I felt 
it was a great honour to have personal.relations with him. Because he 
leads his troops himself in all their work, and because it is all done to 
lighten the burden of the people. I love him very much." 
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He began talking abm.J.t l\1iao Tse-tung and we mentioned Chiang , 
Kai-shek's name, askin~ him what he thought of the Generalissimo. 

" I know. C}).iang • ~ai-shek is the · .. leader of the whole nation. 
But. · ... i·" He sighed, and thoughtfor a little while. ~·Let me put it 
,this way : Can simple people in Chungking shake hands with him as 
we do with Mao Tse-tung ? I had meetings with Comrade Mao Tse
tung and we also had long talks alone, and I ate with him several times." 

" Why did you sigh when you talked about Chiang Kai-shek ? " · 
"When I first fled here from the fam,ine in the North, nobody 

helped me. The government did not care. There are. still many 
refugees coming here from Kuomintang areas in the North and also 
from Honan province in the South, and under our New Democracy the · 
Border Region Government and the people a.re helping those refugees. 
You can see som..e refugees rightinmy village. It is more like heaven here 
in our Border Region now; and under the Kuomintang it was like hell.'' 

'' Don't many people disagree with you on your views about the new 
government ? " 

" No, we have no really backward people here any m,ore. They have 
all learned and many followed my own example, because they under
stood why I received such great honour. They also came to know 
that they get personal advantages from accepting the new ideas. The 
backward people in my village found that they could do the same as I 
and also get richer. And now, all people answer, my «;~llwhen I try to 
introduce further improvements of one kind or. another." 

" You must be quite tired now," I said to ,the .old man, for we had 
talked for many hours after his busy morning in the fields. 

"A farmer does not get tired from talking," Wu Men-yu laughed. 
" There is much more Iwant to tell you, and much you should see. I 
hope you will come to the village." 

My observations proved that Wu Men-yu's claims about the improve
ments in village life in the. Border. Region were well founded; I talked 
with many people about the changes that had taken place during the 
last few years ; with peasants and officials ; . with doctors who judged 
from their experiences in hospitals and outpatients' departments ; ••.. and 
with shopkeepers whose yardstick is the rising purchasing power • of 
their rural customers. Their accounts all checked. 

I found some interesting statistics at one of the popular exhibitions 
which are frequently held in Y enan in connection with the unremitting 
production drive. Many farmers, workers, and local officials were there 
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an.d students of Yenan University . explained to them the various 
exhibits, •· especially the. ·statistical graphs on the walls. . It seems · that 
figures like the following must be· correct if the. authorities expose them 
to the critical t!:yes of their ywn people, wl:m know conditions well ~nough 
to judge for themselves. 

The increase of popular food consumption, shown district by district, 
ranged from a minimum of33 percent to fully 100 per cent,. comparing 
the last year of Kuomintang rule with. I943· It averaged about so 
per cent, while the total production of foodstuffs in the Border Region 
increased even more. 

The inc~ease . of per capita grain reserves held by the peasants of 
typical villages increased two and . a· half times from the • period i1nme
diately before the 1940 harvest to that of the 1943 harvest, when the great 
drive for tlw accumulation .of food.' stocks by individual families began. 

The improvement in the " class • composition " in the villages was 
shown by • a number of examples. I copied the. figures of one which 
seemed typical. Frofil 1936 to 1942 the number of families of landless 
labourers decreased from 14 to. 1 ; the number of " poor " peasant 

"' families fell from 48 to I 5 .; that of " middle " peasant families rose 
from 44 to 94 ; and that of "rich ,; peasant families from 2 to 15 ; 
while the total number ofhouseholds inthevillage increased from 108 

to 125, mainly through the separation oflargefamiliesand the settlement 
of disabled soldiers and refugees. The village· had more than twice as 
many head of cattle as before. 

In 1943 alone, more than 25,ooo famine refugees fr()ll1 Honan province 
and other Kuomintang areas were settled in .the Border Region. More 
than s,ooo persons from the poorest and overcrowded parts of the 
Border Region itself were resettled on reclaimed land elsewhere. And 
from 1938 to 1943 more than 9,625 disabled soldiers with their families, 
mostly from other parts of the country, were helped to establish home
steads. 

We visited Wu Men-yu at his.village. His family lives in a row of 
three or four caves, simply but comfortably by Chinese standards. Some 
more caves.serve. as stables, chicken coops, and storerooms. We sat with 
him on a broad brkk-built bed and enjoyed his talk at a pleasant meal. 
But the old man did not mean our visit to be wasted in entertainment. He 
wanted to take us around and show us his village of which he is so proud. 

His replies to our questions helped us to form a lively picture of the 
pioneer work that goes on in the villages of the Border Region. 
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· I remarked that his. vilhme was called " The Date · Garden of the 
Wu. Family " and asked whether it had been renamed for him and 
where the trees were which bear that datelike ·fruit characteristic of 
North China. 

It was another Wu family which gave the village its name many 
years ago, he said. One of the great famines .drove them away. Most 
of the date trees were cut down by the people who remained. And the 
village was still a very miserable place when he arrived in 19z8, . with 
much of the formerly cultivated land gone to waste. ''iBut now,'' he 
said, " we take no more chanc.es with famines. Crop failures from 
drought are always a danger in these parts. But the government has 
shown us the way to put up reserves. This is why the production move
ment, in 194-3, launched the slogan, 'Produce three crops in two years.' 
We sl.lould all have one year's requirements in reserve. And each 
farmer already has larger stocks. than ever before." 

Wu Men-yu took us out to the little farmyard in front of his caves. 
" Buried here .I have sufficient millet to last mywhole familyfor eighteen 
months, apart from what we shall need until this coming harvest," he 
said, stamping on the ground. " Afterthis n.ew ~rop whichpromisesto ... 
be the largest I ever had, because of the new land we. reclaimed since 
last year and the good weather, I shall have enough millet for all of us 
for more than five years. For I shall harvest about eighteen tons this 
year from almost one hundred acres." 

" Does the government let people keep their own reserves ? " 
" Certainly. The government builds up stocks of its own against 

crop failure and for the counter-offensive~partly from the production 
of the garrison troops and partly froin the 'National Salvation Grain 
Levy.' This is the only tax on the fanners, and it amounts to no more 
than 10 or 12 per cent of the average crop. All the r~st we can keep." 

He got hold of me somewhere on a leisurely walk through the fields 
in order to make this point quite clear to me ; for he had heard that I 
was especially interested in economic matters. " You will find out any
where you ask," he said, "that the tax burden of the people has never 
been so small. And the reason is that the army, the government officials, 
an.d the . students are using their own hands m production work, as 
Comrade Mao Tse-tung told them. 

" And here you see a Labour Exchange Brigade at. :work,'' he said, 
pointing to a group of eight or nine men in a row who were hoeing 
and singing as they worked. 
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Everybody in the . Border Region. was very proud of the Labour 
Exc;hange .Brigades. It had been an ancient custom in so111e parts of 
China for peasants .. to ·get together and . do •• certain jobs • for. each. other 
collectively ; . butit. had never played a great role and gradually fadeci 
out ..• The Commu~ists learned about it from old peasants, refined the 
ancient method and handed it. back to .the people, together with the 
necessary propaganda stimulus. The Labour E~change Brigades, in 
which so per cent of all peasants in the Border Region are already volun
tarily organized, havethus become the outstanding example of the success 
of Mao Tse~tung's rule, "Learn from the masses and then teach them." 

The movement started some. four years ago. when the increasing 
requirementsofthear!lly, of industries, co-operatives, and new adminis
trative organizations b"egan.to make theJack of labour in the fields more 
and more acute. That was at a time when special stress had to be laid 
on land reclamation and .on more il)tensive farming methods. There 
are different forms of Labour Exchange Brigades which the people 
everywhere organize under their ow,n free will. In come cases whole 

.. villages work together on various tasks. In. others small individual 
groups are formed for a long period. to deal with special jobs like land 
reclamation and dike building. Sometimes they get together for short 
periods during rush. seasons.. They •· use each others' • tools and. draft 
animals, which greatly increases their working. capacity. 

Even where all the work is .done collectively, the fields and imple
ments .and• ... crops remain •private .property, so that both the incentives 
of collectivism and unrestricted private ownership are used to the fullest 
possible ext~nt. •· Special methods have been worked . out by which 
individual brigade members who work tnore o~ the fields of others than 
on their own, •. or those who contribute more than their share through 
1;he loan of their tools and draught animals, get adequate payment in kind. 

" The farmers show great inventiveness • and enthusiasm in applying 
this old method in new ways," Wu Men-yu said. "They feel that it is 
their own· method, and was not imposed on them from above. . This is 
why we expect to achieve our goal.of getting altogether about. 90 per 
cent of all farmers to organize themselves in voluntary Labour Exchange 
Brigades." 

The Labour Exchange. Brigades lend eyery thre.e of their members 
the productive capacity of four or five farmers working . in family 
groups or individually. They make work more pleasant and more 
efficient. And in creating a new community· spirit they do much to 
overcome the proverbial individualism and clannishness of the farmers. 

E* 
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Wu Men-yu pointed to the hills all around his little village on which 
even the steepest slopes were covered with green fields. 

" All this land could never have . been .reclaimed if .we had not 
succeeded in our propaganda for the Labollr Exchange Brigades ..• This 
shows you that propaganda is necessary. Before the Communists came 
we had only about roo acres under cultivation inthewholevill~ge .. In 1942 
we had 150 acres, in•I94J,.zoo acres, a11dthisyear'\'{ehavegzsacres." 

During the last five years reclamation has addect ;r,ooo,qoo a<;resto 
the r ,soo,oo acres of land that hadformerly been under cultivation in 
the entire Border Region. The army alone with its 4o,ooo to so,ooo 
garrison troops has contributed about one-third to this new source of 
food and wealth. 

It is all marginal land, bound to become useless from erosion in the 
course of years. The greater part of the land at present under culti~ 
vation in the Border Region will probably have to be ab~ndoned as 
unprofitable once the economy of a united China develops. freely and 
fully. But the determination of the Communists and the methods with 
which they won the voluntary support of the people have made the , 
wasteland in this poorest corner of China the basis for t.heir great social 
experiment and for a considerable war effort. 

Wu Men-yu had some work to do, and I visited the village head, 
one of those who had come from the . Kuomintang areas after the 
Border Region was established. He had then fought the Japanese with 
the Eighth Route Army, was wounded several times, and eventually 
discharged. 

I asked him about the class composition of the little village. 
Yes, Wu Men-yu was by far the richest man, he said, but nobody 

grudged him his wealth. He and his family worked their land them
selves and he gave away much to refugees who came as new settlers. 
He was always ready to help anybody, and the people felt that in time 
they could do as well as he, for he had already shown them the way 
to much greater prosperity than they had ever known. Even the latest 

. settlers were now getting more than one-tenth of what Wti Men-yu 
harvested after so many years of effort, and quite a few villagers had 
incomes about one quarter as large as his, while .the next richest farmer 
had about half his income and would probably get as much this y~ar ::IS 
Wu Men-yu had two years ago. 

A group of singing men passed us out of sight behind a hillock. Their 
pleasant song sounded new to me and I asked the village head to call 
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them. They were members of a Labour Exchange Brigade who had 
arrived only a fewmonths agofromone of the ()vercrowded districts in 
the northeast • of the.:So~;qm: .Region which .has no wa[;teland to reclaim 
and where the landlords still owned most of the cultivated fields, 
because no agrarian revolution had taken place there before the war. 

" Life is good here," said one ofthe singers, "and after the harvest 
we go home to bring others to this district. • Where we live there is· not 
enough land and we still have landlords altho11gh o11r rents have been 
reduced • by the government. We are poorer than peQple here, b11t not 
nearly so badly off as we were under the K11omintang. At that time we 
always had to give the village head and the soldiers whatever they 
demanded, or they would beat us. And there were many taxes, taxes 
on .everything .. :Sut now the government helps us. 

"To make conditions better in our district, people are asked to go and 
settle in other parts to make room in. the old villages. There are many 
farmers in the Kuomintang areas around the Border Region who would 
also like to come here. Some do, .every year, but it is very difficult for 
them because it is forbidden on the other side." 

I asked him about the song I • had heard. 
He said the Labour Exchange Brigade had " made " it themselves. 

They had first thought of the tune a~d then discussed the words and 
dictated them to a• man who. could write, and.the words had been read 
out loud somanytimesthateveryone had learned them. "But it is not 
oi).lyone song. We have m:;tnys11ch songs.'' 

They sat down and sang .a few for me. These are some of the lines : 

The red sun rises from the East. 
ln China we have Mao Tse-tung. 
He plans production work for us. 
Comrade Mao saves the Chinese people. 

The hills are high and the rivers green. 
011r Border Region is a good place to live in. 
Letus produce more food this year, 
C()mrade l\.1ao called the refugees·to come. 
And the refugees came and will be prosperous soon. 
Let us pl'oduce more food 
While the Eighth Route Army fights the enemy. 
We have a peaceful life 
Because we have our Eighth Route Army. 
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Every week I spent in the Border Region I found new traces of Wu 
Men-yu's work and influence. For agricultural progress is only part of 
the aims of this practical farmer, and • his village is now no more than 
a kind of laboratory for him. 

He works with the director of a well-run scientific model farm near 
Y enan on the selection of better seeds =!nd the introduction of new 
varieties of grain, vegetables, potatoes; cotton, and hemp,. giving the 
learned botanist practical advice· on local conditions and • working out 
methods of introducing the new seeds to. Conservative farmers. 

If Wu Men-yu lends his name to something new and tries it on his 
own farm, they will accept it more easily. He is one of the moving 
spirits behind the new drive for education and, although he cannot read 
and write himself, he tries hard to make the school in his village a 
model for others. . 

He goes to. meetings in Y enan at which modern hygiene is taught 
and propagandizes the new methods in the villages. He is a great 
enthusiast for the development .of co-operatives and has done much to 
make them popular. · 

He meets writers and artists and tells them .whether . or .• not • their 
work appeals to the taste of the people. One of the famous poets, an old 
revolutionary intellectual, once published a poem about Wu Men-yu 
in which he said the old man had been fortunate to become so rich and 
famous. Wu lVIen~yu went to see him and said it was not luck but hard 
work which was responsible for his success and would the poet please 
cut out that wrong passage; " For what we need is hard-working people 
and not fortunate people." 

He is a member of the People's Political Council of his county and 
a strict and outspoken critic of whatever is still unsatisfactory in the 
administration. 

As the first Labour Hero of the Border Region he consults frequently 
with the other 180 Labour Heroes who were elected after him from 
farmers, factory workers, soldiers, and staffs of hospitals and other 
organizations. These Labour Heroes, among whom I later found other 
impressive men and women, occasionally meet to ,discuss the various 
methods by which the elite corps of the masses can help progress in 
every field. 

Wu Men~yu has grown to the stature of a popular statesman in the 
New Democracy; just as during virile periods of China's ancient 
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history farmers ofQutstanding personality sometimes rose to high rank 
and fame in the imperial dynasties. 

There have always been Wu Men-yus in Chirta. Even now there 
must be many all over the country, • in the Kuomintang areas as well as 
in the Communist territories .. To have allowed this manto develop, to 
work for the people, and to make tens of thousands of them into " active 
elements " is one of the merits ofYenan's New Democracy .. 

Conversations. with Wu Men-yu ~bout the.manifold problems and 
" drives " of this pioneer region seemed .to prove to me that the mass 
viewpoint of the Commt.mists and of their non-party collaborators is not 
just, talk. The old man's vocabulary is. full of those new terms of the 
Communist ABC, but to .him everything has a 'concrete meaning and 
purpose arid he made severa:l.of the slogans clearer to me than other 
mel} of • infinitely greater learning~ 

He is now a member of theCommunist party, one ofthat vast and 
influentialnew majority in its ranks who have a definite petty-bourgeois 
background and are fond oftheir new prosperity. 

Men ofthis type would see1ll to offer the best guarantee that, what
ever may happen in China and the world, Yenan's New Democracy 
will have to adhere to the conviction that the Chinese peasantry needs 
on the one hand a maximum of collectivism in order to break down. its 
hampering traditions offamily separatism, bllt on the other the incen
tive of private property as. a stitnulus to self-interest and progress. 

The LabourHero·WuMen-yu, the•ardent believer both in popular 
co-operation and private -property, member of the Communist party and 
at the same time the richest man in his model village, seemed to me to 
personify .Yenan's .• New Democracy. . .... 

Chqpter Seventeen 
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D VERYWHERE I went in the Border Region, in government 
J2Joflices, schools,· shops, ·farms,· and dwelling caves, there .were 

crude wooden spinning wheels. Almost everybody, high and 
low, seemed to put some spare energy into the spinning of wool or 
cotton yarn. 
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People set themselves monthly tasks and standard of quality and 
I met men and women in important positions who took pride in the 
progress they made in their spinning. At an exhibition I saw an ani
mated crowd examine prize specimens of han&-spun yarn with the 
name tags of those who had produced them : school children, peasants, 
workers, government and party officials, and military men, including 
some well-known leaders. 

There ·is no doctrine like Gandhism behind the mass movement 
which revived spinning in the villages, introduced it into towns, 
government offices, schools, and armies-and eventually made it the 
virtually universal spare-time occupation and the main manufacturing 
industry all over the Communist-controlled areas. · 

The leaders of the Communist party who launched the movement 
and the people who responded to it are at least as machine minded and 
as eager for modern industrialization as the Chinese anywhere else in 
the country. 

The return • to pdmitive. hand spinning, which the competition of 
machine-made goods had almost destroyed by the time the war broke 
out, was to them a practical · answer to part of a serious problem : 
soldiers and civilians suffered a serious lack of clothing, especially since 
Chungking blockaded the Border Region which had neither cotton 
cultivation, on account of its short growing season, nor more than a 
trifling number of antiquated spindles and looms. 

Farmers were taught to plant cotton and were . stimulated by tax 
exemption to give part of their fields to that newfangled, risky crop. 
The customary wool exports from the Border Region were reduced 
and the flocks of sheep increased. 

Weaving was dealt with on a semi-industrial basis: simple wooden 
looms were designed for production by industrial co-operatives, army 
workshops, and village carpenters ; hand weaving . by farmers was 
encouraged ; and large, primitive weaving mills were set up. in towns. 

But spinning had to be arranged without tying up _more full-time 
labour in factories and without intensifying the transportation problem 
by making it necessary to bring raw cotton and. wool from widely scat
tered villages to manufacturing centres. This is \\Thy the population was 
mobilized to use part of its spare time spinning yarn on hand spindles 
which were produced locally on patterns provided by the government 
and industrial co-operatives. 

As a result, the Border Region; which had almost no production of 
raw cotton and cotton goods in 1937, covered threequarters of its needs 
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SPINNING · .. COMPETITION 
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in 1944-on a higher level of per capita consumption than had ever 
before been known. The pro.cJ.uction ()f '¥90ll~Il yarn and cloth wa.s 
considerably increased. Anditis expe()tedthat complete self-sufficiency 
in clothing materials will he achieved in 1946. 

The mass movements that popularized these production policies .seem 
to have proved equally successful •• in .those Anti-Japanese War Bases 
behind the enemy lines· which also had a clothing problem. 

The armament industry .in the Border Regi9n and th~ war .. areas 
grew mainly in similar ways--on the· basis ·of. primitive handwork. 
Blacksmiths were mobilized everywhere~ . They· .had to train ever
increasing numbers of apprentices. Army units in the rear and at the 
front had soldiers trained and established their own blacksmith shops. 
No iron deposits in the hills and plains were considered too poor for use. 
Farmers were asked to help exploit them. And new forges were set up 
next to primitive mines. 

It seemsthat wherever some ore or scrap is available in the war areas, 
the two main weapons of the Communist-controlled armies and militia 
·~.re being produced on the spot. Oneisthe hand grenade, and the other 
the land mine. Both are charged eitherwith a fairly effective ":yellow 
powder," which is also said to be made in most areas now, or with the 
old-fashioned "black powder" in the production of which the Chinese 
once were far ahead of a bow-and-arrow-using\Votlq ..• • .• •. 
. The production of. hand grenades and land mines in tb.e war areas 

would seem to be quite considerable, judgi11g from what I was told in 
Yen,arl.and•especially from.what was· implied inJapanese.and puppet 
newspapers that I saw. The Japanese-()ontrollecJ..Prcss .. explains from 
time. to time why no supplies of food .ai1draw materials are coming 
into the Japanese-occupied cities from their ''bandit" hinterland and 
why the frequent Japanese mopping-up campaigns fail to. pacify those 
areas.· They always refer to. the. widespread land-mine and hand
grenade warfare of the Red Ba11dits .. as one.of the.main obstacles to their 
fight against the Commu11ists. 

The. Cornml1nistccontrolled • territories also havec small arsenals and 
factories. r saw. a number of them wit.hin a hundred~mile ra.diu..s .of 
Yenan. ''We • cannot· make· steel.i11 our regions/'. tb.e.direct()rof a.n 
arsenal said as he took us through his plant. " Wherever ppssible, we are 
using steel rails which our troops tear up from Japanese-occupied rail
roads. But transportation across the enemy lines to Yenan is difficult 
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and we must as a rule be satisfied with local-made iron, ·which is plenti
ful ... We .even make quite good tr~nch mortaJ."s from iron," 

The little arsenal where 330 men are working has about a dozt;n low 
buildings .with the strangest assortment of machinery I ever saw in. use•: 
ancient lathes, planing, drilling, rolling, and stamping machines made in 
China, . the United States, .. England, • and Germany which were ·bought 
second-, third~, OJ:.prob~bly tenth-hand in Sian before. the Kuomintang 
blockade ; and simple new rna chines of various kinds made in the an~enal 

A FORGE 

itself or inone of the Border Region's new engineering workshops. All 
the 1Uachines are well kept.. And they run-driven by an old truck 
engine with a home-:produced charcoal-burning attachment .. 

The various departments of the arsenal make castiron, neat-looking 
trench mortars, cartridges, bayonets, Very pistols, and-since the farmer 
enjoys a· high priority everywhere---copper syringes for veterinary use 
in the campaign against cattle epidemics. Other shops repair rifles and 
light and heavy machine guns and refill Chinese and Japanese rifle 
cartridges. 
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All the copper used in the plant is from copper cash or odd pieces of 
old dragons and Buddhas, collected by the peas.ants on scrap drives. In 
its courtyard under a thatched roof, the arsenal· keeps a precious supply 
of wire, captured from the Japat1e~e. Steel screws and files.· are made 
from rails torn. .up in the war areas. . And there seemto ·be primitive 
substitutes for every essential that is lacking in its conventional shape. 

The arsenals of the Border Region, I was told, are not the pioneers 
of arms production in the Communist-controlled regions .. ()n th~ .cot1? 
trary, the older and more experiemced art>enals in ~he J\nti-Jap~~~~e 
War Bases are in the lead .. A number ofthemareJarger and better 
equipped because they have accumulated much machinery that was 
taken from the enemy's rear repair shops andthe .puppets' factories. 
The production of trench mortars, for example, was learned from 
arsenals in the war areas which . are still turning out much larger 
quantities of them than the Border Region. 

One of the engineers in the plant near Yenan told me of .his partici
pation, two years ago, in a large raid by thousands of Communist troops 
on a strong Japanese position. The raid was made for the sole purpose 
of getting urgently needed machinery for an important arsenal. 

Other people I met in Yenan related stories of Japanese attacks on 
Communist arsenals in the war areas which are alway-s in. danger. ·• If 
the arsenals cannot be defended against superior forces, the most vital 
instruments are carried away by units of the local self-defence corps .and 
the bulky machinery is buried according to a pre-arranged plan. When 
the enemy has been made to withdraw by. the customary Communist 
strategy of flank and rear attacks, little time is required .to reassemble 
the arsenal and get it going once more. 

A privately owned weaving mill I visited appeared modern enough 
from the outside with its large, new, well-designed buildings • in nicely 
laid out grounds. Inside, however, it seemed like a reproduction of a 
big medieval manufacturing enterprise. Its large halls were crowded 
with hundreds of noisily . clattering looms, entirely of wood with 
scarcely a piece of iron visible, driven by a large waterwheel over 
woollen transmitter belts. In a carpenter's shop, woodenn1achineryfor 
the constant expansion of the mill is .1Uade by hand with the most 
primitive tools. The few old lathes in the smaU mechanical workshop are 
kept in motion by an old mule trotting in a cirde in the col1rtYardiand 
turning a big wheel. 
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I saw a good-sized paper mill stm1ding over a· stream. Large wooden 
water. wheels drove giant grindstones set in a complicated-looking 
wooden superstr11cture, milling grass from the near-by hillsides into 
pulp .• This factory, within the few years ofits existence, has become the 
parent of more • than a dozen other paper mills which were set up all 
over• the Border· Region with a •few• of• its experienced hands as the 
nuclei • of • their new, farm-recruited personnel. 

I visited a small oil field, once the property of Socony before it was 
taken over by the Kuomintang Government of China before the war, 
and now one of the most precious possessions of the Border Region. 
It produces several hundred thousand gallons of oil a year-very little 
indeed, but enough for the limited needs of the· almost motorless Border 
Region and for some~xports to the Kuomintangareas. 

The workers··. have .• a . hard . time keeping in operation the • stingy, 
erratic wells and the ancient machinery ofthe primitive refinery. • But 
they seem to. be· successful .= •. •the.present production is ten times larger 
than it was before the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War in 1937. 

The Border Region's non-handicraft industry includes machine 
spinning and weaving, iron and coal mining, and engineering ; the 
production of ceramics and glass, salt, oil, soap, matches, and of a 
number of chemicals ; the manufacture of paper, cigarettes, vegetable 
dyes ; and tanning and printing. It is infinitesimal even by comparison 
with the industry ofthe Chungking regions. Butits development in 
recent years, against the almostincredible odds of the lack of machinery, 

. mechanical power, . and technical skill• under the twofold Japanese and 
Kuomintang blockade · is no small achievement and testifies to the 
organizing ability .of the Communists which may one day be applied to 
much greatertasks. 

In the total area with its I,soo,ooo people the number of industrial 
workers other than artisans was only 270 before the beginning ofthe 
war in 1937 and 700 before the beginning of the Kuomintang blockade 
in I939.·.Tt roseto7,o~oin 1942andtoi2,oooin I944· 

Industrial production seems to have increased more than the number 
of workers. Handicraft . production, • which still outweighs the total 
industrial output, has also been raised considerably in consequence of 
the efforts of the Border Region Goyernment to expand it as much as 
possible. 

The further growth of industry planned until 1946 is expected to 
make the Border Region self-sufficient in almost all essential products. 
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Industrial development in some of the Anti-Japanese War Bases is 
said to be even more successful than in the Border Region. Some of 
these bases are richer in coal, iron,. and other raw materials, and the 
Communist troops have been able to procure from them a good deal 
of machinery in their fight against the Japanese. 'fheJapanese blockade 
is nowhere so effective as that of theKuoinintang against the Border 
Region, because the people in the war areas have • been trained • to 
co-operate in the Communists' active economic warfare against. the 
enemy, so that in occupied cities purchases of key materi'als are not so 
difficult as might be thought. And considerable numbers of skilled 
workers from Shanghai and other J apanese ... held industrial centres have 
constantly come over to the Communist forces and are helping them in 
the development of mobile as well as stationary plants. 

Industrial workers in the Communist-controlled regions apparently 
do not claim a right to greater influence on public affairs than other 
classes. The class consciousness that is clearly d,eveloping among 
them seems to follow occupational rather than political lines. Their 
professed solidarity • }Vith the • peasantry from which they come has 
nothing artificial about it. None of the factory workers to whom I 
spoke about labour problems referred to their class as" proletarian." 

Workers seem really free to change their jobs, as trade-union and 
government officials claimed. In each case I found, their colleagues 
had exerted strong social pressure on. men who wanted to leave, and 
after a short venture into another job one at least returned, drawn by a 
sense of duty and by bonds of group solidarity which appear to be almost 
as strong in factories as in army units. 

Working hours are more or less standardized. A ten-hour day is 
normal, except in mines where eight hours is the rule. But one to two 
hours of daily studies are semi-obligatory, and various social duties 
connected with mass movements for the war effort and general progress 
probably fill up what leisure time there is. 

Yet there seems to be no dissatisfaction among the workers. Most 
of the men and women !saw in the factories gave the same impression 
as the soldiers of .being devoted to their jobs, keen on their education, 
and aware of the fact that they have already a much better life than 
under the old regime on their farms. 

"I never had thr.ee catties (3·3 pounds)* of meat per month in the 
*The " official ", catty in the Communist-controlled regions is the "new catty ' of 

k-kilograrn or x.r lb., which the National Government adopted as the. new weight 
standard before the war but failed to introduce in most of its areas. 
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past, which is what 1 get nnw," a worker told me. " Formerly I had 
meat only a few times a year.'' 

Wages, too, scarcely differ from one fac;tory to another: .Men and 
women • of average qualification have roughly the same standard of 
living as soldiers and officers • in the army and government ·and party 
officials. Like them, factory workers get virtually all they need in kind
on an average LI pounds ofmillet, l-pound of wheat flour, and I.I. 
pounds of vegetables per day; 3·3 pounds of meat, I.I pounds. of 
vegetable oil,. and. I .• :~; . poup.da . of s~lt per month ; and • two cotton 
summer suits, one cotton-padded winter suit, three pairs of strong cloth 
shoes, two towels, and twelve cakes of soap per year .. Similar rations 
are providedfor dependents, with special allowances for young children. 
Living quarters, mostly in individual caves, are free. • The money wages 
in a.ddition to those rations, . are fixed in terms of milkt but paid out in 
cash~. They decrease from about 100 pounds of millet per month for 
highly skilled workers and heads of departments to 10 to 20 pounds of 
millet.per monthfor. apprentices. 

The near-standardization of hours and wages restricts the profes
sional functions of the trade unions to the protection of their members 
in minor regards, .like the inspection of their food and .living quarters, 
the supervision of safety devices, and the prevention ofindividual 
injustices. 

But <the trade unions • play an important organizational part in 
Y enan' s • industrial policies. • They have to help the. workers raise. their 
technical qualification and their general educational level ; · to maintain 
labour discipline ; and, together with the management, to solve many 
kinds of factory problems-all in order to increase production. 

The unions support the existing regime and its production policies 
frankly and unequivocally and· have • a strong. Communist party element 
in all parts of their organization. But it would be wrong .to put .them 
on the same level with the trade unions of the National Government 
in Chungking. Union. membership in the Communist-controlled areas 
is riot compulsory, as it is in the Kuomintang territories. I met workers 
in Yenan who were not union members and seemed. to suffer no dis
advantage. 

In the :Y enan unions functionaries are elected by members, which is 
not the case in the Chungking unions. The union officials I met in the 
factories, both Communists and non-Communists, all seemed to be in 
the category of active elements who take a positive or even enthusiastic 
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attitude toward the raising of production, the war effort, and the aims 
of the New Democracy and are not in any way militant in their attitude 
toward the management. 

But this need not mean that the choice of such men and women is 
imposed on the union members ; for the majority of workers might 
well be in agreement with government and union policies which have 
brought them educational facilities atlld better living standards than 
they ever had before and which have given them a strong sense of being 
important to the war effort. 

In the factories I saw in the Chungking areas, where the rigid domi
nation of the especially reactionary Ministry of Social Affairs prevents 
the unions from having any real life, the workers seemed completely 
apathetic toward them. In the Border Region, however, the unions 
were evidently full of animation, and most of • the members seemed to 
participate with personal interest in their many-sided activities. 

The Chungking unions seem· unable to contribute anything to the 
war effort ; while the Y enan unions are no doubt one of the chief 
factors in the increase of production in the Border Region, and the 
Anti-Japanese War Bases. 

At a general trade union conference in Y enan in the spring of 1945 
it was claimed that the total number of organized workers, including 
agricultural and handicraft workers, in all the Communist controlled 
regions was 925,000-of which 6o,ooo were in the Border Region, 
665,ooo in the Anti-Japanese War Bases in North China and 2oo,ooo 
in those of Central China. 

Of the. " modern " factories in the Border Region, 78 per cent are 
owned by the government, 20 per cent by co-operatives, and only 2 

per cent by private capital. 
This distribution of industrial ownership is not regarded as satis~ 

factory by the Yenan authorities. For their New Democracy aims at 
giving private and co-operative capital the exclusive right, and the task, 
of. engaging in enterprises other than· railroads, . mining, armament, 
and other heavy industries which are to be wholly or partly owned by 
the government because of their key importance in the shaping oft~e 
national economy. 

The present government predominance in the industrifll field is 
explained as a temporary phenomenon, due solely to the abnormal 
conditions under. which factories had to be developed in the blockaded 
Border Region. 
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The capitalists of Yenan, the . merchants and landlords, are not 
opposed to the major role the government now plays in industry. 1 
found . them surprisingly industry-minded-aware of the benefits 
they willderive one day by expanding or leaving the narrow limits of 
their semi-feudal occupations and engaging in manufacture. And they 
seemed satisfied that the political and economic system of the. New 
Democracy provided the two pre-requisites for such a change-security 
of private property and good prospects for profit. 

To make the change to a more modernform of capitalistic enterprise 
is eYidently the aim • of most of • them. But they saw no possibility of 
doing it now. 

"It isimpossible for·us to establish any factories·until the Kuomin
tangblockade comes to an end," I was told, "because the difficulties of 
getting machinery andcertain key materials from the outside, and their 
cost if they can be obtained, are too great for individuals or private 
companies. For the time being we have to leave the initiative to the 
government. And we are glad that it is laying the foundations for 
industrial development." 

Yet even now the capitalists of the Bord.er Region are not wholly 
inactive in. industrial·· enterprise. Curiously. enough, many • of those 
merchants and landlords who .used to be the traditional enemies of 
co-operatives have been investing considerable amounts of capital. in 
industrial co-operatives of a primitive semi-handicraft character which 
can be developed more easily. 

" This should prove to you the confidence we have in the existing 
political. and econm11icsystem," a well~to-do,. progressive landlord said 
to me, " and our eagerness to engage in. industry under the . New 
Democracy." 

Chapter Eighteen 

THIS 18 HOW THEY TRADE 

I N my continued "opium hunt'' l made a real discovery: Yenan 
has developed remarkable trade policies, characterized by a positive 
attitude towards. private enterprise which is to be continued after 

the war. 
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Yieh Chih-chiang, the head of the Traditl.g Company in Yenan, was 
another type of Communist new to me. In spite of his blue cotton tunic 
and army-style cap, he looked somewhat like. one·. of those Liberal 
elderly merchants, lawyers, or journalis~s ?!l.~if!1<1.Ytli an¥Where in the 
big cities of C~ina ... l-Ie had, in fact, beep ineac~ of those professions
but very much in his own way. As a young man he leame.d all about 
commerce in his father's prosperous firm in Hong Kopg and Canton, 
against his own will and because his .real . interest was already the 
Chinese Revolution. He then studied lawand practised it mainlyJor the 
sake of the poor. He edited a leftist newspaperin Hong. Kong during 
the Great Strike and :fled to the Red Army when an order for· his arrest 
was issued by the .British authorities. After the Long lVIarch, of which 
his weak heart still reminds him every day, he was for years at the head 
of the supply department of the Communist Army. And he is now the 
reorganizer of trade in the Border Region. 

" A National Government official in lchuan gave me this certificate 
for the export of 5·4 ounces of opium from the Border Region," 1 said. 
·" It is supposed to have been issued by your Local Products' Trading 
Company." And I handed him a dirty Iittle·scrap of packing paper with 
a red seal and a few scribbled Chinese characters. 

He laughed : " And you were told that the company was suspended 
by us for the time of your visit to Y enan ? " 

" Precisely." 
"Well, the company was really suspended. It was merged with other 

commercial agencies into the Trading Company of which these caves 
are the headquarters. I think I need not tell you that that had nothing 
to do with opium or with your visit but only with the reorganization 
of our trade mechanism." 

In the meantime, Yieh had sent for a file with the seals of the affili
ated companies. None ofthem resembled the seal on my scrap of paper. 

" When I first heard of the rumour about our so-called opium trade, 
I thought some of our employees might have connections with smug
glers. I made a thorough investigation because since the earliest Red 
Army days we have always enforced a strict ban on the production, use, 
and smuggling of opium. It proved to be nothing but a malicious 
rumour. I cannot do any more than assure you that no opium is grown 
in the Border Region and that there is no trade in: opium. · Our police 
guards closely against any smuggling of opium through our areas. You 
will have to decide for yourself, after studying affairs in the Border 
Region, whether to believe us orthose who are spreading such rumours." 
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I asked Yieh about trade between the Border Region and Japanese
occupied areas. For it was.another of the standard accusations in Chung
king that Y enan was trading. with the. enemy. 

''There is no direct trade between here and the•occ1.1pied areas. We 
do not even have any trade. with our own 1\nti-J apapese Bases in the 
enemy's rear. The only point of contact between the Border l~egion and 
the adjoining Anti-Japanese Base in Shansi pmvince is. a precarious 
crossing over the Yellow River, aJJ.d that is strictly reserved for military 
and passengertraffic. No trade is. allowed there. 

'' Whatever goods we g(!t from the Japanese-occupied areas-and you 
can see in our shops and co~operative stores that there are rather few
come in through Kuomintang-controlled areas : either from the 
direction o£ Sian in the south or from Yulin in the north of this province, 
or from the region of Marshal Yen Hsi-shanwhich you visited." (I 
found it true that Japanese goods were much less in evidence in the 
Border Region than in<Chungking, Sian, and other cities under Kuomin
tang control where. smuggled enemy . commodities of i semi~luxury 
character. are plentifuL) 

"ln fact," he continued, "all our outside trade is with Kuomintang 
territories.'' 

" Do(!s this mean that the blockade of the Border Region is not 
complete ? " 

"It isverystrictbutnotcolllplete. In 1943 we imported from Kuo
mintang territories 4>455 million Border Region dollars' worth of goods 
and exported to them 3,581 million Border Region dollars' worth." 
(This correspot1<is rqughlyto £r,roo,ooo and £87s,ooo, respectively.) 

Trade bety,ree~ the . blockaded Border Region and the blockading 
Kuomintang territories is probably one ofthe most curious forms of 
internal commerce in history. In theory it does not exist ; an din prac
tice it is a grim stru~le that costs lives. 

The fu11dame11tai .factor in these unofficial trade . relations with the 
''.friendly. areas .• " as Yieh called the. Kuomintang territories without 
meaning to. be ironical, •. is that· the blockaders are in need of certain 
Border Region. products. They want .salt from the Border Regions' 
famous salt fields ; kerosene. and paraffin for which the Border Region 
with its miniature oil wells has a virtual monopoly in these parts of 
China ; and in the case of Marshal Yen· Hsi-shari's areas also some 
foodstuffs. 

The second· factor is • that merchants and peddlers in the surrounding 
Kuomintang areas are as keen on trade as anywhere else in China-
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whatever the risk. And many low Kuomintang officials in the army and 
the civilian administration who have to try to! survive on very meagre 
wages condone it for the sake of profit or .e\'en participate actively in 
the traffic. 

Against· this background there is a constant. struggle of wits between 
the ~uthorities on either: side of the line for.the greatest possible advan~ 
tage. Both • attempt to it1fluence the • blockade . rurming in their own 
interests;-the Communists to strengthen their economic basis and to 
improve the livelihood of the people ; and the Kuomintang to obtain 
what their adjoining areas need and at the same time to exert the 
strongest possible economic pressure on the Border Region. 

" The Kuomintang try to let us get· as few goods as . possible in 
exchange for our exports,~' Yieh said, "and to sell us only non-essentials 
or even luxuries. They often confiscate goods that have been purchased 
for us in their regions, fine the merchants, keep them in steady fear of 
arrest, and occasionally even kill• some. As. a result of the • risks and the 
bribes involved in our import trade, the: merchants in the Kuomintang 
areas are forced to raise their margin of profit considerably. Moreover, 
all possible means are employed on the other side to keep the prices of 
our export goods down and raise the prices of our import goods. Then~ 
have been cases when salt and other of our export goods yielded us only 
one-half of the prices at which they were sold a few miles inside Kuomin
tang territory. On the other hand, we often had to pay almost twice 
as much for our import goods as the prices at which they were originally 
bought across. the line. This is the reason why our balance of trade 
last year was so unfavourable that the Bank of the Border Region 
had to spend large amounts of its national currency reserves to cover 
the deficit." 

The imports of the Border Region in 1943 amounted to almost 70 
per cent of raw cotton, yarn, and cloth. But by the middle of 1944 
Yenan's production drive. was already so successful that the Border 
Region needed much less frorn the Kuomintang areas for. its clothing, 
although the average people seemed .really better clad than on the other 
side. The peculiarities of the smuggling trade virtually forced Yenan 
to import wine, tobacco, and cigarettes to the extent of 8 per cent of 
.the total purchases ; but production of these minor luxuries in the 
Border Region has increased in the meantime and such imports arenow 
prohibited. There is .also a new ban on canned goods, which Il}.ostly 
originate from Japanese-controlled areas, and firecrackers and incense, 
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on which about 5 per cent of the total impprt pill had to be spent in 
1943· 

The Kuomintang's . purposeful, politkal blockade control is com
paratively effective on artioles the Border Region needs most urgently. 
JYI:etals and. metal goods made up only 3 per cent of all imports ; and 
mediqines only one-third of 1 per cent, although the Sian shops are 
well stocked with drugs from Japanese-controlled areas. 

Yenan's methods of trade with the Kuomintang areas have been 
developed into an elaborate system. ''We have definite regulations," 
Yieh said, "which our merchants have learned to observe. We give 
them specified orders fpr their purchases •: · either on. behalf of the army, 
the administration, and educational and health institutions which then 
get delivery direct from the merchants ; or for popular consumption, 
inwhich case the goods are allowed to be sold freely in the market when 
they .• come in. As a rule we have to advance the purchasing money· to 
the. merchants, who are allowed very liberal profits so that they can 
cover their risks. · 

''We have ·been rather· inexperienced in .this form of economic 
struggle against the blockade of the Kuomintang, made mistakes, and 
suffered for the.m. But we have learned. Things are getting much 
better now. And we are determined to balance our imports and exports 
from I 944 on." . 

I wanted to find out about the extent of freedom that was left to 
commerce in wartime and, if possible, to draw conclusions as to the 
future attitude of the Coiilffiunists toward internal trade. I asked there
fore about Yenan's domestic-tradt: policy. 

"We follow two fundamental aims in all our economic policies," 
. Yieh said. «To increase production in all possible ways, and to serve the 

interests of the . people with. all our trade measures. As a matter of 
principle, trade within the Border Region is free. . But this Trading 
Company exerts a beneficial influence on it by indirect methods. 

" This is an example of the indirect contrpl the government wields 
over private economy : The Salt Company, . which is one. of the sub
ordinate concerns of the Trading Company, buys up not only all the 
salt that is needed for export but also any that is offered to it by 
merchants or individual producers at a price fixed by the company. The 
salt fields are privately owned and their owners might suffer from 
pressure on the part of the merchants if it were not for this. arrangement 
which guarantees producers an easy sale and a fair profit. But the 
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merchants have no reasop. for complaint, either,. since the margin 
between the cost ofprodu~io,n and the buying- price ofthe Salt Company 
is always large enough to pe~mit the~n ~ reasonable profit ... In this way, 
everybody's interests are protected and there. is a. suip.cient stimulus for 
the increase of production. This method, too, }la$ be(ln developed on the 
basis of lessons we have learned from mistakes." . 

I asked what measures were taken • ;1g~inst hoarding, • a. problem that 
proved practically insoluble in the Kuomintang areas and plays a 
prominent role in Chungking's economic. crisis. 

"Our first task was to persuade people to make proper use of surplus 
capital in production enterprises," Yieh said, " and to give them practical 
incentives for doing. so. We stimulated in many ways the • development 
of production through private projects, especially in co-operatives and 
home industries, and also through the reclamation of wasteland and 
cattle breeding. 

" Second, we made it unprofitable for merchants to hold hoarded 
goods for undue profits. This was done in a very simple way; .• Govern
ment enterprises like the Trading Company participate in free com
petition with private merchants in the buying and selling ofimportant 
commodities, just as in the case of salt. This policy fpllows the same 
aim of giving an equally fair deal to producers, merchants, and con
sumers and of raising both production and consumption. Government 
enterprises are always ready to buy from those who might not find a 
buyer at a fair price and to sell to others who might not .find a reason
able seller. The co'"operatives play a similar role iri keeping supplies 
plentiful and in making hoarding unprofitable. 

" In these ways we do not merely struggle with private enterprise 
but also co-operate with it, and we certainly do not suppress it. In fact, 
private trade in the Border Region has developed considerably in recent 
years. 

"Finally, our Chambers of Commerce contribute much to the 
prevention of hoarding and of an undue rise of prices through the mani
pulations of unscrupulous profit makers. Our Chambers of Commerce 
have lost their old character of restrictive merchant guilds and are rtOW 
constituted along the lines of our political' Three-thirds System.' That 
means, merchants and manufacturersareiclassifiedas•' large,'' mediull1,' 
and ' small,' and each category has. the right to elect its own candidates 
to one-third of the seats of the board. This simple system introduces 
the basic principles of democracy into the economic sphere. It works 
very well, because the various groups are in a much better position than 
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the government to check each other on unfair· practices and thus to 
work for the common good.'' 

I asked Yieh whether these general trade policies were only an 
ad hoc answer to the peculiar situation in which both the blockaded 
Border Region and the Anti-Japanese War Bases in the enemy's rear 
find themselves today or whether they foreshadowed the attitude the 
Com.munists would take toward trade problems in postwar days. 

Yieh replied, " These underlying ideas of our present trade practices 
will.continue to guide our.commercial policies after the war, wherever 
we may have responsibilities ; for they developed logically from our 
experiences in laying the permanent foundations for our New Democ
racy. 

" Our main aim in matters of trade is, and will be in the future, to 
stimulate production in every possible way. Private enterprise· has 
definitely proved to be essential to the. achievement of this aim and \;Vill 
remain vital in the future. . Those who Inay doubt the sincerity of our 
inten~ion of.maintaining and helping •• private enterprise shouldjudge 
by the needs of China and not. by speculation about the alleged possi
bilities of future changes in ou·r political ideology. 

'' This refers not. only to private· enterprise on the part of Chinese 
capitalists. We need foreign enterprise,• too, and we shall give it full 
scope .. We realize fully that American and other Allied capitalists will 
not be willing to invest their capital in China unless our country is 
politically and economically in a position to use it properly and to 
assure the safety of sucQ. investments. To create such conditi9ns is our 
first task.'' 

Chapter. Nineteen 

THE MERCHANTS APPROVE 

I N the New Market of Yenan, the shopping district in a little side 
valley. with several hundred· primitive • stores, I • asked ·a blacksmith 
with whom l became friendly to introduce me. to a . typical shop· 

keeper for a private talk. He came one evening to visit me with the 
merchant Chu Tsang..cshou, ·a man of thirtyi who is· a native· of Yenan 
and the son of a poor farmer. 
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Chu:looks more prosperous than any of the high cadres of the Com
J,nunist Party, and he is more prosperous. T did not have to ask him 

r J,nany questions. He was a great talker and full ofgo"od spirit. Once I 
had told him that I was interested in his own life story and his little 
business, he went .ahead without restraint. . . .•.• . . . . . 

" Before the Communists came to Y enan, my shop was only .a table 
in the market," he began. "I sold cigarettes and oil and wine. Business 
was not so bad. I mad.e.over 120 silver dollars per year .•. That was much 
money, you know: Prices were so low then and they are very high now. 
But I had to pay almost 8o dollars in all those taxes they imposed on 
us. And once there was a fellow, a company cOinmanctel.'", Sun, • who 
bought more than 30 dollars' wor-th of wine an<i cigarettes fmm me and 
never paid. After six months he still had not paid. And then he went 
to Yulin and said he would pay when he came back. But he never came 
back. That son of a . •• . " 

" Were there any more cases like that .? " 
''Many," he said furiously. "Officers and even soldiers came and we 

had to. sell to them on credit. • You simply could not refuse. They 
were strong. Most of them paid later, though, at least something. But 
the trouble was that when they came and paid we always had to invite 
them to an expensive feast. Even when they paid only half." 

" And how are things under the Communists ? What is your profit 
now?" 

" You know prices are very high. It sounds much more than it is. My 
net profit is 3oo,ooo dollars a month, but all the taxes I pay every half 
year amount to only 2o,ooo per month. I have a shop now. It is a solid 
house, not just a table any more. We sell cloth and household goods 
and many other things. And all last year and so far this year I have saved 
half of my profits." 

Together we brought the astronomical figure down to earth, .calcu
lating both his pre-war arid present net incomes in terms of plain millet, 
the popular standard of value in the Border Region. 

He made ten times as much actual profit in 1943 as in 1936 before 
the Communists came. 

'' And we eat very much better," he said, patting his paunch. '' Before 
the revolution we ate millet, and wheat only three tirn,es • a month .•. :No& 
we eat wheat a number of times every week. Every. week we have several 
pounds of meat and. every day plenty of good vegetables for thefarnily. 
I have my own vegetable field. You know we alL do . .some production 
work." 
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We figured the growth of his capital since the time before the Com"" 
munists came, in American dollars at the free market rate, In the old 
days he had about £6, and now he had £94~ 
· " But I also own the house with the shop and living rooms which I 
did not have- before. That is not included in this amount. And don't 
forget than when the Japanese planes came in 1938 and destroyed 
everything, I was down to nothing. But the government helped me to 
start. a~ain." 

i wondered how well off the other. merchants were ; whether he was 
an exception. 

" The fellow opposite me had only about one-third as much capital 
as I had before the Co:tnmunists came. He has twice as much now as I. 
But we are not among the rich ones. All the merchants in the New 
Market have a :much better life now. Formerly there were 6o shops, 
and nowthereare ovet3oo. No, the co-operatives are not doing us any 
harm. They have their customers and we have ours." 

Had he .also made progress in his education, I asked. . 
"I had been in school for a while whenlwas a child. But I learned 

nothing. Accounts Thave learned only recently, in the Chamber of 
Commerce. I have alsolearnedtoread much.better. Those students of 
Yerian University you saw in. the New Market teach anybody who 
wants to Jearn, blacksmiths and merchants and clerks and all. They 
have newspaper-reading groups .for us every evening in Ol.lr New 
Market. I am a member of<)fie. I listen to them and follow the printed 
characters as wellas I can in my own paper. And I learn more characters 
that way. 

''Yes, I am a member of the Chamber. of Commerce. What do they 
teach us? Well, I havelearned accounts, as I said. And they tell us 
about the production drive, to be polite to .our customers, not to raise 
prices for greater profit, and to be honest. Yes, I am • quite busy with 
my shop and all those new things. Tam also platoon commander in the 
Self~defence Corps. 

" No, lam not a Communist,just a merchant. None in my family is 
Communist. But my fourth brother is a sympathizer. We all have a 
much. better time now. My father is not a poor peasant any more. He 
has reclaimed ten acres of land, and has now over thirty acres, although 
is is all only hill land. After .the war I want to go into production. I 
want to make stockings and blankets. I could havegot unused machines 
in Yulin and I had the money to buy them. • But up there in Yulinthe 
Kuomintang people did not allow the machines to be brought to Y enan, 
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although they ate not l}Sit)gthem .• r shall have. to wait now. When the 
war is. over many of the :merchants want to put up little plants, at least 
as a sideline." 

The next.merchanf Iinterviewed was "the richest man in Yenan,'' 
Wang Keh-w~n, a dignified-looking man of about forty who would 
have cut a good figure in pre-war Shanghai but did not seem to feel out 
of place in the frugal pioneer atmosphere of y-enall. ·. His two. big 
dwelling cave~ to which he invited tne looked pr~sper~us, .. '\Vith .good 
Chinese carpets. on .. the brick bed, aigold~fr.wn~~ pictl1~e of th_e coll1-
mercial centre .of Shanghai, and ·• some good household utensils. His 
large shop in the New Market was filled. with textile goods ~nd every
thing else that makes a general store.·· " But this is nothing,'' he said 
proudly, "my wholesale stocks are in bombproof caves up the hill." 

In 1935 he came to Yenan as a peddler, with a capital of 20 silver 
dollars. Business in Marshal Yen Hsi-shan's" model province" Shansi 
had become too difficult because of very heavy taxes .. When the Com~ 
munists settled down in Yenan, Wangl{eh-wanbeganto buy goods for 
them in Sian, in the Kuomintang regions. And by the time the blockade 
was organized and trade had. become an art as well as a matter of 
adventure, he was an old-timer and an expert in the business. It is still 
his main interest, although he now sends his clerks on those dangerous 
journeys while he looks after his retail store. 

"I earn lots of money by our standards here. From January to June 
I earned .... " And we calculated. It was almost £r,soo. He did 
not care to give an estimate of his fortune but said that it was quite 
considerable. Nobody grudged him his wealth, because it came from 
useful work and he did not charge much more than 10 peir cent net 
profit on sales in his shop, although the government did not control 
prices. 

'' Yes, there is of course the competitive influence of the co-operative 
stores," he said, " but that is healthy and does not kill private business." 

I asked him who had been his predecessor as the richest man of 
Yenan before the Communists came and whether he knew what· had 
become of the man. 

" He is called Tsai Fang-chang," he said, " a merchant and landlord 
who was worth about ro,ooo silver dollars (about £750) in land and 
cash before the war. He still has one of the big stores here with a 
capital of something like .... " This ti:me our calculation resulted in 
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the figure of about £7 so, roughly the $arne as his pre~ war wealth. " He 
was elected a member of the Municipal Government Committee and 
you must have seen him, since you say you attended . their meeting." 

Wang Keh-wan returned to the subject of business under the new 
government in. Yenan. 

Things .looked bright for businessmen, he felt, because the Govern
merit realized their usefulness for economic development. Taxes were 
low and one could count on government loans for the financing of useful 
trade or production. Yes, he beamed, production was the future. He 
was giving it much thought, especially for the time after the war. 
But he would actually start this year setting up one or two small plants 
in • co-operation with six other· store owners. 

One day this man may be one of the private promoters of new enter
prise, whose plans for profit would work in well with the plans for 
progress ofthe.more politi<;ally.minded people •. in the New Democracy. 
He •· seemed. to have little doubt .about it and mentioned proudly that 
Government and party men were often consulting him • on matters of 
economic• policy. 

"And my businesscolleagues have elected me chairman ofthe Yenan 
Chamber of Commerce," •. he said, "•on which representatives of big, 
medium a11d small business are equally represented. None of us is 
Communist but the Communists in the. party and the government are 
not looking down on us. They help us, as we help them. Otherwise we 
could not develop so much in the Border Region." 

Some of the peculiar tasks of the new Chambers. of Commerce are to 
stimulate frank discussions on the ethi<::s of price policies, on the 
merchants' share of responsibility for the increase of production, • for the 
improvement of the standard of living and· therefore the purchasing 
power of the people, for class unity, and for the war • effort. But their 
voice, according to Wang, is. also heard by the government when they 
make suggestions for the benefit of the business community. 

From all I saw in the Border. Region it seems thatthese small-town 
business parliaments have done much to make the merchant~ realize the 
new character and the importance of their role in Yenan's New Democ~ 
racy and to benefit both them and the col1lmunity. 

Finally, I met a " real capitalist," An Wen-ching, a man of sixty
nine, big, very tall, and with a deep, authoritarian voice. His good 
clothes, Western-style straw hat, painted fan,. and ornamented walking 
stick gave him the appearance of a genuine old~timer. 

F 
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He came of an ancient-gentry. family and was himself . an old-style 
Imperial.scholar and merchant-landlord. His home ti:>wn Suiteh in the 
northwest of the Border Region had not been touched by the agrarian 
revolution of the Civil War days, so that he retained together with his 
rich general store and town mansion 400 ;teres • of ·fertile valley land. 
During the •days; gfthe \V.a~ lords t\:0.4 th~ l(umxtintang he had consist
ently declined. official posts and fought against corruption, nepotism, 
opium, and gambling. 

"It is my opinion;'' he said, "that politics in China have always been 
very bad. The responsible officials did not know what the people 
wanted. They were too selfish. . They killed their own people in civil 
wars. Because of this, the Japanese were able to invade our country. 
Before the war, our soldiers in China were also bad. They beat the 
people and did not pay for their purchases. I knew little about the 
Chinese Communists before the war and had heard many bad rumours 
about them. But eventually Wang Chen came to Suiteh when the town 
was incorporated into the Border Region." 

Like everybody else who referred to Wang Chen, the railroad 
worker, Brigadier and production enthusiast of Nanniwan, the solemn 
Mr. An pronounced the name with appreciation. He put his hand over 
his heart and said, " He is a military man, but he has a good 
heart and is very kind and humble to the comriwn people. His 
troops were very good. We were frightened when they came. But 
we were reassured by their behaviour and soon lost all suspicion 
of them. 

" After the policy of reducing all land rents was introduced, my 
income from the 400 acres of land which my family has owned for the 
last I,ooo years, became of course smaller. But we canlive very well 
even now. And for the tenants it makes a great difference. It is for the 
people's sake and we have to be considerate. Instead of my former 
twenty-four tons, or so, of annual rent income in grain! get now about 
thirteen tons in an average harvest year .• But the taxes are only half as 

· much now as they used to be, because the arn1y supportsitselffrom its 
own production. . 

"On my store in Suiteh l also pay Jess tax than<before; J cannot 
remember exactly how much. I have a manager to run it for me. Business 
is very good. Some of the landlords in Yulin, in the Kuomintang area 
north of Suiteh, want to· come here· because the burdens are so much 
greater there. But, of course, they are n()t allowed. by the Ku.omintang 
to leave." 
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I asked An Wen-ching whether he found it difficult to work with the 

Communists. 
" No. We are all like members of the same family. . They never 

oppose or ignore suggestions I make, like on this visit to Yenan when I 
told them our peoBle in Suiteh want certain improvements in education. 
They always respect the opinion of others and do what they can. 

" There was too much bureaucracy before. Even a respectable land
lord and shop owner could not go to the Kuomintang magistrate without 
formality, and nobody's interests but their own were considered by 
the high officials. These new people here are practical and. realistic and 
not bureaucratic. They really work for the people. Anybody can go at 
any time to talk to the highest official "-c-an ordinary .farmer with a towel 
around his head, a merchant, a worker, or anybody else. Even Mao 
Tse-tung is very. simple and • willing to receive anybody. People feel at 
home with their officials now. That makes a great difference ..... " 

Mr. An rambled on, discussinghis family. His grandson had become 
a Communist • when he was quite young, to • the old· gentleman's great 
displeasure. But he does not mind any more,· because he is now in full 
agreement with the New Democracy, as a merchant, a landlord-and 
a grandfather. 

Chapter Twenty 

" BANDIT MONEY" 

() 
NE of. the. Kuomintang. newspapermen of our party bought 
something in a shop in. Yenan and put a national-currency note 
on the counter. The salesman told • him politely that he could 

not accept the note ; but the Border Region Bank would e:l{change it 
into.Iocalcurrency. 
pu~frielld ~?tangry. ''])on'tyouknow that this is national currency 

and that the National Government issuesit ? " 
" I know it is national money,'' the salesman said quietly, " Iknow 

also that the National Government issues these notes'-to you, but not 
to us. We have to use our own notes." 

This little incident summarizes the essentials of the Kuomintang
Communistcurrency controversy. The National Government in Chung-
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king does not pay anything to the administrations of the.Border Region 
around Yenan and of Liberated. China behindthe eneiXly lit1es or to the 
large Communist~led armies. When the National Government tried to 
force Yenan to its knees and stopped all payments early in 1941 in 
connection with its. attack on the Communist4ed New .Fourth Army in 
Central China, the Communists had to introduce their own currency 
and to establish their own financiaL systems. They are now self-con
tained financially as in. every other respect. 

Yenan's " refusal to recognize the financial sovereignty of the 
National Government" is one of Chungking's main accusations against 
the Communists, whose currency the Kuomintang extremists call 
"bandit money." 

Before I left for Y enan a Cabinet member showed me a complete 
collection of Border Region banknotes pasted on a large sheet of paper 
by years of issue. "Would it be possible in any other country," he asked, 
" for a political party to use its own banknotes ? Does not that in itself 
prove their insincerity when they say that they recognize the supremacy 
of the National Government? They will tellyouthey introduced their 
own currency only in I 941, after we stopped all payments to them. But 
here you see notes that were printed from 1938 onward. Ask them 
about that. They won't be able to deny it. I wonder what they will tell 
you." 

I met the new manager of the Border Region Bank, a former Kuo
mfntang member, fortyish, modest and keen. He gave me a complete 
set of the same kind of notes which 1 had been shown in Chungking. 
I did not tell him at first about the'talk with the Minister but asked 
him to give me the history of the Communist note issuance. 

" When the United Front was formed at the beginning of the war," 
he said, " we withdrew au· our former ' Soviet ' notes from circulation 
and replaced them with the national currency we received from the 
National Government for part of the upkeep of the Eighth Route 
Army. From 1937 to 1941 the official medium of circulation in our 
areas was national currency. 

" Already early in the war we had very great difficulties in obtaining 
coins and subsidtary notes of smalLdenomination which were of~::ourse 
most urgently needed in these. poor areas. We made 111any attempts to 
exchange coins and subsidiary notes at National. Government banks in 
Sian and requested the Gove),'nment in Chungking to help us out of our 
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difficulties, butwithout success. • This is why these token notes of denom
inationsfrom 2to 75 (;entswere atlast issued by usin 1938. The total 
amount was trifling. It was no more than $9o,ooo Chinese National 
ClJrre.qcy{about £6,zoo) in 1938 and was never increased to more than 
$CN3oo,ooo." Those subsidiary not~s were the early issues the Minister 
had shown mein Chungking. 

"Only the stoppage i11January, 19fT1 of all payments to the Eighth 
Route Army made us issue proper ban.knotes of our own. Naturally, 
the circulation of national currency had then to be stopped in our areas, 
although it remained exchangeable into Border Region notes." 

At the same time, the strict blockade • of the National Government cut 
off all military and most other supplies to the Communists. "We 
were faced with the· alternative of being starved out and. stopping our 
fight against Japan, or, on the other hand, of aiming at self-sufficiency. 
Production therefore became our· main task. We had. to issue notes to 
develop production in every possible way. And we .did. These first 
issues of our own bank notes were .tnainly used as capital funds for new 
enterprises like the. army project you saw in Nanniwan .. We gave 
our army units and our various government and educational institutions 
capital in the form of .notes •and ordered them to provide for their 
future needs out of their own production. As a rule, they were given the 
equivalent of two years' • current expenditure to finance their new pro
duction enterprises. You will admit that these advances were very 
small. This shows you how anxious we were to prevent inflation and 
that our new currency was .used to save our fighting power against 
Japan. 

" The process of readjust1llent was extremely painful and difficult. 
Our armies and government organ.s, our schools and all public institu
tions .had to struggle through a long period of semi-starvation to achieve 
that degree of self-sufficiency and comparative prosperity you see today 
in the Border Region. We.suffered great hardships. All of us. Butwe 
succeeded ; in spite of our lack of experience and the mistakes we made ; 
in spite of the extreme natural poverty of our regions. And we learned 
a great deal." 

In May, I94f, the value of the total note issue of the Border Region 
Bank of r,6oo,ooo,ooo Border Region dollars amounted to the equiva
lent of zoo,ooo,.ooo dollars Chinese National currency, or about 
£32.5,ooo. In other words, the Communist note issue, which some 
people in Chungking tried to blame as one of the important secondary 
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reasons of Kuomintang China's acute monetary crisis, was equal to no 
more than one~tenth of I per cent of the total circulation of national 
currency! 

I had just found out at the counter of the Border Region Ban.k that 
I,350 Border Region dollars were paid for one United States dollar, 
while the last black-market quotation I had he:1rdi~ Chungking valued 
the United States dollar at ''only" 170 dollars Ch~nese National 
currency (about fifty times its pre-war price). ·l asked, therefore, how it 
was that the value of the Border Region currency VIas even lower than 
that of the national currency. 

"This is the only important problem we have not yet solved in.the 
Border. Region," the bank manager replied frankly .. "It will soon be 
settled. • But the 1 ow exchange rate is no i11dication of maladjustment in 
public finance. What .it indicates is nothing more than the peculiarity 
of our trade situation under the Kuomintang blockade .. You know that 
we have not :yet achieved complete self-sufficiency in our Qwn produc
tion• of clothing and other manufactured goods. Since we do not want 
to restrict our army and population to the low total of our own supplies, 
we have to import a considerable quantity of important commodities 
from the Kuomintang areas. You may also know that we have to pay 
enormous smuggling premiums on what we buy in that 'Nay. AU these · 
imports through the blockade lines have in the last analysis to· be 
financed against the issue of notes. This upsets our own pricelevel, in 
spite of the fact that the finances of our administration have long been 
in good shape. 

" But things have already improved considerably, because our import 
needs have diminished with the steady increase of out own production. 
The exchange rate is moving in our favour. 111 February, 1944, I dollar 
Chinese National •currency was worth 11 dollars Border Region 
currency; but in June, 1944, our official exchange rate was only 8.50 
dollars Border Region currency for I dollar Chinese National currency. 
And in the black market the rate was even lower-6 Border Region 
dollars for I dollar Chinese National currency. 

" Yes, it was a strange phenomenon that the black market should 
value our Border Region currency higher than our own Border Region 
Bank did. The reason was. that we restricted the purchase of national 
currency to our import needs, at a time when the people in the Border 
Region who still had national currency in their possession began to lose 
confidence in it and wanted to sell. For we must be careful notto do 
harm to our private holders of national currency, and this is why we 
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do not want to raise the exchange rate too rapidly in favour of the 
Border Region currency. We even aqolished the. restriction to our 

· purchases of nation dollars and are now buying more of it than we 
act11ally need, at the overvalued rate of8.so Border Region dollars." 

Ptices in the Border Region rose rapidly until their course. was 
steadied during the summer of 1944. They are still eXtremely high in 
terms of Border Region currency. But. I found that the excessive cost 
of smuggled imports from Kuomintang territories was evidently the 
only cause of this unsatisfactory state of affairs. •• The price problem in 
itself plays an infinitely smaller role in the peculiar and fundamentally 
well-ordered economy of.Yenan's New Democracy than it does in the 
completely unreformed and increasingly chaotic economy of Chung-
king. .. . . . • . . . 

In the •· Kuomintang regions ·under the .. Chungkin~. Government the 
incessant rise of prices pauperizes and demoralizes the armies, officials, 
teachers, and students more and more. All the government does for 
them is to provide in kind their minimum requirements of rice or wheat 
and also, • in the case of soldiers and certain officials, some clothing. But 
all those categories of people must try to cover.their other ·needs in the 
open markets,. ftom money. salaries which follow the incessantly rising · 
price.levelat. an •. ever~wide11ing distance, •so that their .• living standards 
are falling all the time. 

In theYenan regions things are different : . all the essentials and small 
luxuries required by the troops, officials, teachers, and students are 
provided in kind, either from their own .production or directly by the 
government. They have no teal need for money salaries and are 
entirely outside the market.economy and therefore .completely unaffected 
by its vicissitudes. 

The comparative situation of wage earners in the Chungking and 
Y enan areas is about the same as that of the dependents of their respec
tive governments. In the Chungking areas workers are usually provided 
with rice or wheat, and in the case of some factories, with all their food. 
But that does not prevent the workers, and especially their families 
who, as a rule, do not get food supplies in kind, from suffering an 
increasingly severe depression of their living standards. For the 
additional money wages are falling further and further behind the price 
level. In the Yenan areas this· is •. prevented: the cash wages which 
workers receive in addition to much fuller supplies in kind are fixed in 
terms of millet, the local staple food, so that they keep pace. with the 
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rise of prices. And dependants, like the workers themselves, ate 
supplied with all essentials. 

In the Kuomintang areas, even the farmers suffer from the rise of 
prices. For they are still in the grip of profiteering merchants. Being at 
the same time their landlords, moneylenders, magistrates, and local 
Kuomintang functionaries, the merchants are able to. monopolize the 
bulk of the farmers' sales and purchases. They are therefore in a posi
tion to underpay the farmers on their crops and to oyercharge. them .on 
the goods they have to buy. And they manipulate the markets still more 
to their own advantage by hoarding and· speculation which the govern
ment is unable to prevent. 

In the Communist-controlled regions, however, the. farmers are 
protected against all those age-old scourges of village .feudalism. 
Numerous well-run co-operative allow them to sell their own products 
at normal market prices and to buy whatever they need at the cheapest 
rates. Farmers who continue to deal with ordinary merchants do not 
have to grant them high and rising profit margins, because of the free 
competition between the merchants and the co-operatives. Moreover, 
there is still much simple barter trade in the Border Region. 

·I found it true, for all these reasons, that the people of the Border 
Region do not suffer much, if at all, from the unsolved price problem. 
The average standard of living of the common people in the Border 
Region-already higher than that of the Kuomintang soldiers and the 
officials, teachers, students, workers, and farmers in the Chungking 
territories-is under no pressure from the inflation but, in spite of high 
prices, shows, in fact, a rising tendency on, account of increasing produc
tion, and just distribution. 

Until recently the opinion was widespread in Chungking that the 
Communists found themselves in a weak and deteriorating financial 
situation and that their plight was even worse than that of the Kuomin
tang territories. This view was due partly to wishful thinking and 
partly to ignorance of the peculiar economic structure ofthe Border 
Region, where high price figures mean .little to . that vast majority .of 
people who either live altogether outside the markete.conomy or \VhOse 
trade is virtually barter. 

Critics who used to judge the strength and the rate of progress. of 
the USSR from the development of black-market prices were proved 
shortsighted and undiscriminating by the ml,lgrthJ1de and consistency of 
the Russian war effort. 
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There are scarcely any similarities between the socialistic economy of 
the USSR and the co-operative, petty-bourgeois pioneer economy of 
Yenan's New Democracy. But they have this in common : the liveli
hood of practically the entire poptllation does not depend upon harmony 
between supply and demand. in .the .• fre.e m~rket, which is. a symptom 
of " normalcy " only ih well-developed capitalistic countries with an 
economic system of free< competition.. It. depends almost exclusively 
upon the output of the most essential consu01ers goods, in the distri~ 
bution of which the free market plays a comparatively small role. 

The economic development of the Border Regi()n can be appreciated 
more correctly from the. state of its public finances..-a yardstick equally 
applicable to societies of any type yet devit;ed. 

Chapter Twenty-one 

SOMETHING NEW TO CHINA . 
A BALANCED BUDGET 

VENAN'S financiaL experts have. never been to Oxford or Cam
. ]_ bridge, to J-Iarvard, Yale, or Oberlin, · nor have they attended 

any international monetary conferences. They have not been 
in charge of big banks and trading concerns and probably never owned 
a bank account. Lombard Street and Wall Street have never heard their 
names. Yet their record. of achievement is ·incomparably better than 
that of Chungking's internationally trained and known financial leaders. 

Those men in Yenan have for the first time in China's modern 
history solved the basic problems of public financ~. They found ways of 
obtaining trudncome declarations from .all strata of the population and 
of distributing the financial burden of war and reconstruction equitably 

·among the poor and the well-to-do--matters in which Chungking has 
failed in spite ofthe clamour of the. common people in the Kuomintang 
territories and of Generalissimo Chiang Kai~shekhimself. 

They have made certain th.at all the taxes collected from the people 
reach the public treasuries~a pre-condition for healthy public finance 
which the Kuomintang Government has been unable to create in war
time Chungking or even in pre-war Nanking. 

F* 
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They have reduced the tax burden of the peasantry and at the same 
tilll{:: increased revenues sufficiently to . draw. from them considerable 
funds for investment in productive epterprises----,.while developments in 
Chungking went in the opposite direction. 

Finally, they have recently balanced their budgets without further 
borrowing-an achievement which the Kuomintang Government has 
not even tried any longer to bring about in its own areas since the early 
stages of the war. 

There is nothing fortuitous or uncanny in Yenan's accomplishments. 
They cannot be explained by any . fundamental difference • between 
condttions in the Communist- and Kuomi.ntang-controlled. regions 
which might have made it easier forYenan to succeed where Chungking 
failed. I became convinced that the same methods could at any time be 
applied in the other half of China where the .financial crisis is going 
unchecked. The adoption of Y enan' s methods would not require any 
change in Chungking's avowed political principles. On the contrary, it 
would. only be in full accordance with them. And Yenan's. methods 
would be even more successful in the. Kuomintang territories which 
are so much richer than the Communist-controlled areas. 

Nor did I find any financial genius in Yenan to whom those achieve
ments could be ascribed. What 1 found among the men responsible for 
the financial policies of the New Democracy, from Mao Tse-tung 
himself to low-ranking officials, was this: a clear understanding of the 
specific Chinese economy with which they have to deal ; a strong 
determination to make the best of it financially as otherwise, no matter 
how primitive and unorthodox their methods may have to be ; and the 
realization that the masses of the people must be given a square new 
deal if they are to support the regime under which they live. 

I never heard in Y enan the word " impossible " which occurred so 
often in Chungking when••LiperalGovemment officials confided tome 
how they tried in vain to convince their superiors of the urgent need 
for financial reform, and especially of the fact that political reform was 
its prerequisite. 

The system ofthe New Democracy does not hamper financial reform 
work, as does the existing Kuomintang regime, but stimulates it. 

Nan Hang-ching, the director of the Department .of Finance of the 
Border Rrgion Government, is an unpretentious, hard-working man 
who seems competent, practical, and enthusiastic .. He • has been a 
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t·evolntionary .for thirty--three of his. forty-nine years, took part in the 
overthrow oLthe Manchu Dynasty in 1911, and worked in Dr. Slln 
Y at-sen's nati0nal-revol1ltionary movement. At one time he had to flee to 
Japan when his life was threatened by his former Kuomintang associates. 
I-Iis last ten years have been devoted to matters. of finahce, in a hard 
school of theoretical self-education and administrative practice. 

I tested Nan·s financial knowledge on my own ground, asking him 
for his views on Chungking s financial problems, with • which I was 
acquainted. His sober and penetrating analysis was probably the best I 
heard in years of discllssion on the subject .. It provided a good back
~ound for his equally .sober account of Yenan's financiaL policies. 

" Our first problem was to get true income declarations from all the 
people," he said. " Chungking explains its inability to obtain proper 
assessments, and therefore to introduce a workable income tax,. by the 
undeniable insufficiency of modern~trained • finance. officials in China. 
We could not afford to .accept that excuse for ourselves. 

" We realized that China could not approach the problem of assess
ment in the same manner as the highly.developed nations ofthe West. 
It would take any government in our country much too long to estab
lish a modern financial administration of sufficient size, and. such an 
administration would be much too expensive under existit1g conditions. 
We had to use what may appear to you as rather crude democratic 
methods and to. make them yield the required results. 

" We solved the problem in a simple way, with a staff of financial 
officials which was proportionately even smaller than. that of Chung
king.. Each administrative village u11it was ordered to· hold a special 
meeting once a year at which all the people-owner-farmers, tenants, 
and landlords-haveto state their incomes in public. The people know 
each other's affairs intiii1ately and if anybody made a false statement 
he would be corrected at once. 

" Yes, it did happen · in the beginning that whole villages tried to 
deceive. us ; but practically every locality now has ' active elements ' 
who have. been educating the people successfully on matters of civic 
consciousness so that such cases are extremely rare. And we know from 
sample investigations that we are getting correct returns, practically 
without a bureaucratic machinery." 

" How can you possibly apply such methods in the towns ? " I asked. 
"Just as easily," Nan said. "As you know, we replaced the old, 

corrupt merchants' guilds with democratically orgallized Chambers of 
Comm~rce. In separate annual meetings of the small, medium, and big 
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merchants' groups of each chamber, everybody states publicly how 
much profit he has made during the year. The merchants themselves 
check each other, as the village people do, and the elected chamber 
councils check them again. The merchants are well· acquainted· with 
each other's business and have an interest in the equitable distribution of 
their total tax burden, so that the method works with equal s1.;1ccess in 
the commercial sphere. 

" Chungking could easily have adopted the sarne system arid avoided 
its financial crisis. It may be primitive ; but so are conditions in China. 
We have to adapt our methods to them." 

'' How are manufacturing enterprises assessed.?." I asked. ,;.# 

" We do not taxthem at all. The most im})ortant permanent ahn of all 
our finarlcial and economic policies for the . sake .of the war.· and of 
reconstruction must be to increase the production of manufactured 
goods by every possible stimulus. That helps our financial situation 
indirectly ; much more than if we taxed manufacture." 

The progressive taxation scales of the Border Region, according to 
farmers, landlords, and merchants I asked, are moderate and just. For 
all but the well-to-clothe rates are.much lower than they have ever 
been. Even many landlords-that is, all those who were not influential 
enough under the old regime to evade m.ost of their tax payments-are 
now paying less than they did before. 

The only direct tax on agriculture-the National. Salvation Grain 
Levy-leaves one-fifth of the population exempt : new settlers, the 
poorest of the peasants, farmers who are. willing to introduce cotton on 
their fields, and the families of anti-Japanese fighters. For other 
producers and landlords the rates range from 3 to 35 per cent; according 
to their incomes and the number of their dependants. 

"We had to take a very high grain levy from the people in 1941 
when the stoppage on National Government payments, the strick block
ade against our regions, and the danger of an attack on us by the 
Kuomintang armies created such a serious situation~ ln 1941 the tax 
collection amounted to over 20 per cent of the comparatively small total 
crop. In consequence of the concentration of all our efforts on the 
increase of production, the percentage of the total crop we had to take 
for the National Salvation Grain Levy fell to 10.3 per cent in 1943 and 
it will be only 8 or 9 per cent of the total crop this year." 

The only other direct tax levy, the business tax, rangedin 1943 from 
4 to 19.6 per cent of the merchants' net profits. Other taxes are levied 
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on salt (between. 5 and 7 per cent of its sales value) ; and on imports 
and exports (mainly designed to control the smuggling trade with the 
Kuomintang areas in the interest of the development of the Border 
Region). There is also a transaction fee on the trade in grain and cattle, 
but this is not really a tax· because it is charged only on transactiohs ·in 
government commission houses which have been set up to compete 
with private commission merchants who used to charge . the farmers 
exorbitant rates. 

During the first two years of the Kuomintang blockade the Border 
Region government had to borrow considerably from. the Bordet 
Region Bank, which printed notes to finance part of the government's 
venture of laying the foundations for economic self-sufficiency. Even 
in 1943, 18 per cent of the government's total revenue still came from 
this source ; while 20 per cent originated from taxes other than the 
National Salvation Grain Levy whichis not contained in the revenue 
figures ; •· and 6z. per cent of the total was income derived from produc~ 
tive enterprises of the army and various government institutions. 

Since 1944 all borrowing.has.been ··stopped. The ·1944 budget of 
7,8oo,ooo,ooo Border Region dollars (about $USs,7oo,ooo) was to be 
covered exclusively by revenue from taxes and productive. enterprises. 
It is due only to the peculiar budgeting methods .of the Border ·Region 
government that its financial accounts during the last few years did not 
already appear to be fully balanced with non-borrowed revenue and that 
the budgets of 1943 and 1944 .failed to show considerable surpluses. 

The hidden surpluses of the •last. two years are partly • contained • in 
the •fast~expandinggrain reserve• which• .the government• has •accumu
lated in order to provide againstthe possibility ofa crop failure and the 
special needs of the final counter-offensive. For the all-out attack on 
Japan in the last stage. of· the war · will· necessitate the withdrawal of 
troops at present engaged in production, as well as the mobilization of 
many. militiamen in the villages where lack of labour power may then 
affect production. 

1n·.order to lighten the burden of the people the National Salvation 
Grain Levy was reduced from over 3o,ooo tons of wheat and millet 
in 1941 to 24,000 tons in 1944. But the army and government instic 
tutions have in the meantime achieved such a high degree of self
sufficiency in their own food production that only part of this levy is 
needed to cover their remaining requirements, 

For military and political reasons the size of the grain reserve is kept 
secret. This· is why revenue in kind from the National Grain Levy on 
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farmers and landlords and from the surpluses of a number of army 
units and government institutions is not included in the published 
budgets. The other part of the undeclared surpluses consists of the 
income of portions of army and government enterprises which are being 
reinvested for the purpose of expanding production. This, too, seems 
to be a considerable. amount which in itself would easily have offset the 
borrowing that still took place .in I943· 

In contrast to the. budgets of the National Government in .Chung
king, which have been running up astronomical deficits during the last 
five years, the balanced budgets of Yenan are an important indication 
of what a genuinely democratic effort at financial reform can acfiieve 
even in the poorest parts of China, in spite of war, lack of personnel, 
and isolation from the outside world. 

I remembered that a high-ranking Liberal official of the. Chungking 
government had sadly told me some time ago that in his estimate at 
least one third if not one half of all the tax money and tax grain collected 
from the people in the Kuorn.intang regions failed to find their way into 
the coffers of the national, provincial, and .local governments, but went 
into the pockets of corrupt gentry and financial officials. 

Was there really no graft in the Border Region? I asked Mr. Nan. 
" Fraud simply cannot develop under our system," he said. 

'' First of all, we pay our . financial officials a living wage ; their 
families get all they need in food, shelter, clothing, and simple luxuries, 
-like our fighters, party functionaries, and all officials. The Kuomintang 
government pays so little to its financial administrators and other 
officials that embezzlement and squeeze are simply inevitable on the 
other side. 

"Second, our staffis imbued with thedesire to help the people, and 
our methods of self-government enable the people to supervise its work. 

" It happens from time to time that some fellow steals from public 
funds the equivalent of a few packages of cigarettes or a pair of shoes. 
But that is all. And we are extremely strict in enforcing absolute 
honesty. If you stayed until the Chinese New Year, when 'struggle 
meetings ' are ·held everywhere for two weeks, you could see how 
frankly people who have committed mistakes or thefts speak up, or 
'how they are openly criticized by those who know about their failures." 

1 asked scores of people-Communists who discussed· freely the 
defects of the administration, non.-party people with long .and bitter 
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memories of the Kuomintang regime and with keen eyes for bureaucratic 
faults, and foreigners who had lived too long in Communist-controlled 
regions to be unaware of corruption if it existed. Everyone gave me the 
same reply, which sounds almost incredible anywhere in the Orient. 

" There is no corruption, no squeeze." 

Chapter Twenty-two 

CO-OPERATIVES WITH A MISSION 

I T was the last day of the Conference of Co-operatives. Mao Tse
tung was to give a short closing speech. The large assembly hall 

Communist part:y headquarters was packed with hundreds. of 
delegates, sitting on tows of wooden benches. Mostly peasants and 
peasant women ; some factory workers, mule drivers, soldiers, and 
schoolteachers~all adnlinistrators of co-operatives. For. several· days 
they had discussed their problems and the Y enan newspapers were full 
of detailed accounts bf what went on in the conference. 

Mao Tse-tung stood on the big stage in baggy brown pants and a 
homespun turtic with the collar open. Around. him men and women 
were squatting on the boards and looking up attentively at his tall, 
slightly stooping figure. He spoke without manuscript, slowly and in 
a simple, homely manner, like peasant to peasants, seeming more at his 
ease than I had seen him on other occasions. 

" Two or three years . ago," he began, '' few of our co-operative 
societies were really good. None were examples to others. Most of them 
were very weak. But now, many are much .better. 

" vVhy are so many of them better now ? " he asked, looking around 
the audience. When he saw the familiar face of Comrade Liu Chien
chang, the popular Labour Hero who made the South District Co-opera
tive of Yenan the universal model for co-openitives everywhere, he 
nodded and smiled at him. 

" Because we have learned," he answered himself in his characteristic 
manner • which is reminiscent of Stalin. " It is not from books that we 
have learned ; but from the South District Co-operative which showed 
us the proper Way through practical work. I, too, have learned, not 
from theories,· but from Comrade Liu. And now, at least a few dozen~. 
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of our 420 co,.operative societies with more than 2oo,ooo member 
families are very good. Only a few are still really bad." 

The audience applauded. 
" The bad co-operatives and those. which are not so good don't know 

yet how to work properly for the interest of the masses of the people. 
That is their trouble. Many of you have realized that during the last 
few days, as shown in your self-criticism at this conference. 

"To understand the needs ofthe masses properly and to put them 
first is what gives us success in any- ki.nd ofwork, .. whether in the co-op
eratives or anywhere el!'le •. To overlookthis always means failure." 

Mao .Tse-tung·•does ··not mindrep~ating hitilseR<in this point. It 
recurs in all his speeches. As. usual, he gave a number of positive and 
negative examples t9 illustrate his favourite theory. 

"We are developing an entirely new type of really universal co-opera
tives," he continued. "In our New Democracy all the co-operative 
societies must be many-sided. They must help in the development of 
our economic life, our social life, our education, as some of them already 
do, using the initiative of the masses of the people to supplement the 
activities ofthe government. 

"We can develop great strength from the co-operative effort of our 
people. It is yourtask to mobilize it further. We must plan those new 
activities of the co-operative societies. You have already discussed these 
new tasks in detail. I want to mention only a few which are especially 
urgent." 

He spoke about the producers', consumers', and sellers' sections of 
the agricultural co-operatives which had made greater progress than any 
other co~operatives. Their main task now was to introduce to the 
farmers the seeds produced by the experimental model farms and to 
see to it that their use. was gradually extended to all fields. 

The transport co-operatives also had made satisfactory progress, 
reducing the cost of transportation by draught animals and at the same 
time improving the living standards of transport workers. 

"From now on," Mao Tse-tung continued, "the industrial units of 
our co-operative societies should get first attention. They have many 
important tasks, but the most immediate one is for each of our 224 
boroughs to establish a co-operative workshop for the production of 
agricultural implements, And each co-operative must have blacksmiths 
who go regularly to the villages to repair tools for the peasants. Cattle 

. breeding and afforestation units must be developed in more· of our 
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co-operative societies. Our tree planting has not been successful. We 
must.learn more from peasants wh<> know well how to do it. 

" The newmedicaland sanitary sections of some co-operative societies 
are most important. · We must develop them everywhere so that we will 
eventually have one in every township. We have to use the organizing 
ability of the masses. of the people to solve our medical and sanitation 
problems in a co-operative effort. In that way we can overcome our 
present difficult situation which the government alone cannot solve. 

" For we want all old comrades to live longer, don't we ? and all 
babies to grow up healthy and strong." 

The· people showed hearty approvaL 
" You all know of the initiative of a village midwife who worked 

through a localco-operative and orgauized a training group to provide 
midwives for other villages." Mao Tse-tung thought for a while. " I 
cannot remember her name. I am sorry!' 

The audience laughed and some people shouted the name of the 
woman. 

" Yes, that's right. I should have known it. We have to learn from 
her. She helped the people a ~reat deal. 

'' The educational units of a good number of co--operative societies 
have done very. well. They can also fill in a gap left in spite. of all the 
efforts of our government. If they . are well run, such co-operative 
schools, with the help of our edqcational organizations in Yenan, can 
teach the children. in • the villages what they need. And they can raise 
the literacy of the .grown-up people. Every township without ordinary 
elementary or adult schools should have a co-operative school unit, run 
by the people according to their needs." 

Somebody from the audience remarked in a loud voice that many 
people in his district had ··learned tO read several hundred Chinese 
characters in a few months since the co-operative had opened an 
evening school with its manager as teacher. Others spoke up, giving 
their experiences about the· successes of co-operative schools. There 
was a minor uproar of eager response. 

Mao Tse-tung paused, smiling and chatting with a few people 
around him until the crowd quieted down. 

" Wherever there are co-operative societies, their staff and organiza
tion and active. membership can develop many new activities without 
much extra cost. And the government is always willing to help them 
in any possible way." 
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Mao Tse-tung came to the financial activities of the co-operatives. 
They, too, had to become more many-sided. The extension of cheap 
credit with the help of government funds was not enough. 

" Insurance sections, already developed by a number of co-operative 
societies, should be generally introduced. For example, if the people 
regularly put some money into the co-operatives to insure their families 
for the cost of a funeral, such an event will not make them bankrupt 
any more. It is the law of nature that everybody must die .. Even those 
legendary men in the past, who are supposed to have lived to 8oo years 
or so, had to die eventually. Some of our people still get deeply into 
debt paying for large funeral expenses. They have no reservesfor such 
occasions. And, as you know, everybody eats so much at those big 
funeral feasts. . . ." 

Whispers of approval among the audience. . A man next to me says, 
'' Yes, those crowds of guests at burial feasts can eat up a man's house 
and fields like nothing." 

" But this is not only a matter of insurance," Mao Tse-tung con
tinued. " We must also change our attitude towards such matters : 
nobody should take advantage of old customs any longer. In our new 
society the people must ~elp each other. If they do that, they'll feel 
better. Even better than if they eat as much as they can put away at 
funeral feasts of poor farmers." 

More approval, whispering, and laughter. 
" Modern attitudes will help people to be happier in many respects. 

For example, if young people invest as much as they can in the produc
tive enterprises of co-operative societies which give such good profits, 
they can all marry .... " He had to stop again for the wave of joyful 
agreement to die down. ". . . And they won't have worries in their 
old age. 

" Investments in co-operatives are very important for our economic 
progress. 1 All people should invest in the co-operatives whatever they 
can spare--money, the draught anhnals and implem~nts they do not use 
all the time, or what land they cannot cultivate themselves. Everything 
can be used. and made profitable in the co-operatives. 

" And nobody s)lould mind if the landlords, too, make use of those 
good investment opportunities. It is to the general good if they do .. For 
example, ~ . rich •landlord with over 250 • acres of land invested 20 acres 
of his land in a co-operative for the members to cultivate, and that in .. 
vestment made the small co-operative growto everybody's advantage." 

Mao Tse~tung raised his voice. 
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" Comrades, our people should not be afraid of landlords and capital
ists any longer. You, too, must make the people understand that under 
our new system there is no reason any longer to fear them. On the 
contrary, landlords' investments in • co-operatives should be welcomed. 
The people should know that the co-operatives, under our law, are 
always the .collective property of all who belong to them ; and all 
members benefit when the co-operatives grow." 

He paused awhile and then spoke even more emphatically. 
"Nqw that you have solved many of your concrete problems atthis 

conference and are going home, keep this in mind : the most important 
economic organizations in our areas are not the few factories we have, 
but our many small co-operative enterprises .. The Border Region is not 
like Shanghai. In all our regions we must rank the importance of the 
co-operatives very high in every respe~t. We mu~t also mobilize more 
people for organization work in co-operatives. · 

" I know that some of our cadres still consider co-operative work 
beneath their dignity and prefer government or party work. They are 
wrong and must correct their mistaken idea. 

" More . of our w riters and intellectuals, too, should go into the 
co-operatives to study and help them, as some have already done. The 
co-operatives belong to those real, .living things in .our. society which 
writers •have. to know from .their own • eKperience before they can write 
well about ourne\Vlifeand its futures:'' 

The meeting came to a close .. Mao Tse-tung mentioned half a dozen 
names of outstanding co-operative workers he wanted to see for private 
talks, congratulated others. ·on the introduction of new ideas into the 
co-operative movement, and bade. the delegates farewell "in the name 
of the Central Committee of the Communist party.'' 

The applause was of the same informal and cheerful kind which had 
from time to titne interrupted •the meeting. 

On the way oack to. the Guest House, Labour Hero Liu, a quiet, 
modest man of about forty, was on our truck. When he was introduced 
to our Tass colleague, he asked him, " I wonder, Comrade, do you also 
have co-operatives in your Soviet Union?" 

We suppressed our amusement and the Tass correspondent did not 
enlarge on his affirmative reply. Liu's naive question did not seem 
entirely unjustified. 

I thought of the modern machinery I had seen in Soviet co-opera
tives, supplied by giant factories ; of the political power behind the 
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collectivized farms which had purged landlords and kulalis from the 
villages and was able to enlist all other parts of the population in their 
co-operative effort ; and of the manifold aid all the Russian co-operatives 
received from a thoroughly revolutionized state in which they never 
played a greater role than that of· important auxiliaries to a rapidly 
developing structure of large-scale modern enterprise. 

Neither the Soviet Union nor any other country ever had co-opera
tives like those ofthe Border Region and the Anti-Japanese War Bases 
in North and Central China--which have to. be prime movers in the 
economic and political developme11t of a primitive society and in the 
organization of an all-out war • effort. 

Fo1· these. are the main achievements of the co-operatives in the Com
munist-controlled regions : 

They have helped to raise agricultural. production and the output of 
clothing sufficiently to contribute. in a decisive manner to the growth of 
the anti-Japanese fighting forces. · 

They have helped to develop industr!al enterprise,. instead of first 
getting aid from it. 

They have done. much to overcome the class struggle and· to promote 
democratic activities . in the villages, ·instead of being .enabled to rely 
upon the results of an accomplished rural revolution. . 

They are spreading out into other fields, doing some pioneer work 
for the social and educational policies of government organizations 
which are still too young to be the only agencies for the execution of 
prQgressive policies. 

The co-operatives of the Border Region and the Anti-Japanese War 
Bases are necessarily of a very primitive character, like the country and 
the people from which they sprang. But they are steadUy developing. 

Their mission in Yenan's scheme of reform ie; becoming meaningful 
and desirable to increasing numbers of peasants. That mission is to 
mobilize popular initiative for the development of an elementary 
economic, social, and political democracy at the " grass roots " of 
China's society. 



PART FIVE-MOVING THE MASSES 

Chapter· Twenty~three 

POLITICAL SWING 

AN ancient dramatic folk-dance .of Northwest China, almost 
forgotten until the ·Communists· revived . and politicized it a 
year or two ago, has taken the Border Region by storm. 

I did not have to ask why the yangko has become the craze of young 
and old in villages and towns .and why it is the most .effective means of 
popularizing the various policies of the New Democracy. Each time I 
saw it performed I was under its spell like everybody around me. 

More.and more. frequently yangko·evenings are. arranged in villages, 
in the market places of towns or the drill grounds of army units, in 
schoolyards or meeting halls. 

A band of motley instruments plays a tuneful, · marchlike air in a 
vigorous seven-beat rhythm; slowly at first, while the crowd forms a 
wide-open circle. ••· A score or two • oftrained amateurs with a suggestion 
rofcostuming-lustily singing.a ballad which .sets·the.particular theme 
(of the performance-start dancing around • the circle, singly in loose 
formation, like in a conga, with.. their hands on their hips, swinging 
theirbodies, kickmg out thc:;1r legs, improvising flourishes .. • A few long 
steps forward, a few short steps back. 

As the band gains tempo the crowd falls in, singing and dancing. 
After a while· everybody • steps and swings around the circle . in an 
exhilarating free.-for-all. Quicker and quicker .• The singing peters out 
:as the music grows louder and faster and drives on to a bteath-taking 
climax:. 

Laughing, • panting people once again form a circle .and chat, waiting 
for the one-act play that follows-a simple, stimulating drama of ever
varying specific content, performed by a few men .and women of the 
:amateur yangko group who need no props to give reality to the show. 

The villains are either Japanese soldiers and Chinese traitors or 
witch doctors, loafers, and other anti-social elements who hamper the 
war effort, the increase of production, or the march of political and 
;social progress. The heroes and heroines are Eighth Route' Army 
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soldiers, militia men, or simple pioneers of class unity and mutual aid ; 
fighters against superstition, illiteracy, dirt, and disease ; or model 
workers in villag~s, factories, co-oper~tives and government offices 
whose individual action has aroused the initiative of the masses. 

The leitmotiv seems invariable, no matter v,rhat the subject and plot 
of the particular. play may be. It is the overcoming of material and 
hu~an difficulties in the way of victory over Japan and of a more 
complete realization of the New Democracy; 

The play always ends .on a cheerful note of success while the dance 
leaders, representing the masses of the people in the play, take over 
with another. song and dance which summarizes its moral. 

The audience joins once more, stepping and swinging faster and 
faster around the circle and bringing the yangko to an exultant end. 

A good yangko party goes on for hours • with several shows, in a gay 
and happy community atmosphere such as I have never seen elsewhere 
in China or in the Orient. 

Nobody among those unsophisticated people seems to object to the 
undisguised sales talk of the songs and plays, as American radio listeners 
do to advertising skits in artistic broadcasting programmes. For the 
yangko is real, living folk art, natural, dramatic, full of comic relief, 
and evidently in tune with the feelings of the people. It is certainly 
tendentious, but not as crudely black-and-white as it might be. For the 
basic stories are usually taken from topical events somewhere in the 
Communist-controlled regions. And many of the texts are written by 
the best among Yenan's authors who have been made to understand in 
recent years that realism is not achieved by exaggeration. 

The people themselves are not merely the audience and chorus of the 
yangko but are increasingly becoming its initiators. 

When they decided to revive the old folk-dance, the Communists 
were determined to make it once more the people's ()~'Jl,in.accordance 
with. Mao Tse-tung's general policy. of "learning from the people, 
refining their practices, and handing the new methods backto them as 
theirs." To achieve this, the drama department oftheYenan College of 
Art and Literature. has trained hundreds of yangko dancers, actors, 
musicians, andwriters who createdmoqel folk-dance plays and travelled 
through villages and towns, performing. them and. teaching the revived 
art to all who showed an interest. 

The spontaneous. popular • response -surprised •· even the enthusiastic 
sponsors of theyangko mass movement. Peasants, workers, and soldiers, 
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students and schoolchildren began to organize yangko groups every
where, showing the people how to dance and sing better, creating little 
bands of amateur musicians, consulting the people on new topics, and 
writing their own texts on the basis of specific local problems and 
incidents. 

In many villages the yangko has already become a regular weekly 
event, and the new " Programme of Ten Small Points " for the improve
ment of village life includes the creation ,of a yangko group in every 
community. 

The Chinese country and small-town folk love entertainment and 
are starved for it. The yangko has acted on them like rain on parched 
earth. •It.has brought them not only-theatre, but theatre they can easily 
understand. • For it deals with matters close to their own lives-instead 
of putting before them the kings, queens, and concubines, the feudal 
warriors, courtiers, ghosts, • and jesters which dominated their ancestors' 
imagination in ages long gone by when Chinese art became formal and 
stagnant. 

The yangko, more fhan any o~her experience, impressed me with the 
significance of those manifold mass movements to which everybody in 
Yenan was referring all the time, no matter what subject I brought up 
-mass movements for the correct practice of the. new democratic rights 
and. duties of the people ; for the increase of production ; for popular 
aid to the fighting forces and • assistance to • the people on the part of the 
armies ; for education, modern hygiene, and many other practical aims 
ofthe New Democracy. · 

"The mass movements are of central importance to us; all our 
policies are carried out through them," said Teng Fa who is in 
charge of a special mass-movement committee at Communist party 
headquarters. 

" ·To carry on a prolonged war and to achieve progress in every field, 
we have to rely on the masses of the people. We could not rely on 
bureaucratic methods or on dictatorship if we did not want to fail as 
the Kuomintang did. We had to. mobilize the masses, to awaken, 
educate, and guide them to the goalof self-help. This is the purpose of 
the mass movements we launch for so many specific purposes." 

Teng Fa, a slim, sprightly Cantonese of thirty-nine, is a veteran 
1 revolutionary. He worked once on the coasters of a British shipping 

company, and his party has used him for years in positions that require 
a real firebrand with drive, imagination, and practical experience. 
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He paced up and down the room, shouting at me in an aggressive 
kind of good humour as though •• he were a,4<lressing a mass audience. 

" No, our party has no special mass organization ofits own to carry 
out its tasks," he protested against my question which apparently 
proved to him that I. did not understand the really popular character 
of the mass movements, the real.crux ofth,.~ matter, •. 

"No, we don't give orders either, in the sense you mean," he 
laughed. " We work mainly through the newspapers all over the Border 
Region and the Anti-Japanese War Bases. In newspaper articles we 
launch practical suggestions for the popularization ofparticular phases 
of fundamental . government policies, and criticize whatever serious 
mistakes may have been made in the work of the mass tn.ovements. 

" Our· suggestions come up for discussion . everywhere-in local 
government, patty, ·and trade-union organizations ; . in army u~its, 
schools, and factories ; ·. and in the Anti-Japanese People's Associations 
which are the basic mass organizations that have grown from below in 
every village and town, They adapt our ideas to local conditions, call 
mass meetings, and mobilize the active elements to interest the people 
around them by talking in a concrete and helpful manner to groups, 
families, and individuals who need explanation or encouragement. 

"This is howthemass movements organize themselves everywhere, 
right among the people. We do direct them, that is certainly true, 
although our directions are often based on ideas and experiences we get 
from villagers and townspeople. But the initiative in adapting those 
directions to the specific circumstances of various places and in putting 
them into practice is always left to local organs and in fact to the people 
themselves." 

Teng Fa made clear to me what I had already begun to realize from 
my own observations-that the mass movements in the Communist
controlled areas have nothing to do with •.. benevolent • educational 
endeavours of the placid Sunday-school type, like the much-advertised 

·but pathetically abstract, unpopular, andfutile New.Life Movement.of 
Generalissimo. and Mme. Chiang ···Kai-shek ·in the. Kuornintang 
territories. 

He analysed the New Life Movement in scathing terms. J·le criti
cized. the way its organizers talk down to . the people,· telling. them not 
tospit and smoke, to be clean, healthy,and.honest, tohe observant of 
filial piety and obedient toward their superiors in society an<i govern
ment ; without doing anything to help the people use their own initia-
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tive.in bringin~ about that improvement of their fundamental political 
and economic conditions upon which all aspects ofa genuine New Life 
must depend. What he said.was different only in diction from opinions 
I had heard many Chinese Liberals and foreigners express in Chung
killg---especially on the annual occasion • of the anniversary • of the New 
Life Movement when its normally ignored taboos are grimly enforced 
in the streets by policemen who stop and reprimand anybody who 
smokes, spits, or does not keep to the sidewalk. (A high-ranking 
member of the British Embassy once had to put out the cigarette he 
was smoking in the street.) 

WINTER SCHOOL FOR FARMERS 

" The fundamental difference between the New Life Movement and 
our New Democracy is this," he summed up. " The Kuomintang and 
its • shallow reform talk have no connection with the masses ; the Kuo
mintang people try to do things by order from above, in a bureaucratic 
manner. But we realize that the people's economic and political 
problems must be solved first to enable them to be clean, healthy, and 
honest .. We mobilize the people in every possible way and help them 
to solve their problems on the basis oftheir own free will and initiative." 

I found it true that the educational endeavour of the Communist
sponsored mass movements is thoroughly practical and in a primitive 
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sense democratic. Far from being wishy-washy and repressive in the 
political respect, it gives realisticemphasis to the element of struggle 
by which alone the masses of the people.in a backward society can 
mobilize themselves, increase their usefulness in the war, and achieve 
real social progress. 

The mass movements arouse a spirit ofstruggle .. Yet this struggle 
does not seem to contain any elements ofdass conflict. For class friction 
has been reduced by the political and economic reforms of the New 
Democracy~like the introduction of general franchise, the reduction of 
the landlords' rent charges to tenants, and the .. governtnent's • guarantee 
of rent payments to the landlords-and even more by the practical 
co-operation in the fight against the Japanese in the Comttro.nist-'con
trolled war areas to whiCh all classes have been educated and mobilized. 

On the contrary,.the mass movements themselves stress the need for 
democratic unity as one of their Jll.OSt important aims ; and so do the 
yangko plays, with whatever speci~c subject they may deal. 

The struggle which the mass movements stimulate is directed against 
all those-in any soCial class, in any local government or party organi
zation, in any army unit, school, or factory-who are slow in awakening 
to a full understanding of their duties and rights under the new society. 

The methods and aims of this struggle are most actively propa~ 
gandized through • a special mass movement concerned with the correct 
treatment of backward and anti-social elements. This movement 
condemns the " old ways " of either ignoring or ostracizing such people 
and demands, " Convert Them and Win Them Over." 

This idea of conversio11--the Policy of Magnanimity-dominates all 
the yangko plays. It has much to do with their success in creating an 
atmosphere that helps all the other educational efforts of the New 
Democracy to swing the masses in the right direction of progress. 

Chapter·· Twenty-jour 
" ···•·< 

RESTRICTIONS OF FREE PRESS AND. SPEECH 

"THE maintasks of our newspapers•are to help inthe war, to 
foster .the New Democracy, andto reflect the views ofall its 
social stntta," we were told by Bo Ku, themanin command of 

Yenan's Press headquarters, when we first visited him at the Caves of 
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the Ten Thousand Buddhas. "You will see for yourselves that our 
Press is no .more exclusively Communist in character than our govern .. 
ments. Read our papers and form your o'Xn opinion./' 

" But are you free from Communist party censorship ? " one of the 
Kuomintang newspapermen . asked his Communist colleague. . The 
intelligence, honesty and .wit of .Bo Ku had won him a reputation in 
Liberal Kuomintang circles when he was. Yenan's representative with 
the National Government early in the war. 

" Are you enjqying freedom of the Press like, say, the London or 
New York Times? " another Kuomintang correspondent elaborated the 
question. It was obviously meant to be ironical since Bo Ku himself as 
member of the Politburo of the Communist party is one of its .• promi
mmt leaders,. while both the Liberation Daily and the New China News 
Agency, ofwhich he is the head, are Cqmmunist party organs. 

Bo Ku could.notpossiblyanswerthe questions with a simple yes. He 
did not try to get away so easily. However, he. seemed to have a. good 
deal to say in reply, andthe Kuomintang and Communi.st newspaper
men, huddling over their teacups, had a pleasant time discussing the 
relative merits of. newspaper work under their respective regimes and 
pelting each other with anecdotes-to the.booming of Bo Ku's laughter 
which is . as characteristic o£ · him as the • brilliance of • his talk and 
writing. 

Feeling that I would have to make my own observations about .the 
· freedom of the Press in Communist China, l was satisfied to leave the 

group to itself. 
Press headquarters • in • the • cave-punctured hill of the caves of the 

Ten .Thousand Buddhas is one of Yenan's three .political commanding 
heights. Like theheadquartersoft~e Communist party and the Com
munist-led armies, it is one of the co-'ordinating centres by which the 
Border Region and the Anti-Japanese War Bases in North, Central, 
and South China, whose locally elected administrations depend upon 
no over-all government, are unified into a well-integrated whole. 

The Liberation Daily, the soul of Press headquarters, is more than a 
newspaper in the ordinary sense. It is the official gazette and the 
authoritative tutor of the cadres in government, party, and army organ
iz?tions all over Communist-controlled China. It is, in fact, something 
like the daily instalment of an endless serial textbook on all the policies 
of the New Democracy. 

The paper's news, or that portion of it which does not originate in 
Yenan itself, is received in the numerous caves of the New China News 
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Agency, where dozens of radio operators are busy day and night at the 
primitive Yenan~made sets they work with locally produced hand 
generators. They keep in. touch with the agency's eight branches, and 
through them with eleven sub~stations, in. the )Videly sca,ttered Anti~ 
Japanese War Bases, .picking up. military a11d ~e!l~ralnews reports and 
a good deal of locally collected inside informati()niabol1t.conditions in 
the Japanese and puppet camps. And they take down the broadcasts of 
radio stations in Kuomintang and puppet China. •• • • . ··• ..... •. ···•••· •· .••.•••••••..•• 

They monitor verbatim the news broadcasts from America, England, 
the USSR, and Japan. For the "_commercial air" is Yenan's only 
contact with the outside world. 

The men and women in the editorial caves of the Liberation Daily 
look like any other workers in Yenan-nondescript people in cotton 
pants and tunics of various shades and with the usual soldiers' caps. But 
they are picked specialists, and when I came to know several of them 
more closely their sound knowledge of Chinese affairs and foreign 
countries and languages surprised· me. 

Decisions on the paper's policy are made in regular editorial confer
ences. Without difficulty or friction, it seemed to me, because evety 
staff member has to be attuned to the general and specific aims of the 
New Democracy, so that special advice from party or army headquarters 
is required only on rare occasions. , 

Their difficulties are of another, purely technical kind. The special 
character of the paper makes it necessary for them to compress into its 
four pages an astonishing variety of news, editorials, • and analytical 
articles on Communist- and Kuomintang-controlled China, . on the 
enemy camp, and the outside world. 

Every one of those horizontal lines in which Chinese newspapers are 
printed is of importance, and the struggle · for the best possible use of 
space which is so familiar to editors everywhere in the world is espe
cially grim in the Lz'beration Daily. 

The Liberation Daily's selected ·news, its editorials, and • analytkal 
articles are the basis of the stream of messages which flows back to the 
radio operators of the New China News Agency, who .in turn hamtner 
them out to the branch stations for .use .all over the Anti-Japanese 
War Bases. The little newspaper is then~fore • the main • source of 
basic information for 9o,ooo,ooo people, although the act(lal radius 
of disttibution of its total edition of..7,6oo> copies is. restricted by 
the pace of pack animals which • make . only ·• s01ne . twenty . miles 
a day; 
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The editors of the only other Yenan • daily, the Mass Newspaper, 
have the task of producing a two-page sheet for readers on a low level 
of lit~racy and knowledge. For the Liberation Daily, which prides itself 
on a .simpler and clearer style than is customary in the Chinese Press 
and manages with the use of" only" z,ooo or 2,5oo of those compli
cated word pictures called Chinese characters, is still much too difficult 
for most of the newly literate people of Communist-controlled China 
to understand. 

The Mass Newspaper prints its elementary news and editorials with 
I,ooo of the simplest Chinese characters and their combinations and is 
even .more •truly than the· Liberation Daily the textbook of tens. of 
thousands of people. It is widely used ih primary and adult schools 
and in the ever-increasing • n~wspaper-reading groups which. university 
students and other voluntary workers. hold .• in their leisure time for 
villagers and townspeople who want to inform themselves about 
current affairs. and at the same time to learn more script signs. 

The primitive printing shops at Press headquarters are safely housed 
in the beautiful, thousand-year-old Caves of the Ten Thousand 
Buddhas at the bottom of the hill. Long rows of carved Buddhas on the 
walls of the tall, ancient. caves and some huge statues .look down on an 
odd assortment of busy machinery-old-fashioned pedal-driven printing 
presses, some of which were made in Yenan with remodelled Japanese 
"dud" bombs as,rollers, and all kinds of improvised equipment of 
which even men who. once worked in Shanghai's modern printing plants 
are extremely proud. 

The two hewspapers are not the only products of those shops. They 
print also a large variety of books and pamphlets ; woodcuts which 
bring modern Chinese art into the peasants' homes; the variouseduca
tiol)al posters and black-and~white portraits of the leaders of Yenan's 
New Democracy,. of Roosevelt,. Churchill, Stalin, and Chiang Kai-shek ; 
and those fairly detailed, well-made maps of the • Communist-controlled 
war areas and the different. World \Var theatres which are displayed 
everywhere in the Border Region. 

I • followed the Liberation Daily regularly with the help of translators 
and referred to its back numbers to satisfy myself that its editorial 
policy was uninfluenced by the presence of critical visitors in Yenan. I 
compared in detail full translations of an old copy of the Kuomintang
owned Goverhment newspaper, Central Daily News, which T had 
brought from Chungking, and of the Liberation Daily of the same 
date. · 
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The Liberati~n Daily seems to me an incomparably better and more 
factual paper than any of the dozen dailies in Chungking which are so 
dependent upon the material of the government;.owned Central News 
Agency and so strictly censored in their editorials and the1r individual 
reporting that they. ar(l almost uniform in their insipid contents and 

their colourless. cha~acter. .. ·•· .. . •.........•. ·••·.• • •••..• •·•. •• << •..•• • .• ••·•·•······•·•• ••.••••. ··• •.•••• ····• • • < •• • • .••. •·· •• · • · 

These are the main differences between the Yenan and Chungking 
Press. 

The • Liberation Daily devotes much more attention to the war in 
China than any of the Chungking papers can do, It makes the war a 
live issue of popular concern and fascinati~n, givin.g fir,st-hand accounts 
from the fronts, • which ~re practically absent fro111 th.~ Chungking Press 
because the Kuomintang Army discourages the presence of war corres
pondents onthe scene of action and censors reporters most unreasonably 
even in rear areas. 

The Y enan paper does not restrict itself to coverage of the warfare 
at the Communist fighting fronts but makes fairly full use of Chung

. king's war communiques, although the Chinese Communists are as 
sceptical of their reliability as American military critics. By contrast, the 
Chungking newspapers have not been permittecl for five years to print 
any reports about the war in the Communist-controlled front 
areas. 

The Liberation Daily analyses the • Chinese, Pacific, and World War 
situations in a much more scientific and realistic manner,. without any 
of the vague wishful thinking about China's own 111ilitary position or 
the naive reproaches against her Allies which characterize the Kuomin
tang-inspired cliche editorials of the Chungking papers. 

Detailed reports and critical comments on the civilian war effort in 
the Communist-controlled areas deal in a concrete and practical manner 
with all phases of political, economic, social, and cultural developments 
and take up at least one-quarter to one-third of each issue. A whole page 
is often devoted to the painstaking description of typical examples of 
good or bad units of the army, of sch()ols, co-operatives, factories, 
hospitals, village or district governments, and party organizations-
for others to learn from and for the encouragement of popular interest 
and criticism. 

All this ·reporting about domestic affairs has no parallel • in. the 
Chungking papers, which are not permitted to take a factual approach 
to any important subject of internal policy ; for all iss11:es ofinterest to 
Chungking readers are also elements in the growing_ crisis of the 
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Kuomintang regime and· therefore more or less un<ler the taboo of a 
rigid censorship. 

The entertainment matter • of the Liberation Daily is on a higher 
literary level and is more serious and purposeful, yet of a more truly 
popular kind than that of the Kuomintang Press. . . .. . . · 

,Advertisements upon which even the· heavily subsidized Kuomintang 
papers have to rely, to such a large extent that they fill a good part of 
their four to six pages, play only a small role in the Yenan paper. 

The Liberation Daily is frankly a crusading organ. Its manifold cam
paigns are of a thoroughly positive character, designed to support, 
explain, aud popularize the policies ofthe New Democracy for the war 
against Japan and for general. progress. Criticism· of the. Kuomintang 
regime in Chungking occurs, as a rule, more by implication than as a 
1llain ·subject. 

I did not find the paper boring, in spite of its preoccupation with 
many matters of practical, didactic detail, and. came to understand the 
enthusiasm .with which the unsophisticated pioneers in all strata of the 
Border Region seem to rely upon it as their guide and teacher. Wher
ever. I was able to compare its writings with reality, the Liberation' 
Daily seemed. to deserve its reputation of honesty and reliability. 

1 saw also front-line ne\Vspapers from the Anti-Japanese War Bases 
which seem to be original in character, although they apply the line set 
by the Liberation. Daily to the specific . conditions and tasks of their 
respective . territories. •··•• They reflect tlie extreme difficulties in the war 
areas under. which the fighting ····forces, the · local· governments, the 
people, and the newspapers. themselves • carry out the basic· demands of 
Yenan's relentless crusade for victory and .progress. 

The • Press in Communist China is certainly not free in our sense. 
Censorship as such may really not exist, yet its essence and the element 
of guidance from above are inherent in two facts: The primaty news 
organs are owned and run by organizations of the Communist party and 
local governments. And their staff members,. both Communists and 
non-Communists, are selected for proved loyalty to the existing regime, 
which implies their willingness to conform to all official policies. 

It is one of the aiiUS of these policies under the • New Democracy to 
develop the initiative and stimulate the criticism of non-Communists. 
The newspapers evidently try • to reflect the . views of a coalition of 
progressive patriots among which the Communists are the leading group. 
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Yet, it is of course impossible to judge how .far this ideal is actually 
being accomplished. 

The leaders. in Yenan were not apologetic ;about the guidance they 
exert over the Press. But they told me that they realized. the need for 
additional independent newspapers in the • future and that the New 
Democracy definitely prqvided for their. freei development, not as a 
mere concession to non-Communists but in the interest of strengthening 
the new regime. 

The present restriction of the freedom of the Press was motivated by 
three sets of compelling circumstances. 

First, the peculiarities of the war situation • in Communist-controlled 
China make the Press an.important instrument for mobilizing the people 
and fighting· the enemy. The Japanese and their puppets are .within 
a few dozen miles of almost any point in the• war areas, and within one 
or two hundred miles of Yenan and all important towns in the Border 
Region itself. The struggle with them is incessant; it permeates all 
phases of life in the Communist-controlled regions and is fought as a 
combination of military, political, economic, and psychological warfare 
of .a popular character ; so that it is considered necessary to give the 
civilian population a maximum of clear guidance through a thoroughly 
responsible Press which must work in close contact with the military 
and civilian authorities. 

Second, the Sino-Japanese conflict in those areas is complicated by 
the war of nerves which Chungking carries on against the Communists. 
" Numerous secret agents of the Kuomintang try relentlessly to spread 
dissension and dissatisfaction in our areas," 1 was told by many Chinese 
and by the few foreigners who have lived for years in Y enan territories, 
" so that it is necessary that the Press shall not play into their hands, 
even unwittingly." 

Finally, material conditions are at present singularly unsuited to the 
development of independent newspapers. No private enterprise could 
hope to overcome the difficulties of obtaining machinery and newsprint, 
of collecting other than local information, and of securing. a worth
while number of readers among a scattered rural population which is 
only beginning to emerge from its illiteracy. 

There are at present no Kuomintang newspapers in Communist-con
trolled China, although the Communist party is still. able to publish its 
New China Daily in Chtmgking. 

What are the reasons for this contradictory situation ? 
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Chung~ingneverto.oka serious interest in establishing a Kuomintang 
organ inYenan and the Border Region becauseit could not have hoped 
to appe?l t() any group .of cons.equence eyen iftb.e Communists had given 
itfullfreedomto expressits views. For theKuomintang followers in 
the present Border Region have. always belonged to the progressive 
wing of the party and never ceased to be critical of its right wing, which 
has domiMted the National Governmentsince 1917. Those progressive 
Kuomintang members of the old Sun Y at-sen school came to co-operate 
closely with the Communists, especially since the introduction of the 
New Democracy. I talked to several.ofthem and found that no Kuo
mintang paperwouldinterest them unless it took its critical stand on the 
basis of genuine United.Front co-ol?erationwith other political parties
a policy Chungking woul~ be unable to aqopt on one side of the blockade 
wall while rejecting it on the other. 

The former supporters of the right-wing Kuomintang in the present 
Border Region, however, were swept away by the agrarian revolution 
of the Communists before the Sino-Japanese War. They were corrupt 
local war lords who for several years paid nominal allegiance to the 
Kuomintang, in exchange for the right to continue their feudal rule 
over "their " people under an equally nominal overlordship of the 
National Government. Chiang Kai-shek's former co-operation with 
those local war lords h~ not forgotten and is responsible for the continu
ing distrustof Chungking among the. old gentryin the Border Region. 

Some .•copies of Chungking's. •newspapers still. find their way to 
Yenan; but it seemsfromwhat some landlords and merchants told me 
that they have only one effect : to reinforce the critical views ofnon
Communistsin the Border Region about the policies of the Kuomintang 
and the National Government. 

The surviving Kuomintang organization in Chin-cha-chi, the largest 
of the Communists' Anti-Japanese War Bases in North China, had 
its own newspaper until 1941. . But that paper had to be dosed down 
for lack of funds when.. Kuomintang headquarters in Chungking dis
owned the organization on account of its co-operation with the Com~ 
munists and non-party groups in the spirit of the United Front. Liberal 
Kuomintang elements in -other Anti-Japanese War Bases were equally 
disowned by Chungking. Right-wing Kuomintang members are more 
numerous in the war. areas than in the Border Region. But, being 
declared.enemies of the United Front and accused of co-operation with 
Japan's puppets, they would never get permission from the Communists 
to maintain their own newspapers even if they were able to do so. 

G 
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However, the National Government. had 'no reason to. suppress the 
Communists' New China Daily in Chungking. The special censorship 
of. the pap<rr .has made it colourless and on the whole so uninteresting 
that it is regarded as innocuous. On the other hand, its continued 
publication is even useful to the National Government• •because• it 
provides it with a worth-while argument for foreign and • liberal home 
consumption about its tolerant attitude toward the Communists. 

Freedom of speech in Communist-<..ontrolled China is also not of the 
same kind as inAmerica and Britain, although Yenan compares favour
ably Wlth Chungkini in this respect, too. . .. 

The .saddest aspect ()£the. suppression of free speech in .the Chung
king regions is that it is so ruthlessly applied to those, even inside the 
,Kuomintang's party organization itself, who are anxious to make 
Chiang Kai-shek's regime survive by pressing for the urgently needed 
and popularly demanded democratic reforms . which alone can prevent 
its eventual eclipse. A prominent member of the Kuomintang and the 
National Governmentin Chungking once told me he had d.iscovered that 
one of his house-boys, acting for General Tai Li's Secret Police, wrote 
down the name of everyone who visited his villa,. eavesdropped on 
conversations, and reported in detail about his master. 

In Yenan, ho.wever, freedom of speech in general is not only unre
stricted but actually encouraged, to bring about improvements of the 
existing regime of the New Democracy-inside as well as outside the 
Communist party. 

In one regard Yenan's suppression of free speech would seem more 
ruthless and .effective than Chungking's-where defeatist and com
promising attitudes toward the Chinese puppets of the Japanese are 
concerned. The Communists are proud that they never hadany parallel 
cases to the treason of Wang Ching-wei, Qener~lis!3imo .Chiang Kai
shek's deputy chief of the Kuomintang.and of the National Government, 
who together with a large number of leading partyofficials went over 
to the Japanese. 

Whatever other restrictions of fniedotr} of speech I found in. the 
Border Region seemed less than· in · Chungking the consequence of 
coercion from above and·of secret activities of party and government 
organs. They appeared to a large extent self-imposed or tacitly enfotced 
by the specific social" atmosphere which the popular war against • Japan, 
the defence against Kuornintang underground activities, and the wide- · 
spread pioneer enthusiasm for the New Democracy have created. 
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The great majority.ofthe peopleunderYenan's active influence are 
certainly much more aware of their tasks in the war and in the promo
tion of social progress than the people under Chungking's authoritative 
yet lax and uninspired rule ; ··just as a much larger number of the. people 
on the Yenan side seem to be in fundamental agreement with their 
government than is the case on the Chungking side. And they are 
apparently more aware of the need of. protecting their war effort and 
their new society by reticence toward strangers. 

" But what about dissenters-people who oppose the Y enan regime 
as such ? " I asked Michael Lindsay, the progressive· English Liberal 
who has for years lived in Communist-controlled China. "What would 
happen if somebody said publicly at a meeting that the Kuomintang 
regime is better than the New Democracy of the Communists ? Would 
he be arrested ? " 

'' Ofcourse 11ot,'' Lindsay said. "The others would discuss the state
ment with hirn as a practical problem, in all detail. They might even 
call a special .meeting at which both sides would talk as factually as 
possible; ··• That is all. • And such things have actually happened. The 
authorities don't take a.n interest in anything that is said openly, but the 
people do.'.' 

l heard of such a case from the president of Yenan University. 
" Some of our students expressed the opinion that ' the kind of 

Fascism Chiang Kai-she)cadvocates in his book China's Destiny is good 
for China,' " he said, " arguing that ' the Chinese people are still too 
illiterate and •• ignorant for democracy.' '' 

I .interrupted him: "Do you mean to say that Chiang Kai-shek's 
book. was available to your students ? " 

"Naturally. The fulltext was reprinted in Yenan in a large edition 
together with a critical article by one of our political theoreticians. It 
was sold everywhere and we have it in our library." 

The students in Yenan were more fortunate than we foreign corres
pondents in Chungking who tried in. vain to get permission· from the 
Generalissimo to quote from his book in messages to our papers. More 
than a dozen draft translations• of a committee • of high-ranking govern
ment officials were torn up : it was evidently impossible, in spite of 
further improvements and cuts of the rev1sed Chinese edition, to make 
China's Destiny into a book which would give British or American 
readers the impression that its author really held democratic views. 

" And what happened to the students ? " I asked. 
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"We had long, concrete discussions with them inlarge meetings of 
students and teachers. Their arguments were of course defeated and 
they realized their mistake. ·Everybody learned a great deal fromthat 
episode. We teachers found that w.e had not paid sufficient attention to 

· practical political education and improved our methods. 
"We are not aftaid of freedom of speech on political matters. On 

the contrary, we need it because it hefps us to clarify and popularize 
our policies." 

Chapter Twenty-five 

CHRIST, MOHAMMED, THE SAGES, 

AND THE FAMILY 

FOREIGN missionaries had good reason to side with the Kuo
mintang against the Communists during the grim period of the 
Civil War. They found it impossible to continue their work in 

the embattled Soviet areas and their missions, as a rule, withdrew with 
the Kuomintang authorities before the advance of the Reds. The 
Communist scheme of social revolution evidently left no room for 
religion, while the Kuomintang, led by professing Christians like 
Generalissimo and Mme. Chiang Kai-shek, was eager for mis
sionary aid. 

I was greatly surprised, therefore, that the first favourable opinion 
about the Communists I heard on my arrival in wartime China in 1939 
was from American, Canadian, and British Protestant missionaries who 
had visited Yenan early that year. They told me how well Yenan's 
efforts for victory and social progress compared with those of Chung
king. They had found the Communists free from anti-religious bias and 
inspired with apparently sincere morality. They believed that the 
change of Y enan' s policies would prove to be permanent an<:l hoped that 
Yenan's social reforms would raise China to a higher ethical level and 
make missionary work more effective than it had been in the past. ' •. 

At the time I took no notes of what I heard from those missionaries. 
But five years later in Y enan I found the following entries in · the 
visitors' book of the Guest House. 
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"When Lreturned recently to China from America I was dis
appointed to find so many students unconscious of the war and living the 
same kind of life that they had been used to before the war. This visit 
to Y enan has impressed me very much, for J have discovered here that 
a large body of the very best of Chinese youth .is willing to live simply, 
work. hard, suffer, and· sacrifice everything for the sake of a new and 
free China and for world peace. Your co-operative spirit, your humour 
and creative ability, the· entire absence of class distinction . . . and 
your thorough and sincere· struggle for freedom appeal to me greatly. 
(Signed) Andrew T. Roy." 

" I have seen what I did not think possible, namely, workers, students 
and officials all working • unselfishly together in. the. task· of freeing 
China, of creating socialjustice and of achieving world peace. • In spite 
of poverty and the war of resistance you have created schools, hospitals, 
and new social institutions unlike anything in the world. (Signed) 
S . .Lautenschlager.'' 

"Orie offhe most interesting, profitable, and happy experiences of 
my life. (Signed) George A. Fitch." 

'' I have • been impressed • with the friendly spirit of • co-operation and 
your willingness to sacrifice for your country. . . . We as Christians 
sincerely wish )JOUr cause. \Yell and believe the inclusion of a religious 
faith and worship would greatly strengthen your many fine. qualities 
and bring about ... a relationship to the Supreme Being which makes life 
complete and helps us love all our fellowmen. (Signed) Robt. E. Brown." 

Since that time, various missions and. other foreign-supported Chris
tian organizations like the Y.M.C.A .. have tried to get permission from 
Chungking to take up work in the Communist-controlled areas in 
accordance with repeated invitations from Yenan. 

Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek finally gave his approval in 1942. 
But various Kuomintang organizations, especially those at anti-Yerian 
headquarters in Sian, strongly " advised " the missionaries not to go to 
the Communist-controlled areas. At least one foreign Christian worker 
was black-listed by the Kuomjntang authorities when he attempted to 
remit money toY enan for Chinese Christians. And the Christian organi
zations, anxious not to endanger their work in. Kuomintang-controlled 
territories, did not try to force the issue, although some of them seem 
to have quietly continued their efforts for admittance to Yenan. 

Meanwhile, many of the missionaries had especially good opportuni
ties of watching the trend of the Kuomintang's educational policies 
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toward stricter and stricter thought control in schools and universities 
and Chungking's growing tendency toward intimidation of democratic · 
elements in general. Progressive Chi~ese teachers an(f ~tudents in 
missionary institutions knew a good deal about dev~lopment~irt, the 
Communist-controlled territories which seemed to ' c(}nth1~e ·· in .. the 
opposite direction. The foreign missionary societies in Chiha al'e con
tinuing to co-operate closely with the National Government in Chung
king and try to keep out of political controversy . . But': this has not 
prevented individual missionaries, especially_ on _-- the Protestant ~ide, 
from developing their own opinions about. political trend$ :irf~hiiia:~ ~ 

The majority of the missionaries I met during five ·years-iri tfie 
Kuomintangterritories, although becoming more outspoken about their 
disappointmentin certain aspects of Chungking's policies which hinder 
their work by being either illiberal or inefficient, remain uninclined to 
revise their fundamentally I).egative views about the Chinese Commu
nists or even to take an interest intheir present ideas and practices. But 
a comparatively large minority of liberal men and women in Protestant 
missions have come to think well of the Chinese Communists and do 
not hesitate to say so in their own circles. They are anxious to see 
Chinese national unity established on a democratic basis and to get an 
opportunity to work on the Communist side, too. 

I have found only a few missionaries, however, who are actively 
supporting the Kuomintang in its condemnation of the Communists. 

Shortly before going to Y enan, I met one of the foreign missionaries 
who worked in the present Border Region during the last phase of the 
Civil War until he had to follow the orders from his mission board to 
withdraw. I found him a religious man without political interest but 
with a passion for truth. This is what he told me, omitting at his request 
the names of places and persons he mentioned. 

" We never saw any religious persecution in the Red areas. During 
the fighting between Kuomintang and Communist troops in our district 
our mission station was occupied by a J{eddivi~if)n headqu_al'ters while 
we were absent. But it was evacuated iimriediatelyon our return. The 
commanding general who moved to the vicinity offered tO pay whatever 
damage our buildings might have suffered and was fair .in his dealings 
with us. 

" I know we would suffer no risk in returning to the ;Border Region 
and we are eager to do so. The Communists would certainly welcome 
us, for they realize our usefulness in edu_cationalanq m.~di~~l_:worlc 

0 ~ 
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" I found during my many years of work in China that one could be 
more frank with the Reds than with most officials here in the Kuomin
tang areas. I allowed myself all kinds of criticism there ; yet I was free 
to go wherever I wanted and was never interfered with nor spied upon. 

"Yes, the Communists are of course good at propaganda," the 
missionary replied. I had inquired whether they might not have tried to 
ma{{e a good impression on the few foreigners in their region. " But 
what methods are the Kuomintang authorities using to give foreign 
visitors like you an untrue picture of conditions in certain areas? 

" The Communists, I .believe, will let you go where you want to go. 
You will find them more open-minded than many of the officials on this 
side. And I think you will agree with me that, whatever their political 
beliefs, they have a conception of truth which is closer to ours:" 

In Yenan we asked for a statement about the official attitude of the 
Border Region Government toward religion. ."The New Democracy 
gives everybody freedom·of belief and.worship,'' ·Lo Mai, the secretary 
of the government told us. " Before our law all are equal, no matter 
whether they are Buddhists, Moslems, Christians, or atheists, and we 
give· religious organizations the right. to own property:'' 

Father Shanahan, the American priest who had been included in our 
party atthe personal wish of Generalissimo Chiang Kai .. shek, obtained 
an agreement with .. the Communists about the re-opening of Catholic 
missions before he left Yenan. General Chou En-lai, who had carried 
on the negotiations for the Communists, gave me the following account 
of his understanding with . Father •• Shanahan. 

" He asked me about our conditions for the reopening of Catholic 
missions and I said that they were these (which hold good for Protestant 
missions, too) : Foreign missionaries must observe the laws of the 
Border Region Government. They must not oppose the political 
leadership of the Communist party. A11d they must not use reiigion as 
a means for political activities. Father Shanahan agreed with these 
points. 

" I told him that the Catholic church ·near Yenan and ·the other 
mission buildings they need will be returned to the fathers when they 
resume their work. The Art College of Yenan University is at present 
housed in the Catholic mission station near Yenan and will evacuate as 
soon as the fathers arrive. 

" We promised that the government would give the missionaries full 
freedom for their religious activities, that is, freedom of movement, 
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ceremonies, meetings, and religious connections. He was satisfied with 
these points, too, 

'' Father Shanahan mentioned. before • he left that his mission would 
probably send Spanish fathers to Yenan. 1 told him frankly that in my 
own. opinion Americans or missionaries of other nationalities would be 
more suited. For we are definitely opposing Franco in our publicity and 
this rnight unnecessarily st!ain relations in case Spanish fathers came to 
Yenan." 

Chou En-lai added that he was anxious also to see Protestant mis .. 
sionaries return to Communist-controlled areas and thathewas certain 
of harmonious co-operation with them. But he doubted, for the time 
being, whether Chungking would permit either Catholics or Protestants 
to come. 

The number of Christians in China is probably under one per cent 
of the total population and their number is proportionately even smaller 
in the rural Border Region where pre-war missionary activities were on 
a small scale. In the city limits of Y enan there may be about five hun
dred Christians. Part ofthem are still holding prayer meetings, although 
the withdrawal of the missions before the end of the Civil War left 
them without clergy. 

I met a number of them. None seemed to have suffered in any way 
on account of their religious beliefs. Among them were students of 
Y enan University who said that nobody tried to convert them to 
atheism. Several Communists who had been believers in the past told 
me that they still adhered to Christian ethics and found no difficulty in 
reconciling them with their strong Communist convictions. 

Dr. Fu Lien-chang, the elderly director of the Medical Department 
in Yenan, was one of them. He grew up in the orphanage of a British 
mission in Fukien province, studied in its medical colleage, worked in 
the mission hospital, and finally became its chief during the days of the 
Civil War when the Red Army occupied his town. He spoke with respect 
.of the work his former missionary colleagues had been doing and with 
affection and admiration. of " a British missionary lady from London, 
Miss Rainey, who had a good understanding of the character of the 
Red partisans and helped us devotedly to nurse them. 

" My political beliefs changed at that time although I joined the 
Communist party only several years later," he said. " I am still con
vinced that • Christianity and Communism have much in common. 

" Christ helped the poor. And Christ was anti-Fascist. . . ." 
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The Reverend Comrade Pu Hua-jen, our chief interpreter in Yenan, 
was· a special case : not only because he had been an ordained minister 
before· he became an enthusiastic Communist, but because he still 
professes to an ardent faith in Christ. 

" Bishop " Pu, as the old man was nicknamed many years ago by his 
fellow students because of his religiolJs devotion, was.baptized when his 
belief and a scholarship opened to himthe door of St. John's University 
in Shanghai. He cut his queue off, as one of the first of the students to 
indicate . his progressive . political views, and delved into theological 
studies, being twicevoted the most religious student in the school. 

A pamphlet he wrote, Christianity Can Save. China, brought him 
in contact with one of the leading figures in the days of the war lords, 
Feng Yu-hsiang, who was then in the process of becoming China's 
famous ".Christian. General," and made the Reverend Pu Hua-jen his 
chaplain. 

'' The or9inary way of saving China by Christianity was too slow in 
mY opi11ion,'' Pu said. "I thought it was better to use two weapons
the Bible and the rifle. •. 'This was· my reason for joining General Feng 
Yu-hsiang, whom! still regard as a good man and a patriot." 

The '' Christian General," irnpressed by a visitto Moscow in 1926, 
sentPu there to study certain social policies for him. "And when I saw 
the peasants and workers in Russia leading a happier and more promis
ing life than .our •• people in China, ·• I realized that revolution was more 
effective than preaching. I saw the pictures of Communist martyrs and . 
connected their fate with that . of tli.e crucified Christ and found that 
Christianity and Revolution are not in contradiction to each other. I 
joined the Communist party. as soon as I returned. 

" Even my old mother, who had developed from a Buddhist to one 
of the best Christians in our church, made her way to Communism and 
helped me much in dangerous underground work during the time of 
the Civil War. My son b(!came an enthusiastic C()mmunist at the 
age of twelve and served us as a fearless and clever courier in our dan
gerous illegal work. Three years ago, .when the Japanese captured my 
·boy in a mopping~up campaign in the Communist war areas and 
bayonetted him in. the presence of some comrades who later escaped, he 
died with the words, ' Long live the Communist party, down with 
Japanese Imperialism.' 

" I am still a Christian," Pu said. " The party knows of it and does 
not object. I have even converted a few Comrades. 

G* 
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" Jesus was the leader of the revolution of his. time. His aim was to 
change society so that everybody would be free and happy. But his 
apostles failed in their attempt to create a simple Communism .. Today 
we need not only . Christ's ideas b,ut ·also those of Marx and • Lenin •. in 
order to establish a better society and perman~11t peace: Many Q.hristians 
in China have helped the Communist party very much, and the United 
Front must include Communists as well as patriotic Christians." 

There does not seem to be any conflict, either, between Moham~ 
medanism and the New Democracy, although the l\1Bslerns in the 
Communist-controlled areas are as orthodox and fundamentally as 
suspicious ofnon-Moslems as those anywhere in Northwest China. 

China has a Moslem problem~ It is not nearly so great nor so acute 
as that of India. But the Chinese Moslems, especially in the Northwest, 
have long been complaining about the oppressive intolerance of the 
"Han" (Chinese) who rule them without much regard for their 
religious faith and rituals. Moslem • risings of varying magnitude have 
been frequent : in the old days against the Manchu dynasty ; later 
against local war lords ; and recently both against the Kuomintang 
Government and the survivors of those war lords of whom the Kuo
mintang still make use. 

Dr. Sun Yat-sen had promised the Moslems during the heyday of 
the National Revolution that they would henceforth be considered as 
a national minority and given local autonomy and equal treatment with 
the other national groups-Chinese, Mongols, Manchus, and Tibetans 
-in a virtually federated state. But his succel')sors ignored his promise. 

The Communists, in their effort to unite all parts of the population 
for the war against Japan, made Sun Yat-sen's promise their own. And 
Chungking complains today that Y enan • is trying to gain the support 
of a numerous Moslem population in the•adjoining Kuomintang terri
tories by pampering the comparatively small number .of lVf()slems in 
the areas under its control. 

The various Mohammedan associations in the Border Region and 
• the Anti-Japanese War Bases, which seen1 to con;tain very few if any 

Communists,. stress the fight against " chauvinist. Chinese oppression," 
for the. freedom of. the Moslems' • religious and. cultural life, and for 
Moslem autonomy within China along the lines of Dr. Sun Yat-sen's 
promise. 

Whatever the motives of the Communists may. be .•.. it s¢em~Jba,t the 
demands of the Moslems in their own regions are being satisfied. The 
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ahung are·. free to. perform their rites, new mosques have been built, 
Islamic schools have been established. in areas· with sufficient Moslem 
population, and Moslem refugees from adjoining Kuomintang terri
tories have been helped to settle down.. M7here Moslems and other 
ChineseJive together, mutual insults are. supposed to have decreased 
under the educational influence ofthe Communists ; and where they 
still occur, the community leaders ofboth sides consult and settle such 
incidents. 

One of. the brigades of the Communist-led Eighth Route Army, 
recruited in the Mohammedan areas of Suiyan province, is constituted 
as a Moslem brigade in which all Islamic rituals are observed. .Dr. 
Hans C. Mueller, a refugee physician from Germany, saw the brigade 
when after many years of fighting it was brought to the Bprder Region to 
recuperate. and replenish its great battle losses. He told me that for 
lack of Sl!fficient J.Vfoslem r~cruits in the Border Region its ranks had 
been filled with ordinary • Chinese . who have to live according. to the 
rituals and habits of their. comrades. 

The .• Mongols, to. whom. Dr. Sun Yat-sen gave the same· promise. of 
local autonomy, have also found sympathy and. support in .Yenan and 
are given the rights .of .a national minority. Their number. in the 
Communist-controlled regions is small, but their influence on. their 
compatriots in the territories under the Kuomintang and especially in 
those .at • present under Japanese occupation. may come to play a role 
after the war. 

I met one of the Mongol leaders in the Communist-controlled regions, 
Wulanteleh, the •grandson of a noble in the .. Tumite• tribe of Inner 
Mongolia, . a well-educatt:d man. who has fought all his life. against the 
twofold suppression of the Mongol peopk by the chieftains of the feudal 
tribes and by the Chinese Government, whose policy of pushing 
Chinese settlers into the grasslands of Inner Mongolia reduced the 
pastures of the nomads and aroused their bit,ter opposition. Anti
Japanism brought him, like other Mongols, into closer co-operation with 
the Communists, and he became director of education in Yenan' s 
Institute of NationaL Minorities as well as one of the leaders of the 
M0ngolian Culture Promotion Association. 

"The Mongols everywhere," Wulanteleh said, "have gained much 
more understanding of the position of their nation during the last few 
years. Their bitter experiences. of suppression by the Chinese as well as 
the Japanese have taught them much. 
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"They know from Chiang Kai-shek's book China's Destiny that he 
does not really recognize us as a national group, as Sun Yat-sen did. 
They · demand national equality and. local autonomy under a free and 
democratic Chinese Government." · 

I asked .Wulanteleh whether his people in Inner .• Mongolia wanted 
to be united with those of Outer Mongolia, at present under • Soviet . 
control, and what his idea was about. the return .of Outer Mongolia to 
Chinese suzerainty which is now mere fiction. 

" During a transitionary period," he said, " Inner Mongolia should 
have its own local" government, apart from that ()f Qutt!f Mongolia. 
Inner Mongolia is in a different position, having a much larger Chinese 
population and doser contacts with China • than Outer Mongolia ever 
had. It is too early to predict whether the two may unite in the future. 

" Outer Mongolia has a prpgressive government of the Mongolian 
people. It does not belong to the USSR, although the Russians support 
it. But Outer. Mongolia does. not ·want to belong· to the. Kuomintang 
either. Once the whole of China is no more under a chauvinistic one
party dictatorship. but has a really democratic government which 
recognizes the. rights of national minorities and the national character 
of the Mongols, the present nominal Chinese suzerainty over Outer 
Mongolia will once more become a fact. All the Mongols are willing 
to be part of China when their national minority rights are fully 
recognized." 

Buddha is tolerated by the Communists, like Christ and Mohammed. 
The vague and loosely held superstitions which are all that remained 
of Buddhism among the Chinese peasantry are gradually waning in 
their contact with war and social progress. The religion from which 
they sprang is held by few and offers no problem to the New Democracy. 

The ideological enemies of the Communists are Confucius and the 
other sages of China's distant past, or rather those oftoday who extol 
their ancient wisdom as the eternal truth by which. the Chinese people 
should be ruled. The following, in short, is what Ai Sze-chi, professor 
of philosophy at Yenan University and editor of the hi-monthly Life of 
Learning, told me about the subject. · It was scarcely different from·.the 
opinion of my liberal Chinese friends in Chungking. 

"Confucius was certainly a great progressive statesman at the time 
when slave society began to devt!lop into feudalistic society; for he 
made himself the spokesman of the new ·forces . of feudalism. But all 
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those who used his sayings in later phases. of social development were 
fundamentally. reactionaries who tried to maintain their power by keep-
ing the people's mind in a· feudalistic frame. . · 

" The present Kuomintang Government is no exception. It uses the 
sages for three purposes: (1} To reduce the interest of China's youth 
in. modern, progressive thought and to make young people suspicious 
of the basic truths of new ideas ; (z) Toinstil in the people the idea that 
the teachings of the sages about absolutism, obedience, and the classi
fication of society into feudal groups are fundamentally as valid for 
the' special conditions' ofChina as they everwere; (3) To reinterpret 
Dr. Sun Yat-sen's political philosophy and his political programme 
'in a Confucianlight,with the intention of making his ideas serve as a 
modern. disguise for the contin\lation of the traditional political ideology . 
by which China has been suppressed for thousands of years. 

''China's friends abroad would realize this immediately if Chiang 
Kai-.shek permitted his book China's Destiny to be translated into 
English. For what he preaches in it is feudal, reactionary Confucianism 
inthe role of an emasculated• Sun Yat-senism.'' 

l knew there was. truth in what the professor said on this point, for 
I had seen · a translation of China's Destiny. I had also seen English 
excerpts from. a later • book. of the • Generalissimo about • ecof1omics 
(confidentially distributed among high~ranking party and government 
officials, and recently withdrawn by the author). in which the ideas 
of Confucius and other ancient Chinese sages, rather than the " alien " 
theories of " fur~igners " like Adam Smith and Ricardo, are called the 
foundation. on • which China's •• economic thought and practice must be 
based. And I had heard liberal Kuomintangmen in Chungking express 
their despair· at the • increasingly embarrassing expressions of thought 
on • the part of the· Generalissimo. 

" The Japanese militarists use· Confucianism in a similar way," the 
professor continued, " both at home and in occupied China;in order to 
suppress modern thought and to keep themselves in power. The New 
People's Association tll.e Japanese are using in Manchuria and North 
China has much in common with Chiang Kai-shek's New Life Move
ment.. Both stress· th~ feudal morality of Confucius and both teach 
obedience as their main precept. 

" The Western countries do not use the theories of men who lived at 
the very dawn of their civilization as the basis of their modern political 
ideology and practice. Well, this is what Chiang Kai-shek is doing 
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because he believes it helps him to keep down the desire of the Chinese 
people for a model'n democratic.life. 

" We have to fight against the reactionary misuse of the ancient 
wisdom.· ofthe sages-n.of only in the .Folicies . of. the Kuomintang but 
also in Chinese family life· • where Confucianist traditions . are still so 
firmly entrenched that they are a handicap to democratic progress." 

The Communists are eager to reform family life. But they do not 
try to do it by revolutionary methods or by.any direct.interference with 
the private affairs of the people .. The outdated Confucian traditions of 
the Chinese family-discrimination against women, blind obedience of 
juniors to seniors, and the semi-seclusion of the family unitfrom society. 
-'-are gradually overcome in the course of carrying out the various 
economic, political, and social-reform policies ofthe New Democracy. 

The new methods of agricultural production with their emphasis on 
village-wide co-operation in the fields are slowly ·breaking down the 
ago-old family isolationism ofthe peasantry. General suffrage for men 
and women over the age of eighteen and the new custom of solving 
local problems in public discussion are also making for more equality 
among family members. in their lives at home. And the general process 
of education and political awakening which was set • in motion by the 
various mass movements is making the people increasingly aware of 
the need for the reform of their family lives and its great advantages 
to their own property. The much-vaunted democratic spirit of the 
common Chinese people is thus finding opportunities for full expression. 

The attitude of the Communists toward the family is positive. There 
is no tendency even within their own ranks to dissolve it or to minimize 
its importance in the society they are building up. · 

Peasants like the Labour Hero Wu Men-yu have a sharp eye for the 
private lives of Communist leaders and functionaries. From all I have 
seen and heard, the peasants' respect for the pioneers of the New 
Democracy is to a great e:x:tent due to the simple, clean, and normal 
lives they live. 1 have been to the homes of many of them, met their 
wives, and noticed their affection for their chilpren who have a habit 
of coming in to look at visitors with a healthy childish curiosity. 

Few, if any, .own more .than a few suitcases .could hold-~imple 
clothes and books, bedding, and household utensils. Their furniture is 
mostly provided by . the . organizations. for which • they work, together 
with the caves in which they live. There is no restriction on private 
possessions. But those men get no money salaries and alLof therri were 
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almost incredibly poor when they first came. tQ Y enan : in tatters from 
the Long March ; with a little bundle from years of underground life 
in the Kuomintang regions ; without anything from enemy-occupied 
territo.ties; or from their poor homes in the .Border Region -where 
comforts, even before the wa.r, were only for the wealthiest. 

Yet they would be surprised if one. asked them whether they consider 
themselves poor. After yeats of acute need they. now have enough 
to eat and to -keep warm, and the rosy cheeks of their children. show 
that they are not lacking anything, either. Neither men nor women 
seem to give any thought to· che comforts they would certainly like to 
have some day. What most of them long for are . books and magazines 
from the outside and good music. 

But what about the relations betweeq the sexes, marnage and 
morals? 

George " Ma Hai-teh,'' the American. doctor at the International 
Peace. I;Iospital ·in Yenan, gave me the following. replies which • checked 
with whatever observations Twas able to make myself. 

Being a doctor, he began with the incidence of venereal disease. It 
averages only ~ per cent in. the party and government organizations. and 
is no higher in.the army. All of them enforce strong rules against 
promiscuity. Extra-marital relations are strictly forbidden in the army, 
while marriage is permitted to the soldiers. wherever possible. 

Economic considerations •• •·· are .••. no hindrance •· to marriage • among 
government and party functionaries whose incomes are sufficient to 
rnaintain.families, espe~ially since·.n1ost••wives hold. jobs and get two 
months' paid leave before and after childbirth and adequate allowances 
for children. 

Parents··and families play no role· any more in matchmaking in these 
circles. There are no " overnight " marriages, nor " second wives '' as in 
other parts of China where the old institution of concubines is still in 
existence. The monogamy law is strictly enforced in the .Communist
controlled.areas, and there are no more prostitutes or sing-song girls. 

Love and.couttship,·in spite of .all pioneer obsession for work and 
study, are normal-" and I may say as intense and fiery as at home in 
America or anywhere else," .George added .. 

"Pre-marital intercourse is not considered a sin, for the people here 
are .not prudish ; but it is against the unwritten moral code of party, 
army, and all other o1ganizations, and people marry soon when they 
are in love. 
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"There are comparatively few matrimonial conflicts. The. reasons 
may be that their professional work is mostly a matter of common 
interest to husband and wife and that people have a new and broader 
outlook on life, so .that purely individual problems arise to a smaller 
extent than elsewhere in China~ Divorce is. neither frowned upon nor 
encouraged. Colleagues and friends of partners who are in trouble use 
the probation period before divorce to help them clarify and if possible 
overcome their marriage problems.'' 

The new style of family life among the pioneers of the New Democ
racy seems to have as strong an influence on the peasantry as Yenan' s 
general educational efforts and its enforcement· of modern marriage law 
in the villages. 

The old-style large families in which whole generations live together 
are not breaking up yet. But there are more and more cases in which 
such families voluntarily agree to the democratic election of a family 
head once a year. Such " democratic model families," in which pro
duction plans for the family • farm, money matters, and the complaints 
of individual members are freely discussed in family meetings, are 
propagandized in newspaper articles and yangko dramas. 

Child betrothals are not yet made illegal, because old customs have 
not been sufficiently undermined to make the people · realize their 
immoral character. But parents can no longer force their children into 
marriage, as in other parts of China, if either of the pair objects ; the 
progressive elements in the villages influence old-fashioned families ; 
and the number of such marriages seems to decrease all the time. 
But child slavery under the pretext of. betrothal is now a criminal 
offence. · 

The meaning to children. in Chinese villages of the issue New 
Democracy versus Confucian Tradition became clear to me when ~t my 
request a young Labour Heroine whom I had interviewed ort factory 
problems told me her life story. · 

Her parents, poor farmers in need of a few silver dollars, sold her 
at the age of ten to a landlord family whose crippled son she was to 
marry. 

Year. after year she was worked as hard as any of the grown-up 
servants, beaten and half-staryed because she attempted to run away
against the Confucian principles of filial piety and obedience. When a 
Red Army unit came to her village during the last year of the Civil 
War, she joined up as a "little devil" orderly, working in a sewing 
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group. That sewing group developed into a large uniform factory, and 
the " little devil " into a highly respected Labour Heroine. 

Her own children, she said happily, are leading a better life .... 

Chapter Twenty-six 

THE WAY OF A WOMAN 

r-('ING LING was· brilliant and famous. Her best-seller stories 
_I_ were read by hundreds of thousands of Chinese people to 

whom the revolutionary, anti-Japanese pathos of her heroes 
and heroines appealed in various ways. To some they were exciting 
entertainment of .a new ldnd, fascinating because of their sincerity and 
art. To others they meant inspiration in their desire for Chinese free
dom and progress. She was a truly. emancipated woman, beautiful, 
radical, and courageous--an unusual figure in a country of convention. 

Thatwas in the .old days in Shanghai, years before the Sino-Japanese 
War. 

"Look what has become of her here in Yenan," one of the Kuomin
ting members of our party said to me at a tea we were given, pointing 
at a plump, cheerful little woman who no longer looked young. " She 
has not been writing• for years. She must have ·been silenced .by the 
party machine and disappointed with life here in Yenan. It is the same 
with other revolutionary writers who came to their paradise Yenan." 

Ting Ling was asked why she and other well-known Communists 
novelists had written so little these last y~ars. 

She gave a short speech in reply. There was more urgent work for 
her to do, she said, than to writeJiterature in the old sense. She had 
chosen to devote herself for the time being to practical tasks in journal~ 

· ism, education, and the various mass movements and was busy and 
happy in that work, especially since she realized how much she still 
had to learn about the men and women in this revolutionary society of 
the New Democracy before she could writeliterature for them as she 
had done for the people of the old society from which she came. Noth
ing else prevented her and other old revolutionary writers from resuming 
their literary work. 
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" The intellectual who does not fit into the world she has been preach
ing and fighting for," some of the Kuomintang.people whispered, "the 
talented individualist whom the party machine cannot tolerate. Isn't it 
pitiful ? " 

When I inquired into popular education and art, the mass move
ments, and the position of women in the Communist-controlled areas, 
I often heard TingLing's name mentioned. Months later I asked her . 
for an interview. 

She came one morning, in striped, worn-out men's trousers, a faded 
blue cotton tunic, cloth shoes, and the inevitable soldier's cap. 

Taking off her cap as she sat down, she shook her mane of long, 
straight hair, hunched over· my desk, and looked at me questioningly 
with her extremely large and lively eyes : there was so much to say 
about this new life here ; what did I want her to talk about ? 

I said I wanted to know the story of her life and work. 
She thought for a little while and began, slowly at first, for it was so 

long since she had recalled the past ; but soon she was in eloquent 
ardour, as though she were. living it again. It was fascinating to watch 
her as she spoke. Her full face, plain and beautiful at the same time, 
seemed to have a wider range of expression than any face I knew. At 
one moment during those many hours she looked like a happy, vivacious 
girl, mischievous and emotional, and at another like an inspired Amazon; 
now the image of a mother, passionate in her protective instincts toward 
a family beyond her own ; then the prototype. of the cool, intellectual 
feminist or the picture of an elderly peasant woman, understanding and 
wise. But she seemed always herself, natural and genuine, never playing 
a part. 

This is what she told me~to give me a bit of the social background 
of the time, as she put it, notto talk about herself as an individual. 

" If you recall the old Chinese tale. ' The Dream of the Red Cham
ber,'" she said, "you know exactly what my family was like. My 
grandfather had been a greatlandlord and high official inthe Manchu 
dynasty. Father wasextravagant, spent much money, and died young, 
and the family fortune began to dwindle. My mother hated the old 
society, .left the family with me early in the .century, and became a 
schoolteacher, which was a very unusu,al thing to do .. She was not 
exactly a revolutionary atthat time but was always very libe,ral-m.inqed. 
Much later, when the National Revolution failed in 19i7, mother joined 
the Communists. 
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" When I was small I lived with her at the school where she taught. 
Her reform ideas influenced me from my earliest· years. I had just 
started Middle School .in 1919 when intellectuals in .Peking launched 
that great May Fourth reform movement against feudalism at home 
and imperialism from the outside, whiCh really started the National 
Revolution and led to the formation of both the Kuomintang and 
Communist parties •. That made me a. revolutionary. 

'' Mother allowed me to go to a new, very progressive girls' school 
in Shanghai where a good number of the teachers were Communists. 
But T was still very young, had no knowledge of Chinese. society, and 
the revolutionary ideas I developed were illusory, Utopian, and vague, 
as with many of my class. I was for a while in the anarchist movement 
but soon left the school and the anarchists. 

" I had ~lways read a great many ancient and modern novels and 
poems and be~an spending much time with the members of a new · 
literary society which published Chinese and foreign revolutionary 
books, trying to push the deep ideological changes that were going on in 
China. 

''This 1nade rrre discover my first task. I decided to go back to my 
father's .native place, to study my family who were such typical repre
sentatives·of the old Chinese society·we had to overcome. This was to 
be the basis of criticalliter~ry work of my own. There was much 
material for stories there. But again I gave up. I thought of fleeing from 
everything to Europe, • but I had no money ; • or of accepting a teaching 
job in Malaya, but I was only sixteen and was not allowed to go. 

" T travelled in China for a while, trying to learn about our people 
and their lives, • and studied literature. at another progressive college in 
Shanghai. But I remained restless and my revolutionary ideas were 
still very abstract. I was afraid of party discipline. My main motive 
was to be .a heroine and famous all over the world. 

" In Peking, I lived for three years at one of those strange boarding
houses where poor students, enjoying much freedom, u~ed to discuss 
literature.and revolution. I got nowhere. I felt too weakto wipe out 
injustice in the world, and without purpose in life. I drank an<l. smoked 
a good deal. Sometimes I wept and sometimes I laughed. I tried to 
escape from. myself, learning music . and acting in movies for a short 
while. But nothing in life seemed right to me. 

''·Finally !locked my door and wrote. •I poured out all that was in 
my mind, all my feelings against the old society, my despair that young 
people like myself could not find themselves and did not fit into the 
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present life. I wrote very much, at first short stories arid then also 
novels, mainly in Shanghai .. Many publishers asked for rny manuscripts, 
and friends and editors spoke well of my work. It was so easy to get 
famous because·. r. expressed the feelings of so many in my social class. 
That satisfied my dreams of fame and heroism for a while. But it did 
me harm. It made me proud. 

" At last, under the influence of the political events afterthe split in 
the national-revolutionary front, my revolutionary ideas crystallized. 
While I was working in the Left-wing Writers' Union, editing their 
mag;~.zine, making investigations intothe living conditions of labour in 
the Shanghai factories, and helping the workers in their cultural 
activities, I joined the Communist party. 

" I had.to join secretly, like many others who awakened at that time. 
For those were the years of the White Terror of the Kuomintang 
against all left-wing intellectuals. 

" Great numbers of writers and artists were arrested or kidnapped by 
the Kuomintang, many were tortured or killed. Even the re~ders of 
progressive magazines and students and workers suspected of leftist 
sympathies were persecuted and taken to jail by the thousands. 

"The authorities ofShanghai'sinternational Settlement and French 
Concession helped the Kuomintang suppress books and magazines." 

Ting Ling hesitated a little. 
'' The man I loved, my · hu"sband, was arrested together with four 

other well-known writers. All of them, including a woman, were 
machine-gunned to death in Lunghua prison, near Shanghai, without 
trial That was on February 7, 1931. The shooting became generally 
known, but the Kuomintang banned the news and even the foreign 
Press did not mention it. · 

" They did not find me for a long time, for I worked underground. 
But at last, ~arly in 1933, I too 'Vas detected. In broad daylight in 
Shanghai's International Settlement, Kuomintang plain-clothes men 
kidnapped me, covering me with guns hidden in their sleeves ... On the 
same day they took me to an hotel in the city and a day later by train 
to Nanking, where I was held in one secret Kuomintang confinement 
place after another. . . . .. 

" There was no charge against me and no warrant for my arrest. I 
refused my •jailers' demand to contradict Shanghai rumours that 1 h<1d 
been killed by Kuomintang ·agents. I also refused to write for Kuo
mintang magazines, which were then trying to build up a popular 
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reputation with the help of leftist renegades. The terror against the 
progressive camp, . to which almost all. the talented writers of modern 
China belonged, had left very few who could impress the people in 
favour of the Kuomintang. 

" For months my jailers tried to frighten me day and night, shutting 
me up in a dark room with horrible gangsters, making me believe that 
I would be executed; and inventing new methods•ofrnentaltorture all 
the time. But I remained firm. Tknew mother tried to appeal to the 
courts and Mme. Sun • Yat-sen was supporting her through Yang. 
Ching-fu, a progressive Kuomintang member who was later killed by 
his party." 

The story of Ting Ling's three years' ordeal is too long to be told 
in detail. Renegades from the Communist party were sent to break 
down her • . resistance. . A rightist Kuomintang playwright, Chang 
Tao-fan, whom I had in the meantime come to know as the most illiberal 
Minister.ofPublicity in Chungking, was sent toTing Lingto make her 
work for his party .. Her health broke. do'Vn and she was eventually 
given into the private • custody. of one of the renegades and his • wife, in 
a village near Shanghai, where she was always followed and watched 
by secret agents. At last, in the summer of 1 936; a visitor to her '' host," 
who was sent by the Communist party in Shanghai,. mage secret contact 
with her, and she escaped after three years of illegal detention. 

"Late in 1936, I made my way tothe Border Region. Twas at first 
With the .Red Army at the front, during the last stage of the Civil War, 
as vice .. director of the political department of a regiment and wrote 
articles about my experiences .. I felt very much at home in the army. •It 
was probably the most joyful time of my life . 

• "When the war with· Japan. broke out, I .organized a Battlefield 
Service Corps for the • entertainment of the troops and we· went to the 
front. • At that time, for • a short period, even Kl.lomintang. Army units 
invited us to come to them and we visited them, propagating national 
unity with our own plays, songs, and pictures. 

For awhile TingLing tried to do literary work in Yenan, but she failed. 
" My stimulus had formerly come from disagreement with the atmos

phere of· oppression around me, and later, after the Japanese marched 
into Manchuria, from my desire to make the country wake up and 
resist Japan. 

" But what was there in Y enan to stimulate me by irritation-where 
democracy is alive and the fight against the enemy is being fought ? 
I did not know how to appeal to readers who were not suppressed, 
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dissatisfied, or apathetic-to those new people here for whom I wanted 
to write. 

" I felt that if I were to continue my literary work in the Communist 
areas I had to describe the soldiers, peasants, workers, and all the others 
here in their life and work in this new society. But I did not know them 
well, not nearly so intimately as I had known the old people of my own 
set. And the same was true of other old writers; 

'' Comrade Mao Tse-tung saw what was wrong with those· of us who 
after coming to Yenan continued writing in the old way. We judged 
the value of one another's work by for1nal literary .standards and 
ignored the new public for which we wrote. He said tous, ' Don't write 
for· each other ; write for the people.' " 

She came to realize, as most of the. intellectual Old Guard irf Yenan 
seem to have done, that she had in fact more to learn and unlearn than 
the ordinary peasants in order to fit into the new life. For the peas~nts 
are by nature closer to the reality of Yenan's.new systemthall city~bred 
writers who fanned the revolutionary movement, scarcely anticipating 
its eventual crystallization in this temperate, earth-bound NeW' Democ
racy with it sober problems of hard work and slow progress. 

Politically, too, · Ting Ling found that she had much to learn in 
Yenan-more than many women less brilliant and famous than herself. 
The issue was the women's movement in the Border Region in which 
she and other radical feminists played ·an important part until their 
demands for vario;us special rights for women came ·up for severe 
public criticism in 1942. Their views were still based on attitudes 
formed in the man-centred, anti-feminist society of old China, they were 
told. They ignored the fact that full sex equality had already been 
established here and that for the sake of victory and progress the problem 
for both men and women was now to get on with the practical tasks of 
improving co-operation between all social groups; Their continued 
emphasis on narrow feminism was outdated and harmful. 

The problem merged with others of a similar character and it was 
solved in the process if the movement for the Remoulding of Ideology 
by which old party members learned to adapt their political ideas to the 
changed conditions of the New Democracy. 

Ting Ling realized her mistake, became interested in political theory 
of which, she said, she had known much too little, and spent two years 
of study in the Party School__:_not grudgingly like a defeated prima 
donna, but with the same stubborn determination to find the right way 
which characterized her literary career. 
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She was enthusiastic about the teaching she did while she was learning 
in the Party School. " I helped young writers from the peasantry 
imprbve their style and I still consider this one of my most important 
tasks," she said. " S01ne of the boys and girls who have grown up here 
during the ten years since the agrarian revolution are probably more 
gifted than we old writers and they know the people and the problems 
which must become _the subject of our literature. But most of them 
cannot write well and have much to learn. A fusion of their gifts and ours 
will make the new literature one day." 

She was not certain which type of writer would win the future-the 
native talent, after overcoming the drawbacks of prolonged illiteracy, 
or the veteran intellectuals like herself, once they master the subject 
matter of the new society and have sufficiently remoulded themselves to 
be really part of it. 

Tillg Ling's present work is to learn and teach new methods of 
journalistic reporting. "We still have to learn good reportage," she 
said. "Well-written, fascinating newspaper reports about the life and 
work and the problems of our people.as they affect the New Democracy 
are more important at present than literature. We are still bad at that. 
'.fhe ·liter~ry people don't like that kind of work, and the newspaper 
reporters don't have the necessary training to write well enough .• I want 
to develop a •· new style of reporting . on these matters and am learning 
andteachingit at the same time." 

She spends months on end in factories or villages, living with the 
people, getting acquainted with their problems, helping them in their 
cultural work, teaching yo'Ung factory and village " correspondents " to 
write worth-while reports for the' wall. newspapers and the county 
weeklies. From time to. time the Liberation Daily publishes one of her 
articles from which young writers learn all over the Communist-con
trolled areas. And some of her old colleagues are following her example. 

Men andwomen and school children adore TingLing. They know 
of her past falll.e, but it matters little. They •love her for what she is 
and for what she does to help· them. 

Most of the people of the New Democracy, struggling with the 
handica.p of acquiring fuller literacy in the world's most complicated 
script, are not ready yet for the reading of novels. Ting Ling, by her 
simple, lively newspaper records, her influence in all cultural fields, 
and the occasional stories she tells at village and factory meetings, gives 
them what they want. 



"Chapter Twenty-seven 

A PEOPLE GOES TO SCHOOL 

THE Border Region seems like a big elementary school in 
which almost everybody, young and old, is eager to learn. and

. if at all possible-to teach. 
The system of primary and middle schools and· universities is only a 

small part of the all-embracing educational network the·· Communists 
have spread over the areas under their control. 

All those organizations they have established to push the war effort 
and social progress-army and· militia units, party branches, self
governments . and mass associations, factories and co-operatives, 
hospitals, theatres, and newspapers-have also educational functions. 
And all the policies of the New Democracy, no matter what their specific 
subjects may be, are primarily of an educational nature. 

All thosemeans of civic instruction, practical, concrete, and popular, 
reach more people and spread< knowledge in· a more effective way than 
the schools can do. The school system itself is less advanced and settled 
than that great system of political education. The Communists confess 
that they have made more mistakes in matters of school education than 
in any other field. 

They were faced with an appalling problem when they began their 
work: about 90 per cent of the. people of the Border Region were 
completely illiterate and their general standard of knowledge was 
extremely low, even by comparison with most .other parts of China. 

The Communists decided on a frontal offensive from two sides. As 
a short cut to literacy for young and .old they replaced the complicated 
Chinese script by a simple systern . of plJ.onetic Latin.ization, using the 
twenty-six letters of our alphabet to transliterate. the monosyllabic 
sound of the thousands of • word •. pictures in which. Chinese has been 
written since the dawn of civilization.. And to lay the basis for quick 
advancement of the young generation, • they ·•· prescribed co1llpulsocy 
education for children. Both revolutionary policies were pushed with 
characteristic energy. 

But the· Communists failed in both. They had been too radical, too 
much in advance of their time. And the people told them s.o, in no 
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uncertain terms, although the New Democracy and its system of self
government had not begun to function then. 

In. village meetings~· and in talks with party officials plain peasants 
said that they wanted the old Chinese script for their children and for 
themselves. If they were to learn reading and writing it must be in the 
script in which. the officials, the landlords, and merchants read and 
wrote and in which all the books were printed. The gentry and many 
intellectuals spoke • up : · " You don't. have the facilities to reprint all the 
necessary literature in the new script. You cannot re-educate overnight 
those who are already literate ..• • You .. must first unify the • dialects which 
pronounce the script signs in many differe11t ways, orintroduce standard 
Mandarin Chinese as a universal second language, and that would take 
you dozens of years, even in peacetime." 

The. phonetic Latinization • of ..•. Chinese writing did not become 
popular. Those who learned it-quickly and efficiently enough~re
mai1ledan isolated group, like people who speakEsperanto. 

There was •. equally. strong popular . opposition to compulsory school 
education. • •" We wa!lt our children to learn,". the peasants said, ''.but it 
is too early to force them to go to school. We are poor and short of 
labour and your new production drive sets us great tasks, so that we 
need most of 01.1r children in the fields. Our villages are so small· and 
scattered that • the way ro. the few schools would take them hours every 
day. You have too few teachers, and we are not sure that what our 
children learn in your new schools is • really usefulto them and us.'' And 
many of the peasants refused to .send their- children to school. . · 

The Communists realized. their mistakes and gave up both policies 
for the time being, . although their final aims remai.ned the . same. 
Compulsory education would have to be postponed for a few years until 
economic and schoolimprovements had caught up. And the Latiniza
tion of the script would have to be shelved for a generation or so, until 
the unification of the spoken language...,-an absolute necessity for a truly 
modern China--was accomplished in years of peace and political unity. 

A new offensive against. illiteracy was launched with even greater 
energy. This time by educatio.11al guerrilla tactics which use every 
possible way of infiltration, co.nsider no means o.f attack too .unorthodox 
and primitive, and enlist everybody's initiative in order to push ahead. 

The mass movements were used to. make the learning of a selected 
list of something like one thousand Chinese characters a popular 
pastime and a matter of keen individual and group competition. All 
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potential instructors were stimulated to voluntary co-operation with the 
slowly increasing number of professional teachers-local party and 
government officials, members of the ()ld nuaL schol~r-gentry, and 
especially the "small teachers," that is,· school children who pass on 
their newly acquired knowledge to other children or adults. " Character 
learning " becatn.e the craze in the Border .Region .; and the first goal, .to· 
be able to read the Mass Newspaper with its ''only" x,ooo hiero
glyphic characters, became a kind of promised land to young and old 
who were thil,"sty for knowledge. 

Publicity secured many imitators for inventive pioneers who worked 
out new approaches to the reading problem, like the farmer who had 
single characters written on large boards which he put up at the end 
of his field, memorizing them while he ploughed.. As a result, 8() per 
cent of the people of the. Border. Region are now supposed to know a 
minimum of 3 to 400 characters. And many of the Active Elements in 
villages, factories, and elsewhere who could not read and write a full 
year ago have surpassed the stage of literacy of the Mass Newspaper 
and approached, or even reached that of the normal newspaper, the 
Liberation Daily. 

New types of schools were created, especially in remote rural areas, 
for both children and adults--" people-managed'' schools in which 
local volunteers teach from Yenan-provided textbooks, according to the 
specific needs of the pupils ; " co-operative-run " schools, which use the 
staff of co-operative societies as teachers not only of reading and writing 
but also of other practical subjects for their members ; and " mobile 
winter schools," staffed by normal-school and university students on 
leave who provide short, intense courses for children, adults, and local 
amateur teachers. 

The regular primary schools were improved and parents were con
sulted on their curricula in order to make them more practical in 
general and to adapt them to the needs of particular regions. Great 
efforts were made to train new teachers and raise the qualifications· of 
old-timers. Textbooks were revised .and re-revised to incorporate the 
experiences of model schools as well as amateur schools. 

In consequence ofall those changes and of the simultaneous improve
ment in the economic situation in the villages, school. attendance is now 
much greater than it was during the period of compulsory education. 
It increases more and more rapidly, and l met several primary~shcool 
teachers who were as happy about the inrush of new pupils as shop
keepers are about new customers. '' Never mind.if it means more work," 
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one of them said, " it proves that we are on the right way and that the 
people realize it." 

I visited one of the. model. primary schools-unannounced, to be 
certain that I would see it in its normal routine. It was clean and 
apparently well run,. cheerful, and with a natural sort of discipline which 
had .no trace of regimentation. The children " administer " themselves 
through. elected students' committees· which also decide on whatever 
disciplinary measures may. be necessary. 

The age limits are extremely flexible, so that pupils from six to 
thirteen, seven to fifteen,• eight to nineteen, and. so on, sat together in 
vari()us grades,. according to the time they had spent in school and their 
knowledge. The teachers said that the competition between those age 
groups proved to be stimulating to all. The older pupils have additional 
lessons after school and usually pass quickly from one grade to another. 

Apart. frohl ordinary primary-school lessons, a number of special 
subjects. are taught. New agricultural techniques are. practiced in· con
nection with the production work by which all schools contribute to the 
meals of the children and the maintenance of the schools. Much stress 
is laid on modern hygiene and sanitation and on yangko folk dances. 
Special writing lessons teach the children the type of letters they will 
have to compose .for illiterate peasants in their. home villages. 

The. teacl:lers, •like all ca<lres. in the Communist-controlled. regions, 
spend two hours every <lay on. the" self-study" of general and specific 
subjects in which they lack knowledge, .and I got the impression that 
they were .!ieenly interested • in reading all they. could .lay their. hands 
on. Their little private libraries of Yenan-printed books covered a wide 
range, and the questions they put to me about theJatest developments 
in the outsi<le • world showed • considerable knowledge. 

Yenda., Yenan. University, •is a primitive institution by Western 
standards. But it seemed much more in harmony with the needs of 
China than the more orthodox universities I saw in Kuomintang terri
tories. My first and strongest impression at Yenda was of the uniformly 
robusthealth of students and teachers by contrast with the pitiful state 
of undernourishment of the teachers and almost all but the well-to-do 
students in universities on the Chungking side. 

r did not see one person in Yenda who showed either of the two 
characteristics which I met so frequently in Kuo:ql.intang universities : 
that • prevalent •• expression of frustration from physical weakness and 
intellectual regimentation of students and teachers whose work is a 
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pathetic and often unsuccessful struggle a.gainst formidable odds ; or 
that less frequent air of self~satisfaction and cockiness of the wealthy or 
politically well connected for whom .Jife is easy and · a good career 
certain. 

TheYenda people seem more like. the soldiers or factory workers of 
Y enan : men and women with a sitnple enthusiasm for their practical 
tasks, in many cases quite unintellectual and even primitive by . the 
standards of China's sophisticated upper .class. 

The course in Yenda's Administrative and Natural Science Colleges 
take three years and those in the Art and Literature College two. All 
devote much of their time to general education, not only because the 
basic knowledge of freshmen is on a rather low level, but mainly because 
it is felt that the specialists the New Democracy needs must be 
acquainted with all aspects of its life and must be trained in its.political 
principles. " All their thought must be directed toward· benefiting the · 
masses of the people with what they do," the president of Yenda told 
me; " and they must be versed .. in the mental technique of taking a 
scientific approach to. all practic~l problems. Democracy and science as 
methods of thinking and working, ·taught on the basis of the • develop
ment of the modern world, are therefore the main subjects of our general 
education for all students. For our. purpose is to produce cadres, 
responsible workers, for the New China we are building up." 

The "practical work-and-study periods "-six months each year in 
the Natural Scienc~ College and three months in .the others-are 
considered of special importance to keep the students in close contact 
with society and to accustom them to their future tasks. According to 
their particular subjects, the students spend that period at local govern
ment offices, law courts, banks, or schools ; in arsenals, factories, and 
public works ; in theatrical or folk-dance groups touring the country
side ; in newspaper offices or wherever else they can combine their 
continued theoretical studies or special research work with instructive 
and useful practical work. About 20 pet' cent of their time at Yenda is 
spent in production work. ·This has th.e threefold purpose of achieving 
self-support for the university, acquainting the students with modern 
methods of agriculture, and preventing them from developing into t.he 
type of intellectuals who .are out of touch with the reality of life in the 
society they are to serve. 

But they have no -.vacations and work long hours, so that they seem 
to be able to acquire considerable knowledge during the two or three 
years of their intensive. training. 

.· 
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Chiao Yang, president of Yenda at thirty-six, is a Communist intel
lectual of the Old Guard, well known as a writer. He was the son of a 
rich hmdlord, studied English literature in Shanghai, and came to 
Marxism by way of English philosophy. When he had to flee from the 
Whit~ 'Terror of the Kuomintanghe went to Japan~and to jail-because 
heparticip~ted in the Japanese Marxist movement. 

He did not deny that Marxism is the ideological. basis of Yenda's 
educational policies, . although part of ·.the faculty •. and . many of the 
students are not members qf the Communist party. But he stressed the 
fact that the main aim· of the university is to help in. the realization of 
the New Democracy and that this . has • done away· with narrow dog
matism. 

Nor did he deny the rather primitive character ofYenda's present 
curriculums and the need for aiming at higher scholastic standards for 
freshmen and especially for graduates. . " Our educational system is 
dev~lopin~\Viththe generalprogress of our regions/' he said, "and we 
.must not rush too far ahead ofit. 

"We started on a much more primitive level. Until 1939 we had no 
means or time for anything but specialized short-term training courses 
to meet the most urgent needs of.the army and of mass mobilization 
in general. · They were naturally superficial. 

" After 1939 we made the mistake of going to the other extreme. 
The separate colleges which were later merged into Yenda adopted 
regular university curricula of the kind Chungking is using. This 
isolated us from the people and their needs, in almost the same manner 
in whichChungking'suniversities.are isolated fromthemo And.we had 
to • change. • . To bring education on . all levels into harmony with· the 
actual conditions of the people under the New Democracy was one of 
the main purposes ofthe movementfor the Remoulding of the Ideology 
within the party> and. the reforms we carried out .during the last three 
years .have brought about 'great improvements. 

" We have now achieved that state of synthesis between scientific and 
practical work which corresponds to the requirements of our regions at 
the present time and have linked our higher education with the needs 
of the masses of our people. 

" Before we can raise the level of our higher education, we have to 
accomplish the double task at which our entire educational system is 
now working in Yenda, in the Party School, and in every organization 
-to give more practice and experience to our theorists, and to raise 
and refine the theoretical knowledge and understanding of our practical 
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cadres. Especially the cadres who are natives of the Border Region and 
the other areas under our control are still in need of summing up their 
practical experiences on a higher theoretical level." 

The educators of Yenan have etnergedfrotn.the ~xperimentaLstage 
and have learned from their mistakes. The way ahead seems clear to 
tJ:l.em. But they are anxious to raise the educational level of the masses 
together with that of their university graduates and to prevent the 
development of an intellectual upper stratum which is far above the 
people for whom it is to work. 

" This is the main difference between· out educational policies and 
those the Kuomintang has. taken.over from old China,'' Chfao Yang 
said, " and the main reason why we are more successful With our iseem
ingly primitive but realistic. methods of education." 

I doubt whether the purely scholastic standards. of graduates from 
universities in • Kuomintang China are. much higher today than those of 
Yenda; for their advantages of better. equipment and better trained 
teachers are probably offset by the low vitality from which most of 
the. students and teachers suffer on account ofundernourishment and 
intellectual suppression. 

But I am certain that the men and women from Y enda have greater 
practical knowledge of the kind that is required in present-day China. 
They have a m1.1ch better understanding 'of what the. people need and 
how they can be made to co-operate; They got much better oppor
tunities of helping in the war and in social progress. 

They are luckier than the numerous idealists I met among university 
graduates on the Chungking side, who would gladly undergo another 
spell of undernourishment, in any of the local government organizations 
in little towns and villages where educated young people are so badly 
needed-if only they were enabled to do genuine reform work and help 
the people; 

.· 
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Chapter Twenty-eight 

HOW THEY CHEAT DEATH 

,......, 0 save the· wounded, cure the sick, and raise the standard 
j_ · of health of 9o,ooo,ooo people in the backward, isolated regions 

of the Communists is a constant struggle with material and 
human deficiencies scarcely. imaginable to. the· British reader. 

Nowhere else in· t~e world, it • seems, have· surgery, medicine, and 
public hygiene ever been improvised on such a large scale, so primitively, 
yet so· effectively. 

I. remembered the advice of a Chinese missionary doctor in Chung
king when I began to study the medical situation in Yenan. " Look first 
of all into the basic state of health of the people," he had said. " Their 
power of resistance to disease and of recovery is more important than 
anything else. · In our part of China low rates of resistance and recuper
ation, due to malnutrition and insufficient winter clothing, are a greater 
cause of . preventable death • than our lack of medical supplies and 
personnel. I wonderhow it is on the Communist side." 

I asked the American doctor who has been working at the Irtter
national Peace Hospital in Yenan for six years, • George '' Ma Hai-teh," 
who steadfastly refuses to give • his American family name. 

"Until.some time ago,". he said, "we saw terrible numbers of under
nourished people in our hospitals and outpatient departments. But there 
have been no such cases during the last two years or so. Resistance to 
disease is now perfectly normal Not by the low · Chinese peacetime 
standards, but by American standards. 

" Our mortality rates, post-operational and from disease, are now 
scarcely higher in the Border :Region than they were back home in the 
States in 1936. 

" I should think this is pretty good testimony of what has been done 
here for the basic health of the people. Especially if you consider the 
fundamental poverty and backwardness of these regions and the primi
tive conditions in our hospitals. For we suffer from an infinitely greater 
shortage of personnel, equipment, and medicines than the Kuomintang 
areas, as you will be able to judge for yourself. 

" The basis for the success of our difficult medical work is the realiza
tion of the economic goal set by Mao Tse-tung several years ago-first 
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of all, soldiers and civilians must be well fed and well clad. The people 
are well fed and well clad now. You don't need expert medical opinion 
for that. Just look at them. And compare what you see there with what 
you saw in the Kuomintang regions." 

The truth of George's statement was evident. • Day after day I was 
amazed at the way the Communists had succeeded in this poorest part 
of China to make all the people so well fed, while Chungking's crowds 
looked pathetically undernourished against the background of all the 
natural and commercial wealth of Szechuan, one of China's richest 
provinces, . . .l)(c 

George took us to the Bethune Memorial International Peace Hospital, 
where he works together with Chinese doctors. Tt is the parent institu
tion of the International Peace Hospitals. 

Dr. Norman Bethune, the.great Canadian surgeon and humanist of 
the American-Canadian League for Peace and Democracy to whom the 
hospital is dedicated, fought witl~ the Spanish Republicans and the 
Chinese Communists and died at the China front in consequence of an 
infection received while operating on the wounded. His name is 
venerated like that of few others in the Communist areas. 

The hospital is an unusual place. Rows of caves in a steep, yellow 
hillside are its wards, with overtwo hundred beds. The doctors' and 
nurses' caves at the bottom of the hill .are surrounded by vegetable 
gardens where all the staff, and even patients who are well enough, do 
their production work. Only the two operating theatres are in a build
ing, small but almost luxurious in its solid brick structure, with real 
glass windows and cement floors, and in the gleaming whiteness of its 
interior. 

The " corridors " and " elevators " of the hospital are steep, narrow 
paths, slippery with mud when it rains. The hospital has riO eleCtriCity, 
no running water, and no pressure sterilizers. The only X-ray set is 
practically unserviceable for lack .• of spare. parts and films. The • two 
microscopes are of only . restricted usefulness because there . are no 
modern incubators for bacterial cultures and no essential dyestuffs for 

the preparation of slides. . .. ·• • • . . ··•··• . .. .. . . • ••·.· ... · .. · • .. ••· • •. 
The surgical,·. IUedical, and labm:atory equipment--partly captured 

•" A study of the Child Health Society of China o£5,486 pupils atttmdirigfourteeh 
primary schools in Chungking in. March, 1945, disclosed that only 3,03 per cent. of all 
children were normally nourished ; 59.6. per cent were ttnd.ernourished ; and 37~29 pe.r 
cent were terribly in need of nutrition. The eyes of 64.98 per cent of all children were 
suffering from trachoma." (Chungking broadcast, April 4, 1945). 

.· 
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from the Japanese~would be·· considered insufficient for the poorest 
country hospitals anywhere in the United States, both in quality and 
quantity. Yet the hospital works and works well . .It is a matter of envy 
to all those who come from the Anti-Japanese War Bases, where even 
the most primitive surgical equipment is lacking. 

On my \Vay through the various. departments I saw instrument 
sterilizers made. of old gasoline cans, catgut containers used as test tubes, 
cuticle scissors serving the. ophthalmologists ·for eye . operations, and 
strange contraptions of old dye cans and cardboard for eye testing. I 
heard of doctors who for days carriedtest tubes withbacterial cultures 
on t~eir bodies tosecurethe even temperature which is needed for their 
growth. In the wards there. were water drippers. made by nurses as 
substitutes for watches; for only two .or three people in the whole 
hospital own a watch.. An old caretake.r sitting in his cave had the task 
of ringing a gong whenever the punks burning on a little table in fr.ont 
of him showed that half an hour had passed:-for there is no clock. 

Wires with bells on them were extended outside each row of ward 
caves, with strings branching off to the p~tients' beds. Nurses were 
running into the c~ves when· the • bell tinkled. 

The pharmacy,• housed in several interconnected caves, was scrupu
lously de~nandapparentlywellorganized .• ''Look what the Kuomin
tang's strict medicine blockade means to us," George said, opening a 
little drawer with a few half-empty bottles and boxes. " These are all 
the modern medicines we have. And here is our most precious treasure 
~less than one hundred tablets of various sulfa drugs. Several doctors 
have to agree in consultation that a few of them are needed as an abso
lute.lifes~ver· before••~ny :trlay he used. 

But we help ourselves as welLas we can. They can't prevent us 
from that.''. He pointed at the large shelves along the walls, filled with 
jars and bottles neatly marked in Chinese, English, and German. " All 
those medicines we make ourselves.'' 

This is how Yenan overcame part of its medicine problem. Every 
item in the huge pharmacopoeia of traditional Chinese herb medicine 
was clinically tested by modern medical standards through years of 
hard scientific work. Many useful ingredients were found, new composi
tions were devised, dosages were fixed, and hundreds of substitute 
medicines, in pills, tablets, powders, and mixtures, are.now produced on 
a large scale from local raw materials, · together with some simple 
Western""style drugs. 

}I 
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The pharmaceutical factory outside· Y enan is developing from year 
to year and many smaller factories have sprung from .it all over the 
·communist-controlled war areas. Many of the old-fashioned herb 
doctors are using these new drugs and • doing less harm and more good 
to their patients than they used to with their traditional prescriptions. 

" We also make smallpox vaccines,'' George said, " and quite a 
number of injections, like sheep-liver extract on the basis of the Lilly 
formula. Being economical, we use the guts of the sheep we kill· for 
their livers to make a substitute catgut for surgicaLs\lt\lres,. and thf)ir 
bones to make medical charcoal. We also produce our • .own glass 
ampoules for injections. Quite an enterprise, as you see. . 

'' As a substitute for certain essential drugs, or rather ~s fsgG§ti1:ll,ti 
therapy, we use blood transfusion in cases where it would p.ot: n().rrp..a!ly 
be necessary, and we often get good results. We have no facilitiesfor 
storing blood, so that doctors; nurses, medical students, and relatives 
of patients have to serve as blood donors. 

" But for many of our most urgent problems no makeshift solution 
is possible. For example, local anesthesia is becoming almost impossible, 
since the medical administration of the Border Region with all its 
military and civilian hospitals has only five grams of cocaine left." 

The ward caves made an excellent impression. They were white- . 
washed, bright and airy. Each had six to eight beds, as clean and well 
kept as the caves themselves. On the walls were temperature charts 
woodcuts, and war maps. The patients looked well cared for and as 
comfortable as the apparently devoted nurses could make them under 
difficult conditions. 

I had seen a good number of army, government, private, and mission 
hospitals in Kuomintang China, but none were so clean and efficient 
and seemed to breathe such a cheerful atmosphere of genuine service 
to the sick as this primitive cave hospital. 

More than half of the patients were soldiers or members of their 
families; for the International Peace Hospitals are mainly for the army. 

George showed us one wounded soldier after another. '' And they 
dared tell you in Chungking that the Communist armies did not fight 
and you would not see any wounded here in Y enan ? Of course, we get 
only very few cases from the front, only men who are in need of special 
treatment, for the journey takes weeks and even months. But you can 
see hundreds more, and thousands of disabled men, around Y enan." 

In the medical section several wards were occupied by soldiers 
suffering from relapsing fever. " They take up thirty of our badly needed 

.· 
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beds. They will have to stay for many weeks. A good number ofthem 
we may not be able to cure, and some of them will most probably die. 
All that because we don't have any. Neosalvarsan, of which one single 
shot cures a patient almost immediately and for good." 

I understood his feelings only too well, for I knew that Neosalvarsan, 
like almost any pharmaceutical product from the United States or 
Britain, can be bought freely in Chungking, Sian, and other cities in 
Kuomintang territory where the numerous private medicine shops are 
completely free from government control and surprisingly well stocked 
with hoarded and smuggled supplies and with .goods stolen from Red 
Cross consignments. Those shops sell to anybody who .can afford their 
usurious prices~no matter whether he needs the medicine for treatment 
or wants to store it as a safe c::apital investment. 

The International Peac::e Hospital in. Yenan is well off. by comparison 
with hospitals elsewhere in _the Border Regi"on and the Communist war 
areas. 

We saw an army hospital serving a unit of about ten thousand men. 
Its surgical instruments, old and dull, could easily have been carried 
away in.one .. hand .•. f{alf a dozen quinine pills and a little bottle with a 
watery solution of Mercurochrome were all its " modern-style " medi
cines. Every. one of us, including most of out Kuomintang colleagues, 
were mu~hitnpre~se~ \Vith the poverty ofthe.little hospital and the 
brave way in~ wh.ich.its staff seemed to be carrying on. 

We were resting outside the hospital when somebody recalled the 
most notorious incident of the·· Kuomintang' s medicine blockade against 
the Communist-controlled areas, well known to foreigners in Chung
king. Years ago, American and British friends had sent the Communist 
armies four truckloads . of \he most urgently needed lifesaving drugs 
and precious surgical instruments. The Chungking authorities • held 
them up for years in spite of semi-diplomatic efforts to get them released. 
lV[me .. Sun Yat-sen, the widow of the .founder of the Republic and the 
Kuomintang, interceded with Generalissimo Chiang···Kai-slwk, her 
brother-in-la\V.. But the tt;ucks we}"e eventually confiscated and not 
one ounce .. of the supplies ever. reached Yenan. 

A young officer, MaHan-ping, the son of a wealthy Chinese family 
in Burma who had joined the Eighth Route Army as a medical student, 
had listened with rising emotion. Suddenly he jumped up, shouting, 
" At the front, two years ago, I was with one of our commanders, a 
great fighter. The Japs wounded him in the head. The doctors knew 
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his life would have been saved had we had only one of the special 
instruments which were on those trucks." 

He turned to the Kuomintang members of our party, his voice trem
bling with hatred and his eyes flashing. 

" Those instruments were ours. They were given to us by our 
American and British friends. Your Government had no right to take 
them away." 

And then to us, in fluent English : " This will explain to you who 
was responsible for the death of that brave commander, and. for the 
deaths of many other fighters • . . . who murdered them. 

"I am .sorry. . . . I lose my self-control when lthinkofall.that. 
. . . I cannot help it. . . . I have seentoo ma,ny die wllo C()t~ld lla,ve 
been saved even with those few truckloads." 

I heard much about the .work of the Army Medical Service ofthe 
Eighth Route Army in the war areas from Dr. Hans C. Mt~eller who 
had just returned to Y enan after almost five years at the front. He. is 
a young, -half-Jewish refugee from Germany who had studied medicine 
in Switzerland before he came to China early in 1939 to help in the 
fight against aggression. 

I asked him to tell me ln some detail about a hospital station where 
he had been working recently. 

" .It was in a little village at the front," he said. '' As usual, there was 
no real hospital building of any kind because we have to be mobile all 
the time and cannot think of establishing permanent quarters. 

" The peasants are always willing to let us have rooms for . our 
wounded and sick, and we had rooms for a few men each in about fifty 
houses. In the best house of the village a medium-sized room was 
thoroughly cleaned and whitewashed for use as our operating 
theatre. 

.· 

" How many properly qualified doctors we had at the station ? " 
Mueller laughed. "None. ·· I was not on regular duty there. The army 
used me mainly as consultant for difficult cases and I always spent much 
time travelling from place to place in our military district which has 
nine base hospitals, twenty-seven hospital stations like the one I am 
describing, and altogether two properly qualified men, both fresh from 
medical school: myself and f1 Japanese captive, a fine fellow who soon 
responded to the anti-militaristic education of the Communists and after 
a year or two joined the party. He does excellent, responsible work 
and I trust him as much as the Eighth Route Army people do. 
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"The hospital station itself had four so-called doctors, men who had 
been illiterate a comparatively short time ago, who never went to a 
medi<:al college, andlearned all they know as. nurses and. doctors' assist
ants ... Two of them are quite good, one is bad, and the other very bad. 
M~dically bad, T mean ; . for those men,like all the doctors I met at the 
front, are keen, (ievoted, courageous, and do their very best. 

''The problem at.the front, however, is not s() muchthe deficiency of 
medical knowledge as the terrible< lack of instruments and medicines. 
Under those circumstances ••. better doetors could do little more than 
those men who have at leastlearned all about correct wo1,1nd treatment, 
which in • itself is of inestimable • advantage in China. They are doing 
much. better on .wo1,1nd treatment; I .. am told, tha!l the army medical 
service on.the Kuomintan.g side. 

" Do you know anything about first aid in the Kuomintang Army ? " 
Mueller asked me. 

I told him about a pathetic few hours I had spent with a . British 
doctor in a .. Red. Cross hospital .• in the Kuomin.tang • part • of Central 
China, at.the end of I94-3· Taking me through his surgical warps full 
of wounded soldiers, he kept on explaining to me at one bed after the 
other that this man would. live . . . that another need not have had 
an amputation . . . that this one could be fighting again by now . •. . 
if only the medical service people of Chiang .Kai-shek's army had taught 
their doctors and nurses the elements of first-aid wound treatment in 
the dressing. stations. 

Mueller continued, "Apart from the four 'doctors,' our hospital 
station has about twenty.:.five. nurses, mostly ' little devil' orderlies, local 
boys who joined voluntarily to do their bit. Some of them do the rough 
work. Having gone through that stage and got one hour's daily educa
tion for a while, they began to do actual nursing duties. Wlien they are 
experienced in that, they do dressings· and injections and assist the 
doctors. They make first .. class nurses. ·That is probably the main reason 
for the comparative success of the primitive medical service of the 
Communists. For those nurses really love their work and their patients 
and do their very best for them. The simple political education they get 
is excellent. 

" The hospital stations and the medical service as a whole are not 
cluttered . wit.h auxiliary personnel, for everything has to be highly 
mobile. Apart from a few stretcher-bearers in the fighting. units them
selves, we rely for all services on the peasants. They act as stretcher-
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bearers and do our cooking for us, with the exception of special diets, 
which are taken care of by ' little devils.' 

" But our hospital station, like every other, has three or four political 
workers. You may be surprised and suspicious, as I· was at first. But 
those men are the. busiest and in many respectsrthe most· essential· of all 
the staff. They mobilize the people to help us and show them how to 
do it. They keep up the morale of the wounded and sick and of the 
staff when conditions are grim. They help carry wounded, do nursing 
and all sorts of odd jobs when we have a sudden inrush of casualties. 
They inspect the food ; they organize efficient evacuation when we have 
to move before the enemy ; they propagandize, organize, and work ; 
but I have never found them arrogant, dogmatic, or · rude to 
anybody. They are the spirit behind· it all and a very good type 
of people. 

" Our equipment in the hospital station is incredibly poor. Amputa
tions have to be made with ordinary saws we borrow from the peasants. 
Scalpels are made locally in every war base, from rails our soldiers rip 
up from the J ap-occupied railroads. But they are not keen enough and 
rust. We get all sorts of med.ical odds and ends which our troops 
capture from Japanese first-aid stations and our guerrillas can still buy 
certain Japanese supplies from occupied cities. All those Jap-made 
materials, however, have become scarcer and worse in quality. 

'' Can you imagine that there is now not one complete set of surgical 
instruments any more in thaL whole region with its thirty-six. hospitals 
and hospital stations ? The only one we had was mine. I had brought 
it from Switzerland and lost it through an unfortunate accident during 
a Japanese surprise attack." 

Mueller was furious when I told him about the allegations in Chung
king and Si.an that the Eighth Route Army had not been fighting the 
enemy since 1937· "What a malicious lie," he said. " From 1939 on I 
have always been at the front. There was always action. I have been in 
many fights myself. Some were really on a large scale~ For instance, 
I was right in the middle of one of the big battles of the widespread 
Communist offensive in 1940, called the···Hundred Regiments •Cam
paign ; and then, the year after, in the thick of that terrible mopping-up 
campaign in which the e:r...ymy used zoo,ooo• Japs and puppets against 
much smaller forces on our side. l have seen the Eighth Route Army 
fight year after year, always attacking wherever there was a chance. I 
have seen thousands and thousands of our own wounded.ll 
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" Give me an estimate of how many you thi.nk you have seen alto-
gether," I asked him. · 

He calculated for some time. " Within my own inspection zone, 
travelling around during those years an4 not counting the many months 
I myself was laid up with typhus, typhoid, and dysentery, I must have 
seen at least .9,ooo wounded. That means 9,ooo major cases. 

" Those people in Chungking don't know what the Communisttroops 
are going through. But I do. I have starved with them for periods of 
more than a week at a time in territories the Japs had burned and 
pillaged clean .. I have moved with the troops in actual fighting for several 
weeks at a stretch with barely any sleep. I have seen how they care for 
their wounded and for the stricken civilians in the most difficult cir
cumstances. r ~ave seen many Japanese prisoners and treated a good 
number of.thern .. But I have never seen any sign of the Communists 
attacking Kuomintangtroops. 

''You can tellthemin Chungkinghow•this primitive medical service 
saves its wounded when theehemy comes and when no troops can be 
spared from the aCj:ualfighting lines to protect us. I wonder whether 
there is anything like that on the Kuomintang side. 

'-' I worked once at a big branch of the International Peace Hospital 
near the· front. We were suddenly surrounded by powerful enemy 
forces while our own units, which could not send any troops for our 
protection, were fighting a .considerable distance away. What did our 
people do ? The 6oo patients were scattered and hidden in the hillsides 
in small natural caves, in holes that were quickly dug for them, and in 
bushes.. And the nti,rses, those ' little devil ' orderlies, were running all 
night from one hiding. place to another with food, . water, dressing 
materials, .. and medicines. 

''The ·political workers of the hospital who ·organized all this out
witted the Japs, for they killed or captured only fifty-seven of the staff 
and the patients." 

Mueller asked me, " Have you met General Peng Teh-huai, the 
Vice-Commander in ChiefoftheEighth Route Army ?•" 

I said I had and thought he was a good. man. 
"A good man? .. He is a .marvello1.1s man, a wonderful man. He 

commanded the area where I worked. I got to know him very well. I 
want to tell you a story about him to show you the spirit of those people. 

" He developed a serious stomach ailment and suffered badly, which 
is the reason why he is in Yenan now. The other doctors and I put him 
on a strict special diet. He would not make an exception for himself 
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and continued eating the same coarse food as the men, although he was 
in .constant pain. The politi"cal commissars at our headquarters had to 
inform Yenan. Peng got his orders and obeyed us at last. 

" I admire thoseEighth Rou~e Army people. That was the reason 
why I stayed on and lived on millet and wheat,. without most of the 
things . I like in life and without. a cha.n~e. ~o improve mY medical 
education-although I am not a (Jommunist.and, with. all my hatred for 
Fascism, not at all interested in politics." 

In Yenan, Dr. Mueller met Qne of those " apprentice doctors " who 
are in the majority among the medical officers at the front, and brought 
him along one afternoon for an interview. This is the story twenty-two
year-old " Doctor " Chang Chih-hsien told .me. 

Atthe age of thirteen, he and five other boys in avillageofSzechuan 
province joined the Red Army on the last leg of its Long Marchto 
the present Border Region. As a "little devil" orderly, he did nursing 
and simple pharmacy work for one or two years before he began assisting 
an old Red Army doctor at the front against the Japanese. ·In the 
meantime he had improved his trifling knowledge of. Chinese writing 
and read the books which the Eighth Route Army's medical depart
ment prints especially for such " apprentice doctors " : books . on 
anatomy and physiology, medicine and surgery, which I was told are 
quite good and modern. 

During the last few years he did a doctor's routine duties in co-opera
tion with better qualified men, and he is now in charge of a small out
of-the-way hospital. 

" I still feel rather weak in theory and in surgery," he said, "but I 
am not afraid of medical diagnosis and treatment. My death rate has 
·been low; better than that of most other doctors. But I am now getting 
a really good opportunity to • improve my knowledge. I was just told 
that I will be. admitted to the China Medical College here in Yenan, 
I am very happy about it." 

The young fellow made an excellent impression, intelligent, thought
ful, and modest .. Dr. Mueller said in all seriousness that if he were to 
suffer from any internal trouble he .. would.confidendy entrust. himself 
to Chang. " He actually beat me at <\ difficult diagnosis,'' Mueller 
grinned, ''in the case of an infant••with a severe •case of pneumonia. 
Chang insisted the child's toxic state was the result not only of pnel1-
monia but that there were .definite symptoms of meningitis, too. I did 
not believe him. But he was right." 
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The . China Medical College in Yenflll with its teaching staff of :r 5 
Well..:educatedand experienced' men trains at present 2IO_StudentS in 
medicine and surgery of who~ 6s}ad· for~nerly been " apprentice 
doctors '' in the army, while most of the qthers are middle- andpritnary
s~hool grad.uates. Various other _medical institutions turn out about roo 
doctors each year. 

Both teachers and students in the college give the impression of being 
people who ignore their appalling handicaps and push aheadenthusias
tically with their work. Their .inimeographedtextbooks are translations 
from the few obsolescent American, British, German; and Japanese 
standard works which happ~n:ed, to fil).d their way itlto, the _Border 
Region, or ·coll~ctions oflecttires of the most experienced ainong the 
college teachers. · 

The walls of the .various departments are <foyered wjth · medical 
drawings made .•. by students._ and _·_·_ teachers, charts -.·. analyzi!ig _. hospital 
experiences, . pictures • of . the leading scientists of all ag-es ·and . countries, 
work n:cords kept by the stt1dents, and encouraging slogans. The lack 
of eqt~ipxnent and • w~rkipg ma~erial is ·pathetic. 

There is an· almost solemn atmosphere of seriousness everywhere. 
The students know they have only three years for their theoretical 
studies ; but they mean to use their time as well as possible. 

The college has its own hospital, a well-run branch ·of the :Bethune 
Memorial · International Peace -Hospital in which the students work 
alreadybef,oretheir One ye~r's internsh,ip S() _• thafthey may make .up .. in 
practicalexperience wha~they tnissinthe()retical tr;1ining. 

Oyer the platform ofth,e college's large auditoriun1 isahar1d-written 
message of Mao Tse-tung : '' Save the peopie from death ; help ~he 
wo]lnded. ; qtrry out reyo}Qti~n~ry humanism." ... · . . . . 
"By. contrast with these demands, scores of boy and girl students were 

sitting on the floor of the hall, spinning cotton yarn when we looked 
in, -It was their leisu_re time, we· were told, and everyone in the Border 
Region was supposed to participate in the production movement, no 
matter how irnportant his· professional duties.might be. 

At the end of our visit· the "director of the college asked for our 
criticism. Some of us told him wethought that medical students, 
being so urgently needed and having only three years for their 
studies, sh.ould be free from production tasks. A few weeks later 
the suggestion had been accepted, and no more spinning and agri
cultural work is now done by the students and staff ofthe Medical 
College. 

H* 
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From all I heard and saw I have no doubt that the soldiers and the 
masses of· the people are already getting better medical. services in the 
Communist-controlled half of China than they do on the Kuomintang 
side where administrative shortcomings impede the full use of much 
greater human and material facilities. Whatever medical supplies thet:e 
are on the Yenan side go to the people who need them most, not to the 
highest bidders. And the army comes first, not last. 

The doctors .in the Yenan territories serve where they are of most 
use, instead of continuing in overcommercialized private practices-like 
the experienced doctors in the Kuolll.intang areas who are not con
scripted into the army and who can scarcely be expected to join volun
tarily under the present condition of the medical service because that 
would .mean condemning their families to virtual starvation and them
selves to a futile bureaucratic routine. 

" The most important factor in our medical work," one of the doctors 
in Yenan told me, '' is the encouragement we get from the Government, 
the party, and the army. Their policies a:te aimed at the full use of all 
available facilities for all who need them. They.are always willing to 
listen to our suggestions. And they have inspired all our medical workers 
with an enthusiastic fighting spirit for victory and progress." 

I thought of several friends in Chungking's medical profession
responsible men of liberal leanings in the medical administration and 
private and missionary doctors-how frustrated they are in their desire 
to make the best of the existing supplies and· facilities for real service 
to the army and the people ; how handicapped in their fight against 
corruption and inefficiency ; and how disillusioned by the helpless 
indifference of the bureaucratic one-party dictatorship of the Kuo
mintang .... 

Chapter Twenty-nine 

MAN IS GOOD 

DURING all the time. I spent in the Border Region I ~as <lJ1 
. the lookout for indications of secret-police activities of a terrorist~c 
• · ···nature. According to Kuomintang allegations they were an integral 

part of the Communist system. 
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The police is not much in evidence but seems on its guard. It 
consists of the uniformed policemen of Y enan and other municipalities 
the people's militia in the rural areas, and a special organization along 
Scotland Yard lines under the Public Safety Department of the Border 
Region Government. 

The movement of all persons is controlled. by a system of passes for 
overland travellers and .for visitors to some important organs •. of the 

, Government and the party in Yenan. But those passes are apparently 
issued in a routine manner by the organizations in which people work, 
like government offices, factories, colleges, etc., or by local administra-
tive authorities. • 

r got the impression that almost everybody is on the watch for spies 
-the police, the militia, the army, the Government and party organs, 
and also the people themselves .. For untilt"ecently spies seem to have 

, been numerQus in the Border. Region-enemy spies. from the near-by 
Japanese-occupied lines ; and especially " home spies " of the three 
separate secret-police organizations of the Kuomintang army, party, 
and government which vie with one another for the best results of their 
anti-Comm11nist work in the Border Region. But the constant vigilance 
a~ainst these underground forces s.eemed free fro!U that element of 
hysteria which might lead to indiscriminate suspicion . and to political 
terror against innocent people. Nor did I discover any tendency to 11se 
the need for protection against secret agents as a pretext for police 
control over the political thought ofCommunists and non-Communists. 

On the co11trary, I found a surprisingly lenient and sanguine attitude 
toward.political qffenders and other "anti-social elements'.' and toward 
crime in general, which seemed to indicate a. break with the . grim 
revolutionary methods the Communists practised in the past. The 
conviction that man is not born evil and that most wrongdoers can be 
improved by proper social •• educationapparently determines the judicial 
policies of Y enan .• In recent years the Comtnunists have come to believe 
that reform, rather than punishment, of offenders against the law is 
the proper basis of dealing with them under the New Democracy; just 
as mediation, rather than litigation, is the correct approach to the 
exercise of civil. law.. To " convert and win over " criminals and to 
'' explain and • arbitrate. '' . quaJ;rels between. potential litigants are the 
main rules of their judicial practice. 

I had my first lesson in the peculiarities of Y enan's judiciary syste~ 
on a visit to the High Court of the Border Region, a compound of a 
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few brick buildings and a n1,1mber of caves high up on a hillside over~ 
looking the. fields of an experimental model farm. 

Lei, meaning Thunder, is the name of the Chief Justice who is at the 
same time the head of the Border Region'sj~dicialadministration. B1,1t 
his name seems inappropriate, • for he gives the impression of being a 
kindly h~Jl1al1ist, ~as. a. great sense of .ll\lpl()l}r, ~p.~ ~§ o11e pf the. most 
popular men of the Communist Old. Guard. · 

After finishing • his studies • at a university in Shanghai, he joined the 
National Revol1,1tion and worked under Chiang Kai-shek in the · 
Whampoa Military Academy. Having been "purged" . from the. 
Kuomintang at the time of Chiang Kai-shek's coup d'etat, he organized 
a local Soviet in Kwangsi province and later tookpartin the Long 
March as a private soldier. Since 1937 he has been in charge of the 
administration of justice in the Border Region, and he is said to have 
helped Mao Tse-tung considerably in mellowing the Communists' 
judicial policies when the New Democracy was introduced. 

Lei • explained the. simple structure of the judiciary. Each county has 
a judicial department and a lower court, • both • with the democratically 
elected county magistrate. as their ex officio chief. Cases of appeal go to 
the High Court of • the Border Region in Y enan. or its branch high 
courts in the sub-regions of which the elected s1,1b-regional prefects are 
the ex officio heads. 

''The main tasks of the law administration,'' he said, ''are to defend 
the interests of the people, to maintain the new social order, and to 
assist the country in winning victory over Japan. 

"Yet," he volunteered," there are still defects in the practices of our 
judiciary. We are trying all the time to overcome them, and the 
criticism we get from the people is very helpful." 

We asked him about the system of criminal-court procedure in the 
Border Region. 

" Prosecution in the Western sense has been abolished for ordinary 
criminal cases," he said. "We gave the people themselves the right to 
act as prosecutors, although in certain cases, like those against spies, the 
Public Safety Bureau is entitled to lead the prosecution. 

" I shall tell you in some detail of a criminal case which happened in 
this valley here, because it became important as a .classical example· for 
our dealings with such matters. 

" There was a witch doctor, a wizard, as the people call them, who 
worked as a professional healer and had not come to the attention of 
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the authorities before. He was asked by an uneducated woman, one of 
the many people in these. regions still steeped in superstition, to treat 
h~r for bleeding • after an abortion. He decided she was obsessed • by a 
ghost which had. to be driven out~ So he applied red-hot irons to her 
face, tied her. thumbs. together, using chopsticks as tourniquets, stuck 
needles into her arms, beat her merciles~>ly, and eventually killed her." 

A woman neighbour reported the deathto the court, although most 
of the people in the little hamlet .at first did not blame the wizard : he 
had not beaten the wolllan but ()nlythe ghost ! 

"Considering the case of great social .iinportam~e, we decided .on 
holding an open mass trial. ·.A jury was formed from. representatives of 
the borough's self-government and of the Women's, Workers', and 
Anti-Japanese People's Organizations. A friend of . the accused was 
admitted as defence council.. The session was attended by two thousand 
people. 

" The . wizard defenged . himself by saying that the woman was 
physically and mentally weak and that this was the reason why. she died 
under his treatment.. Peasants among the public spoke up and reported 
about former cases. in which the man had killed people. · 

'' '!'he crowd was furious. and demanded his execution~ But the Jury 
decided on manslaughter and the jugge pronounced a. sentence of five 
years' imprisoninent,. the highest term provided in the Criminal Code 
ofthe NationaLGovernment." 

" I>oyou mean to saythat youhase yourjudgments on the law codes 
of the National Government in Chungking?" we asked. 

The chief judge. smiled. '' • Th_e fact is that we practice a good number 
of the national law. codes· which are not really applied i;n the Kuomin
tang territories. For example,. the•law .for the .. prosecution of public 
officials isiactuallyapplied only in our areas. The same is true of the law 
against national traitors which the National Governinent promulgated 
shortly after the outbreak of war. It is true also of the marriage law, 
the factory law for the protection of workmen, and the law for the 
protection of tenant. farmers which· restricts rent payments to landlords 
to a maximum of 37·5 per cent of a tenant's crop. That important law 
was published by the National Government long before the war but 
never enforced. 

" This does not mean that we apply every single paragraph of the 
National Government law. Certain features of it do not fit the condi
tions of our struggle against Japan and for genuine democracy. For 
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example, national laws like that on censorship and details of other laws 
which contravene the real interests of the people a~d the requirements 
of the war are not being observed. But our judicial policies are based 
on the principles of the national law .codes and their spirit. 

" It has therefore become necessaryforthe SJvilAffairs Department 
of the Border Region Government and a special committee of the 
People's Political Council to draft certain specific laws, which were 
later approved by plenary meetings of the People's Political Council." 

1 asked him about the main differences between such new laws of the 
Border Region and the laws of the National Government. 

"These are some examples," he said. "Life imprisonment has been 
abolished and prison terms in general have been shorteneq, .. the longest 
term now being ten years. For we believe strongly in the possibility of 
reforming criminals. We have therefore also loosened the regulations 
on parole and release. 

" Yes, capital punishment still exists. But we apply it only to that 
comparatively small number of political and other prisoners whom 
juries and judges consider unable to be converted into useful citizens. 
County courts can pronounce death sentences but the High Court has to 
try such cases again and the confirming sentence of the High Court has 
to be approved by the Political Aff'airs Committee of the Border Region 
Government. From 1938 to the end of 1943 capital punishment has 
been imposed in 104 cases in the entire Border Region. Of these, 17 
cases occurred in 1943· Execution is by shooting." 

The judge continued his account of the changes in national law. " All 
procedure has. been simplified for the convenience of the poeple. In the 
theoretically conceived Kuomintang codes it is often so complicated and 
causes so much expense that it. goes against the interests of the people. 

" In civil law, the principle of our revisions has been to subordinate 
the interest of individuals to that of the people as a whole and to sub
ordinate temporary to long-term considerations." 

The chief method of dispensation of civil law • in the Communist
controlled areas at present is mediation. Court settlements are avoided 
wherever possible. The judicial workers of the Government are.avail
able to the people for mediation, and the elected functionaries of 
various kinds of mass organizations, administra~ive officials, . .labour 
heroes, model workers, and other Active Elements who are. respected 
by the people for their common sense and integrity are often called upon 
by the people to .mediate for them . 

• 

·. 
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" The system of ll1ediation, having been popularized by educational 
campaigns, is spreading all the time and is highly successful. . It is in 
consonance • with the present stage of development of our society and 
our a.drriinistration· and • helps us • to. pro!llote a democratic spirit of 
reconciliation. But our emphasis on mediation does not rob the people 
of the right of having recourse to the courts. Mediation is always 
voluntary." 

We asked I udge Thunder about the ·frequency of political cases 
before the courts and the ways they are dealt with. ·He gave us figures 
most of which were displayed in the High Court room.. The graphs on 
the walls looked faded and must have been there for considerable time. 

"From 1938 to the end of 1943. altogether 769 political offenders 
were sentenced in the Border Region for activities detrimental to the 
war, while other sentences during the same period were 370 for the 
smuggling, sale, and use of opium, and 174 for manslaughter and 
murder. The 104death sentences of which I spoke before concerned 
incorrigiple enemy spiesand other traitors, bandits, and murderers and 
a few cases of embezzlement and opium smuggling." . . · 

It appeared that the number of political trials had been decreasing 
frptr1.year to year becat1se of the success of the Be Frank Movement 
which induces people to confess and convert themselves, • in which case 
they are • not tried and punished, In r 943, only ninety political cases 
came before the courts. 

" And how many persons are at . ptesertt in jail in the· entire Border 
Region?" 

'' Only about fol.lr hundred altogether, political cases and others. 
Fifty-one ofthemareinthejail next door." 

There were several dozen men· sitting in a little coqrtyard which was 
formed by a wall infront of a. long row of caves. They were spinning 
cotton yarn. The ·men looked well.fed •• and in normal health and wore 
faded bluish.cotton uniforms.very much of the same type ·as those of 
their jailers <md the chief judge who accompanied us. 

We talked to them without· any restriction. There was the wizard, a 
primitive-looking man. whose .conversion •. had made progress, according 
to the jail attendant, so that he would probably be released before his 
term expired. He seemed quite· proud of himself whenhe told us that 
during his two or three years in jail he had for the first time in his adult 
life done honest work and that he wanted to make good as a farmer. 
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One of the political prisoners told us his story in the jail's club, a 
cave plastered with pictures and war maps, full of newspapers, maga
zines, books, parlour games, and primitive musical. instruments. 

" Soon after I had left the higher primary school, at the age of nine
teen, my former principal offered to introd\}ce me to • the Blue Shirts 
(the secret Fascist organization· of the Kuomintang), saying that I 
could get a good job through them. I was very poor, knew nothing 
about politics, and had no opportunity of getting a ~ood starL So .. I 
accepted his offer. In the Blue Shirts they assigne~.:rne to an intelli
gence group which . was just . being organized.. After .. some special 
education I was sent to the Border. Region to report certain details about 
the Eighth Route Army. 

" I. had to disguise myself as a peddler and get information from the 
people. I communicated regularly by letter with an old man somewhere 
in the Border Region. For example, if I wanted to tell him that I had 
found out that there were so-and-so many Eighth Route Army men at 
a certain place, I would write that so-and-so .:many· catties of pigs' 
bristles had been received and .he: \lnderstood. and passed on that inform
ation. 

'' I also had the tasks of trying. to mak¢ people antagonistic toward 
the Border Region Government and to sabotage its effort to col~ect grain 
for the Eighth Route Army. 

" Finally, I had to provide quarters for others who came with more 
dangerous assignments, like assassinating certain persons. In these ways 
I worked undetected for three years. I did not really like the work, but 
l continued because I needed the job and the money~ 

" One day a number of plain-clothes Kuornintang men came to my 
lodging. The Eighth Route Army was on their heels and I was arrested, 
while the others escaped. The court sentenced me to five years' 
imprisonment. I have now served two." 

Inquiring in· detail about the actual state of judicial affairs in the 
Border Region and the Anti-Japanese War Bases, I found the judge's 
statements confirmed. by Communists, non-Communists, and the few 
foreigners inY enan who had been living in those areas for several years. 
. Many of the modern laws promulgated by the National Government 
since 1928 but not applied in the Kuomintang areas really seem to be 
observed by the Communists. Their own supplementary laws are not 
of a revolutionary nature )Jut in accordance with the general aims of the 
New Democracy. 
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. procedure still lacks .legal perfection, especially in the lower 
But tP.ere are important compensating factors. . It seems . free 

;orruptioll and. probably suffers· less from bureaucratic . red . tape 
.s the case in · other p;uts of China. The presiding judges in the 

ty courts are popularly .elected. Juries composed of fairly well 
trienced representatives of mass organizations pl;ty a considerable 

t. . And public opillion, being at the same time educated to a new 
rareness ofthelaw, is taken intoaccmmt in a primitive butapparently 

,feetive manner. · 
. . The mediation qf:rp.ost civillawcases. is genuirtely popular and seems 
to be handled with due consideration for common sens.e and the law. It 

. is:I1ota newmethodin_Chmabut hal> revivedandimprovedtheancient 
.: Ct1StQm ·Of. mediation · Which had fallen · into. disrepute, SO that the 
' common peopl~ seelll to have a sense of being protected in their private 
interests which they have not had ·for ·centuries.; ·· 

The mass movement which ·. propagandizes mediation has giveh rise . 
to another popular figure, . the Mediation Labour Hero Ma Hsi-wu who 
like the Farm Labour Hero Wu Men-yu, lias done more thafi govern- · 
ment orders can do to make . the people enthusiastic about new ideas 
This rustic Solomon is affectionately called the "Blue Sky " for the 

,. clarity and jus!ice of his exemplary reconciliations. 
The Policy of 1\1;tgn;tnimity, with its .. aim of winning over and con

verting as many political and other offenders as possible, is no mere 
facade. It has indeed replaced the stern policies of punishment of the 
Civil War period. 

This. break with the past seems due.to the conviction of the Commu
nists that their new political order· cim no longer be overthrown by 
political enemies since the large majority of the non-Communist 
population is now definitely considered · to be firmly on its side. The 
change of legal beliefs it implies would therefore seem to have a sounder 
basis than if it were merely the result of ideological experiment. 

It. must be genuip.e; for the slogan "Convert them and win them 
. over," . applying to all anti-social elements from loafers, thieves, and 
other "backward people" to Japanese war prisoners, "puppets,'' and 
"home_ spies," figures so p~ominently in the political propaganda 
campaigns ofthe rnass movements that the Communists could not afford 
to counteract it in theirjudicial polieies. 



Chapter Thirty 

LIGHT ON THE CRIME MYSTERIES 

A 'r a tea party given us by writers; artists, and other cultu. 
workers in Yenan ·shortly after our arrival, a n(;ltionally.:.knov. 
publicist got up to make " a few remarks on a personal matter." 

"I am Wu Pei-hsiao," he said, "and I protest ag;:~inst the announce
ment in Chungking and Sian newspapers that 1 was kill~d bythe 
Communists. I protest against the so-called ' ·memorial meeting ' hdd 
for me and twenty-three other ' cultural leaders with Kuomintang 
sympathies ' by the Ktiomintang authorities in Sian on March 29, 
1944·" 

There was embarrassed silence among our Kuomintang colleagues 
as Wu turned to them, one hy one .... 

" You know me, don't you ? And you know me. . . . And you know 
me. . . . As you see, I am alive and well. And I may add that I am 
happy here, living with my wife and children, writing what I like 
without being restricted by censorship. . 

'' The Kuomintang ·slanders. our Border .B.egion . in many ways. The 
allegation . that I and many of my twenty-three 'colleagues were · killed 
by the Communists is one of their' s.Ianders." 

A few days later we met another of the " Living 'Corpses," as we 
came to call them, the former Trotskyite Wang Shi~wei, who came to 
the Guest House at our request. This was Wang's account. 

"T joined the Communist party in 1936 without admitting my 
former Trotskyite affiliations and came to Yenan the year after. I 
expressed dissatisfaction with conditions in y enan during the difficult 
period in 1941 when the Kuomintang blockade became so strict that 
we ·. had a very critical time. I published a series of articles in the 
Communist Liberation Daily here in Y enan early that year. in which I 
accused the Communist party of deterioration. After many discussion 
meetings I convinced myself that I had once more been under the 
influence . of Trotskyite ideas. 

" But my problems have all been solved. I was never d~taiMd or 
tried. The progress of the Border Region since that difficult period has 
proved to me even more strikingly thap. theoretical arguments did 
1efore that I was wrong and defeatist during our most critical period. 

234 
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However, the party treated me with its new Policy of Magnanimity 
and I was· again accepted in its ranks soon after my resignation. 

" You see that I am very much alive in spite of the ' memorial 
.meeting ' that was held in Sian for me and allthose others who are 
equally alive. I have also talked. to your Kuo1llintang colleagues who 
know me personally." 

The ghost of this man later crossed my path in the United States. 
One of the most widely read American magazines was. led to believe 
and print a badly distorted • .. story about. vvang, . projecting his past 
political opposition into the present and alleging his mysterious dis
appearance. 

I met in Y enan more and more of the" Living Corpses," and brought 
pictures of ther11back to Chungking. Two of them told me that the 
entire group had planned to present itself to us soon after. our arrival. 
But they had been ~sked to keep in the background since negotiations 
for an understanding between the Kuomintang and Communist parties 
were going on in Chungking, and Yenan did not want to disturb them 
through a demonstrative exposure.of malicious Kuomintang allegations. 

I was also anxious to follow up the grim stories.about Yenan we had 
, heard frorn ·inmates of the. Kuomintang concentration camp at • Sian. 
Nobody I asked seemed to kno:w anything about those men and women 
in the . Sian camp who had given us details about the places at which 
they said. they had lived· and worked in. Yenan before they fled, dis
gusted with the traitorous practices of the Communists and anxious to 
get politi~al re-education .in the camp i11 Sian. 

One nrght, on leaving the director of the Party School after an inter
view, I asked him, as I had asked almost everybody I met, whether he 
could throw any light ori the mysteries of that camp which were still 
occupying my mind. He thought for a while. and said vaguely that he 
seemedtohave heard somewhere that two men had escaped from the 
camp and arrived in Y enan recently. I requested him to make certain 
that we. could see them. 

TwO •hoysapp$aredunescorted at·our .• Guest House one afternoon. 
We five foreigners interviewed them together. The Kuomintang news
papenhen had already left Y enan. " Do you remember me ? " one of 
them greeted• us, grinning. with delight. And strangely. enough, we 
remembered having seen him in the Sian camp .. He described in detail 
the place in the camp where we had met. Both of them related a number 
of little incidents of our visit which nobody in Yenan could possibly 
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have known: how some ofusweredressed,wherewetookphotos,·what 
questions we asked such and such a person, and how one of my 
colleagues burst into a classroom which our guides seemed to avoid. _ 

There was no doubt that • the two boys • were .genuine .• '' Some of us. \ 
were determined to get to you somewhere in the camp and tell you the 
truth about it, at any risk," said the boy we. remembered, twenty-two
year-old Lo Tso-yung. " But our plan became known and one of the 
companies was not allowed to show up at all when you came. The few 
of those boys who were present while you were in the camp found no 
opportunity of getting near you. We were very disappointed, for many 
of us had hoped you would find out about our hardships and we might 
somehow get help through you." 

" Were things in the Labour Camp different from normal when we 
were there ? " we asked. 

The boys laughed. " Of course they were. Very different. Prepara
tions for your visit had been going on for a long time." 

They recounted in much detail, causing us . no end of amusement, 
how the camp and its atmosphere had been changed to suit the. taste of 
correspondents from democratic countries. 

'' You remember the nice blankets on our beds and the good. uniforms 
we wore ? On the day of your arrival they were borrowed from the 
Military Academy, and the blankets were taken back the same night. 

"You remember the large pictures of Roosevelt, Churchill, and 
Stalin together with that of.Chiang Kai-shek in the auditorium? They 
were all new. Churchill and Roosevelt remained. after your visit, but 
Stalin was there only from the morning . until. the night of your visit. 

"You remember the big, nicely ploughed field in the compound ?. It 
had been wastdand for years and was quickly' ploughed up to give you 
the impression that productive work was done in the camp. 

" You remember the English wall newspaper in one of the rooms ? 
It was marked Volume 2, No.5· But we had had only one before that 
and it contained nothing but anti-Communist propaganda. 

" You remember that when we replied to your questions we always 
talked like you about the 'Communists,' the 'Border Region,' the 
'Eighth Route Army,' etc. . . . We had been given speciat·orders 
not to use the terms in which we have to talk normally : ' Traitors, 
' Traitor Region, ' Traitor Army,' etc. . . . 

" What you may not have noticed is that we were much less stiff than 
usual and not standing at attention all the time. For we were ordere<;l 
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to relax very much during your visit and show freedom and activity 
as they. instructed us at morning drills every. day before you • came. And 
the classes you saw, as well as the ball games, were all held especially 
for you.'' 

The two boys were getting more and more excited while they talKed, 
but everything sounded plausible. ·We cross-examined them thoroughly 
and found no contradiction in their accounts, but much that confirmed 
our experiences and impressiomdnthe camp. For the sake. of those who 
are still there not all they said call be reported. 

" Sometime b.efore you came, mimeographed. sheets . with the 
questions you were expected to ask and the replies we were to give had 
bee11 distributed to the • Political Commissars. 0f each company. • They 
were rehearsed at mornin~ drills.. The .company comma:nder read out 
the questions and we.had to .answer!' 

'.'Do you r~call someofthexn?" 
" Yes, of course .• Maybe not in the proper order. Just wait a "'hile, 

we shalLremember them all." We waited patiently as they recou:t:J,ted 
one set ofques~ions and. answers after another. · 

'' ' Why did you ~;;orne here ? '-' Volu11tarily ." 
' How is life· here ? ·~· Very good.' 

'' 'Haveyouany freedom?'___..' Yes, we.are as free as the students in 
the Military Academy/ 

" .,Are the Kuomintang's Three Principles of the People good?'
'·Yes, they are •• good, because they are the theory of national· salvation 
for Chiria.' 

"'Why did you leave the Communist Border Region?'-' Because 
the Communists. don't fight the Japanese and attack only the friendly 
armies of the National Government ; because ·the Communists" plant 
opium ; because of the hungry •life in the Border Region ; and because 
of the hardships we .had to suffer there.' 

"'Did you study MarxisminYenan? '-'Yes, but we didnot under
stand it because it is too hard.'.(" This," one of the boys said," was to 
prevent all those who were only progressive patriots and had never 
seen either Marxist books or the Border Region from getting into 
trouble over theoreticaldiscussions with you.") · 

"'Is Communism good?'-' No, itis not good, because what China. 
needs is· the same industrial development as the United States and 
Britain, without class struggle.' 
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'''Why did you originally go to the Border Region?'-' Because the 
Communists said in their propaganda that they were fighting the 
Japanese.' 

"We were told by our company commanders that our proper replies J, ... 

to your questions would have a great influence on relations between the 
National Government and Allied countries and that it was our duty to 
render good services to the Kuomintang on the occasion of your visit. 
We knew of course what we were to say about the Communists because 
propaganda against them was the main part of all our training." 

we asked the boys about the life stories we had beeri told by some 
of the inmates, at the memorable tea party in the camp. . · 

" All of us were taught individual life stories to tell you in case you 
might ask. Especially the boys and girls who were picked as reliable 
enough to be with you at the tea party. 
· " You remember the girl you talk(!d to ? "one of the boys asked a 
colleague. " The girl who had to tell you that her wealthy parents lived 
in the Border Region and were beheaded with big swords by the 
Communists?" He remembered. "Well," the boy said, "neither her 
parents nor the girl herself ever were in the Border Region. She is in 
the camp because she was accused in Kuomintang territory of being a 
Communist." 

I asked whether they knew the two girls whom I had interviewed. 
Both said they knew them and their real life stories. 

" One of the girls was never in the Border Region, either. She was 
a primary~school teacher in Paochi and was arrested when it was found 
out that her husbandwas in the Border Region. The other one was here 
in Yenan under a different name and ran away with her lover because 
she was · dissatisfied with her husband. 

" Most of the inmates of the camp never were. in Communist regions, 
nor were they Communists before being brought to the camp. About 
70 per cent were progressive patriots who were .arrested all over Free 
China in high schools, universities, or their homes-for advanced 
political ideas. Another 15 per cent or so were wronglyaccused of being 
Communist . party members,. like myself. · . ··And the. few .•. others were 
caught.on their way to the Border .Region • or really left Yenan. of their 
own will. Those who left, as a rule, were homesick and wanted to visit 
their people, had complicated love affairs, or were involved in cases of 
embezzlement. 

" The majority of the boys and girls in the camp have remained 
faithful in their hearts to their political ideas. But most of them don't 
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discuss politics. You never know who of us are spies. There are many 
among us and most people don't .trust one another. One of those you 
interviewed as a pupil-you remember the ()ne who said he had been 
an officer under the famous Communist· General Ho Lung-was 
really a camp official, and another was a student of the Military 
Academy. • 

" How is the treatment in the camp ? " 
" They pretend to be compatatvely kind to us. But every order has 

to be obeyed strictly. Otherwise we are sent to the Inner Detention 
Room and often beaten. That is for minor offences of discipline. But 
those who commit political offences are sent to the Outer Detention 
Room where they are very badly treated and sometimes tortured." 

'' H?w didiyou come to the Labour Camp ? " we· asked young Lo. 
''I . am a lVIanchurian. l joined the' Fifth .• Manchurian Volunteer 

Army during the Japanese occupation ten years ago, when I was little 
mor.e than twelve. When the war between China and Japan broke out 
in 193'7, a group ()f us went to NorthChina and joined up with the 
Eighth Route Army. I • became platoon commander in · the I 15th 
Division under General Lin Piao and was in several battles. When I 
fell. sick in 1938, I was sent to Yenan for treatment. After a while I was 
ordered to accompany.General Cheng, the chief of staff.of my division, 
who was very ill himself, to Chinese Turkestan .. We were to have a long 
rest and good food there, since living conditions were then very hard 
in the Border Region. By 1940 General Cheng had recovered from his 
serious lung and mentaltroub'les, had married his nurse, and we were 
all returning to the Border Region. On the way, in Kansu pmvinces 
we•were arrested by the.l{uomintan.g authorities.'' 

The boy, who had been an active fighter against Japan half of his 
life, then told a stofY ofoverthree years' detention without trial in 
several· Kuomintang jails, of torture, hardship, hunger, and constant 
steadfast denial that he was a Communist. 

" For Treally wasn't a Communist. I was much too young to join 
the party. I was just a patriotic anti-Japanese fighter, like my father in 
Manchuria." 

He spoke of the • sufferings· of General Cheng who died in jail ; of 
Mrs. Cheng who was refused release or even the slightest assistance 
when she gave birth to a child in her cell; of the death of the baby ; of 
the general's repeated hunger strikes by which he tried to force the 
prison authorities to have him unchained ; and of the broken physical 
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state in which he himself was released to the Sian Labour Camp in 
June, 1943. 

" I myself was taken there blindfolded," he said, "that was the way 
I became one of its ' voluntary students.' " 

The story of the other boy, twenty.,.three~year-old Wang Erh-ming, 
was not less grim. 

'' I was a . radio operator ill a· Kuominta11g military. headquarters • in 
Kansu province," he said. "One evening early in 1941 two strangers 
came into my room, told me that there was somebody to see me, and then 
forced·me with their pistols to follow them. 

" With a cloth wrapped aro\}nd my head I was taken somewhere in 
the same town and spent two months in a dark room, chained and 
without being questioned or accused of anything. The next place to 
which they took me was the Detention Room of the Eighth War Zone 
in Lanchow, and I remember the exact address of the place," (He gave 
it to us.) 

" After a few weeks I was questioned as to why I had studied the 
constitution of the Soviet Union. This made it clear to me why I had 
been arrested : I had replied to a letter of afriend who asked me to get 
for him copies of La Marseillaise and the Soviet Constitution and a 
picture of Maxim Gorki. My letter was read by the censor, they told 
me later. 

" I was asked why I had a copy of the Soviet Constitution and 
replied, ' This is supposed to be the time for China to begin practising 
constitutional government ; we must therefore study the constitutions 
of other countries.' The retort was, ' You must be a Communist, then.' 
I denied it. I was not a Communist and knew little about Communism 
although I wanted to learn about it. I was then tied to a stool and 
bricks were forced between my legs and the stool legs, a torture which 
they called ' airplane.' I was tortured in even worse ways afterwards, 
but kept on denying. 

" In March of this year, fourteen< of us were chained together in 
pairs, loaded into a motor van with eight armed guards, and driv~n to 
the Labour Camp in Sian. For. some time I was confined to that little 
courtyard you saw, and then I had drill and classes like the others and 
had to spend my spare time rubbing .bricks to dust for wallplaster.'' 

" What were you taught in ~he camp ? " we asked. 
"We had classes on the 'Three Principles of the People,' on the 

speeches of Chiang Kai~shek, and on history and military arms. We were 
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told that we had to have that training because of our wrong ideology. 
They did not say when we would be released and some had already been 
in the camp for three orfour years ; but we would eventually be sent to 
work against the.' TraitQr Region.' From time to time they released 
individuals who·were willing to work against the Communists· for the 
Special Service, but only if they were able to procure good guarantors. 
When there were ' graduations ' in the camp, one of the slogans at the 
farewell parades used to be ' fight for the annihilation of the traitors.' " 

We asked the other boy, who had been longer in the camp, " Were 
there any preparations when the Chinese writer Dr. Lin Yutang visited 
the carnp earlier this year ? " · 

"Yes, ofcourse. They were sirnilar to those they made for you, but 
not quite. so elaborate. Such visits always gave us trouble." 

" Have the Generalissimo or General Hu Chung,.nan ever visited 
the camp ? '' 

"No.'' 
'.' How were things in the camp after our visit ? " 
"Conditions becall1e still vvorse, ·and supervision was even stricter. 

For. we learned the day after you left us that the Chairman .of the 
Border Region Gove~nlllent,. Lin Pei .. chu,. had gone to Chungking for 
fresh negotiations between the . Communist and Kuomintang parties, 
and the camp authorities feared we might starttrouble." 



BOOK II 

PART ONE-g,ooo,ooo FIGHTING ALLIES 

Chapter Thirty-one 

AN OFFER OF HELP 

GENERAL CHU TEH, the Commander-in-Chief of the Eighth 
Route Army, gave me several interviews on the practical possi
bilities of military co-operation with the Allies. 

We sat for many hours in the one-room building that serves his 
headquarters' staff for conferences-poring over maps, reports, and 
military statistics. 

Chu Teh was in the badgeless blue cotton uniform of the ordinary 
soldier in which I had seen him on social occasions. But the '!nan him
self seemed different. Instefid of the famous big smile, there was an 
expression of firmness and concentration on his broad peasant face. His 
eyes were even keener than usual. The popular figure of the mellow, 
paternal man had changed to that of a cool and forceful commander of 
troops. He was as sparing of wot:ds as I had known him to be at. parties 
and meetings, and just as completely unconventional. But he showed a 
military precision of thinking which surprised me. For the first time I 
understood why the Kuomintang armies during the Civil War and the 
Japanese in the present war regarded the kindly, easy-going Chu Teh 
as a dangerous adversary and brilliant strategist. 

He spoke to me as concretely as though I were a military man 
myself and left it to my own discretion to omit from my writings what
ever might be of use to the. enemy, which was the greater part of the 
many interesting details he told me. 

It was his first opportunity of letting the Allies know how . much 
more the Communist forces could do on the basis of inter-Allied 
collaboration against Japan. than they have. been doing singlehandedly. 
Naturally, I had no means of checking the information General Chu 
Teh gave me; but all his suggestionsim.pressed me as straightforward 
an~ practicable: They made me see even m.ore clearly than I had 
realized before how much we had .already lost by the lack of timely 
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co~ordination with the Communist forces and how much we could. still 
gain by dose contact with them during the last stages of the war agains 
Japan. 

"Our armies and our Anti-Japanese War Bases in the enemy's rear 
are unreservedly at the disposal of the Allies for every possible assist
ance,'' Chu Teh said. "Any Allied representatives are welcome to 
collect on the spot whatever proof they may want of the strength of our 
troops and. our war bases and of our ability to help the Allies even 
more than we did. during our • seven years· of struggle with the Japanese. 

''There are many ways inwhich we can start immediately increasing 
our usefulness to the Allied cause--if only we are given an opportunity." 

Chu Teh spoke at first about the possibilities of ground co-operation 
with the Allied air forces. " We can contribute substantially to the 
success of Allied bombing missions," he said, "for our Anti-Japanese 
War Bases in the enemy's rear surround almost every conceivable target 
in North and Central China, the large Japanese-held cities, industrial 
plants, and. communication lines. And we have our underground 
workers in every centre of Japanese occupation. . 

''.Our areas extend over much of the way from Allied air bases in 
China to Manchuria, Korea, and Japan. A number of your plane crews 
who were forced down have already been brought to safety by our 
forces. Incidentally, this must have enabled them to report to the 
United States Army about the War Bases.they saw and the units of our 
armies which helped them. cross the Japanese lines. With close co
ordination, rescueworkcan be systematlzed and improved." 

Another important matter on which assistance could easily be given 
to the Allies was the supply of intelligence abo.ut the enemy. Ch.u Teh 
might well have claimed that his forces have the best information about 
developments in the enemy's camp. For the Communists have to 
depend upon it ; the quick collection of intelligence is one of the main 
reasons why their forces deep in the Japanese rear have been able for 
seven years to outwit a foe with greatly superior armaments and 
communications. 

Many front-'line officers told me, and Chu.Teh confirmed it, that the 
Communists always have the great advantage over the enemy in 
defensive or offensive operations of knowing well in advance the 
intentions of the Japanese and their troOp·dispositions and movements. 
"For the Chinese people everywhere are onour side," Chu Teh said, 
"and we have ta.ught them the technique of practical co-operation." 
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From what I was told on various occasions l found that military 
h~adquarters in Y enan are exceptionally well informed about . the 
Japanese situation. A number of con,<:reteitems ofintellfgence Chu Teh 
and his officers told me in a casual way during the first t:wo months of 
my stay would, I believe, have been • of considerable practical value to 
the Allies · had there been contacts to pass them on as qtdckly as they 
were received in Yenan.lhad.no doubt thatby.the ~upply of intelli
gence alone the. Chinese Communists . could ·render great assistan.ce to 
the Allies. Chu Teh,. assured me ofhis willingness to share all the 
information of the Eighth Route and New Fourth Armies with the 
American and British forces and to co-operate fully in obtaining any 
additional material of special importance to them which would not 
normally interest Yenan. 

The Communists believe that China will have to play an important 
role in the last phase of the . Allied struggle against Japan, no matter 
how successful the Allied navies ap:d air forces will be in pushing farther 
and farther toward the Japanese islands. For the bulk of Japan's land 
power iri China and Manchuria will s:urvive Allied victories in the 
Pacific and ml1st be destroyed to make victory complete and secure·. 

The weakening of the military forces of the Chinese National 
Government in their resistance against fresh Japanese offensives cannot 
be consideredareason for the Allies to abandonhope of using the China 
theatre for major operations, the . Communists maintained. On the 
contrary, this weakening makes it even more important for the Allies to 
attack the Japanese in China, too. 

'' In this, we can help greatly with our 475,000 regulars,' ' Chu Teh 
said, ''with almost 2,130;ooo. militiamen and with those stable war 
bases we hold everywhere in the enemy's rear. Their strategic value 
cannot be overestimated . 

'' We can also facilitate Allied landings in various parts of China. We 
contro 1 considerable stretches of coast line, especially in Hopeh and 
Shantung provinces in North China and in Kiangsu and Chekiang 
provinces in Central China. Most sections of Japanese-occupied cpast 
line in those areas are close to one or the oth~r of our consolidated 
inland bases and are already the hunting ground ofour guerrill~s. 

" We can even give the Allies some co-operation in C()astalwaters. 
For when our forces, years ago, reached the. se;l at various places they 
succeeded in suppressing the old-established pirates · and in converting 
them by political education to good anti...Japa.nese fighters. Those 
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formerly anti-social elementswhich disturbed the China coast for genera
tions have found new tasks as sea guenillas and .kno-w how to carry 
them out in collaboration with our land guerrillas and regular forces. 
Some Allied friends have already been saved by them. 

" What is even more important, we can . assist Allied .expeditionary 
forces everywhere in their progress through Chinese territory ..•. We can 
effectively protect the flanks of Allied troops and . are especially well 
preparedfor all those tasks. Our men know the terrain like a book, not 
only where they are at present but also in our former Soviet areas in 
strategic parts of Central. Shina • which. . the Kuomintang took from us 
during the Civil War and. later lost • to the Japanese. We have not pene
trated into the former Soviet regions becaus~ Chungking troops 
between our forces and. the Japal1e§e are objecting to the expansion of 
our activities and prefer • having ·the • enemy rather than us in those 
areas. 

''.Our troops ·are expert atharassin~the enemy m.ost·.effectively and 
at preventing him from quicldy ~oncentrating reinforcements where his 
main lines are in • dang~r· They have .great experience in organizing the_ 
masses. of the people • to • a mighty c0-operative .effort )Vith all forces of 
liberation. This particular point will be of greater importance than you 
might think. For.the Allies would have to .cross territories where roads 
are so few and badthatthey could not rely on motorized transport and 
where the.·local people must be not only enthusiastic .but well organized 
and.experie11ced in.ordert~ do their.utmost.in.helping to carry·arms 
and supplies,.to procure basic foodstuffs, and to assist in. collecting 
intelligence a.bout the enemy. 

''The .. •recent•.failures of• National. Govern~ent•• troops in • Honan, 
Hunan, and. Kwangsi provinces were largely due to the complete lack 
of co-.operation between them and the masses of the people ; while 
during all.those years of war. our successes in creating and expanding 
our war bases in •the enemy's •rear were mainly due to• the fact .that our 
democratic methods of awakening and mobilizing • the people have 
virtually. merged them" with our fighting units. This may sound rather 
theoreticalto you, but if any Allied officers with experience of the 
fronts on the Kuomintang side came to our war areas they would 
quickly realize what strength that close co-operation with the people 
gives us and how much help it would mean for Allied forces." 

All this assistance to the Allies would, however, be secondary .to the 
direct use of the Communists' great military strength against the Japa-
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nese. The generals in Y enan are certain of their ability to contribute 
very much in fighting the enemy on their own, either independently, as 
they have ·been doing for seven years, or in regular units directly 
attached to Allied forces. 

" Our experienced regular and militia fighters, our consolidated 
Anti-Japanese War Bases with their surrounding guerrilla areas, and.the 
anti-Japanese struggle of the well-organized population in all those 
territories have already helped the Allies • a great deal during· all those 
years of our isolation from the outside world. The. day will come when 

STRUGGLE FOR GRAIN WITH THE JAPANESE 

this will be realized in spite of Chungking's attempts to disguise and 
deny the truth. 

". . . We can do much more. We can fight in a new manner if our 
own war effort is at last co-ordinated with yours. 

" In order to show you where we can help and where we cannot," 
Chu Teh said, '' • I want. to make it clear that • in the final campaign in 
China Allied strategy will need three categories of forces.: first, special
ized and me.chanized forces like heavy artillery, tanks, ·aircraft, . and so 
on ; second, regular ground forces, infantry, and some cavalry for use 
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at the main front lines ; and third, large numbers of well-organized 
and experienced guerrillas which under the conditions existing in. our 
country must play an important strategic role. · 

" We are certainly able to do very well in the last category. But better 
light equipment than we have at present and larger supplies of cartridges 
and modern• demolition materials would be of very great use in increas
ing our striking power. Furthermore, it would be in the interest of the 
Allies to give us rifles and special arms like bazookas which are at the 
same time light enough to be carried and powerful enough to deal with 
those thousands and thousands ofbrick-built blockhouses and fortifi
cations guarding all the main Japanese communication Jines and the 
enemy's inner defences around the large occupied cities. ' 

" Given som.e such simple supplies.which would not amount to much 
in bulk, and given some occasional air support for· specific tasks, our 
guerrillas and regulars would be able to dovery much more harm to 
the enemy than theyare doing with their present equipment. With such 
support we could on our own recover some importanttowns. We could 
paralyze all the vital communication lines of the Japanese in the whole 
ofNorth China and in our parts ofCentralChina; for we are already 
besieging all. the enemy's .communication lines and .occasionally • inter
rupt them wherever our strategy requires such action. We could rob the 
enemy. completely of whatever economic bases he still has in the so
called occupied areas. And we could so thoroughly exhaust him, at least 
in the whole of North China, that the net results of those operations 
would become a very important factor in the Allied campaign as a 
whole. 

''Strategically, therefore, our role in the counter-offensive•willbeto 
fightthe Japanese in our ovvn ways in their vast rear. Tactically, how
ever, it is absolutely possible for us to help Allied ground forces at the 
main assault fronts. A good part of our armies could operate together 
with those of the Allies, or at least with their specialized and mechan
ized units, in the frontal offensive. For our armies have already 
sufficient experience and military education, apart from having the 
necessary physique, to becmne very good regular troops for operation in 
larger units than we normally employ. All that is required for this 
purpose is to re-equip a number of our divisions with ·arms such as 
modern American and British infantry divisions use, and to give them 
comparatively short training courses in the handling ofthose new arms. 

" Even in this case nothing more elaborate and bulky would be 
required than rifles, light automatic weapons, and infantry guns. Such 
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supplies would give the Allies a strong first-line field force for co-opera., 
tion with their own more heavily armed \lnits. 

" This would not reduce the scale of our guerrilla warfare in the 
enemy's rear. For .we do not lack trained men. Our militia, over two 
million strong and constantly expanding, provides a great reservoir of 
experienced fighters with excellent spirit who could immediately take 
the place of any of our regular troop$ which would be employed together 
with Allied armies. at the regular fronts .•. · Apart from that, the militia 
could greatly increase their own activities to the extent to which ammu-
nition would be made available for their guerrilla warfare.. · 

" Under such conditions, our regular Eighth Route • Army with its 
vast guerrilla support would soon become . an entire Allied wing in 
North China. It would be able to reoccupy some of the large.cities. 

''The fighting power of the New Fourth Army in Central China is 
the same, unit by unit, as that ofthe Eighth Route Army in North 
China. As soon as the New Fourth • Army and its militia auxiliaries 
could be supplied in a similar way-which at first might be soll1e\Vha1: 
more difficult· because of greater transport difficulties-it would gain 
equal strategic importance as an aid to specialized Allied forces in that 
part of the country." 

Chu Teh smiled when I asked him whether the Communists would 
ask the Allies to let them have. tanks and heavy equipment for their 
own use. " Of course not ; we know our limitations. And there are 
two other things we won't ask for. Because we make them ourselves, 
almost everywhere in the enemy's rear : hand grenades and land mines, 
our main weapons. They are most successful. Our men have mastered 
their use completely." He corrected himself. "As a matter of fact, we 
shall ask the Allies for more potent explosives to be used in our hand 
grenades and land mines. That would make a very great difference. 
This one example shows you how much more we could do with compara
tively small quantities ofAllied supplies." 

Chu Teh came at last to the important question of command. "For 
the counter-offensive against Japan in the China theatre,''• he said with 
emphasis, " an Allied High Command over. all Chinese fo~c,es will be 
necessary. Only an Allied commander-in-chief can guarantee equal 
treatment for the various Chinese forces-the armies .of the National 
Government ; • the. troops with close provincial affiliations, mistrusted 
and neglected by Chungking; and ouFow1lregular and militia forces 
which Chungking tries to starve and handicap •• in every possible. way. 
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Only an Allied commander-in-chief can assure the full use of all those 
forces against the enemy and overcome all the handicaps to unified 
contr?l which have hamp~red our war of resistance so )nuch in the. past. 
In· no qther way can co-ordination of the armi~s of China with those of 
the Allies be achieved. 

"No, the question of ' losing face ' by having, say,. an American 
commander.over all Chinese troops would play no role in. the minds of 
the Chinese people or. with our officers· and men. ·• The .. common people, 
like ourselves, would greatly welcome an Allied High Command. For 
they have come to r~alize that Chiang Kai-shek's command is as 
bankrupt militarily as politically .. Moreover, . were • not the . British 
forces and the British people ·willing . to submit to an American 
commander-in-chief for the invasion of Europe and the final assault 
on Germany ? . 

"All the Communist-controlled forces would submifwholeheartedly 
to an Allied commander, for the only thing that matters to them is that 
victory be won as completely and as quickly. as. possible. And victory 
would best be assured by an Allied Supreme Command over all Chinese 
forces. 

" Beyond that, an Allied Supreme Command,. by unifying all Chinese 
forces for the greatest possible war effort, would indirectly lay the 
foundation for true national unity after the war~ And national unity on 
a democratk basis is most e.ssential for China after victory. 

" I can assure you," he summed up . his offer to help the Allies, 
''that co-operationwoulddevelop smoothly.andsuccessfully, for every 
one. of our fighters is • imbued. with a. spirit of unrestdcted inter-Allied 
solidarity and our sole purpose is to defeat the Japanese militarists." 

I found enthusiasm · for unqualified co-operation with the Allies 
expressed by many other military and political leaders, by officers of all 
grades, and a number of simple fighters of• the Eighth Route. Army. 
Their willingness to make whatever sacrifice might be demanded of 
them to winthe war sooner, and at the same time to help save Allied 
lives, impressed me as genuine and dependable. For it seemed to me 
that co-operation with the Allies during and after the war was the very 

· foundation of the realistic scheme of things devised for China by the 
Communists. 

The Communists and their non-party collaborators do not want the 
decisive last round of the war against Japan to be won for China 
exclusively by the Allies. They consider their strength great enough to 

I 
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make an important contribution to victory. And they are convinced that 
eve:njn the al"eas under the control ofthe National Government a great 
revival ofthe.war effort can still be achievedby1carrying out the neces
sary political and military reforms whiph 4ave so long been overdue. 

They believe that only by the ft~llest.1l~e ?f Shina's total 1re1Uaining 
strength in the last stage of the war .can genuine unity and progJ."ess be 
achieved after the defeat of Japan. Only in this way woulq China be· 
enabled to play the international role to which her patriots in all political 
camps have aspired for years. 

The people in Yenan; unlike many in Chungking, have no illusions 
about the Allies' post-war attitude toward China. ·They expect the Allies 
to judge China by two standards when the war is over : by her. real 
contribution to victory ; and by the ability she will have shown. ~uring 
the war to prepare herself politically for partnership in a new, demo
cratic, and progressive world order. 

The Communists expect that when thattime comes the most pathetic 
accounts of China's difficulties in eight or nine yeaTs of war and the 
most eloquent explanations ofher failure in the last·rounds of the fight 
will avail her as little before the judgment of a sobered. world as her 
protests that the Allies have no right to criticize the conduct of 'her 
internal affairs. This, and no false altruism, seems to me the basic 
motive for Yenan's offer to help us in every possible way. 

But what about the help they would expect from us in case of 
collaboration against Japan ? Might the Communists not hope to 
strengthen their post-war military power against the Kuomintang in this 
way ? Chungking had used this argument already against the very first 
American suggestions that the .Communists should be brought into the 
Allied fold. 

I .asked Chu Teh. He laughed and quoted the Chinese equivalent 
of the saying that people in glass houses shouldn't throw stones. " We 
shall accept any conditions the Allies may make for the use of whatever 
arms and materials they may supply us," he added," provided of course 
that they are the same conditions under which arms and materials are 
given to the Kuomintang." 

The Allies did not get the information General Chu Teh had given 
me for them .. My message about .the essence of the interview I had 
with him-as four-fifths of all I reported from Yenan-was suppressed 
by the Chungking censor. 
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But General Joseph W. Stilwell, commander of the American Forces 
in the China-Burma-India theatre and Allied Chief-of-Staff to Genera
lissimo Chiang Kai-shek's army, was always aware of the importance 
of the Communist forces and of the role Yenan might be able to play 
in the Allied war against Japan. He had long been endeavouringto 
obtain permission from the Generalissimo for American Army officers 
to visit Communist headquarters. I knew he was continuing his efforts. 

Now that we correspondents had • succeeded in opening the door to 
Yenan, could the representatives of the United States Army still he 
kept out? 

Chapter Thirty~two 

NEW LIGHT ON THE SINO--JAPANESE WAR 

T O Trade Space for Time has been the motto of Generalissimo 
Chiang Kai-shek's strategy· from the beginning of the war 
with Japan in I937· 

We Advance Whenthe Enemy Advances was the immediate answer 
of the Communist military leaders, th~ slogan which has determined 
their strategy ever since. 

Early in the war, these strategies were equallycorrectfor the respec
tive forces. of the. l(uomintang and· Communist parties. More than 
that, they were complementary and provided the basis for anti-Japanese 
co-operation between the formet. antagonists. Chiang Kai-shek's 
armies were too ill-equipped to halt the· avalanche of superior Japanese 
troops in frontal • resistance. To retreat while fighting, to preserve as 
much of his strength as possible, and to • gain time at the price of giving 
up territory was all he could aim at. 

Meanwhile, it 'Was urgently necessary to organize large-scale guerrilla 
warfare against the invaders in the hastily abandoned · territories of 
North and Central China-in order to deny them the fruits of victory, 
to harass them, and eventually to wear them out. 

But the Kuomintang armies were clearly unsuited to the purpose of 
carrying on guerrilla warfare in the Japanese rear. All their practical 
experience, ~cquircd in ten years of civil war against the Communists, 
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was the opposite of what they now needed. It had ·made them. into 
anti-guerrilla fighters, used to • relying upon superior armament and 
better lines of communication than.their enemy. It bad educated them 
to mistrust the civilian population .rather than to co-operate with it. 
And all their special training under Chiang Kai-shek's·German advisers 
had followed the line of • preparing them. for modern-style warfare ·in 
large formations on regular· front lines. 

The Gommunists, however, had the experience and training to fulfil 
the task of opening a second,. popular war front in tbe enemy's rear. 
Chiang Kai-shek authorized tbem to penetrate into certain parts of the 
enemy's rear in which no Kuomintang troops had been left behind 
during the retreat. He. did it hesitatingly-apparently more under the 
compelling influence of the United Front enthusiasm that pervaded the 
country at the time than from any other motive. Even during that 
initial period little or nothing was done to facilitate their work. 

The Communists lived up to their strategic slogan. They advanced--.'. 
backward, into the Japanese rear--the Jarthex the. eneiJ.1Y advanc~d • in 
his frontal assaults on the regular fronts. The 7o,ooo .. or 8o,ooo.men 
of the old Red Army of the . Civil War days-reorganized into the 
Eighth Route Army under the National Government-penetrated 
farther and farther into North China, at the same time protecting the 
flanks of the withdrawing Kuomintang forces. Behind and between the 
enemy's positions the Communists systematically organized the 
population for resistance and recruited increasing numbers of militia 
auxiliaries. 

As old hands at the guerrilla game, they harassed the enemy expertly 
in every possible way. In economic and political warfare. they 
fought him with equal determination and experience-frustrating his 
desires to strengthen his home economy by an intensive exploitation 
of the rich resources of the conquered territories and to build up a large 
anti-foreign puppet army in preparation of the eventual Japanese attack 
against the United States and Britain. 

In this threefold military, economic, and political struggle and. in the 
closest co-operation with the local population, the Eighth Route Army 
set up its Anti-Japanese War Bases in the enemy's rear and increased 
its regular forces to 156,ooo in 1938, 27o,ooo in 1939, and 4oo,ooo in 
1940-not counting the steadily mounting numbers_ of militia fighters. 

Similar developments took place in • Central China. The Communist
controlled New Fourth A-rmy-formedin 1937 with the consent of the 
National Government from 12,ooo local Red Army remnants of the 
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Civil War period-penetrated deeply into the enemy's rear, carrying 
on th~ same threefold warfare against the Japanese. With the help. of 
the. population, one Anti~Japanes.e War Base after another was set up 
in Central China, and the New Fourth Army grew to 3o,ooo in 1938, 
so,ooo in 1939, and 135,ooo at the end of 1940. Everywhere the 
Cornmu:n.ists and the masses of the people they had. mobilized fulfilled 
their task efficiently, enthusiastically, .and with surprising success. 

Until 1939, many .i~ .. the Kuomintang recognized and praised the 
achievements .of the Communists. I found some. enthusiastic entries of 
Kuornintang officers in the visitors' book of Yenan's Guest. House of 
that time. 'fhis is one ofthem. 

" The men of the Eighth RouteArrny are fighting heroically at the 
front.·· •. Their comrades.in the rear. are enyrg(!tically.carrying on. con
structiol} work,. thus turning enemy-occupied country and the barren 
areas. of this Border Region into flourishing land enlivened with energy. 
Let us fulfil the great and hard tasks • of armed resistance and national 
reconstruction in sincere unity, 

"Yenan,June 6, I939· 
" (Signed) CHOU LI-WU 
" Major-General in the National Army." 

The author of this entry was once more inYenan when I was there
acting •. as Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek's ·representative .•. with the 
Eighth Route Army. I found .his. attitude toward •. the Communists in 
accordance with the hostile official line Chungking had begun to adopt 
later ini939· He derided not onlytheirpresent activities but was also 
unwilling to give the Coiilmunists. any credit for what they had done 
in the past, probably forgetting that he had once gone on record with 
a different opinion. 

On one of my journeys in China in 1940 I met a young Kuomintang 
Liberal, who told me in the presence of some of his reactionary party 
comrades about the .favourable impression the 129th Division of the 
Eighth Route Army had made on him a .short time before when he 
visited that famous unit as a member of a delegation from Chungking, 
which Generalissimo. Chiang Kai-shek sent to the Communist war areas 
with decorations fora great number of heroic Communist fighters. His 
Kuornintang companions, I learned later, got the young man into 
serious trouble for having told a foreigner that Eighth Route Army men 
had ever been decorated by the Generalissimo for bravery. 
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While the ;Communists evidently succeeded with their strategy, We 
Advance When . the Enemy Advances,_ what use did Chiang Kai'"shek 
make of his strat¢gy of Trading~.Space ;for l'ime ? What :brought 'the 

' Japanese adva11ce · intoFfee-;~Jji~~;yift¥:~lly -to . a halt from the 'end · of 
1938tor~44? · ... 1

- .·'· - - •.. - .·•••• .· _ 

It became increasingly clear ~o .me during five years in Chungking 
that Chiang Kai-shek's ' plan_s· {9r_ the· •... use ,, of . '' traded .. time·•'' . were 
never characterized ·by • the · clear-cut, -single-minded purpose of a 
military strategist and ·that they · developed more and more into the 
subtle, complex ,schemes of a 'shrewd though somewhat fanciful 
politician. · - · -' · .. ·-

During the first year of the war, Chiang Kai-shek seemed to come 
fairly close to the realization that the time he had gained by retreat 
must be used to mobilize the whole nation for a virtually revoh1tionary 
war .of the masses of the people against the invader. He seemed to 
acknowledge, too, that the pte--requisites of a truly popullir all ... out .war 
effort was (r) close United·Ftont co-operation of allpolitical groups 
in the country and suppression of all appeasers and traitors; (2) demo
cratic reforms of the Kuomintang dictatorship and its administration ; 
(3) facilities for the people to devefop-their own initiative in the war 
effort and in simultaneous social, progress; and (-4) the adoption of 
unorthodox methods 9f warfare in which the armed people would play 
a vital role side by side with the regular forces. , 

Most of those ideas were alien • to his conservative, authoritative 
personality. But the famous progressive Programme of Resistance 
andReconstruction the KQomintang adopted in April, 1938, seemed to 
indicate that he was overcomin_g his, ,inherent prejudices in . favour of 
less autocratic rule and less orthodox warfare. This Kuomintang 
programme was strongly influenced by Liberals within his own party 
who for a while came to the fore, a:nd by suggestions of the Communists 
along the lines oftheir own war policies. 

Chiang Kai-shek also accepted an early Communist suggestion to 
help in the establishment of a guerrilla school which would retrain 
considerable numbers .of Kuomintang troops-in order .to use them as 
nudei for the development of large, popular fighting forces in. the 
enemy'srear, in the samewayin which the Communistswere using 
their own armies. 

The · reactionary efenients in the Kuomintang's party, government, 
and army leadership were alarmed <lt these developments. They worked 
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on.Chiang .Kai-shek's abiding fear of arming tl).~.population with any 
kind of democratic rights and any weapons qf w~r, both of which they 
might eventually use against the f1,mda1llental v{istige: of power of an 
insufficiently liberalized Kuomintang dictatorship. , 

The reforms of the programme were not enforced, and the United 
Front was not permitted to develop into a true partnership between the 
Kuomintang and all the other patriotic parties and groups. The Liberals 
inside the .Kuomintang suffer<Jcl pne .setback after another, and. the 
anti-Communist elements once.more grew stronger. . . . 

The reactionaries warned Chiang Kai-shek against .the• use. of 
Kuomintang troops as guerrillas, since it would necessarily bring them 
into close contact with the people, make them. part ·of the United Front 
and offset the effects of their anti-Communist indoctrination~so that 
their reliability as the armed support of the Kuomintang's one-party 
rule would suffer. 

The •.• plan •• for. the guerrilla .school was abandoned. The German 
military advisers retained their positions and influence although the 
Berlin-Tokyo Axis was already a reality; Nothing was done to change 
the strategy and tactics of . the Kuomintang armies into those of a 
genuine people's war. The Generalissimo's Handbook forth~ Extirpation 
of Bandits of the time of the Civil.War against the Communists remained 
one of the most imp()rtant textbooks for military training in his military 
academies. 

The reactionaries stressed the. possibilities, if not of peace, at least of 
some modus vivendi with Japan. For Japa11 was really out to attack 
Russia, America, .and England, they. said,. a11d was only too. willing to 
be lenient with a reasonable. China. The organization of a virtually 
revolutionary mass war, however, would provoke Japan into continuing 
her all-out attack against the remainder of Free China .. And they re
minded t~e Generalissimo that it was really the U 11,ited Front movement 
against Japan and .the Kuomintang-Communist reconciliation after the 
Sian Incident in 1936 which had forced Japan into military action 
against China the .year after and brought about the war. 

A fair amount of attention was paid to those innumerable middle
men from the . enemy-occupied areas who came to Chungking with all 
kinds of Japanese suggestions, conditional promises, and threats, 
Chungking • seemed to distinguish less and less between the various 
categories of Chinese on both sides of the war fronts who were openly 
or clandestinely involved in the discussion of Japanese suggestions, 
sincere patriots who merely wanted to evaluate opinion in the enemy 
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camp ; weaklings and appeasers ; dangerous defeatists ; and outright 
traitors to· China. 

His reactionary advisers purposely nourished Chiang Kai-shek's 
sanguine expectations that Japan might any day embroil herself in war 
with Russia.; that, in case of war; the United States and Britain would 
quickly defeat the Japanese, and that all these potential. enemies of 
Japan would give decisive assistance to China. if only they were suffi
ciently stimulated by clever Kuomintang publicity. 

By the • end of 1939, the time that had been traded for space was 
filled with little more than the wait for outside relief in•• one form• or 
another. Efforts at self-help faded _mote and more into the background. 

The Japanese, after their capture of Hankow and Canton at the erid 
of 1938, gave up their effort to force China to her knees by means of 
military attack. Not only because the war in China had proved unex
pectedly costly to them, but. apparently because developments in the 
occupied • areas under Communist. control made it clear to Tokyo that 
the complete defeat of the Chinese National Government would not 
end the. war, since it might be followed by country.:.wide popular 
guerrilla warfare on the Communist pattern--which. would rob Japan 
of her fruits of victory and tie up more troops than she would be able 
to spare at the time of her intended attack on the Western powers. 

From early 1939 until 1944-when the growing activities of the 
Fourteenth U.S. Army Air Force made it necessary for the enemy to 
launch fairly large offensives against the American air bases in China
the J apanese--Kuomintang fronts were comparatively quiet, and often 
for long periods almost • completely dormant. 

The Japanese campaigns against Free China from 1939 to 1943, 
which gave an inattentive world the vague impression that China was 
still staving off· unabated Japanese attempts to defeat her in the military 
field, were in fact comparatively small attacks-blatantly over-advertised 
by Chungk!ng and Tokyo since for reasons of their respective domestic 
and foreign propaganda both were interested in exaggerating them. 

Only a few of those campaigns had limited strategic objectives, like 
the cutting of the highway between China and French Indo-China or 
the rounding off of Japanese.positionsin various places. Almost all the 
other Japanese .. advances were followed by. complete .or partial 
withdrawals since they did • not aim at territorial· ga:ins. The four 
main purposes that motivated them were of an entirely different 
nature. 
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First, they were. to give a. measure • of realistic. battle •. training ••to .the 
] apanese Army in order to get it ready for action against the Western 
powers. This is why practically every Japanese division had a spell of 
dutyin China at one time or another. 

Second, those sudden stabs at the wealthy agricultural regions on the 
fringes of Free China were at the ··same time• for~ging •expeditions 
designed .to yield the Japanese large quantities of rice. For the military, 
economic, and political· warfare of the Communist-controlled forces • in 
his rear made it more. and more difficult for the enemy to obtain the 
desired food supplies in the occupied" regions. 

Third, the Japanese aimed at breaking up as many Kuomintang 
army units as might be encountered .in their quick, long thrusts. This is 
why Chungking was right, as a rule, to offer little resistance until the 
eventual Japanese withdrawal might give the Chinese troops an oppor
tunity to challenge part of the enemy forces from the flanks or behind. 
And this type of action was the basis for .. a good number of much
publicized Chinese victories during those years. 

Fourth, those attacks, together with terror bombings, were to add 
weight to Japan's iil,cessan.t ••. intrigues • for. political • settlements •. with 
Chungking. For. political. pressure, .. supported·· by sporadic military 
action, became the essence of Tokyo's strategy toward China after the 
fall of Hankow .~114 Canton had brought the Japanese into control of the 
last positions ·in China which were vital to their over-aU plans for the 
conquest ofAsiaan.d the Pacific. 

Tokyo's pressure for political compromise. with Chungking increased 
as time went on and never stopped. . " Peace " was only one of the 
alternative objectives. the Japanese. endeavoured to achieve at various 
periods. 

The scope.ofthe.Japanese ·proposals received.in Chungking ranged 
over a· much •larger field. The maximum aims-beyond a mere peace 
settlement-were a Sino-German Japanese or Pan-Asiatic alliance 
against the Western powers. The minimum aims concerned different 
kinds· of. underhanded·arrangements· on such. matters as the mutual 
limitation of hostilities by way of a tacit, partial armistice, the regula
tion of trade between Japanese- and Kuomintang,-controlled China, and 
co-operation against .. the Chinese • Communists between the ] apanese, 
their puppets, and the •• Kuomintang. 

The Japanese motive for continuing the offensive. for political com
promise with Chungking appeared to be twofold. On the one side, they 

r* 
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hoped that the strains and stresses in Free China's domestic situation 
and in Sino .. foreign relations might make one or the other of their 
offers acceptable to Chiang Kai-shek. On the other, they seem to have 
calculated from the very beginning of· the war that their incessant 
appeals to various groups in the Kuomintang camp would at least have 
the effect of unde.,Fmining China's·war effort. 

It seems . certain that Chiang Kai-shek himself never. considered 
peace with the Japanese. But some around him did at various times= 
if only because they underrated the staying po\Yer g~ q~i~"'··· h.ati. a 
distaste for the necessary political . and military reforms that would 
strengthen it, or thought that Sino-Japa~ese peace taik .. might induce 

the Western powers to lend China the desired assista~~e. ..·••• •··•••· ...... ......... •••····· 
There is no means of knowing if_m~mbers oftheNational (}over~-

ment have ever been party to arrangements on minor subje~ts of 
mutual accommodation with the puppets or the Japanese. But it was 
frequently alleged in Chungking by Chinese Liberals and foreign obser
vers that certain Kuomintang generals, party functionaries, and local 
government officials in regions adjoining the front lines had under
standings with puppets and Japanese-concerning the smuggling trade. 
across the line and the restriction of hostilities in their respective 
areas. 

Whatever may be revealed by history about the practical effect of 
Tokyo's political intrigues during the Sino-Japanese War and of the 
contacts between Japan's puppets and some of their former Kuomintang 
associates in the Kuomintang camp, there can be no doubt to anybody 
who spent the crucial years of the war in Chungking that both did much 
harm to China's morale and national unity. 

The uninterrupted existence of these contacts was public knowledge. 
Not only Communists, but patriotic liberals inside as well as outside 
the Kuomintang, had good reason to believe thatthe authorities looked 
at them with greater suspicion and treated them less leniently than 
appeasers, defeatists, and people who maintained contacts with 
puppets. 

The remarkable relaxation of Chungking's official propaganda against 
traitors like Wang Ching-wei and other puppets of former prominence 
in the Kuomintang-at a time when the propaganda campaign against 
the Chinese Communists was intensified-discouraged many patriots. 

During all phases of the war, postal communications, the remittance 
of money, and actual travel between Japanese-held cities and Free 
China remained easy and only superficially controlled on the Chung-
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king side--infinitely easier, in fact, than communication and travel 
between Kuomintang China arid the Commu,nist-conttolled regions 
which were most effectively blockaded by Chungking since I939· 

It looked mote and more as though Chungking's main domestic 
enemies were not the puppets of theJapanese, the traitors to China
but the Conununists who fought the puppets as well. as their masters. 
And the parallelism of Chungking's and Tokyo's frequentpronounce
ments against the " ba,ndits '' at Yenari. was an equally strange pheno
menon. 

Generalissimo Chiang.Kai-shek has been without a strategy since the 
Japanese, at the end of 1938, gave up their original plan of forcing 
him to his knees ·• by military means. There was· no need any more to . 
trade space for tillle. No practical use was found for year after year of 
time that passed. No means was devised to recover some of the space 
that had been lost and was only loosely held by the Japanese. 

As time went on the Kuomintang armies deteriorated. From under.,
nourishment, because their n1airttenance was not hacked up by the 
necessary reforms of Chungking's economic and financial policies. From 
lack of military and. especially offensive action, because the High Com
mand did not change its strategyin such a way as to be able to make 
unorthodoxuse of the. millions of brave soldiers who were always willing 
to fight. And from lack of arms and munitions, because the unreformed, 
undemocratic administration of Chungking was not able to exploit 
Free China's productive pqterttialities. 

The• short•·initial· period of•the. Kuominta.ng's fighting war, .which 
lasted somewhat beyond the heroic defence of Shanghai, was followed 
by year after year of a passive waiting war. . .•• . Chtmgking lost more 
and more of that spirit of counter-offensive which had once been implied 
in the I1lotto, Trading Space for Time. • . •. •. And the fight against the 
Communists·· seemed •.. to gain greater •• importance in th~ .• minds of. the 
Chungking leaders who, in the • midst of the stale-mated war, came to 
think more and morein terms of their post-war problems than in terms 
of their fight against. the Japanese. 

Since late r943, the enemy advanced:tgain·in various parts of the 
country-in Southeast China in order to occupy the advanced airfields 
and later the main bases of the U.S. Army Air Force, and in .the North
western province Honan in order to • capture the. missing link in the 
railroad from North to Central China. But the Kuomintang armies~ 
in spite of the heroic efforts of the rank and file at several places and in 
spite of American air support--were scarcely in a position to resist. 
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The Communists, too, suffered serious setbacks. In 1940 and 1941, 
while the Japanese-Kuomintang frqnts were quiet, the enemy launched 
more powerful "mopping-up " campaigns than ever against all the 
Communist-controlled war bases in their rear, using large numbers of 
troops and much. modern equipment and accompanying their military 
action with increasingly ruthless measures of economic warfare and 
terror against the population. 

'' The year before the Pacific War was the most difficult year we evet 
had," I was told in Yenan by military commanders, political workers, 
non-Communists, and foreign witnesses from the. various war areas in 
the enemy's rear. 'f The enemy went all out, in great strength, to destroy 
our Anti-Japanese War Bases, and we know noW that his main reason 
was to make his last preparations for the>war with the Allies in which 
occupied China was to be a safe and productive rear. The Japanese 
realized that we would be able to render valuable help to the Allies if 
we survived." 

The Communist-controlled areas shrank. Before the great Japanese 
offensives their population had numbered roo,ooo,ooo, · and afterward 
they had little more than so,ooo,ooo. 

This was the time when the Chungking Government attacked and 
"disbanded" the Comrnunist-controlle.d New Fourth Army in Central 
China, when it stopped all payment and supplies for the Eighth Route 
Army in North China and made the blockade against the Yenan areas 
watertight. 

However, this twofold Japanese-Kuomintang attack, which reaction
aries in Chungking hopefully considered the beginning of the end of 
the Communists in China, did not find Yenan unprepared. For the 
Communists, in accordance with their materialistic creed, had just 
passed through a process of severe self-analysis and self-criticism. 
Summing up their military, political, economic, and general experiences 
during the first three years of war, their mistakes and achievements, and 
the weak and strong points of their position, they had eventually brought 
the eminently practical system of the New Democracy to full maturity. 

Instead of weakening the Communists, the concerted pressure of the 
Japanese and the Kuomintang strengthened them in the long run. It 
brought the people · in their . war areas more closely behind the New 
Democracy. Before that time the Communists had already enjoyed the 
support of the masses of poor people and the loyalty· of the steadily 
expanding armies. .But the genuine co-operation of the majority of its 
former class enemies-.,-among the patriotic landlords, merchants, and 
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the gentry in general, of which I found such surprising first-:-hand 
indications and impartial testimonies in Yenan-dates back to those 
critical days. 

To the extent that the United Front was vanishing in Kuomintang 
China, the United Front of all social strata was consolidated in the 
Yenan areas which then ceased to be in the true sense of the word 
" Communist-controlled." 

Most of.the great economic effort in the Border. Region and in•· the 
anti-Japanese bases, which strengthened the military power of the 
Communists, also took on its new intensity during those days. It was 
the time when Brigadier Wang Chen's Nanniwan production project 
was pushed and became th.e model on which all the garrison troops 
organized their self-support. It was the time when government and 
party officials without distinction of rank began producing most of 
their fo?.d~11ciclothi~g in off-duty hours. 

Because .of heavy.lossesand an army rationalization. scheme intro
duced in . connection with the New Democracy, the numbers of the 
Eighth Route Army decreased from 400,000 in 1940 to3os,ooo in 
r 941 ; and those of the N.ew Fourth Army fell from r 3 5 ,ooo before its 
"dis?andment "by Chungking early in 1941 to I n,ooo in I942. But 
the effectiveness of the armies is supposed to have been considerably 
improved duringthe crisis : through their fresh experience in extremely 
hard .. and prolonged large-scale .fighting; . and especially through the 
process of rationalization which weeded out weak elements, overhauled 
all branches of the armies' organization, and introduced improved 
methods of training. 

from that time. on, . military and political power of the Commu
nists and the areas under their control has been steadily on the increase 
once more, in spite oftheenemy's continued" mopping-up" campaigns 
against them. 

The slogan of the Communists, We Advance When the ·Enemy 
Advances, continues to determine their warfare. Tactically, it is 
followed by a well-developed method of quick infiltration into the rear 
of the enemy's attacking forces and cutting off his supply lines. · Stra
tegically, it has • been applied wherever there . were no Kuomintang 
troops to prevent the Communist forces· from penetrating into areas 
which Chungking had lost to the Japanese. 

Soon after the Kuomintang armies were routed from Honan province 
in I 944, the Communists appeared behind the enemy lines, beginning 
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to organize the population, to create militia units and to set up bases 
for guerrilla activities which, a few months later, were consolidated into 
another Anti-Japanese War Base, to tie up as many enemy· forces as 
possible. 

Chapter Thirty-three 

THE SETTING OF A UNIQUE WAR 

THE CHIEF OF. STAFF of the Eighth Route Army, general 
Yeh Chien-ying, agreed at once when I asked him to let me see 
the inner sanctum of headquarters, the War Room. 

"No stranger has ever been in our War Room," he said, ".but we 
have nothing to hide. You can see it." 

We walked up a steep mud path through nicely terraced vegetable 
plots wh,ere staff officers " use their hands " after duty, according to 
Mao Tse-tung's order that everybody without distinction of rank must 
do production work .. 

A sentry saluted, and lifted a barnboo curtain, letting us into a one
room mud-built house. A number of keen-looking young officers sat 
working over the latest front reports at a cloth-covered conference table 
with several field telephones. 

The walls were completely covered with a huge operational ma.p of 
all China, in infinite detail. Coloured strings demarcated the intricate 
mosaic of areas under the control of various forces-the Communists' 
stable Anti-Japanese War Bases in the enemy's rear; their guerrilla 
areas between those bases ; the " pacified " regions under Japanese 
occupation ; and the regular front lines between the most advanced 
enemy armies and the troops of the Kuomintang Government in Chung
king, indicating the shrinking borders of Free China. 

A mass of little coloured paper flags with unit numbers showed the 
exact dispositions of the four large forces that make up China's singu
larly complex war situation."" 

* The following figures on the strength of the hostile forces in China ·apply to the 
situation in the spring of 1944. The total numbers of Japanese and puppet troops 
seem to have changed little since then. The Kuomintang-controlled forces were in the 
meantime considerably .reduced through the disintegration oflarge armies in connection 
with further Japanese advances in Honan, Hunan, Kwangsi, and Kwangtungprovinces 
and. the demobilization. of some troops unfit fqr fighting. The Communist-led forces 
increased as follows from the spring of 1944 to early 1945 : the total of the regular 
Eighth Route and New Fourth Armies from 475,000 to 91o,ooo, and the militia from 
2,130,000 to over 2,2oo,ooo. 
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First, the Japanese armies. 
In Manchuria, outside the Great Wall of China proper, the Japanese 

forces are estimated at twenty-five to thirty divisions totalling 4-50,ooo 
to 6oo,ooo men including their auxiliaries. They are outside the sphere 
of the present Sino-Japanese conflict~standing against the powerful 
Far Eastern Army of the USSR and more or less immobilized by it. 

In North China 84 per cent of the fourteen Japanese divisions with 
:z:zo,ooo men engage the cwnmtmist-kd Eighth Rol1te Anny. Only 
16 per cent face the remnants of the once very •large Kuomintang-con
trolled armies at thefringes ofthis vast war theatre which was overrun 
by the Japanese early in the war. 

In Central Chi1la59·5 per cent of thesixteen Japanese divisions with 
their 262,ooo men are deployed against the. Communist-led New 
Fourth Army, and 4-o.s.per cent against Kuomintang forces. 

In South China,. the Japanese have 4rfdivisions with 8o,ooo men. 
Only 22 per cent of them are shown to oppose Communist-controlled 
partisans, while 78 per cent engage · Kuomintang troops. 

Second,.the Chinese puppet forces of• the Japanese. 
Their total number in North, Central, and South China is 78o,ooo. 

Originally48o,ooo of them are supposed to have been Kuomintang 
troops which went over to the Japanese in large units during seven years 
of war ; while the rest· were locally recruited by the enemy and his 
politicalpuppets .. The Communists claim to engage over 90 per cent 
of all those puppet forces, 

Third, . the Kuomintqng • armies <>f the Chungking Government. 
The information on the map coincided roughly with the data.l was 

given by one of the highest ranking Kuomintang generals in Chungking 
two months before," between 310 and 340 divisions under their normal 
average strength of 1o,ooo each," and with the estimates of foreign 
observers who put the total strength of the Kuomintang armies at 
somewhat more than 2,5oo,ooo men. (About one-third of these troops, 
being unfit for fighting, seem to have been demobilized in the course 
of recent army reforms.) 

Kuomintang ggep:illa and militia forces seemed to play no role in the 
war situation, according to the rnap. A high-tanking general in Chung
king .had admitted to me before my journey to. Yenan that they were 
indeed "merely nominal," apart from some units in the general areas 
of Shanghai and Canton. 
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Fourth, the Communist-ledforces. 
The Eighth Route Army in North China had 3:u ,ooo. men, although 

the National Government in Chungking never" authorized " it to have 
more than three divisions with a totaLof 45,000 m~n. (Its total early in 
1945 had risen to about '6oo,ooo men, through the incorporation of 
experienced militiamen into the regular army.) 

The New Fourth Army in Central China had i54,ooo men, or about 
40,ooo more than at the time. of the attack ofKuomintang troops on 
its headquarters units and the " official disbandment of the entire New 
Fourth Army" by the Chungking Government early in I9fi. (By early 
1945 it had been increased to about 3oo,ooo men.) 

The main partisan detachments in South China are about. IO,eoo 
strong. 

Those regular fighting units of the Communists are supported by 
strong militia forces:. r,s8o,ooo in North China; 55o,ooo in Central 
China ; and several tens of thousands· in South China. 

The fourteen large, stable regions under elected governments ofthe 
New Democracy, the core of Communist China, stand out clearly on 
the map. A few adjoin each other. Some are connected by large 
"guerrilla areas " less firmly controlJed by the Communist armies than 
the stable regions. Some are completely isolated in territories under 
occupation ofthe Japanese and of Kuomintang armies. (Early in 1945, 
these regions had grown to eighteen, with a total area of 331 ,ooo square 
miles, with Communist-controlled coastlines measuring 535 miles, and 
with an estimated population of 94,ooo,ooo.) 

The (Shensi-Kansu-Ninghsia) Border Region around Yenan, the 
westernmost of the eighteen main Communist-controlled territories, is 
in a special position : it is the only one completely outside Japanese~ 
occupied areas--the only rear base of Communist-controlled China. 

Eight of these regions, the Anti-Japanese War Bases of the Eighth 
Route Army, are in North China. . 

The Shansi-Suiyuan Anti .. Japanese War Base on. the bank of the 
Yellow . River protects the Border Region against frequent enemy 
attempts to attack Y enan itself. It is Y enan' s connecting link with all the 
Communist-controlled regions in North China, and through them over 
devious routes along the China Sea coast with those in Central China. 

The most important of all the Anti-Japanese War Bases . is the 
Shansi-Chahar-Hopei (" Chin-cha-chi ") region with a population of 
over 2o,ooo,ooo. It is the model base of the Communists, the oldest, 
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largest, most stable, and best developed, and the only one which was 
originally recognized by the National Government. It stretches 700 

miles from east to west, from the Mongolian steppes past the outskirts 
of Peiping to the sea-coast near Tientsin ; and 6oo miles from south to 
north, from the plains of Central Hopei right into the enemy's puppet 
state Manchukuo. 

The map in the War Room showed that a large slice ofthe southern 
parts ofManchukuo has already been cut .off by the Communists and 
made into small anti-Japanese war areas inside large guerrilla regions. 
These positions may one day be of g_reat importance to the· Allies as a 
spearhead against the enemy's semi-home base Manchuria. (By early 
1945 they had been organized into the Hopei-Jeyhol--Liaoning region.) 

The main coastal positions of the Communists • are in the Shantung 
Anti-Japanese War Base where the expansion into Japanese- and 
puppet-held.territories has ma~e. great progress recently .. Its potential 
. importance is equally great for. Allied strategy and. for the political 
post-war. situation of·the Communists in.China. 

The Shansi-Hop~i-Honan and Hopei-Shantung-Ronan bases, which 
have • been e}(panding southward since the Kuomintang armies lost the 
long-preserved parts of Honan province to the Japanese in 1944 and 
the Honan~Liberated Area, round off the North China regions of the 
Eighth Route t..rrny to the south. 

The Anti-Japanese War Bases of the New Fourth Army in Central 
China,. on both sides of the Yangtze and Hwai rivers and along the 
China Sea coast, are individually smaller than those of the Eighth Route 

Army .in the 1;1qrtl1. .. > ... · • .· .... · ........ ·. •·· .... > . • ••••·· ·• ••• . • < 
Alo1;1g the coast-above, around., and below Shanghai--are the North, 

Central, and South Kiangsu bases and the East Chekiang. base. In any 
of those bases, Allied invasion armies may for the first time come into 
co1;1tact with the. forces of the Chintrse Communists. 

Loosely • adjo,i11ing them to. the west are the North-of-t/le-Hwai
River, South-of-the-Hwai-River, and Central Anhwei bases, of great 
importance as a perpetual threat to the most vital Japanese communica
tion lines. 

The southwesternmost base in Central China is that around the 
strategic Yangtze city Hankow, the Hupei-Hunan-Anhwei region. 

The map ofthe northern part of Central China is a confusing jigsaw 
puzzle ·of intermingled positions of all the four forces in the unique 
Chinese war situation. Fairly large units of Kuomintang troops stand 
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between the Japanese and puppet forces on the one side and the 
Communist-controlled New Fourth Army on the other. 

In the southern part of Central China and in Southeast China, the 
map shows still another picture. There are large, solid blocks of 
Japanese~occupied territory, free from· Chinese forces inside the 
Japanese lines. 

Not far from them, deeper in the Japanese rear, are Communist· 
controlled forces, eager to penetrateinto those enemy-held regions in 
order to develop guerrilla areas and eventually to set up stable Anti
Japanese War Bases, as they have done everywhere else inside. the 
Japanese lines. But adjoining them, or in their way, are strong regular 
Kuomintang armies which were •• left behind . when the Japanese ad
vanced. And they prevent the Communists from carrying out their 
intention. · · 

These are the main scenes of that pathetic three-cornered. conflict in 
which Chinese patriots~-the troops under the respective control of the 
Kuomintang and Communist parties-fight not· only··. the national 
enemy but check, and often clash with, one another. . . . 

Still farther to the south and• east, red strings on the map mark the 
regular front lines between the Japanese and Kuomintang armies. They 
run out into great, menacing arrows, indicating the incessant advances 
the enemy made in I 944 into Chungking's Free China-into areas where 
the United States Army Air Force lost one important base after another 
because the Kuomintang armies were unable· to defend them in spite 
of air support. 

And hundreds of miles away from the New Fourth Army positions 
in Central China, in the very south of the country, completely isolated 
from Y enan and all the rest of Communist China, there are two small 
Communist positions, set up by native Communist partisans inside the 
enemy lines. One is in the Pearl River delta in Kwangtung province, 
close to Canton and Hong Kong's mainland port Kowloon and along 
the railroad .between the two cities. It claims control over a population 
of two million. The other is on Hainan Island, off the French Indo
China coast in the Gulf of Tongking, where a " Soviet ".district of Civil 
War dayswas never cleared up by the Kuomintang and developed into 
an anti-Japanese war area when the enemy occupied the island. 

The War Room· map was an impressive sight, eloquent· of the 
important role the Communists are playing in the Sino-Japanese War 
-deep in the enemy's re:;~.r. 
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Everywhetein North China and in half of Central China the dense 
forest ofJittle green flags denoting Communist army units confines the 
enemy's .position .to thin strips of territory • along railroads, highways, 
and stret<~hes .• of sea-coast .or to small circles around the big cities~ 
for1ning thol}S<In~spf lHilet; of front line. 

There could be no doubt thatthe Communist positions as shown on 
the War Room map must be substantially correct. Not only because it 
is evidently the basis on which Y enan's military leaders do their 
strategic planning. Not only because Japanese war communiques about 
fighting wit}) the Communists confirm them to a very large extent. But 
because American pilots who came down over various regions of North 
and Central China and were rescued by Communist troops proved the 
justification of Communist claims in a good number of sample cases. 
And especially b=cause the Communist leaders were hopeful that the 
tT~i~ed States Army might at any moment be able to follow their 
invitation and send parties of officers to the various war areas to. find out 
the truth for themselves. 

In consequence, three fundamental claims of the Communists seemed 
even more plausibie to me than they had been from what I had learned 
before the war situation in North and Central China. 

First, the Communists with their .comparatively. small regular forces 
could never have establishedtheir vast war bases in the enemy's rear-
over an area three-and-a-half times the size of the .British Isles-if they 
had not had the fullest co-operation of the arrned and unarmed people 
in every village, • a co-operation. which must of necessity be. voluntary 
and on an essentially democratic basis. 

Second, the Japanese would not let the Communists continue for one 
day in those strategically and economicaily vital positions if they were 
able to dislodge them. 

Third, the Communist war bases are so ideally situated for offensive 
operations that the Japanese have to retain the largest possible number 
of defenders in those rear areas and to counter-attack the Communists 
at frequent intervals, in order to guard their own positions against 
increasingly dangerous losses. 



Chapter Thirty-four 

THE COMMUNIST FIGHTING FORCES 

A SKIRMISH between Communist fighters and enemy troops 
somewhere in the Japanese rear. . . . Three Japanese killed 
or wound~d. . . . Six or seven of their puppet troops killed, 

.wounded, or taken prisoner. . . . Considerable damage done to a 
Japanese truck convoy, .railroad, or blockhouse. . . . A haul of three 
rifles and sufficient rounds of small-arms ammunition for the cartridge
poor Communists to launch a similar attack at the next opportunity. . . . 
All at a cost to the Eighth .Route or New Fourth Army of two fighters 
killed or wounded. . . . 

. . . This is the average record of 28,645 engagements fought by the 
Communists in North and Central China during the twelve months 
from June, 1943, to May, 1944; and this is the type of miniature action 
on which Yenan has built up its plausible claim to an imposing seven 
years' battle record. 

The Communists say they fought a total of us,r2o predominantly 
· small engagements from the beginning of the war in 1937 to March, 

1945. A considerable number of well-sized defensive battles took place 
in the 647 major mopping-up campaigns against the various Anti
Japanese War Bases in which the Japanese used an average of 4,ooo 
and a maximum of 2oo,ooo troops. 

The Communists themselves launched several counter-offensives, like 
the famous Hundred Regiments Campaign in North China in 1940, and 
many medium-scale offensives. 

These are the military results they claim from all their fighting with 
the enemy during almost eight years of war : . 

The Japanese lost 5II~434 killed and wounded; 3;88o captured; and 
1 r 5 deserters. 

Of their puppet troops 458,225 were killed and wounded; 282,496 
captured ; and ro4,62o deserted. 

During the first six-and-a-half ·years of the war; the Communists 
captured 313•487 rifles, 5·771 light and heavy machine guns, 589 
mountain guns and other artillery pieces-altogether almost two-thirds 
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of the equipment their regular troops and their best-armed militiamen 
had at their disposal early in 1944; and they seem to have captured 
much material since then. 

They inflicted great • damage on Japanese transport, supplies, and 
fortifications, on Japanese-occupied towns, mines, factories, and power 
plants, which cannot easily be summarized. 

The casualties ofthe Commupist-led armies were, from 1937 to 
March, 1945: in North Cryina, n2,245 commanders and fighters of 
theEighth RouteArmykilledand2II,381 wounded; in.Central China, 
47,993 commanders. and fighters of the New Fourth Army killed and 
73,886 wounded. 

There is one sad addition to the battle record of the Commun_ist-led 
armies which must be registered in parenthesis. Yenan claims that a 
further 6o,ooo of its commanders and fighters have so far been killed 
in the other conflict which has been going on since I939·•simultaneously 
with. thewar against Japan~in defensive actions against the Kuomin
tang)r()O_{JS of. Chungkin,g who have been attacking • them in various 
parts ofNorth and Central.ChJna, 

On the Kuomintang side, 3o,ooo troops were killed in those battles 
with the Communists, according to oneof the most prominent generals 
in the .NationaL Government in Chl1ngking. '' They killed many more 
of our .men than of the enemy,'' ·the Ruomintang general said, briefing 
me for the journey to Yenan. "For they have not been fighting 
the enemy at all . since they .• had a fc;:w engagements with him in 
1937. They have been fighting only us. And all the casualties of 
the Communists at the . hands of the enemy, during .the entire 
war, cannot . have been more than a few thousand. I ,wonder whether 
theY: will. be able to show you even one • or two wounded in their 
hospitals.'' 

L studied. the military system of the Communists as thoroughly as 
possible, questioning many. commanders and rnen • fresh from • action, 
poHticaL workers and non-Communists just returned from the war 
areas, and Michael Lindsay and Dr. Hans C. Mueller, who have for 
years worked with the Eighth Route Army. I read a number of articles 
from the Japanese and puppet Press which, apart from bitter complaints 
about the stubbornness and effectiveness of the Communists'~fight, con
tained much valuable information about the tactics of Communist
Japanese warfare. 
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From all the evidence I found I came to the conclusion that the battle 
records claimed by Y enan sounded. very m\lch more convincing than 
what I had been told in Chungking and Sian. 

The main cause .of the success of the Communists in expanding. and 
consolidating their offensive positions in the Japanese rear seems to lie 
in the strength of their mass organizations. The Eighth. Route and 
New Fourth Armies with their 9H>,ooo men are merelythe apex, and 
the People's Militia with its 2,2oo,ooo men is only the rniddle stratum 
of the vast. fighting forces which the Corn.munists have .developed for 
their closely connected military, economic, apd politicaJ.warfare ag::ti1J.St 
the Japanese. 

The basic factor in all this warfare is the Self-defence Corps (also 
called.People's Anti-Japanese Resistance Association) which embraces 
practically the entire population ofCommunist-controlled China and is 
supposed to have an active membership of 16,ooo,ooo me:n .. and 
women. 

The enemy, through his mere presence, his constant attacks on the 
Anti-Japanese War Bases, and his outrages against innocent farmers, 
did much to wield. the Communist-led armies and the. people of all 
classes into a close community of interest. But it was the Self-defence 
Corps-under the purposeful direction of democratically elected 
village, borough, county, and regional committees-which fashioned it 
into an active and effective community of resistance. 

The Self-defence Corps committees seem to have attracted the most 
capable people of all social strata-----"peasants and landlords, workers, 

· merchants, and former Kuomintang officials. They arouse and fan the 
patriotism and watchfulness of the population, They teach them in 
co-operation witp. the armies primitive yet effective methods of active 
self-defence; for the complex warfare in the enemy's rear often makes it 
necessary for individual villages to take the initiative. They train them 
systematically for every possible assistance to the armed forces. And 
they make them the instrument of economic and political warfare 
against the enemy, often together with the patriotic people in the 
Japanese-held cities. · 

The men of the. Self-defence Corps play a considerable role in 
military operations. They are part of the armies' intelligence organiza
tions which. function so well that the Communists can always rely on 
considerable advance knowledge of enemy moves. They do general 
rear service and transportation work and act as stretcher-bearers, • water 
carriers, cooks, and couriers. 
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The fighters of the Communist-led armies ~nd militia are therefore 
completely free for military action-different from the soldiers in the 
Kuomintang armies of whom large parts have to be used for auxiliary 
services ; for • Chungking failed to befriend the people in a democratic 
manner and to mobilize and organize them for maximum help to the 
armies. 

The Self-defence Corps. also. provides actual _fighters. Many of its 
members volunteer .. for service, an(,!.· the . strongest, most active, and 
otherwise best suited of those volunteers are taken into the Youth 
Vanguards and Model Detachments, the two organizations of which-the 
People's Militia is cot11posed. · · 

The military education of the People's Militia seems to be taken very 
seriously. It is conducted by special training cadres of the regular armies 
wlw train them in rifle shooting, the throwing of hand grenades, the 
laying of land mines, and in guerrilla tactics in general. For the militia 
is not only the helpmate of the Eighth Route and New Fourth Armies 
but also their reserve, from which well-trained • and experienced recruits 
m\lst be available whenever and wherever the replenishment or expan
sion of a regular army unit becomes necessary. 

Most militiamen seem anxious to joint the regular forces. The Eighth 
Route and New Fourth Armies· could be several times as large as they 
are t()day if all the qualified volunteers from the militia had ·been 
accepted. 

It was one of the Communists' wisest decisions on· general. policy to 
resist the temptation of expanding their. regular armies without too 
much consideration of economic factors .. Taking many militiamen from 
their villages and m(lking them into full-time soldiers would have 
meant reducing the labour power and the food production of the farmers 
and at the same time increasing the farmers' bill for the maintenance 
of ·the. regular troops. It would have • meant expanding the armies 
beyond the limits of their assured food supplies, endangering their 
standard of nutrition, and straining relations between the troops and 
the people. 

Yenanalways paid the greatest attention to economics as the basis of 
sound. military policies. . Chungking did not. Generalissimo Chiang 
Kai'-shek apparently realized only in 1945-under the influence of 
repeated disastrous defeats in the Japanese campaign against American 
airfields-that an inflated, undernourished army is of infinitely lower 
value than a much smaller but well-fed army. 
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" Victory will be due 90 per cent to spiritual factors and only 10 per 
cent to material factors,"* is Chiang Kai-shek's oft-expressed conviction. 
During all the years of.war he •. seemed to rely more on moralsuasion=
on the spiritual exhortation of his soldiers and officials, of " selfish 
landlords,'' hoarders, speculators, and. the peopl~ ill genend-than on 
the necessary material measures for an adequate economic war effort. 

Y enan never f;J.iled to ascribe very great importance to spirit, in the 
sense of patriotism, devotion to duty, and self.,.sacrifice. That spirit 
plays a major role in the education and performance ofthe Communist
led armies and of all civilia!l cadres. But the development of production 
and social progress was pushed by the Communists at the same time, 
not only in order to create the material pre-requisites for enlarging its 
armies and participating with maximum strength in the final Allied 

.land offensive against Japan, but also in order to raise the spirit ofthe 
soldiers • and the people by satisfying their wants. 

It is the increasing success of their energetic effortsin both the material 
and moral respects which now permits the Communists to launch out 
on a great expansion ofthe regular armies out of its militia reserves. 

The total strength of the Eighth Rout~ and New Fourth Armies has 
already risen from 475,ooo in the spring of 194-4 to 91o,ooo early in 
1945, and military leaders in Yenan told me confidently that large parts 
of the militia-which itself grew from2., I JO,ooo to over 2,2oo,ooo during 
the same time-will gradually be incorporated into the regular armies. 

Characteristically, the growth of the Communist-controlled armies 
from its militia reserves coincides with the partial demobilization of 
unfit, undernourished, and demoralized troops of the Kuomintang
controlled National Government Army which became necessary in 
the course of belated military reforms in I945· 

The·Eighth Route and New Fourth Armies have two categories of 
fighters. In the spring of 1944. IJI,ooo out of their 46s,ooo men were 
organized in Special Guerrilla Detachments, while 344,000 were first
line troops in regular units. There is little difference between them : 
both are full-time, experienced fighters whom the command can use 
anywhere. 

* From Central N'ews, Chungking, March 12, 1942, quoting the Generalissimo's 
speech on the Spiritual Mobilization- Movement. -Mme. Chiang Kai-shek, in an 
address on the occasion of International Women's Day, expressed her idea on the 
subject in a somewhat different manner : " I have recently become aware that in the 
history of human endeavour physical and .materi!ll.force has determined success and 
failure only in a proportion of 30 per cent, while spiritual force has amounted t() 70 
per cent of the total strength exerted." (Central News, Chungking, March 8, t942.) 
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It seems. that years of struggle·· have ·developed an economical and 
effective system of co-ordination between the two kinds of regular troops 
and their local auxiliaries, the militia and the Self-defence Corps~so 
that an Eighth Route·or New .Fourth Army unit, wherever it may have 
to fight in offensive or defensive operations, automatically. acquires a 
strength several times its actual numbers. 

In military op~rations of any size the regular troops, being the best 
armed, face.the main enemy forces.at the actual front. The somewhat 
more lightly equipped Special Guerrilla ·. Detachments. are used as 
experts in the tactics of intercepting and deceiving the enemy and 
diverting his flanks. The militiamen· harass and ambush srnall enemy 
units, plant land mines, do demolition work, help to maintain intelligence 
contacts, and guide the regular troops through their native· terrain. , 

To intensifyand improve co-operation between the armies, the militia 
and the common • people in the. Self-defence Corps· is one of the main 
purposes ofpolitical and military education in .each of the three organi-
zations everywhere in the war areas. • . . · 

The regular soldiers are. trained • by their political commissars to be 
not. only ".model anti-Japanese fighters,'' examples to the militia and 
the. Self-def~nce Corps, .but also "model anti-Japanese citizens," 
examples to the civilian population as a whole. .. 

The military qualities of army units and especially of the militia 
seem to vary a good deal, for their military training, which is to some 
extent co-ordinated, suffers frorn manyhandicaps. 

First of all,. there is cmnparatively little time for it, even during 
periods of lull in the fighting. •• The militia· are· primarily producers, and 
even the armies themselves are forced by the poverty of the war areas 
in .which they fight • and by Yenan's. emphasis on lightenin,g the tax 
burdens of the people, to do • much production work. 

Wherever regular troops are stationed for some time, they have to 
lead the farmers in the reclaiming of wasteland and to help them 
plough, sow, or harvest-in order to make good the losses of man 
power, animals, tools, and . food which so many communities are 
suffering frorn enemy action. They have to spin yarn from which 
farmers or srnall weaving mills produce the cloth they need. They often 
have to help dig coal and iron from primitive native mines to supply the 
few small arsenals which produce hand grenades, land mines, and 
primitive. cannon. 

Training, therefore, has to take place during any odd hours, days, or 
weeks when there is neither military action nor urgent production work. 
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Troops moving from one district to another, if not in a hurry, are usually 
given tactical practice on the. w~y, and intervals in figh~ing or production 
work are used in 

1
the same manner. There seems to be a genuine spirit 

of competition. for achfevement in, the at;mies which makes every unit 
eager to learn and pra~tise ~s much a,s po~sible. 

Another handicap i~ th~ scarcity of training equipment and especially 
of ammunition. The usual form of target practice is in actual combat 
with the enemy. " If you have ammunition and want to practise shoot
ing," a young commander fresh from the front said to me, " you may 
just as well shoot at enemy troops. There are always plenty of them 

· aro\]nd." 
The unified training of considerable formations of troops proves very 

difficult since regular army units are mostly scattered over wide areas, 
in constant readiness for defence or attack. Yet there is need for such 
training because joint operations of a number of sepatl:tte units fre
quently develop in the course of the spread of local engagements over 
wider areas. 

The method of " post-mortem " discussions immediately after such 
engagements is therefore used on the largest possible scale. Meetings 
are held in the various army units which tookpart in such an operation 
and criticism is free to any participants, officers, soldiers, and even 
militiamen. 

Special efforts are made at regimental, bt'igade, and divisional head
quarters to give advanced training to commanders, almost all of whom 
are promoted from the ranks. And the" Anti··.Japanese University" in 
Suiteh in the Border Region gives training courses every year to 
thousands of commanders from the front. Some of them are particularly 
instructed for the education of militia troops, or even for leading 
them. 

The commanders and the rank and file of the Eighth Route and 
New Fourth Armies have to devote a considerable part of their spare 
time to military, political, and cultural education and seem to learn 
with great enthusiasm. .From what I have seen on both sides of the 
Kuomintang's blockade belt, it seems that the standards of literacy and 
general knowledge, of developed practical intelligence and keenness, are 
definitely much higher among Yenan's troops than in the Chungking 
armies. 

It is not easy to visualize the .tremendous extent of the Japanese 
fortification system the Communist-led forces are facing. The enemy 
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tnusttry to' protect his4,64o miles of railroads and at least • part of his 
35,000 miles of highways in the Communist war areas; for the Com~ 
~unists are operating along every . section of thern. He realiz.ed the 
growing danger to his vital commtmication lines when the Eighth Route 
Ar~~· during its three months' Hundred' Regiments Campaign in 1940, 
destroyed z8o miles of railroad tracks. and ,88o miles of highways in 
various parts of North China. 

Since that time, the Japanese have been using many hundreds of 
thousands of forced labourers under the " protection , of large numbers 
of troops, in order to extend and improve their fortifications.. Even. this 
was a matter of struggle with. the Communists who attacked at many 
points, often liberated labom; gangs, and together with them destroyed 
what had justbeen built. . 

This is the fortification system the Japanese have constructed, along 
the Japanese-controlled railroads and highways and around the outposts 
of their main cities in the Communist war areas : 

Almost 7,ooo miles of. wide, deep defence ditches. Over xo,ooo 
elaborate brick-built strong points ~nd. blockhouses with surrounding 
ditches, underground shelters, and tunnel extensions. And hundreds of 
miles of blockade walls and. barbed-wire barricades, 

Yet the Communists continued their successful attacks. Between July, 
1941, and May, 1944, they destroyed· altogether 326 miles of railroad 
in various strategic sections of North and Central China. They captured 
and levelled several thousand blockhouses and .strong points. And the 
Communists frustrated the enemy's intention of using this vast fortifica
tion system for offensive purposes, as a. net which was to choke and 
exterminate them. 

Instead of being able to reconquer the Communist-controlled areas, 
the Japanese and their puppets have virtually been imprisoned in 
narrow strips ·of. territory • along their communication lines and around 
the big cities. Almost every .enemy strong point and blockhouse is 
under constant siege, and their garrisons often suffer a~ute supply 
difficulties. Communist patrols watch every strategically situated mile 
of the defence ditches through which the Japanese try to rush rein
forcements to enqangered blockhouses; Their much superior intelli
gence system gives the ComJl1.unists advance information of all enemy 
movements. And the development of the local militia units, together 
with the • mobility of their regular troops, has. greatly improved their 
general defensive power. 
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Most of the enemy's fortifications-devised to protect him against 
attacks by hand grenades and rifle fire, and defended with no heavier 
weapons than machine guns-would become untenable the moment the 
Communists were to obtain from the Allies relatively small quantities 
of high explosives and bazookas. 

But even without such supplies, the Communists will be able to do 
enormous harm to the enemy's communication .lines when· the final 
Allied land offensive against the Japanese begins. •For when that time 
comes, it will be justifiable for them to sacrifice large numbers of men 
and what little reserves •• of ammunition they have, in . ?rder to • keep 
strategic railroads and highways interrupted for more than a few days 
and in more than a few places. · 

It seems that the Communists are fighting continuously iri the mean
time-not only harassing the enemy where the cost is in proportion to 
results, and staving off his constant attacks, but also improving their 
assault positions by a steady expansion of the territories under their 
control, in preparation for the final counter-offensive. 

The counter-offensive was apparyntly being planned in detail during 
the months I spent in Yenan. Most • of the • leading generals of the 
various war areas in North and Central China were there, reporting on 
their progress, consulting with Mao Tse-tung, Chu Teh, and the 
Yenan staff, polishing and co-ordinating their plans. I met among them. 
men who struck me as personalities of unusual character, ability, and 
knowledge, and I found that they made equally favourable impressions 
on other foreigners . 

. Most of us felt that there was probably no abler general in all China 
than Nieh Yung-chen~the son of a wealthy landlord in Szechuan pro
vince, who studied chemical engineering in Belgium and France and 
military science in the USSR, taught at Chiang Kai-shek's Whampoa 
Academy, and was a political commissar in the Chinese Red Army 
during the Civil War. 

Soon after the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War he led 2,ooo 
Eighth Route Army men into the enemy's rear in North China and 
thus became the founder of the largest, best consolidated, and strategi
cally most • important Anti-Japanese War Base-Chin-cha-chi, the 
Shansi-Chahar-Hopei region with a population of about 2o,ooo,ooo. 

General Nieh Yung-chen. is tall and slim ; he looks younger than his 
forty-six years and better groomed in his plain soldier's cotton uniform 
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than anybody I met in Yenan ; his long, keenly intelligentface, like his 
entire person, expresses unusual will-power, discipline, and drive. Yet 
he is intensely human, modest, and has a good sense of humour. Chinese 
of all strata told me that no man in living memory has been so uni
versally popular in North China as he-and Michael Lindsay confirmed 
it from personal experience. 

In the course of. wresting the vast territories of Chin-cha-.chi from 
the Japanese and defending them against incessant attack, he became 
the initiator of many features of the strategic, • tactical, and political 
policies which are now in force in the Anti-Japanese War Bases and the 
Border Region itself. " Neither we nor the Japanese knew how best tQ 

fight when we firstfaced each other forari entirely new kind of warfare," 
he said, and gave us a brilliant, systematic analysis of the process . in 
which. the strategy and. tactics of military, political, and economic 
behind-the~ front warfare have developed. 

The Communists took the initiative with new practices, ·based on 
their Civil War experience. After a while, the enemy found means of 
countering them. . The Comnmnists developed new measures and the 
enemy followed with new countermeasures. And so on, through year 
after year of constant change andrefinement of methods on both sides. 

On the Japanese side, Nieh's • counterparts, • among the best. known 
and most briiliant of Tokyo's generals, had the same task ashe : to 
elaborate in the· Chin-cha-chi area methods of warfare which would 
be applicable to all the regions of the Communist-Japanese struggle. 
But one Japanese general after another was recalled in disgrace. And 
Lieutenant-General Abe, one of Tokyo's leading tacticians-trusting in 
the correctness of his tactics and anxious to prove it by directing. the. 
relief of a large body of troops the " bandits " had trapped-'--was killed 
in action in ·1939. The]apanese never found an answer to the well
rounded, well-working Communist system of behind-the-line war
fare .... 

General Nieh Yung-chen would probably cut a better figure at 
inter-Allied military conferences than any Kuomintang officers of whom 
I know. And so, I believe, would General Peng Teh--huai, the Vice
Commander of the Eighth Route Army. 

General Peng Teh~huai, who spent all his time at the front until 
sickness recently forced him to go to Y enan, is not only considered one 
of the best commanders but is also pioneer of the strong system of 
guerrilla economics which enabled the Anti-Japanese _war Bases to 
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survive and expand, to feed and supply large numbers. of fighters, and 
to ~ake economic warfare against the Japanese and their puppets the 
most essential and successful auxiliary to :military, warfare. 

Theeconomic, financial,andtrade policies he helped to devise in the 
war areas of North China had considerable influence on the evolution 
of the present, p()licies of Yenan's own Border Region and are funda
mental1y. of the same nature. 

He told me confidentially of the surprisingly large number oftroops 
the Communists expected to be able to mobilize fot the final Allied 
land offensive against Japan. '' The reason why we canafford to expand 
the Eighth Route and New .Fourth Armies to such an extent,'' he said,. 
" is that our production of food and other essentials has been sufficiently 
increased to take all those militiamen out of their·farm·work and make 
them into full-time soldiers." 

~" And the necessary arms will have to be provided by your favourite 
munition carriers, the Japs? " I asked him. 

"Surely." He laughed. "We shall capture much fromthe:rn once we 
start our large offensive." 

General Chen Yi,. another outstanding military figure, acts as com
mander of the New Fourth Army in Central China while its famous 
founder and leader, General Yeh Ting, who was wounded and captured 
in the Kuomintang's attack on his headquarters units in 1941, is still the 
prisoner of Generalissimo Chiang Kai:..shek .• Chen Yi arrived in Yenan 
while I was there, after a " fast " three months' journey from Central 
China across som(( fifty or sixty ·Of the strongest Japanese fortification 
lines. 

His career has much in common with that of General Nieh Yung
chen of Chin-cha-chi. He, too, was the son of a wealthy landlord in 
Szechuan, studied chemistry. in France, and taught at a military 
academy. During the Civil War he was commander of one of the Red 
army units which were left behind in the hills of small Soviet regions in 
Central China while the main body of the Communist forces went on 
the Long March to the Northwest. When the Kuomintang and the 
Communists united against Japan in 1937, he helped organize the New 
Fourth Army out of those remnants. 

General Chen Yi spoke mainly about the good progress of prepara
tions in the Anti-Japanese War Bases. of Central China for the final 
Allied land offensive against the enemy. "We have been gaining much 
actual and even more potential strength recently," he said. " Our 
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regular forces are <mly sixty tniles from Shanghai, twenty miles from 
Nanking, and thirty miles from Hankow. Our guerrillas, in plain 
clothes, are operating very much closer to. all those cities, al1llost within

1 

sight of their suburbs. Our .organizations inside thos(l citie~; are strong 
and getting ready .... n 

What if the military leaders of Yenan had obeyed the orders o( the 
National Government in. Chungking . . . . if the Eighth Route ArmY 
had kept its numbers restricted to the "authorized ,; th~ee divisions 
with altogether 45,000 men and without any militia auxiliaries . . .. if 
the New Fourth Army had" disbanded'' itself .... ifthe political apd 
eeonomic reforms . that were necessary to bring the population in the 
enemy's rear behind the war effort had not be.en carried. out. • . ? 
Ther~w()uld he·•no ••Anti-Japanese War ••Bases.in .North or Central 

China today ...••. The enemy would be in full control of.enormous 
resources which the Cornml11lists are now largely denying him. . . . 
Hundreds of thousands .of Japanese troops would be free to face the 
Allies. . . . There would be. no .armed support in those vast areas for 
the final Allied. land .offensive agai11st Japan. . . . And 9o,ooo,ooo 
people would· have had • neither the protection against Japanese oppres
sion nor the beginning of socialprogress they got in the Anti-Japanese 
WatBases .... 

Somewhere in old Europe, l believe in the Austro-Hungarian 
monarchy, there was a• high• decoration for•·officerswho through insub
ordination in ,the field achieved signalsuccesses against the enemy. The 
leaders of the Eighth Route and New :Fourth Armies:-even ifthey were 
found guilty ·of • insubordination.,--would still deserve. to be decorated 
for.it .... 

Chapter Thirty-five 

U.S. ARMY OBSERVER SECTION 

JULY 22, I 944. , was an historical date for Y enan and-might have 
been for China and the democratic world. 

Yenan's primitive airfield, unused during years of complete 
isolation from the outside world, had hurriedly been improved. A 
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group of high-ranking Eighth Route Army officers and a small guard 
of honour stood expectantly in the hot noon sun. When the first ·sound 
of the long-expected aircraft became audible over the quiet Yenan 
valley we raced to the airfield on an old truck. 

Three fighters with U.S. Army markings circled protectively over
head, skirtingthe tall pagoda while a C-47 transport plane landed. A 
number of American officers and enlisted men climbed out : Colonel 
David D. Barrett, rotund and jovial but soldierly, one of the most 
experienced Old China Hands of the U.S. Army; lank and lively 
John S. Service, an able, China-born young diplomat and language 
scholar who had for some time been attached to General Stilwell's 
China-Burma-India headquarters as political . .adviser ; . ··Major Ray 
Cromley, as keen on his hush-hush enemy intelligence job as he had 
been on his work for the American-'owned Japan Advertiser when I met 
him in Tokyo years ago; Major Casberg, an army doctor, and some 
who were either Far Eastern experts or military specialists. 

"We are mighty glad to be here'-at last," Dave Barrett drawled in 
his broad Southern twang, with. a smile to match. 

The Y enan people, too, were mighty glad. Within two months the 
door to their blockaded, forbidden areas had opened for the second 
time. And with all due respect to us, these guests obviously carried 
more weight than the representatives of the world's most important 
newspapers. Evidently the United States Army realized that the 
Chinese Communists had a role to play inthe war against Japan. • And so, 
it seemed, did Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, who had • at •last given 
the American party permission to go to Y enan. 

There. could have been no better token of American sympathy for 
the Communist fighters than those few boxes the plane brought for 
them : precious medicines donated a long time ago by the American 
Red Cross to the International Peace Hospitals in the Red war. areas 
which were suffering so badly from theKuomintang'smedicine bl9ck:~de. 

At the government Guest House the national flag of the Chinese 
Republic, the same that flies in Chungking, greeted the first Allie.d 
officers to visit Yenan. And among those who received them was Major 
General Chou, the Generalissimo's resident representative with the 
Eighth Route Army in Y enan, smiling and apparently more pleased 
than embarrassed at the new phenomenon of Chungking-Washington 
solidarity with the Communist "bandits.'' It all seemed somewhat 
unreal, too good to be true. 
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" I want to make it quite dear from the beginning,". Colonel Barrett 
told me in the evening, "that we are not a military mission in the ordi
nary, broad sense, as you seem to expect. We are only observers." 

" 0-b-s-e-r-v~e-r-s," he drawled with a quizzical smile. '' ObserVers 
with some purely technicaltas'k.s. Those are the terms agreed upon with 
the Chinese Government in Chungking. But we hope to do some 
good," he added seriously. 

This limitation was a little disappointing in view of the great tasks 
of co-ordination that had to be • tackled to make the best use of the large 
Communist forces and . their invaluable strategic positions while the 
Allies were approaching the coasts of. China. 

But the techni.::::tl duties of the U..S. Army Observer Section were in 
thelll.selvesimportant enough ... They coincided with the two subjects 
General Chtt Teh had put first • in his interviews with me about possible 
Comm~nist assistance. to the Allies : ground-air co-operation • for the 
U;.S. Army Air. Force, and enemy intelligence; 

Both sides got busy without delay. The Communists made clear 
what theythoughtthey could .do in order to help the Allies even more 
than they. were already helping in their singlehanded fight. And the 
American. observers stated clearly arid simply what they wanted. Both 
approached their. tasks in a practical, businesslike manner. There 
seemed little need . for words. • Experienced soldiers understand each 
other easily when they are faced with a common task. 

" Whoever used the term.' .lost Allies ' for these ' Red ' Chinese forces 
who operate behind the· Japanese lines in North and Central China 
conveyed a totally erroneous impression," Colonel Barrett told me a 
few weeks later, referring to the title of an American magazine article 
which a second batch of observers had brought on the next plane. 

" It would of course only • help the enemy if I let you use in. your 
dispatches any details about the first results of our work here. But you 
can say that the degree of wholehearted co-operation and of practical 
assistance. rendered. to the United States Army• by the Eighth Route 
Army could scarcely be improved. From the Commander-in-Chief 
down, the entire Eighth Route Army placed its facilities at our disposal 
for the accomplishment of our various tasks. We are sometimes hard 
put to it keeping tip with them." 

This was as far as Dave Barrett would allow me to quote him in my 
cables. But to .me it was confirmation that my own impressions about the 
abilities and the sincere co .. operative spirit of the Y enan people had 
been correct. 

K 
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A contagious enthusiasm soon prevailed among the American Officers 
and G.l.s as they got the feel oftheYenan atmosphere. Their quarters 
were like the camp of inspired piorteers. W eekafter week they worked 
at high pressure, digging into what they called unexpected gold tnines 
of intelligence about the enemy; organizing.the. rich .possibilities of 
ground-air co-operation ; and grunting • satisfaction .. at the wealth of 
general information, assistance, and impressions they got. 

Dave Barrett had his officers and men up at six-thirty every morning, 
no matter whether they had been busy late irito the night or even into 
the early morning. They worked and slept two, three, or four together 
in primitive, cave-like rooms in order to be all together in the same 
building. Even Dave and Jack Service shared a roorrl.· All lived in the 
same style as the Eighth Routers, officers, and enlisted .men, eating 
their plain Chinese food with chopsticks at the· same tables, with but 
one American addition-coffee· and cream. 

There was a most untraditional absence of griping in this strange 
little headquarters. Mac Fisher of the Office of War Information in 
Chungking, who came up on a visit between planes, said he had never 
seen anything like it. Every member of the plane crews agreed with 
him. They considered a trip to Yenan an invigorating experience, a 
pleasure second only to. going home. 

The active, natural Yenan atmosphere and those cheerful, warm
hearted, practical Eighth Route Army men .seemed to charm all the 
American officers and G.I.s. They enjoyed every bit of the Com
munists' simple, unsophisticated hospitality : the unconventional 
dinner parties at which famous Chinese generals and their wives-in 
cotton uniforms and pants, without lipstick and society manners, but 
gay and feminine- ·sat together with young American lieutenants. and 
sergeants, talking with them about their homes and families back in the 
States ; the theatricals in barnlike auditoriums crowded with animated 
spectators ; and especially those rustic Saturday evening dances where 
everybody, party leader Mao Tse-tung and Commander-in-Chief 
Chu. Teh, girls and boys from universities and factories, Eighth Route 
Army men, and, of course, the ever-ready Americans themselves 
joined in the breath-taking. yangko folk-dance ·and in waltzes and 
foxtrots. 

" Gosh, what a difference from the other side," they used to. say, 
thinking of the rigid prohibition of. all dancing by the New Life 
Movement in the Chungking territories and of their stuffy, frustrated 
atmosphere. 
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The • Com!llul1ists were equally ··• enthusiastic ·about the eager and 
natural Americans who seemed all . so' happy, informal, and young, 
·whatever their age and rank, and who were so keenly devoted to their 
tasks; 

There.was much. appreciative comment about the genuinely demo
cratic attitude the Americans took toward one another and toward the 
Chinese. The Yenan people felt they had judged American democracy 
correctly. I had never se.en large groups of Chinese and foreigners so 
unconventional and happy together, so completely unaware of differ
ences of background, political creed, and race-and so successful in 
co .. operating with one another and so sincere in their mutual appre .. 
dation. 

The Communist~ did not complain to the Americans about their 
unenviable position behind a twofold Japanese and Kuomintang block
ade, although they rnade the facts clear, sometimes in grim seriousness 
but mostly in terms of good-humoured jokes. They did not seem to 
worry about the strict limitations .on the tasks. of the U.S. Army 
Observer Section, relying on the logic of developments which must 
eventually break. down all• •· hindrances· to • inter-Allied co-operation-· 
if only forthe salw of saving many American and • British lives. 

There was no clamour for American assistance, although it was of 
course emphasized that mutual aid would greatly help the common war 
effort. 

" What is wrong with these people ? " one American asked me in 
real surprise a few weeks after his arrival. " They haven't asked me yet 
when we're finally going to send them tanks and planes and heavy 
artillery, and when. we are going to hit the Japs harder, as everybody 
does on the other side.''.. . . . .· . · 

Nor did anyone ever. ask the plane· crews. which came and w"nt 
between India, Chungking, and Yenan to bring them this or that from 
the well-stocked shops in the outside world-for themselves or their 
families ..... Their personal hardships were never mentioned. 

One •• of the observers, an experienced Old China Hand, discussed 
with me the astonishing peculiarities of the Chinese Communists. 
" These Chinese ain't interested in money ! " he burst out, as though a 
most paradoxical observation suddenly took shape and became . so 
irresistible that he had to risk his reputation as a hard-boiled sceptic by 
confessing to it. ''It sounds incredible, butT have convinced myself of 
it. They really ain't interested in money. I think this one strange fact 
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sums up these people here better than any of those highfalutin' argu
ments you guys probably use in your newspaper articles." 

Another experience. surprised practically every one of the American 
observers, week after week. " Face "did not seem to play a role in this 
part ofChina, as it does everyw4ere else. Alfthe irritating and often 
~nconquerable handicaps to .. mutual understanding •. and practical co
operation which that. fateful little word " face " still implies as it did 
ever since foreigners made co11ta<;t with China, simply did not exist in 
Yenan. It was not necessary, to .inake certain that you were "giving 
face " to somebodyfrom whom you wanted something or to avoid mak-. 
ing a person " lose face " when you had to criticize something. You 
could deal with thetn more or less as though those strange Chinese were 
just ordinary Americans or Europeans. . • , 

And the Communists would ·smile with undisguised !'lmusement 
when Colonel Barrett or someone else~having learned !}is Chinese on 
the conventional Mandarin Court . pattern which still survives in • all the 
rest of the country-would express his desires or histh~n.k.sfor useful 
services in the best terms of exquisitepolitenes~ and fiow~rydeference. 
The Communist!; are polite, too, but they want their " face " ignored, 
and formalities put aside, so as to get on better with practical co-opera-

. tion and real understanding. They ask very often for criticism and 
advice. The Chinese do that habitually ; it is polite. But the people in 
Yenan expectyou to take such requests literally instead of answering 
them with a compliment, as in Chungking. 

This is why seasoned, famous generals of the Eighth Route Army 
asked a very young American officer for a course of lectures about the 
best methods to be used on a certain detail of assistance to the United 
States Army ; and why they did not consider it beneath their dignity to 
learn fro~ him like eager schoolboys how to revise their own practices. 
In fact, they came back to him after a while with the confession that 
they might have misunderstood one of his instructions. " It seems 
incredible," he said to me, '',. how matter-of-fact these people are." 

Their limited tasks could not prevent the American observers from 
forming certain personal opinions about matters concerning the work 
and fight of the Communists that were not formally included in their 
terms of reference. Their close contacts with all ranks ofthe Eighth 
Route and New Fourth Army people in Yenan, and later on in other 
Communist-controlled war area$; were bound to give them a· good idea 
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of the veracity of the Communists' claims-about the strength of their 
forces and positions, the magnitude of their battle records, and their 
potentialities of helping the Allies. 

They saw Eighth Route Army men perform in inanreuvres and some 
of them later observed them in ad:ion at the front. I watched Dave 
Barrett's beaming face and heard his juicy exclamations when we 
witnessed Communist soldiers hit a target at seventy-five yards with 
their hand grenades. And he confirmed my impression of the splendid 
physique of the soldiers of Wang. Chen's)::>rigade at Nanniwan whom 
he had observed for days with his cool, expert eye. 

American officers with open minds, trained in soldiers' jobs and with 
much experience of China, could not work for months in close contact 
with • the Communist Army without ·gaining • the.· impression that the 
military claims of the. Chinese Communists, great as they were, seemed 
essentially correct-and that the co-ordination of their fighters with the 
Allied forces would mean the saving of tens of thousands of lives on the 
Allied side. 

Would it be too late to make use of these strong forces·~ It was only 
the surnrner of I944· 
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Chapter Thirty-six 

WHAT AMERICAN OFFICERS SAW 

AT THE FRONT 

AN AMERICAN fighter pilot was strafing a Japanese-held railway 
somewhere in North China when his plane was hit by anti
aircraft fire. He bailed out close to the track. To escape the 

Japanese he hid in the. daytime and walked short distances at night, 
away from the railroad. After two days he was confronted by a group 
of blue-uniformed soldiers. Were they Japs, he wondered, or did they 
belong to those "friendly troops" in part of the enemy's rear about 
whom he had heard vaguely ? 

The soldiers were more than friendly to the young lieutenant. They 
treated him like a long-lost brother, talked joyfully to him in a language 
he did not even expect to understand, fed him well, and got him a large 
quantity of cigarettes a day or two after he indicated to them that he 
wanted to smoke. · 

The first person he met who spoke a little English told him that he 
was with the Eighth Army of the Communists. Having arriv~d in 
China only a few weeks before, he had never heard of the Eighth Route 
Army. The name Communist, however, struck a familiar note with 
him. It was not so long ago that he used to harass Communist soapbox 
orators on Boston Common. 

The men who rescued him were militiamen, peasant auxiliaries of 
the Eighth Route Army. They had been searching for hirn along the 
railroad track since the hour he bailed out. They wanted him to know 
how happy they were to have found him at last. And they apologized 
for having kept him waiting so long for the cigarettes =. they had to get 
them from an enemy blockhouse garrisoned by puppet troops, and such 
things naturally took time. 

Eventually he was on his way to Yenan, together with an Austrian
Jewish refugee doctor of the Eighth Route Army. He saw much of 

286 
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the Shansi-Chahar-Hopei Anti-Japanese War .Base and spent some 
interesting days at lo(;al army .headquarters. In many. weeks on foot 
and • horseback. and during the exciting .hoqrs •. when :Eighth •. Route 
Army Illen took him across various enemy • lines, he .had a good 
opportunity to observe. conditions and activities in the Communist 
war areas. 

I found the liel.ltenant full of enthusiasm for " those Chinese Reds " 
when I met him on his arrival in Yenan : not only because they had 
bee.Il so helpful to him, but mainly because he had come to admire 
them as genuine fighters. His testimony to the war effort in the Com
mqnist regions and to the close co-operation .. between • the population 
and the army was .~specially valqa~le. since he had a completely open 
mind on the Chinese situation as a whole .. 

The officers . of the U.S. Army. Q bserver • Section ·questioned· him in 
much detail. and it seems that hisfactualreplies confirmed the assertions 
of the Yenan leaders about the war effort in their areas behind the 
]apail¢se-lines. 

Comparison between the lieutenant's log and a map which the 
observers had receivedJrom the Eighth Route Army a short time before 
proveel that the Communists actually controlled more territory in .that 
area•than •they had claimed. 

'' Tflwere notinthe army,'' the lieutenant~aid, ''I would like to go 
on a lecture tour. back home . and tell our • people the truth about the 
Chinese Communists.'' 

Months .later I met in New York bombardier Lieut.enant Curtis 
Bush, who, together with the rest of the crew of his badly damaged 
plane, bailed out over another Anti-Japanese War Base in North China 
and spent two. months there. He was equally impressed with what he 
saw. This is the main part of his own story, passed by U.S. Army 
censorship, as he toldit to P]lll (April 8, .I945). 

" The Communists have effectively organized the Chinese people 
within the areas controlled by them in an all-out war . against the 
Japanese. Even in the remote, mountainous territory where I landed, 
the farmers, who might not be expected to know there was a war going 
on, knew just what to do. when we appeared .on the scene. They had 
been instructed to watch out for American fliers who might be forced 
down and told how to care for us. · 

"Vve were conducted to a near-by village, fed, clothed, and then 
guided to the area headquarters. It was here I saw convincing proof 
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of the fight the Eighth Route Army and the People's Militia were 
putting up against the J aps. 

" The Communists had gotten together a War Achievement Exhibit 
which had been attended by more than Io,ooo natives scattered 
throughout the territory. On exhibit were weapons captured by the 
guerrillas from the Japanese. There were enemy carbines, machine 
guns, mortars, and even a few pieces of heavy artillery. 

"But they do not depend solely on the enemy. They make their 
own rifles and even produce cannon by boring out sections of tree 
trunks. These are fired by low explosive charges using a charcoal 
powder base. 

"In the production of grenades and land mines, the Chinese showed 
real ingenuity. They used iron castings, glassjars, crocks, and hollowed
out rocks as casings for the charges. Despite their simplicity, these 
grenades and mines are used with good effect against the Japanese. 

" Compared with American equipment, the weapons were of a 
primitive type But what impressed me was that these people are fighting 
as best they can with whatever they have at hand. I couldn't help 
wondering what results they might achieve with a few of our heavy 
machine guns and mortars. 

" What amazed me is the progress they have made witli the little 
they have. One part of the exhibit contained maps showing the progress 
made in various anti-Japanese bases. In one area alone, 1,899 square 
miles of territory had been recaptured from the enemy and more than 
soo,ooo people liberated. The maps covered fifteen such areas and 
showed 300,ooo square miles of liberated territory. There was no 
doubting the authenticity of these maps, as many persons receiving 
them had actually fought in the campaigns shown. 

" I was particularly interested in the strides made in agricultural 
production. Without a dependable and sufficient food supply, the 
resistance movement would collapse. Included within the exhibit were 
improved varieties of wheat, corn, and other products which were 
grown on an experimental farm run by the Communists. The Minister 
of Production, a graduate ofthe.University of Minnesota, told me the 
seeds were derived from American-type crops and were being produced 
and distributed to the farmers throughout the area. 

''Experiments were being .carried out to raise new vegetables and 
fruit. Irrigation projects are being developed to re-claim arid land. • In 
one area, 2,6oo acres offormerly unused land are now producing. The 
experimental farm was well stocked with domestic animals and the 
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farmers were being taught the proper care of them .• The first glass of 
milk ltasted.since leaving the States came from Holstein cows kept by 
the Communists. 

'' EighthArmy troops·assist in the production drive. They help•the 
farmers harvest the . crops and even have small farms of their own. 
According to regulations, each soldier must reclaim three mow (one 
half-acre) of land and raise enough food to feed him for three months. 
The remainder is supplied by the army .. So successful has the pro
gramme been that in this area where famines were a regular occurrence, 
the Communists had stored up a two.-year supply of grain against 
drought and emergencies. 

''·Since I've returned horne, I've heard the charge that the Chinese 
Communists are not fighting the Japs. I can vouch for the fact that they 
are. The peasants are being taught by the Eighth Routers how to shoot 
ana plant land mines .. They also are being instructed in guerrilla tactics. 
People come .from hundreds of miles around for .training and then 
return to· their homes where they ·participate in offensive operations 
with the regular troops. 

''In the economic .sphere, private enterprise is being ·encouraged. 
Cq-operatives of alL. kinds, ranging from • a two-man outfit • to others 
where hundreds shared the •profits, are.to be found everywhere. They 
produce leather goods, ammunition, • blankets, uniforms, •• • bandages, 
many types of simple tools, and other items not only for army use but 
for civilian • consumption. 

'' Speaking with party leaders confirmed the impression of which you 
cannot help being conscious as you observe the people and their activi
ties, namely, that nationalism is .more important than communism. 

'' It is interesting to note that in places where we were entertained by 
city and hsien(county) officials, theleaders were gentry~quite obviously 
gentry. Many of them were well~educated persons whose families had 
lived inthe communities for several hundred years. They were land
iords, . merchants, as well as civic officials; They were exactly the 
type of civic leaders you would findin the U.S.A." 

Raymond P. Ludden, a State Departrnent official with long experi
ence in China, who was a member of the l].S. Army Observer Section 
in Yenan, reported in Washington* after a prolonged journey through 
several Anti-Japanese War Bases during the fall and winter of 1944 
"that these Communists are fighting the Japanese [andJ that they have 
popular support in their area." 

* The New York Times, March 23rd, 1945· 
K* 
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" Travelling mostly by muleback and afoot," the report continues, 
" the party went over mountain trails and forest tracks, crossing and 
recrossing the Japanese lines always accompanied by a strong escort of 
Chinese guerrillas. They wore the Chinese Communist uniforms on the 
trip. The party traversed Shansi and spent a long period in Hopei, and 
from there various sections of the party made side trips, one pushing 
as far as Peiping. [Where, according to. what • Chungking leaders had 
solemnly told· me before we left for Y enan, " there are certainly no 
Communists any more."] 

'' He said the Chinese considered part • of their forces as • regulars and 
part as guerrillas, but that all were what we would call guerrillas, both 
for their way of life in fastness retreats and their raids. and skirmishes 
with their enemies, the Japanese. One member of the party was killed 
during one of. these skirmishes,· and at another tiine the group was 
obliged to make a forced march of twenty-six hours without food or 
rest to escape being intercepted by the Japanese. 

" He found a great admiration for the United States among the 
soldiers and the people whom he encountered in this area. He said the 
programme supported by the peasants was not particularly Communist 
in character, but that it was indigenous to the peasantry of China. In its 
simplest terms the programme preached by all these local leaders was in 
terms that everyone could understand : ' A full belly, a warm back, and 
nobody knocking them around.' In this period of continuous skir
mishing he said the feeling is among these people that ' the man who 
has no gun gets pushed around.'" 

Major . Cas berg, the American Army doctor who was a member of 
the U.S. Army Observer Section in Yenan and visited the war areas of 
the Communists during the summer of 1944, summarized a private 
report about his experiences as follows : 

" I have found the medical personnel very much alive to the needs 
of the army and civilians in this. section of China. When one considers 
the difficulties encountered, mostly attributable to the Kuomintang 
blockade, one cannot help being favourably impressed by the accom
plishments of the medical profession. 

" I have had numerous discussions with groups of the medical staffs 
of the local hospitals, medical schools, and military establishments of 
forward echelons, and have found them all very cognizant of their 
limitations in personnel and material. However, I have noted a definite 
lack of the '.begging for supplies ' spirit. 
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" It does not fall in my domain to·estimate the help these people 
are giving the Allied cause ; however, if in the future ordnance is given 
these armies to carry oh the war against Japan, we mus(by all.means 
also supply them with their medical needs. Should medical supplies be 
sent there, I am sure that they will be used ; not misappropriated or 
set aside for future. periods. 

" From I:n.y observations of the hospital clientele and the friendship 
existing between the soldiers and the local populace, I would say that 
the peasants as well as the atmy will benefidrom any medical improve~ 
ment in this section, and this would be a factor in improving the fighting 

qualities of the soldier ; for the civilian, besides being his family, is 
also his rear echelon growing the food and making the supplies so 
essential to the army." 

One day while I was in Yenan, a wireless message was received for 
the U.S. Atmy Observer Section from an American fighter pilot of 
Chinese ancestry who came down into.the Anti-Japanese War Base near 
the Yangtze cify of Hankow in Central China and was rescued by the 
Communist-'cOntrolled New Fourth Army-which was officially 
"disbanded" by the Chungking Government in 1941. 
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The American airman reported to the headquarters of General Claire 
L. Chennault's Fourteenth U.S. Army Air Force that he was safe and 
anxious to return to his base somewhere in China. 

His rescuers were willing to escort him into National Government 
territory, but he could not get through .since strong Chinese Govern'
ment forces were carrying on an offensive against the troops of the 
Communist-controlled New Fourth Army with whom he was. 

The message ended with the airman's request of the American Army 
to ask the National Government in Chungking to stop the fight, so that 
he could rejoin his unit. . . . 

Representative Mansfield, Democrat of· Montana, reporting to 
Congress· ori his· mission to China in December, ·1944, dealt· at length 
with the Kuomintang-Communist ·issue. 

He stated that Major General Claire L. Chennault, veteran China 
expert and commander of the Fourteenth U.S. Army Air Force in 
China, rates the Communists highly as fighters, and declares there is 
no connection between them and Russia, " a conclusion which was borne 
out in my conversations during the rest of my stay in China." 

"The Communists," Mansfield continued, "are a force to be 
reckoned with in China; They have approximately 9o,ooo,ooo people 
in the territories under their control and they seem to have evolved. a 
system of government which is quite democratic. . . . The Communists 
are well disciplined. . . . They are not Communists in the sense that 
Russians are, as their interests seem to focus on primarily . agrarian 
reforms .... 

" They are organized effectively in the region l.mder their control 
to carry on the war and to maintain their own standing .. ·. . The 
Communists have gone into villages whi(lh they captured, told the 
people they were spreading democracy, asked how many were in 
favour of reducing land taxes, interest rates and so forth, and then 
allowed them to vote. . . . 

" Among their weak points is their spirit of sanctimoniousness. They 
look upon themselves as pious crusaders and do-gooders. Their 
knowledge of the outside world is primitive ; there are social distinc
tions among them, and they are totalitarian ·and dictatorial in their 
own way. 

" Their points of strength are they have a good military force, 
estimated at around 6oo,ooo and there is more democracy in their 
territory than in the rest of China." 
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On Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek's regime the Congressman 
reported, " The Kuomintang ·is disliked more every day and this is 
due to • fear of the army and the. attitude of tax collectors ; and it is 
proved by the revolts of the peasantry, the party criticism by provincial 
leaders, and student revolts against conscription. It speaks democra
tically but acts dictatorially. 

".The Kuomintang is afraid ofthewill ofthe people, has lost much of 
its popular supp~rt, and will not allow any of its power to be used 
in the way of agrarian reforms. However, the Kuomintang is still the • 
party in China. It has its leader in the Generalissimo who has the 
franchise in the war against Japan. It has a powerful army. The 
middle class leans toward it and it still has the support of America .... 

''The disastrous results of this [Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek's 
political} manreuvring have been .manifested in many ways : 

" I. He has used som~thing .like sixteen divisions to blockade the 
Communists and has thus lost the use of large numbers of troops 
to fightJapan, 

'' 2; He has allowed Chinese military strength to deteriorate in other 
ways through his inability to mobilize China's resources;. to 
conscript the college students and the rich men's sons ; to see 

'" that his troops received food and medical supply ; 
3. He has not checked hoarding ; he has. not stopped inflation ; and 

he has allowed merchants and landlords to profit tremendously. 
" 4· He 'has failed to . improve the condition of the peasantry in 

regard to high rents • and high rates of int erest, 
" U~der the present system, • being conscripted into the Chinese 

[KuomirttangJ Army is · like receiving a death sentence because the 
:soldier receives little training, •• food, and equipment. They are starved 
and poorly equipped because of graft up above. The commanders hang 
on to much of the stuff they receive and then flood the black markets 
and enrich· themselves. . The. administration of food supply on an, 
·equitable basis is necessary or the Chinese Army will not be able to 
fight as it should. 

" When I started on this mission I thought that the Chinese problem 
·was supply, but now I feel that the most important factor is co-opera
tion among the Chinese themselves and that this has been. the case for 
:some time. 

" Our military and diplomatic representatives are doing all that they 
·can do to close this breach and to bring ·about greater co-operation 
:among the Chinese. 
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"They realize that Chiang Kai-shek's position is a difficult one and 
that he fears giving in to the Communists because of the effect it might 
have on him and his party. 

" They want the Chinese to get together so that we can win the. war 
in Asia and they want to get the boys out of China as soon a.s victory is 
won. 

" The main concern of all of them is the saving of American lives. 
" They do not care whether a Chinese is an agrarian or not," Con

·"' gressman Mansfield summed up, "just so he fights Japan and takes that 
much of the burden off our soldiers." 

Chapter Thirty-seven 

THE TESTIMONY OF AN OXFORD MAN 

TH.IS is the te.~timony of an Englishman who has. been with the 
Eighth Route Army in the war areas since the day of Pearl 
Harbour: Michael Lindsay, the son of the Master of Balliol 

College at Oxford, former Press attache at the British Emba.ssy in 
Chungking, and lecturer in economics at Yenching University-an 
American missionary college in Peiping. 

" Opinion in Allied countries quite underestimates the importance 
of the Communist forces in North China," Lindsay told me during our 
first talk in Yenan which_ was followed by months of almost· .daily 
conversation. 

" Both their actual and potential importance is far greater than people 
realize. They do 'not know what strength the competent leadership of 
the Communists and their true co-operation with the population give 
those forces. 

• .. If the Eighth Route and New Fourth Armies had an adequate 
supply of no more than cartridges for the rifles and machine guns they 
have taken from the Japanese and. an adequate .11J.IQ1lJer of light weapons 
capable of knocking out the enemy's blockhouses, I think it would be 
fairly safe to. say that there would be a general collapse ofthe Japallese 
positions in North and Central. China .and it woulci be possible ~agidly 
to extend guerrilla activities deeper into Manchuria. If • the Japanese 
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could not hold their little garrison points any longer, the whole Japanese 
fort system would become untenable. Even the railroads · would 
continually be interrupted unless the .• Japanese very. greatly increased 
their garrisons and supplied them with artillery-which they cannot 
afford to do. Under such conditions it should be quite practicable for 
the Communists to make effective raids on the main Japanese centres, 
especially if the Americans could give them sotne occasional air support 
for such purposes. 

" Having been with troops in active war areas fot years, I had many 
opportunities of checking the published Communist claims on actions 
of which I had reliable first-hand knowledge. l always found them 
substantially accurate. l think that all the figures you have been given 
here on the s!rength ofthe Cbmmunists and their battle records are at 
feast ofthe right order of magnitude." 

Sceptics would probably .call Michael Lindsay a " fellow traveller " 
of the .Chinese Communists, especially if they saw him in his baggy 
Eighth Route Army uniform and the old soldier's cap • he wears indoors 
and out ; with his .labour-hardened. hands and his broken eyeglasses 
and pipe~looking more like the prototype of a guerrilla than anyone 
else I saw in Yenan. 

In one sense •. he • has been •. their. fellow. traveller· ever • since that 
December morning in Peiping when. his wife Shao•Li happened to tune 
in the radio .a few minutes before the Japanese gendarmes did, and heard 
the news of Pearl Harbour. They fled. in their car, succeeded in finding 
Eighth Route Army men' in the • hills a short distance outside the city, 
and went on a long trek with them to the headquarters of the Shansi
Chahar-Hopei Anti-Japanese War Base, wanting to go on to Chungking 
and eventually. to England. to help • in the war against Japan. Michael 
and another Englishman, the physicist f>rofessor William Band, who 
was with him, were so impressed with the war effort ofthe Communists 
that they decided to stay • and help them with •• their knowledge of radio 
engineering. . From. then . on, •l\1ichael worked with the Eighth Route 
Army. He and Shao Li ran with other noncombatants when the 
Japanese advanced in their great mopping-up campaigns, moved back 
to the war bases when the enemy was repulsed, always travelling with small 
army. units and .living with soldiers and officials, peasants and landlords. 

But ·the Lindsays are not Communists. " Michael retains the strict 
anti-authoritarian attitude ofthe typical progressive Liberal, and with 
it a dry, almost fanatical objectivity toward the Chinese Communists--
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although he does~ not deny his admiration for their war effort and their · 
democratic achievements. He judges them with the same .intellectual 
honesty that still ma:kes him strongly critical of the Communist parties 
in England, the U.S.A. and the USSR. 

The opinions he gave were carefully weighed, His expressions of 
praise for the Chinese Communists were often examples of his typical 
English indulgence in cautious understatements, which 1 found charac
terized by his remark one evening when we heardover the radio that 
Hitler's fronts were cracking in France and Poland, that Allied bombers 
pulverized German cities, and that rebellious generals were after the 
Fuehrer's life. " Hitler must be rather annoyed," Michael said, 
completely serious, and he was somewh_at shocked when l ·broke. out 
into a roar of laughter. -

His pretty young wife, Shao Li, in spite of her present guerrilla 
appearance which is produced by t4y same ~ind of costume as Michael's, 
remains every inch the _ daughter~ of a once illustrious .and . wealthy 
mandarin-landlord family from Shansi province. Her brand of 
nationalism looks somewhat . bourgeois in y etian and she admits frankly 
to have no use for any political party or its doctrines. Her unqualified 
Jove and admiration for the fighters and the self-governments of the 
Communist war areas is that of a robust, unsophisticated woman who 
is part of the people and the soil of China and grateful to their defenders, 
no· matter what their political label. 

The Lindsays like Yenan, too. But they think it compares a little 
unfavourably with " their " Anti-Japanese War Base in the North 
which they consider the "real thing." 

I once had a long, systematical interview with Michael, reading to 
him .for his comment what one of the highest-ranking Kuomintang 
generals in Chungking had told me about the Communist armies. This 
is the recorCJ. as I wrote it down at the time. : 

"The Japanese have rio reason to complain about the existenceofthe · 
Shansi--Chahar-Hopei Anti-Japanese · War Base in ' occupied' North 
China, for conditions there are. complet~ly normal from the Japanese 
point of view,'' I read from my notes. . · 

"The contrary is true," Michael replied. "There are very large 
areas where you can travel .at the rate of about thirty miles per day 
wjthout encountering any Japanese or puppets at all, . f<>r . at least ten or 
twelve days from north to south and for two or three daysfromwest to 
ea:st. For these areas, conquered from the Japs, .are strongly held by the 
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Corhmunists. Raids on Japanese-controlled railroad lines. vary accord
ing to the strength of their fortifications. One of the lines in that area is 
not raided· very much because it would be very costly and not worth 
whileynless such raids were co-ordinated over large areas for the definite 
purpose of a large counter,.offensive. But other railroads are mined 
fairly•often and.there .have been frequent derailments .. The Japanese
controlled highways are being attacked much more and Japanese 
tr!lcks are very frequently ambushed, which does .not cost the Com
munists much in men and munitions. 

" But the rriaia. thing is that continual fighting for food. supplies is 
going on around towns and Cities·wherever the enemy is. The Japanese 
go out to seize food. since their plans·of getting large quantities through 
thepuppet governments do not work, a fact to be put down to the credit 
of the well-prganized. popularresistance and political.warfare of the 
Communists .. This type of fighting does great harm to the enemy and 
it is also one .of the main reasons why the .Eighth Route Army is so 
popular with the people." ' 

I read the next statement 1 had been given in Chungkiil.g : '' The 
Communist positions in Eastern Hopei · nea~ · Peiping have been lost 
completely." 

·• Imperturbable Michael got angry and used stronger words than I had 
ever heard from him. 

" This is pure nonsense. Again, the contrary is the case. The East 
Hopei positions are. expanding most rapidly. . In. 1943 eight county 
governments of the New Democracy type were started there in. newly 
liberated regions, for the Communists gained control over 6,ooo more 
villages during that year. In 1940 and 1941 the East Hopei area was 
very ~nstable so that guerrillas used to say, ' You can never sit down to 
get the lice. out of your shirt because the Japanese are always coming.' 
But now, East Hopei has developed. a strong, stable base near the Great 
Wall. Around Peiping itself there are some less stable areas which 
survive in spite of incessant fighting. In 1943 the Japanese were. on the 
offensive for more than rso days in that region, but that did not change 
the situation." 

Another statement rnade to me in Chungking was that " the militia 
plays no role in the defence of the country and causes only internal 
disturbances.'' 

" That, too, is completely nonsense," said Michael. "The militiamen 
co~ operate very well indeed with regulars ·and guerrillas. They are 
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and volunteered to come along. This is typicaL Everywhere people take 
the greatest trouble and risks to shelter and help the Eighth Route Army. 
They take it for granted that there is the Closest co-operation between 
themselves and the fighters. We once passed through one of those areas 
where the Japanese destroy everything and shoot all the civilians they 
see, in order to create a ' depopulated belt ' in which the Communist 
forces .cannot survive .. You should have seen how happy the remaining 
peasants were when the Eighth Route Army came. And the people do 
not get discouraged by war damage and hardship. Last year, after the 
big offensive, we passed through the village where. we had lived before. 
Most0fitwas destroyed. and much of the food had been looted by the 
Japanese. But the people were in very high spirits and said, ' We .shall 
get rid of .the Japanese all right with the help of the Eighth Route 
Army.'" 

I quoted the next allegation : " There is no freedom of speech and 
democracy in Ghin-cha-chi." 

Michael smiled. " I wish you could see for yourself .... There are heated 
debates in thePeople's Political "Councilandnobody feels restrictedin 
giving his views. Non-controversial matters are passed easily .. But 
questions of land rent and. tax regulations are frankly and thoroughly 
discussed between peasa.nts and landlords-in public, like never before. 
I went to a village meeting once.in a place where we stayed. The tenants 
complained that · a landlord had tried to evade the new law about 
the reduction of land rents. The landlord gave his own version. He 
looked like a. rather nasty specimen and the meeting certainly did not 
approve of him, but he got his say all right. And he succeeded in 
having the matter referred to the next highest government organ. . I 
know • personally of a good number of cases where, according to merit, 
either landlords o.r tenants got their right after frank discussion." 

" The Kuomintang. has been suppressed in Chin-cha-chi," I read. 
".No. It is untrue. The Kuomintang even had their own newspaper 

until r 941 ; it was closed down only for lack of funds. I knew a certain 
number ofKuomintang people there. Those elected to the Government 
of the region are mostly of the Liberal wing of the Kuomintang and 
they get on very well with the Communists. In that area, you must 
remember,. the l(uomintang was .a progressive organization in 1938 
whenthe.National Government recognized the right of the Commu
nists to est;:tplish theAnti -Japanese War Base fromparts of the provinces . 
Shansi, Chahar, and Hopei which the.Eighth Route Army had liberated 
by fighting the Japanese. 
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" The Kuomintang members of those areas sent a delegation to 
Chungking, requesting headquarters to let them set up a special branch 
of the Kuomintang for the base and to permit them to have its func
tionaries democratically· elected through the local party organizations. 
But Chungking refused. No merger of the three separate provincial 
organizations in. the base was permissible, it said, and the party 
functionaries could not be elected but must be directly appointed by 
Kuomintang party headquarters. 

" The man who ha-d revived the. Kuomintangin the base, the promi
nent party member Liu Tien-chi, was edged out. in due course . by 
Chungking for being too progressive. Together with other-s he con
tinued to criticize the increasingly reactionary appointees of Chungking. 
But they got only rude replies to their requests for democratic procedure 
within the party and for permission to co-operate with the Communists." 

I asked about allegations I had heard in Yenan that certain Kuomin
tang members in the base have been discovered co-operating with the 
Japanese. 

"There is some evidence for that statement. It was admitted to me 
by a Kuomintang leader that the local party organizations were careless 
about membership and permitted people with Japanese affiliations to 
come in. It has been established that certain Kuomintang members 
helped the Japanese to find hidden Eighth Army supplies during their 
last offensive. Some were convicted in trial and shot. I also know of 
another case: Six staff members of the local Kuomintang office, having 
been captured with other Chinese by enemy troops, were singled out 
by the enemy for good treatment and accepted the puppet positions the 
Japanese offered them. On that I have direct evidence from peasants 
who were captured with them. A big popular meeting was held in the 
presence of Kuomintang representatives, and there was some argument. 
The matter was eventually referred to the local high court which later 
published sworn affidavits of seven respectable witnesses, together with 
an order of arrest against the six J(uomintang officials who had indeed 
turned puppets." 

" What did the local Kuomintang people say about it ? " 
" Their defence was that those men had just been scared and cowardly 

but not traitorous. There was still another, even worse case. I heard~ 
about it from a man in the Public Safety Department, whom I have 
known extremely well since 1938 and whom I trust fully. He said that 
he obtained the minutes of a meeting of the Tanghsien branch of the 
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Kuomintang in the base, ·which explained certain recognition signals 
for contacting the Japanese during their offensive. In still another place 
a document was • captured from the Japanese . with an analysis ·of the 
best ways of eliminating Communist party organizations, identifying 
Comn1Unist militia organizers and discovering hidden supplies-in 
which it was stated that assistance might be obtained from Kuomintang 
members.'' 

f asked Michael if I should believe Y enan allegations that some of 
the puppet armies which had formerly been National Government 
troops and later went over to the enemy were still retaining connections 
with Chungking. 

" It is said,''. he replied, "that that is true, and many people in the 
Eighth .Route Army are positive that Chungking ordered certain of its 
armies to desert to the Japanese in order to have a Kuomintangforce 
in North China for the time when Japan collapses, a force. which could· 
then be··. used by the • Kuomintang against the Communists." 

Finally I asked Michael whether he believed that the Communists 
were sincere in saying that their activities in the Japanese rear were 
aimed only. at defeating the enemy but not at preparing a position of 
post-war power for themselves, and I also wanted to know the opinion 
of the ordinary people on the subject. 

" The best evidence is the very great length to which the Communists 
went in trying to co-operate with the Kuomintang," he said. " Until the 
summer of 1943 they gave no publicity to the numerous attacks by 
Kuomintang troops• on the Communist-led forces, except. for the New 
Fourth Army incident early in 194l. In many cases the Communists 
allowed. Kuomintang troops to come and ·take over areas which the 
Eighth Route· Army had reconquered from the. •. Japanese in bitter 
fighting. ·For example, the Kuomintang general Lu Chung~lin came 

. through a certain part of our base in August, 1938, and took over an 
area in South Hopei which had been liberated by the Eighth Route 
Army several months before .. In all those cases the Kuomintang troops 
collapsed at . the first serious Japanese attack. As a result, several 
important areas were twice lost by Kuomintang troops and twice 
reconquered by .Communist troops.'' 

Lindsay took the initiative in our talk now, bringing up some points 
he considered of special importance. " The Communists are always 
being accused by the Kuomintang of setting up new local governments," 
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he said, " and of issuing a new currency in the areas they liberate from 
the Japanese. But on the basis of my first-hand experience I have 
convinced myself fully that these two things were absolutely essential for 
carrying on the war. The reason why the Communist forces have been 
able to maintain themselves against continuous. attacks of Japanese 
troops, which are much better equipped and often also more numerous, 
is that the Communists have 100 .. per .cent co-operation from the 
people. This full popular co-operation could be obtained only through 
the establishment of democratic and progressive local governments and 
through the growth of really active and popular mass organizations. 
Each Anti-Japanese War Base behind'the enemy lines has to support its 
own armed forces, which is possible only with a new and honest 
taxation system that is regarded as equitable by the people, and with the 
organization of an efficient supply system for the artl1edforces. . This, 
again, requires the existence of local governments willing and able to 
co-operate fully with the army. In other words, governments with higher 
standards of honesty and efficiency than the old-style local governments 
maintained by the Kuomintang were an absolute necessity for the war 
effort. If any Allied forces had operated in those areas, they would also 
have been forced by circumstances to try to set up such new local 
governments. 

" In many of those areas the currency situation was chaotic. For 
example, in old Marshal Yen Hsi-shan's area of south Shansi, as late as 
the summer of 1939, most notes in circulation were those of local banks 
and pawnshops which were often valid only in one single county. Most 
of the war bases in the enemy's rear had practically no connection with 
Chungking's rear territories, and .if they had continued to use national 
currency they would have been considerably handicapped in their 
continuous economic warfare with the Japanese-a very important 
phase of the war as a whole. In our base national currency was conver
tible into the new local currency issued by the Communists until after 
Pearl Harbour. At that time, huge quantities of national currency which 
had been used in the foreign concessions of Tientsin began to flood our 
base and made the continuance of that policy impossible." 

" What do you consider the reason fD't the lack of Kuomintang
Communist co-operation against the Japanese?" I asked. 

"You must not forget that there has been absolutely nothing to 
prevent the Kuomintang from having a large share in the war behind the 
regular front lines, that.is, in the enemy's rear where the Communists 
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reconquered one area after another from the Japanese. Let rne put it 
this way : Nothing has prevented the Kuomintang from playing a role 
in that war in the enemy's rear but their dislike. of any co-operation with 
the Communists and their equal dislike of any kind of popular, demo
cratic organizations. 

" In all . those war areas the Communists rnade ~reat efforts to get 
Kuornintangco-operation. There were still many Kuomintang members 
in important positions in those areas for considerable time. But the 
Kuomintang party organizations in the enemy's rear have developed 
more and more in a reactionary direction, toward secret-service and spy 
organizaions-not against the Japanese but against the Chinese Com
munists. 

'' If the Kuofilintanghad been willing to learn a little frorn the Com~ 
munists about guerrilla warfare and the use of • popular mass organiza
tions against thenational enemy, theirarmies behind the regularfronts, 
which were very large at the beginning of the war in the southern half 
of North Chi!la, might have maintained themselves and expanded their 
areas once more at the ~pense of the Japanese. Instead, the Kuomin
tang preferred to keep their old-style tactics and their old-style authori
tative methods of. government and dissipated a large part of their 
efforts against the Chinese Communists rather than directing them 
against the Japanese. 

"It seems indeedthattheKuomintang actually preferred to seethose 
territories remain in Japanese hands rather than have them recovered 
by the Chinese Communists .. For it was apparently felt that Japanese
occupied areas cpuld be brought back under Kuomintang control 
when theAllies eventually drove the Japanese out; while things would 
be very difficult in areas previously liberated by the Communists. where 
the people would in the meantime get used to democratic government 
and therefore after the war refuse to put up with a return to the pre-war 
regime. Even where the alternative would have been to have Japanese
occupiedterritories recovered by Kuomintang troops-if this necessi
tated the local introduction of democratic reforms desired by the 
people-the Kuomintang seemed to prefer having them continue 
under Japanese rule. 

"Apart frolll all the other evidence there .is for that attitude of the 
Kuomintang, this policy can be seen quite clearly in the' constant 
demands of the Kuomintang for the disbandment of the larger part of 
the Communist forces in the enemy's rear. You know that this demand 
again plays a considerable part in the present Kuomintang-Communist 
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negotiations in Chungking. The disbandment of Communist forces 
wou.ld mean to abandon large parts ofthe liberated areas of North and 
Central China to Japanese control; for nothing but the presence of 
those forces prevents the enemy from re-occupying them. 

"If the Kuomintang had adopted a propressive policy, if they had 
been willing to co-operate with the Communists, they could have helped 
a great deal1n developing a democratic tradition in China. What China 
really needed during all those years of war was a two~ party· system, 
with the Kuornintang in opposition in Communist-controlled areas and 
the Communist party in opposition in Kuomintang-ruled territories. 
Two such parties which supported the Cent:raFGoverllrnent on funda
mental matters of resistance against the enemy and of democratic 
reform, but which criticized each other on details of policy, would have 
been a great help in developing a tradition of free discussion and of 
co-operation between different political groups. 

" As things developed, however, the remaining Kuomintang organiz
ations in North China have certainly acquired the popular reputation 
of being ultra-reactionary, to put it mildly, and they have come llnder 
grave suspicion of actually working with the Japanese. 

" On the other hand, the experience of Liberal individuals among the 
membership of the Kuomintang in various local governments in the 
Communist-controlled parts of. North China, has shown clearly how 
well co-operation can develop between the Communists and other 
political parties which accept the fundamental demands of demo<;racy. 
Most people to whom I have talked in those areas, people on all sides, 
hope that this may be the line on which post-war China can achieve 
unity and progress." 

I asked Michael Lindsay whether he found the Communists in the 
war areas of North China dogmatic in their Marxism and whether 
their ideology was in any way a handicap to co-operation with " bour
geois" elements. 

He denied it. " I have often argued with Communists about Marxian 
economics and philosophy and especially about their criticism of certain 
features of British and American democracy. But this never made any 
difference to our friendship nor to our ability to work together." 



Chapter Thirty-eight 

"I WAS A WEALTHY LANDLORD. " 

VEN LI-HSUAN is a vigorous man of over sixty with a bea~tiful, 
]_ • strong-willed face ; tall, slim, erect, .and calmly dignified as only 

an old-style Chinese from the North can be. He wears his spotless, 
tidily fitting cotton uniform of the Eighth Route Army like ~- mandarin 
coat. His()ld-fashioned courtesy issirrtple.but superb. 

I met him by accid~nt through Michael Lindsay who had known 
him .for years in the war areas of North China and. had great• respect 
for him. The Communists proved to be poor propagandists., or they 
would have presented old Yen to a full meeting of our. group as one 
of their most .plausible and impressive witnesses. 

One day, having paid him a courtesy visit, I invited him to • come to 
my. room with Michael to tell me the story of his. development from 
landlord t~. guerrilla, to." Vice,.Gelleral" in the. Eighth Route Army 
and to a supporter ofthe New Democracy. 

He sat at my desk.in an •almost .ceremonial•. manner, talking calmly 
and stroking • his long grey beard with .slow measured movements of 
his fine hands, as they do in ancient Chinese plays. 

"I was a wealthy landlord nearTientsin," he began," andlived most 
comfortably. I had forty tenant families on 250 acres of fertile land 
and sixteen hired labourers on another 170 acres under my own manage
ment. When I was young I studied at the College of Law and Adminis
tration' in Peking. I travelled much in China and Japan and was always 
interested in improving the lot of the Chinese fartners. For everything 
in our country was very bad and I was convinced that we needed great 
reforms: But I had no concrete ideas on the subject. From what I saw 
of it it seemed no use to me to join the Kuomintang. 

" In this state of political helplessness I was surprised by the attack 
of the Japanese in July, 1937. My hope that the government armies 
would stop their hasty retreat in our easily defendable region and thus 
give us·an opportunity to•organize the people for armed resistance•was 
badly disappointed. The armies, all the Government authorities, and 
most of the Kuomintang leaders ran away and left the people to their 
fate, without organizing or helping us at all. 
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" I determined to act for myself," he said with a hard gleam in his 
eyes. " As commander of the local Self-defence Corps which we land
lords used as protection against bandits, . I began to •·· organize •• from my 
own tenants a small band of guerrillas whiCh grew slowly to· about 
120 men." 

In the place of military knowledge old Yen had only a deep hatred 
for the Japanese and a desire to help protect the people whom the 
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governmenthad abandoned. His men collected arms from the peasants, 
many of whom used to keep rifles and shotguns against bandits. They 
trained secretly. in the spacious courtyards of .his large. mansion, .and 
their rtumber·grew. All· the· men who joined were tenants and other 
poor peasants. Nobody else would have anything to do with .such a 
dangerous. venture; especially since. the Japanese had already estab
lished a puppet magistrate in the county. That man \Vould not allow 
Yen to endanger the " peace " of the county and eventually Yen had to 
move away with his men. 

I ap~nese planes frequently flew over the area and the people were 
very much afraid. Yen's amateur warriors used to shoot at them with 
their rifles, but•of course in vain. The only result was that the enemy 
got to. know about them before· they were ready .to meet him, and Yen 
with his me.n moved on to another place. 

That was thelasttimethatthey evaded a clash. Qneday the Japanese 
came on two trucks with two machine guns and a small cannon but 
did not find the guerrillas, who then took the initiative and ambushed 
them, In this first fight Yen lost three killed and four or five wounded ; 
but the Japanese lost more; and the two Chinese truck drivers of the 
enemy unit went over to Yen, 
· " That was. in May, 1938, and from then on my little group expanded 
rapidly," Yen continued . . " \Ve were soon over I,ooo men strong and 
collected more and more contributions. of arms, food, and money from 
the villages, strictly according to the. amount •· of hmd owned by . the 
people. . But even then we told all those who did not belong to us that 
we were only fighting the bandits, whose numbers had in fact increased 
very much since all· government • officials had run· away. 

"Just when I felt our need for better military training, I heard of 
another landlord, some thirty miles away, a younger man who had 
organized a similar guerrilla band. He wasin contact with a colonel of 
the Kuomintang army who had been left behind with his regiment 
whenour troops fled. I began to collaborate with that landlord and 
through him with .the colonel.'' 

Yen laughed • when he recalled how his new-found ally had been 
careful .not to tell him at that time that he and the Kuomintang colonel 
were already. in· dose· relationship with the Eighth Route Army of the 
Communists. " lam glad he did not tell me then. It might have been 
too early for me, considering all the prejudice I, like everybody else, 
had against the Communists .. But .he told me soon afterward and I did 
not mind very much belonging to the Eighth Route Army myself, in 
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a way ; because I saw they were good people and fought the enemy 
well. More and more men joined u.p, either with groups like mine or 
directly with .units of the Communistforces. That was how the Eighth 
Route Army grew out. of popular resistance." 

" What became of that Kuomintang colonel ? " I interrupted. 
" He is one of the leading officers in the Eighth Route Army today. 

His name is famous. He is Lu Cheng-tsao, Commqnder-in-Chief of the 
important anti-Japanese War Base of Shansi-Suiyuan on the Yellow 
River, adjoining this Border Region. He has long since become a 
Communist. An excellent man. 

" By the way, his chief-of-staff is a former Kuomintang general whom 
the National Government sent against Lu, to attack and destroy his 
powerful army when the Kuomintang began again to fight the 
Communists.'' 

"And what became of your original guerrillas ? " 
"The majority of them were killed in fighting the Japanese. The 

lowest ranking one of the survivors is now. a company commander in 
the Eighth Route Army. One is a battalion commander who studies 
here at the Party School at present. And several others are regimental 
commanders and staff officers at the front. All were simple peasants and 
are now fine officers." 

I thought of a group of eight Kuomintang soldiers who had made 
· a deep impression on me the winter before at the Central China front. 
Men with seven to eleven years of service •• in Generalissimo Chiang 
Kai-shek's crack 57th Division who had been in most of the la~ge 
engagements of the Civil War against the Communists and of the 
war against Japan. Yet they still tanked only from private to 
sergeant. 

" Why don't they let such men become officers ? " one of the Allied 
military attaches in our party had wondered. " Even with little extra 
training they would be much better commanders than most. of those 
innumerable generals we have. met these last ten· days. These soldiers 
made more sense in what they said about the recent campaign than.most 
of the .generals, although they had no German instructors at orthodox 
military academies. I really mean it : . in the kind of warfare which the 
Chinese armies should fight against the technically superior Japanese, 
in a war in which their only hope is the best use of their human material, 
the commanders should be. men like these experienced, clever, and 
spirited veterans instead of that type of officer we met. . . . " 
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The old landlord carried on his ~tory : " We still made many military 
mistakes dut:ingt~efirst big Jap~nese offensive in October, 1938, when 
we were onlr.looselyconnected with the Eighth Route Army. We had 
no experience and practically no central direction. 

'' Aterrible thing happened to me at the time when I had increased 
my force to I ,Boo men. I left my unit for a while to meet for the first 
time my commander-in-chief, Colonel Lu. I tumed over my troops to 
my chief-of-'staff, .a third guerrilla landlord whom I had met during the 
fighting. But during my absence the Japanese attacked our troops in 
greatly superior. strength. The Jell ow • ordered. my men to disperse, 
forgetting to arrange for a place at which they were.to reassemble, arid 
when.l returned • all of them • had. vanished. .With the greatest difficulty 
I was able to collect·barely 8oo." 

His cal1Xl eyes flashed for a moment.. " I was very much upset. I had 
the chief-.()f-staff shot. 

'' Ourtactics also left much to be desired at that time .. Wewere good 
on the defensive but missed many opportunities of taking the initiative 
ourselves. It was . for all these reasons that the . need was felt • by my 
commander to turn more and more guerrillas into regular soldiers and 
give them expert training and leadership .. I was asked, therefore, to let 
my remaining 8oo men be taken over by a unit of the regular Eighth 
Route Army which· was well organized and. happened to be in urgent 
need of • replenishment • after it had suffered . heavy losses in the same 
engagement in which my own troops were dispersed. I gave up my 
troops because I realized it was right,. and returned secretly to my home 
district to recruit fresh fighters. I succeeded in getting many among the 
farmers and also •• from • t\,le Japanese-controlled Chinese . militia. But 
when I returned with them, headquarters again decided to absorb them 
into the.regular regiments under the Eighth Route Army. 

" That created a problem among some of my men, on account of all 
those pre-war years of anti-Communist propaganda in North China. 
The people simply. did not know what sort of men the Communists 
were. There had never been any Communists in those districts until the 
Eighth Route Army went behind the enemy lines to fill the vacuum 
created by the withdrawal of the Government troops. Some of my men 
were afraid to belong to the Communist armies, and so were their 
families. Some objected to giving up the free life of ·guerrillas for the 
strict discipline in the Eighth Route Army which kept all soldiers busy 
with regular classes and long training courses during periods of lull. 
When the people in my home district heard that I had again given my 
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new men to the Eighth Route Army~ nobody would.join me any more. 
I myself was somewhat annoyed at all this and said I would. collect no 
more men. 

" But all of us changed our .attitude pretty soon and things have long 
been entirely different. Wherever the Eighth Route Army goes, it 
gets a really warm welcome from all the people because they have come 
to know the Communists. They realize how well they are treated by 
the Eighth Route Army and how much they owe it. The days of 
independent guerrilla units of the early stage of the war are over. Now, 
there are in North China only Eighth Route Army troops. with their 
own regular guerrilla. units and militiamen under the.local self-govern
ments. And on the other side, there are the Japanese and their Chinese 
'puppets' .... " · 

" Are there no Kuomintang troops whatsoever in North China?.'' 
I asked old Yen. 

" None," he replied. " They have either joined us or gone over to the 
enemy with their officers." 

Yen had something more to say about the ·shortcomings . of the 
guerrillas during the earlier period, which sounded surprising from a 
landlord and non-Communist : " The main trouble at that time was that 
our political work was not very good. The Eighth Route Army did not 
have enough political propaganda workers behind the front. And good 
political propaganda is necessary for a full war effort in the enemy's 
rear." 

By 1940 Yen· had become "Vice-General" of the Tenth War 
·District of the large Anti-Japanese War Base Chin-cha-chi (Shansi
Chahar-Hopei) in North China. He was at the same time coun,ty 
magistrate for a while. But things then became extremely difficult in 
that area. The Japanese attacked in very great force, and the Eighth 
Route Army did not have sufficient arms and ammunition to defend the 
large district which temporarily shrank to a mere fifty square miles.· 

And Yen was getting old and was worrying about his family whom 
he had sent early in the war to the British Concession in Tientsin. But 
when his superior officer, the younger landlord with whom he had made 
contact in 1938, told him to retire because these strenuous and dangerous 
activities were too much for a man of sixty, he did not accept. He 
wanted to stay on and help in the war. 

That was the moment when the old landlord could have separated 
with honour from the Eighth Route Army if he had not come to like 
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and respect it. He could have lived quietly in the British Goncession of 
Tientsin, in Chungking, or. in Hong Kong. Instead, old Yen brought 
his elderly wife and all his family from Tientsin, across strongly fortified 
enemy lines, to live with him at his Tenth District headquarters in 
Qhin-cha~chi. He • did not fight any more but directed. the me9ical and 
supply departments ofthe very large Eighth Route Army unit-whicp. 
had by now grown out of the initial combination of some small guerrilla 
bands and the few. Eighth Route Army companies originally sent into 
the enemy's rearfromthe Border Region. 

Late in· 1942 •the great rationalization movement, started in Yenan 
by another oldlandlord, Mr .. Li Ting-ming, gripped the army in the 
north and cut do\Wl the rear organization to which Yen. belonged. •• He 
did. not take it. wrong •: '' I had plenty of adventures with the Japanese 
during those years and many narrow escapes,. and I was really getting 
old. It wa~ time to retire from the army." 

The old landlord-guerrilla now became active in politics~as a 
parliamentarian. " Kuomintang members and Communists and many 
non-party • people from all social classes had . meanwhile learned to 
ca.-operate in our regions," he said with emphasis, "and I, as a non
party. man, ·was elected by a county as delegate to the People's Political 
Council of the Chin-'cha ... chi Region with its 2o,ooo,ooo people. We 
non-party men were in fact a large majority in the council of that so
called ' Red 'area. There wereJietween thirty andforty Kuomintang 
members in it. And all the. minorities were represented •: •. Mohammedans 
and Manchus and Lamas. fmm a. B!J.ddhist monastery, and an anti
militaristic Japanese and a l{orean. ]?rofessor William Band, the 
Englishman who had .fled from Peiping with .• Mr. Lindsay and was 
workingfor Chin-cha-chi, was· also a member.'' 

Before the first session ofthe People's Political Council many voters 
and candidates thought it would not he much use to participate because 
the Communist party which had called it would most. likely run it, too. 
But that was ail wrong, according to Yen. A great deal of real business 
was accomplished even in that first session. Everybody talked freely. 
The delegates did not fight or debate senselessly but got at the essentials 

· of theproblems they had.to solve and really expressed public opinion. 
Questions were asked of the government without any restraint and there 
was also criticism of the government. An Executive Government 
Committee and. a Standing Committee of the People's Political Council 
were elected. Every fifty of the five hundred delegates elected one 
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candidate to each committee. Both consisted of about one-third 
Communists, one-third Kuomintang members, and one-third non
party people. Yen himself became a member of the Standing 
Committee. 

" Is that ' Three-Thirds ' system really practical in actual govern
ment work ? " I asked. 

" Yes, it is. There is, in fact, no party division at alL We> all 
co-operate very well. In the Standing Committee, which meets once a 
fortnight, our task is to represent the people vis-a-vis the admin.istra
tion, to collect practical suggestions' from them, and to criticize the 
government if we or the people feel that there is anything wron.g. In 
the end the government always has to accept out' opin.ions and act 
according to them, although there might at first be an argument about 
policies that are difficult to carry out under the extremelycomplicated 
circumstances of our life and work in the war region wherethe Japanese 
keep on attacking us." 

" How did the ordinary people react to their first democratic oppor-
tunity ? " • 

"Very well indeed. Surprisingly well. We did all we could to make 
them fully aware of that opportunity. The people were very pleased 
with the results of the first session and felt that the Council was a 
promising innovation." 

Between sessions, the members of the People's Political Council have 
two main tasks: to supervise the Government's activities and to keep in 
close touch with the people, encouraging them to criticize and make 
suggestions. Yen himself often wentfrom district to district, investiga
ting affairs and talking to the people. " Many things are of course not 
quite satisfactory yet," he said, " since the system is so new and so 
unheard-of in China. And the Japanese again launched a very big 
offensive just when we started and burned the village that was the head
quarters of the Council." 

" Do you believe in this system for post-war times ? " 
" The new system gives answers to all my old questions about political 

and social improvements in China to which I found none myself before 
the war. It is the best way China can goih the future. If we could 
change the whole country to it, everybody in China. would havt( a good 
life." 

We had already talked for hours and the old man 
in his chair. He showed no sign of being .tired. 
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dignity, which did. not leave him for a moment, he became more and 
more enthusiastic. 

"My feeling.is that everybody who wants to resist Japan should be 
dernocratic,''.he said. "For if you want to resistthe Japanese it is 
because you don't want oppression. But if you don't want oppression 
you . mllst want democracy. I was a very rich man. Most of my own 
class w.~re IJ_Ot .much opposed to oppression .of any kind. They were 
mai11ly interested in preserving their own property. I did not agree 
withthata:n.dt:hat is why Iwas willing to die for my country. My house 
was burned; I do not know what became of my land. But I don't 
care." 

He tho"\.lght for • a while and continued : '' But you cannot generalize 
abo~t IaiJ_dlorgs .. Some oppose progress while others don't. The. New 
Denwcracyin .. Chin .. cha-chi shows all our landlords that in spite of 
having to pay full taxes regularly and having their land rents reduced 
by decree, they can retain the ownership of their land under the 
Communists a11d live Huite well. 

"For the time being there can be no question of socialism in China. 
We all kno~ that. The only question for a long time will be how to 
give everybOdy enough food and other necessities. Look at the Sllccess 
of the production movement which is carried out · everywhere under 
the policy of the Communists. This is a practical policy which can and 
should be carried out everywhere in China. We can produce much 
more than we ever did, even with our present primitive means, and 
that alone will make for a better life for all. 

"Yes, Chi11a has party quarrels now• But I think our people can 
co-operate after the . war, although the. anti-Japanese. motive which has 
united us so strongly in the Anti-Japanese War Bases behind the 
enemy lines will be gone. Under the present • system of the New 
Democracy the landlords are not being oppressed, just as the people 
are not. being oppressed ...••••• 'fhisis as if shouldi be. 

" The new system actually encourages all people to get richer and 
own more, as you can see from the example of the Labour Hero, Wu 
Men-yu, who became rich and famous and useful to the community in 

: which.he began as.a poor peasant. The only restriction onthe landlords 
· un~erthe new system concerns their former special privileges. Those 

were unjust andoutdated. They had to go." 
"What doyouthink of Mao Tse-tung? "1 asked. 
" I think his leadership is correct. I have not spoken to him personally 

because I am here only to.rest. My experience has been that when you 
L 
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yourse1fcannot think what should be done in acertain sltuati~n, Mao 
has the right idea~ · Wh~~ ha~ impressed me especially in his pol~ciesis 
the :Production: Movement ;that was launched f»'erywhere. That 1s very · 
im~;>ortant. ;You cannot resist the Japanese effectively, and you cannot 
do . any reconstruction work in China, whether it is political, military, 
social, cultural, or anything else, without putting economic recon
stn.iction first and carrying it outthoroughly. And the more difficult the 
general . situation is, ·· the ·. more important is increased production. 
Plenty of food must alwll,ys come first." 

"And what do you think of ChiangKai-shek? " 
" I always hoped the two parties would co-operate. Not only in my 

region of Chin-cha-chi in the north but.alloverChina. I am very much 
afraid of the bad effect of this conflict on our future since it has already 
had such very bad results in our anti-Japanese war. There .shouldbe 
no reason why the two parties cannot co-operate. The Kuomintang in 
Chungking say they warit to realize Sun Yat-sen's ' Three Principle& 
of the People.' I have . studied them, and what the Communists are 
doing is nothing but carrying on · those ideas." 

" Whose fault is it that the . two parties do not co-operate ? '' 
Yen replied somewhat sharply to my. question. " This is easy to 

answer: While the Communists. have been fighting the Japanese as l 
know so well myself, the Kuomintang has most of the time taken a mere 
watching attitude toward the enemy. Believe me, the Kuomintang has 
not fought properly. It has not opposed the enemy properly. And with 
this I am most dissatisfied.'' · · 

" From what you have experienced in Chin-cha-chi," I asked, " with 
Communists and Kuomintang people and landlords and other capitalists 
_;do you really believe that there is no fault with the Communist party 
·in this lack of co-operation ? " 

" No, it is not the fault of the Communists.'' 
" Have there been difficulties with individual Kuomint.ang members 

in Chin-cha-chi, too ? " 
'' Yes.'' and he repeated the stories lhad already heard from Michael 

Lindsay about Kuomintang , people collaborating with the Japanese. 
~· I felt very bad about it since it was all proved. Plain village people 
testified to it. I saw and heard . them myself. Matters .were aggravated 
by the fact that the former head of one of the Kuomintang branches, a 
Liberal and very co-operative mall who had been dismissed by Chung
king, was mysteriously killed. . He wa.s found dead at the bottom of a 
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cli;ff and the strange thing was that the Kuomintang clid not announce 
his death." 

" J-Iow did •• the pre-war government army in your home district 
compare with the Eighth Route Army ? " I .askc;d. 

" 'l'he two cannot be compared. . The • pre-war soldiers were justfor 
themselves,. had no connection with the people, treated them badly, 
and the people were afraid of them. Even the county magistrates feared 
the army and did not dare to. maintain their rights against it. 

" But the people themselves were also quite different from what. they 
are now. At the beginning of the war most of them took the attitude 
that fighting the enemy was the army's business and not theirs as well. 
They have changed completely. 

"It is not an empty phrase but a factthat the people and the army 
are n?w really closely united .. Both the regular soldiers of the Eighth 
Route Aril)_y and the militia co-operate with the people, as the people 
co-operate with them .. Everybody in those areas came to know how bad 
the Japanese are, that they must be fought to the end, and that the 
people rieed the army to fight.for them and with them." 

Yen seemed a little ·offended • when. I . insisted, " Does the Eighth 
Route Army really treat the people as well as everybody told us in 
Yenan?" 

"You can believe me the Eighth Route Army treats the people very 
well. . The soldiers . actually help them in the. fields during the busy 
season and never do anything harmful to them. I never heard of a single 
case of killing orburning. or badtreatment of the people by the Com-
munists, as the Kuomintang rumol.lrs say." . 

''And what is popular opinion about the Communist party ? " 
"Itis that they mean what they say and do not deceive the people. 

I know from my experience that the Eighth Route Army and the 
Communists are interested only in fighting the Japanese and in estab
lishing democracy, but no tin extending their own power. After the war 
the only thing the Communist party has to do to be approved by every
body is. to .P1ail1tain the .' Three-thirds ' principle of equal representation 
for itself, the other parties, and the non-party people." 
. • '"Sup~ese t?e C<>rnrl1uriists • were to give up their present ~ew 

' Democracy when the war is over and return to radically revolutionary 
methods?" 

Yen did not hesitate for a moment. " If they wanted to introduce 
Communism, they would have trouble with various groups of the people. 
This New Democracy is what the people want, not Communism." 
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" And what would the people's attitude be towards an attempt of the 
Kuomintang regime to return to North China when the Japanese are 
driven out ? " 

Yen's face became very grave. He thought for a long whilt: and 
replied slowly, as though it caused him pain-carefully choosing every 
word and stopping for a while between sentences. " I hope very much 
that the two parties will find a way to co-operate, to solve the problem 
by political means. . . . The common people cannot stand any more 
fighting. . . . You don't know what they have gone through in peace 
and in war. . . . From everything I know I am certain that the great 
majority of the people in the war areas are convinced that the Eighth 
Route Army and the Communist party are really fighting for 
them .... " 

There was a long pause before he continued. 
" . . , And in case of conflict with the Kuomintang, I do not hesitate 

to say that the Eighth Route Army and the Communist party would 
have the people's confidence. . . . The people would support them. 
. . . Most of the landlords and merchants, too, like the ordinary 
people .... It would be a terrible struggle. . .. " 

Chapter Thirty-nine 

THE ENEMY'S OPINION 

I ASKED a number of Japanese captives what reputation the 
. Eighth Route Army has on the Japanese side. They all agreed that 

the Imperial Japanese Army considers the Communists dangerous 
enemies whose fighting qualities are high and who are the main obstacle 
to the .consolidation of Japan's conquests in China. 

The first man I interviewed was a sturdy sergeant, one of the con
verted anti-militarists ofthe Japanese People's Emancipation League in 
Yenan, who had been, made prisoner several years ago. He spoke with 
great gusto. 

" When we stood against the troops of the famous Kuomintang 
general Fu Tso-yi in Suiyuan province," he said, "we always won and 
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wetho1.1ghtthe Chinese were very we<IIt· But when we were transferred 
to anotherfront sector we suddenly faced strong and stubborn Chinese 
troops and were frequently defeated in skirmishes. We discussed among 
ourselves the ' new enemy ' without knowing what .had happened to the 
Chinese; . After a while, our officers told us they were Eighth Route 
Army men. 

'' They called them bandits but said those bandits were very strong 
and we had to fight them harder than the other Chines.e. Formerly, 
when we stood against Fu Tso-yi's troops, we used to have only single 
soldiers on sentry duty. Butthen, two or three ofour men always had 
to. be on guard together and the rest of. us were not allowed any more 
to sleep at the same time in the night. We had to take turns. 

"However, it took us a long while to overcome our old-fashioned 
Japanese superstitions and understand the character of our new enemy. 
I served inthe Fourth Company of our regiment and it happened in 
six encounters with the Communists that each time four of our men 
were .killed ...• Our commander said our designation was unlucky because, 
you la10w, theword 'four' also means.' death' in Japanese, and that 
seemed plausible to us. We. were. therefore renamed Hirose Company, 
after the. fa.111ily natn~ of the commander, to overcome our bad luck. But 
the company still remained unlucky and Commander Hirose himself 
was killed immediately after this change of name. A platoon commander 
whom we alllikeci tookover. He told us, 'If I lead you, we will not be 
defeated any more .. ' But he got sick, and our next commander was 
killedin action very soon.after. • 

'' Eventually, the fourth commander explained to us that we were 
being defeated because we continued to rely to a considerable extent 
on political warfare, as we •• normally did against the Chinese, and that 
in fighting the. Communistswe. had to concentrate all our strength on 
military action. • Bl}tthatdid not help, either. We suffered more and 
more defeats and I was soon ... taken prisoner by the Communists." 

Another man,i a private who is now one of the star teachers in the 
Japanese Peasants' and Workers' • School at Y enan, which converts and 
tra,ins s11itable captives for practical work at the front against the 
Japane:;e A-rmy, had surrendered three or four years ago to the Eighth 
.R.oute Army. He was even more pleased with his story than the first 
man. 

" I will tell you what my commander said to me when he picked me 
out to do spy work in the Eighth Route Army," he began. 
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" He called me to his private room, was very friendly, gave me beer 
and cigarettes, and said he had a veryimportimt task for me which 
would earn me great glory for the <country, a, decoration for myself, 
and also while I was absent a good pension for my parents. 

" He said we were facing troops of the Eighth Route Army. This. 
was the first time I heard the Communists called by another name than 
' bandits.' The Eighth Route Army was very poorly armed but its. men 
were very strong in spite of that, because Jhey had some ' speCial 
thought ' which, makes our fight against them so. very .difficult. So '\\'e 

must •try to destroy them •from within. ·•• ..... ···•·•· •.•. •·····•·••·••·•·•····· •··•··•••• •.·••·•·•••·····.··•• .••..••......•..•••.•... 
" Later, when I was sent to a secret three months' training class for 

the spy work I was to do, we got long lectures about the Chinese 
armies. We were told that the Kuomintang troops were much better 
armed than the Communists because they had foreign equipment, but 
that their spirit had become low and weak while the Communists with 
their ' special thought ' were fighting us very stubbornly so that we had 
suffered several defeats. 

" The Communists were very dangerous to us, the teachers repeated 
every day, and inside the Eighth Route Army there were bad Japanese 
who had been affected by that ' thought' and were fighting against our 
own Imperial Army. 

" Later, they talked no more about the Kuomintang troops but said 
a lot aboutthe Communists. The Communistarmies were led by Stalin 

• and they had very close connection with the Chinese peasants, and our 
defeats at the hands of the Communists were partly due to the fact that 
they made the ordinary Chinese peasants fight the Japanese· Army 
everywhere. 

" ' You may feel strange at first,' the lecturer at the spy school 
warned us, ' because you will see that the Communists an;! not only 
treating their own peasants wen· hut . also that they are very. nice to 
Japanese captives. But this is only propaganda for the domination of 
China and Japan by Stalin. The Eighth Route Army deceives the people 
with nice slogans like' Equality' and' Freedom,' and this is what makes 
it so dangerous to us.' " 

These and similar stories I heard from the converted Japanese anti
militarists may or may not be true, but they became increasingly 
plausible to melater when I read many articles about the Eighth Route 
Army from the Japanese Press and Japanese-controlled " puppet " 
newspapers in the occupied cities of China. 
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I made some typical extrapts ftorn those articles and grouped them 
according to •subjects, to. show what. the Imperial Japanese Army lets 
the Press write about the Communist enemy.* 

What is the extent of the Japanese war with the Chinese Comm\lllists 
and of the harm they do. the invader ? ·These are some of the en"emy's 

replies: .. . • •... ••. ··.·· ·•· .• •• . ...... . 
''During the five years from 1939t0I943, 78 per cent ofol}t;.84,ooo 

engagements in North China were fought with the Eighth ~oute 
Army." · 

" The Imperial Japanese Army and the forces of the .New [puppet] 
Government of China fight the Communists incessantly." 

" From the figures on the results of Imperial Japanese Army action 
against the Chungking and Communist armies. since December, 1941 
[Pearl Harbour], it is clear that the major hindrance to peace in Eastern 
Asia is no longer the Chungking Government hut the Chinese Commu
nist party. The stubbornness of the Communist troops has far surpassed 
that ofthe Chungking troops.'' . . -

''The Communist ·armies mean fatal injury to North China,. and 
operations .against them are the major mission of the Imperial Japanese 
Army in . .North. China. • They hold vast nurnhers of villages, encircle our 
strong points, and prevent them from obtaining supplies. They disturb 
incessantly the rear· of the .• Imperial Jap:tnese. Army . and . disrupt 
communications in order to isolate and ·blockade the cities, so that 
supplies and. replenishments of the Imperial Japanese Army are 
hampetedbythem:'' 
. ''With Eastern Hopei feast ofPeipingJ .as their centre, they have 
already expanded into Jehol (in the Japanese puppet state of Manchukuo, 
G.S.] and they are striving constantly to set up a.new Border Region 
in that· area." 

" In pacified regions, especially in the big cities, the Communist party 
works underground, enlarging its organization, carrying on intelligence 
work, and plotting various activities, all in such subtle ways that it is 
difficult to discover them." 

To whatfactors is the fighting strength of the Communists ascribed 
bythe···eneffly ? 

*Quoted from the following Japanese and " puppet" newspapers and magazines : 
Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo, Jal)uary 15, 1944; Domei Home Service, February 14, 1944 ; 
11:1ainichi Shimhun, Special Supplement, no date; Tang Chen Monthly, Vol. 7, No. I ; 

Hsin Chung Kuo, Shanghai, July to, 1944 ; Wen Yo, Shanghai, April, 1944; Yung 
Pao, Tientsin, January 7 and 18, 1944· (Italics mine, G.S.) 
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" The Communist armies are clever in relying upon their guerrilla 
tactics and their political offensives in harassing us. They absolutely 
hold the initiative in fighting and always maintain the offensive. Every 
Communist commander knows how to master conditions and misses no 
chance. Often, by resorting to attacks and carrying on well-planned, 
organized fighting, they gain decisive successes in a very short time. 

" The main principles of the Communists are to defend their war 
bases, to manreuvre their · m.ain forces in control of the outer • areas of 
those war. bases; to destroy the communication lines and bridges • of the 
Imperial Japanese Army, and to lay many ambushes to delay its 
advance. They attack certain of our strong points, exhaust our forces, 
and make it impossible to us to pay attention elsewhere. 

" If conditions are extremely unfavourable to the Communists, they 
will lead the population to withdraw and to hide their foodstuffs, 
according to their policy ' Clean Up and Hide Everything before the 
Enemy Comes,' so that it is impossible for the Imperial Japanese Army 
to stay long at any place. After that, they will disperse their troops to 
disturb and raid us and cut off the supplies of our units, making it 
impossible for us to live securely and compelling us to withdraw. 

" Sometimes, whet\ our troops have broken into the Communist W::tr 
bases and are searching for foodstuffs or for the Communists them
selves who have so mysteriously disappeared, others of our units cannot 
help leaving their strong points and scattering their men in the vicinity. 
The Communists always use such opportunities to raid us. They will 
then employ small detachments of guerrillas to hold our units down 
in other places and concentrate all their strength and fire power on the 
annihilation of part of our units. When our units, at last, cannot stand 
the strain any longer and have to stop their futile search of the villages 
and withdraw to their original positions, the Communists will pursue 
them that very moment and attackthem severely. 

" They use their strength very well, avoid all waste, and concentrate 
on decisive actions. In those ways they exhaust their adversary and 
make him scatter his forces, so that he becomes incapable of using his 
whole strength before the fight actually begins. 

" They are nimble in action, never miss opportunities, and never fall 
into traps. They utilize dark nights, heavy mists, rain, or storm to raid 
the exhausted or unprepared units of the Imperial Japanese Army. Or 
they lay ambushes at important spots, inflicting heavy casualties. Or 
they put our rear into confusion by.destroying military stations, depots, 
communications, telephone lines, etc. . . . 
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''They. have ·been tempered. with • special skill through their 
environment. They are precise in shooting and very skilful in 
throwing hand grenades • very far and accurately. They are extremely 
fast. · 

" They may suddenly appear anywhere. They know the roads every
where, the course, .depth, and width of rivers, how many households 
there are. in a village, what kind of houses they have, the character of 
their inhabitants. They know everything, matters great and small and 
in every corner. 

" In theirresistanceagainst a superior army they maintain their troops 
in rigid organization and strict training. •• The conditions oftheir troops 
are extremely bitter and hard. To overcome their supply difficulties, to 
face critical situations, to deal with extremities, and to consolidate 
themselves, they need especially strong will-power and strict organiza
tion. The Communist armies, in these respects, .have attained the peak 
of achievement." 

Finally, how does the enemy judge .the political aims and methods 
of the Communists and the effect of their military and political struggle 
on the situation in China ? 

" The.Communists ate instigating national consciousness and seeking 
decisive battles against the Imperial Japanese Army in North China. 

"To break through the material difficulties of their situation which 
were created by our military and economic offensives and by the 
breakup and isolation of their bases, the Communists strove to raise the 
efficiency of their army and to simplify their administrations. 

" The Communist party is extremely stubborn, and this is especially 
true of its leading groups which are rich in experience, thorough in 
reviewing operations and studying tactics, and quick in realizing and 
readjusting their faults and • weaknesses. 

'' They are enthusiastic in leading the lower party functionaries and 
the • people and. are themselves always models to • them. 

"However, they have the following weaknesses : Although the 
Communist party gives the people its powerful support, it has to increase 
the burden of the people to continue its prolonged warfare. Thus 
discontent is. aroused incessantly. They consider Kuomintang-Com
munist co-operation as a temporary expedient while looking forward to 
leading the entire Chinese nation in the overthrow of the Kuomintang. 
Before that is· done, the first step of the Cmnmunists is to intensify the 
acuteness of the antagonism between the people and the Kuomintang 

L* 
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and also to shake the Kuomintang from within. Herein lies the 
dangerous character of the Communists. 

" The Communist bandits are the only hindrance now existing to the 
revival of China and the defence of Eastern Asia. We must thoroughly 
combat them both spiritually and in actual fighting." 

The comparative frankness of the enemy about certain aspects of.his 
war with the Chinese Communists may sound suspicious. Does it have 
ulterior motives ? How can it be explained ? 

These seem to be the reasons. 
The J apan~se militarists owe a good deal of explanation to their 

people at home and especially to their puppet supporters in China. 
Why is it becoming more and more difficult, the longer the war lasts, to 
exploit the economic resources of the greater part of the so-called 
occupied regions in North China and northern Central China ? Why are 
the cities' supplies from the interior shrinking all the tirne, not only 
those for the Chine~:e inhabitants but also those for the Japanese them
selves ? Why are the Japanese-held transportation lines becoming even 
less safe as time goeB on ? Why is the recruiting oflabourand of puppet 
soldiers in the interior growing into a .greater an:d greater problem .? 
Why are the 36o,ooo Japanese arid their 7oo,ooo puppet auxiliaries in 
the " occupied " regions losing more and more territory, including 
important county seats, to the Communists...___instead of recapturing 
those they lost since 1941 ? 

The Japanese cannot deny the truth of these facts because they are 
too well known in the big Chinese cities under their occupation, through 
the Chinese version of the grapevine-popularly called " the bamboo 
telegraph." They cannot say that the war in the Pacific prevents them 
from maintaining sufficient strength in " occupied China." For the 
people, who must daily support the Japanese and puppet armies with all 
they need, know only too well that the huge number of troops has not 
decreased. They know of the fighting that goes on incessantly outside 
the big cities along the railroads and highways and in their own towns 
and villages. They see the Japanese and puppet troops tome and go, 
bringing back the wounded. 

These conditions force the Japanese to give considerable credit to the 
strength of the Communists by way of apologizing for their own 
military failure in the rear. 

Sceptics might think the Japanese are exaggerating the strength and 
importance of the Communists as a matter of policy, since the Red 
Bogey has been so useful to them for many years as a means of under-
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mining Chinese unity. Yet this would·seem illogical under the present 
circumstances. ·A policy of making the Communists appear more power
fulthan they are would. have the contrary effect on every group the 
Japanese are anxious to influence : • first, the Kuomintang ; second, the 
puppets ; and third, the common Chinese people in the occupied 
areas. 

Fi.rst, on the Kuomintang : for it was Chungking's slow though still 
incomplete realization of the adual stretl.gth of the Communists which 
led to a resumption of negotiations between Chungking and Yenan. 
The Japanese would only force the National Government a step further 
toward Chinese national unity and would only strengthen the concilia
tory elements in the Kuomintang against it~ militant anti-Communists · 
if they impressed Chungking more thoroughly with the real power of 
Yenan. 

Secon<J, on the puppets : for the puppets have now come to realize 
the.inevitability of Japan's defeat, the real strength of the.Communists 
outside. theirvery gates. Ever greater numbers of puppet troops are 
going over to the Communists or co-operating with them secretly. A 
good many of the smaller political puppets have recently tried to play 
up to the Communists, asking · them for certificates of good political 
behaviour. which would give them security after the war. The puppets 
as a whole would become panicky earlier than necessary if the Japanese 
gave them an exaggerated picture of Communist power. 

Finally, on the. common people : for the invaders have every reason 
to avoid propaganda tactics which would only increase the· sympathies 
for the patriotic Communist fighters among the common people in the 
Japanese-controlled areas and their hope for eventual liberation through 
the Eighth Route and New Fourth Armies. 

All this forces the enemy to keep his publicity on the fighting with 
the Communists as closely to the truth as possible ; to admit that they 
are powerful adversaries of the Imperial Japanese Army ; · to explain at 
least t.o sorne extent why this is so ; but not to give an exaggerated 
impression of their strength. and their successes. 

The frankness of the enemy about the main reason for his fear of the 
Chinese Communists is self-explanatory. He fears them not so much 
because " they • are seeking decisive battles with the Imperial Japanese 
Army "-which evidently the Cornmunists cannot wage until the 
Chinese war effort as a whole is revived on the basis of national unity
because" the Communists are ins#gating national consdousness!' 
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He fears them not only because " the stubbornness of the Communist 
armies has far surpassed that of the Chungking troops "-so that "the 
major hindrance to [Japan's] peace in Eastern Asia is no longer the 
Chungking government but the Chinese Communist party "·--but because 
the Communists " intmsify the acuteness of the antagonism between the 
people and the Kuomintang and shake the Kuomintangfrom within." 

In the Communists' endeavour to make the liberals in the Kuomin
tang help them shake up the Chungking Government, wh.ich ·• the 
Japanese no longer consider the major hindrance to their aims in Ch.ina, 
and to . strengthen the Chinese war effort by democratization of the 
Kuomintang regime-·" herein lies the dangerous cha1"acter ofthe Com'
munists "-their danger to the Japanese 
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Chapter Forty 

JAPANESE IN CHINESE UNIFORM 

THE • guests were the U.S. Army Observer Section and hundreds 
...... of the leaders and plain people of Yenan'sNew Democracy .... 

The hosts were seventy Japanese-not long ago soldiers in 
Hirohito's Imperial Army and now in the blue cotton uniforms of the 
Comn1unist. Eighth Route Army of China. . . . . 

The .. place where they entertained us with a theatrical show was the 
assembly hall of Yenan's People's Political Council, gaily .decorated 
withfl:1gs and b.anners. 

Side by side with the flags of the United Nations was one I had never 
seen before-a red flag with a yellow star in the upper left corner and 
a white horizontal stripe across its lower half. 

On the stage stood a small, grave Japanese~Susumo Okano, one of 
the founders of • the Communist party of Japan, . a former student . of 
the London School of Economics, veteran of Japanese jails and under
ground anti-militaristic work-and the brains behind a movement 
which may come to play .a role in post-war Japan. 

" I welcome our Allied friends," he said in fluent English, " in the 
name ofthe Japanese People's Emancipation League, the Japanese 
Peasants' and Workers' School in Y enan-and the underground 
fighters against militarism and Fascism inside Japan. 

" In the fight for the complete and permanent destruction of Japanese 
militarism and Fascism the armed forces of the Allies are certainly the 
decisive. factor. But there are other forces whose importance must not 
be under ... estirnated .; those of the people in the Japanese-occupied areas 
and colonies; alld those ofthe anti-Fascist opposition in Japan. 

" That opposition reaches far beyond the membership of the Commu
nist party and its sympathisers. It includes workers, farmers, intellec
tuals, and .sn1all businessmen of other political views. But it is still weak 
because it lacks unity and organization. So far, only the Japanese 
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Communist party has determinedly and consistently struggled agaiJ1st 
the militarists. 

" To achieve unity among the opposition is the aim of the Japanese 
People's Emancipation League which was established in the territories 
of Communist-controlled. China by Japanese war prisoners who have 
turned anti-militarist and anti-Fascist. We. are organizing for that 
unity, not on a Communist party basis, but on a democratic basis on 
which all opponents of Fascism and militarism can be brought together 
and activated. . . . 

" While we endeavour to extend our influence into Japan itself, we 
are working and actually fighting against the Japanese Army in China, 
in close co-operation with the Communist-led 'armies. 

"We hope your presence here will.provide us with an opportunity 
to establish a first contact with the· Allied Governments and nations, so 
that we can help to accomplish the common aim of ·defeating ·and 
up-rooting Japanese militarism and of establishing a genuinely peaceful 
and democratic Japan. 

" Our gathering here has therefore special sigliificattce. fhope that 
already tonight-in the plays our students are going to perform-you 
will breathe something of the atmosphere ofthat future Japan. 

" And I hope the next time we may invite you to a show it will be in 
the Imperial Theatre in Tokyo .... " 

The hundreds of Chinese in the audience, army, party, and govern
ment leaders and the rank and file, applauded enthusiastically. 

Colonel David D. Barrett replied with a short speech: 
" Possibly American Army officers never found themselves in such an 

unusual and interesting situation as we do tonight," he said, looking 
down his U.S. Army uniform. with the characteristic grin that enlivens 
even his most serious talk. 

He spoke about the tasks of the U.S. Army Observer Section and 
the ways in which his Japanese hosts could be of help to the American 
Army in carrying them out, and thus in winning the war against Japan. 

"Jam glad. to say,"· he ended to the lively applause of Chinese, 
Japanese, and Americans," thatMr.Okanoand the Japanese anti-war 
organizations have already rendered us valuable assistance in our work 
here in Y enan. . . . " 

The •theatricals the Japanese soldiers staged for us were vivid and 
instructive. 
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The first play was" Pfc. Shimada." Okano said it was based on two 
incidents that took place in 1943 and. characterized in a realistic manner 
part of the work the J.P.E.L. has been doing at the front for several 
years. 

Firstsc~ne. In no man's land between Eighth Route Army territory 
and a japanese position .• A group of soldiers : in Japanese uniform Pfc. 
f?hinmda who had been wounded and captured a few months earlier ; 
and in. Eighth Route Army uniform several Chinese soldiers. and 
Japanese members of the J .P .E.L. 

Shimada thanks everybody for the good treatment he had been given 
during histhree months in.anEighthRoute Army hospital: "Wewere 
told in the Japanese Army you killed prisoners. But my return will 
show them it is not true. •. I am glad that you understand my wish to 
return to my army unit, to do my duty as a patriot; in spite of what you 
have told .me about Japanese militarism." 

A .•. Chinese peasant leads• him away, to the Japanese side. 
Second scene.·. The room of a· Japanese company. commander ·in a 

small occupied town. Some Japanese and a Chinese traitor are discus
sing the business of distributing booty they have just robbed from the 
people. 

Shimada comes in, reporting for. duty to ·the company • commander. . 
He explains what happened to him and shows • the bullet wound in his 
leg. . . The commander curses • him for having disgraced the Imperial 
Japanese Army. by • havi11g been captured alive. His. name has been 
struck from the cornpany roll. He has been dead for months. He is to 

. commit suicide =. ' ' Off you go.· . . . You have to be dead by tonight." 
Third scene. A group ofJapanese soldiers in their barracks. Shimada 

tells them his story,· gives •them leaflets of the Eighth Route Army, 
and sings them a song of the {P.E.L. 

''They don't kill prisoners as our officers tell us," Shimada says, 
"<and as we were often made to do ourselves. 

'.'J'~is .is .the order of their Army commander:* '(1) Injury and 
i1ls111tsto Japanese captives are strictly forbidden. (z) Special careis to 
be given to wounded. (3) Those who wish to return to their own units 
must be sent back. (4) Those who want to stay and work with us 
against Japanese imperialism or who want to stay with us to study must 
be helped to do so. (5) They must be given facilities to send letters to 
comrades in the Japanese Army or their families if they desire to write 
to them.' 

* From General Chu Teh's order to the Eighth Route Army issued early in the war. 



" They were good to me, cared for me, and taught nie many things. 
Our own comrades who decided to stay with ,them when they were 
taken prisoner are working against Japanese militarism. They. think 
our cause is unjust. Maybe they are right. I am not quite sure yet. But 
Ifelt r had to return and do my duty.'' 

Some soldiers disapprove of Shimada's praise of the Eighth Route 
Army or seem indifferent, b1Jt most of them show an interest in his 
experiences. 

Fourth scene. The same soldiers, without Shimada. They grumble 
about the had ·food and · treatment they get and the cruelty of ·-their 
company commander when he comes in with a sergeant, searching for 
Shimada. . 

The soldiers deny having seen him and are punished by the elaborate 
methods of petty, degrading torture customaryin the Imperial Japanese 
Army. Once more alone; the soldiers angrily discuss ways of revenge 
on the company commander, . 

Last scene. An open fieldinfront of a Japanese blockhouse. Soldiers 
on night duty. Shimada is with them, glancing .exp.ectantly)n the 
direction of the Communist areas. · 

A Chinese peasant brings a message from the puppet chief of his 
nearby village, warning the Japanese of an imminent att~ck on their 
blockhouse by Communist troops. But he also brings for Shimada and 
the others some of those " comfort hags " with little gifts, news sheets 
about world developments, and propaganda leaflets, which the J .P .E.L. 
systematically smuggles into the Japanese Army. 

Voices are heard from a distance: a propaganda unit of the J.P.E.L. 
with the advancing Eighth 'Route Army shouts anti-militaristic slogans 
through megaphones. The company commander comes on the scene 
and orders the hesitating soldiers to open fire. Shimada shouts, " Don't 
fight them; . . .'' 

The commander notices Shimada, pointshlspistol at him, ·hut · is 
killed by'oneofhis soldiers .before he canshoot . . ... 

.. 

Another short play, based- otCthe'pe.tsorralexperience ofone of the 
men of the J.P.E.L. whO is ;himself-on the stage,sketches a scene 
somewhere in a poor districti of Tokyo during General Doolittle's 
first bombing of Japan onthat historic day, April x8, 1942. 

The play castigates the brutality and cowardice of a typical. Tokyo 
policeman and the hypocrisy of ultra~ patriotic wardens duririg the raid, , 
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pictures the confusion and helpless despair of the common people, and 
shows the only way by which they can rid themselves of their sufferings 
-~by opposition to militarism. 

A bomb, marked with an.American flag, comes down on the scene--
like a symbol of liberation----'-hitting the spot where the policeman had 
sought shelter. . . . 

"It is all so strange," one.of the American officers remarked to me. 
"These]aps really seem to want their own country bombed.· Are they 
really so different from what we think all Japs are ? " 

"· Do you want Japan bombed ? " I asked one of the Japanese. 
"Certainly," he beamed, "since we. cannot defeat our militarists 

without your help. They are the enemies of our people." 

The Japanese People's Emancipation League had about 400 active 
members in Communist-,controlled Chinain S~ptember, 1944, most of 
whom were working at the front, while some were learning and teaching 
in the Japanese Peasants' and Workers' School in Yenan and its 
branches. in the war areas. (Okano was of. course unable to disclose 
anything about the organizational contacts of the League inside Japanese
controlled China·ancl Japan proper;) 

()ver thirty of the. group in Communist,.controlled China were killed 
in action against the Japanese Army• during the last few years. 

" The. great majority of the prisoners taken by the Eighth Route and 
New Fourth Armies since the war began, about 2,ooo out of a total of 
over 2.,400, were sent back to the]apaneseArmy," Okano said," because 
they wanted to return. But, every m.onth. now, more captives are 
made .than. ever before, .and their numbers will grow steadily. A 
considerable number not included in those figures are at present on 
their way to our training schdols, and more are still at the various war 
fronts.* 

" These days most of them don't want to be sent back any more. 
They k~ow of the recent Japanese order to kill returning prisoners at 
once.because what they usuaily tell their comrades about the J.P.E.L. 
and the Chinese Communists begah to undermine morale in the army. 
All the captives are kept now and. sent to school. I believe that almost 
all df them can be re-educated." 

" I thought nothing would be more difficult than to change the 
ideology of Japanese soldiers," I said. 

*By early I94S the total of the Communists' Japanese war prisoners had increased 
to 3,880; and the number of active members of the J.P.E.L. is supposed to have risen 
considerably since September, 1944. 
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"It is not so very difficult," Okano said, " although it often takes 
many months, and a year or even II1()re in some hard. caS(:S. r fo~f:ss I 
myself was surprised how much easier it is to be successful in re ... educa.:: · ·
tion work than I had expected. This is of course partly due to the 
favourable conditions under which we work in the New Democracy of 
the Chinese Communists, which is a living illustration and example to 
the students of all we teach them. 

" They live and work here in an atmosphere of liberty they never 
knew before. As you see, the Eighth Route Army does not treatthem 
as prisoners. They are just military students and have the same freedom 
as Chinese military students and wear the same uniform. This in itself 
makes a· deep impression on them. 

'' In school they are together with converted men who haye worked 
already at the front with the Eighth Route Army and are studying 
here to raise their qualifications. The genuine. anti-FasCist enthusiasm 
of those advanced students is a most effective influence on the · newc. 
comers. 

" As a rule, the belief of the captives in the divine descent of the 
Emperor and in the whole system of Japanese ide.()logy collapses very 
soon when their own comrades, eager to convince them of the logical 
new truth they found, make ~hem think for the first time in their lives. 
And the teachers, having been ordinary soldiers who came the same 
way as they did, are ideally qualified to help the new men along." 

" Do you consider all your converts reliable ? " 
" No, some are not. But the other students and the teachers observe 

them closely. They want to be certain of their success and can judge 
the honesty of everyone. They continue .working patiently on those 
who may not be firm yet or who may only pretend to shed their old 
ideology. You must understand thatthere is no pressure. The change 
of thought of the student develops naturally in the course of the 
theoretical and practical studies in preparation for our work during and 
after the war. . 

"To most students this means the first realed.ucatiolltheyever.had: 
34 per cent were factory workers, 32 per cent peasants, 2I per • cent 
petty merchants • and clerks, the. type of people .who • know. very .little 
when they join the army. The superstitions inculcated in them in their. 
youth cannot long survive the factual knowledge we give them." 

The school, in rows ~f tidy caves in the centre of Yenan, had seventy 
students. I visited them several times and talked with at least a • dozen 
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individtJ.ally. They· seemed • qtJ.ite ·different fron1. men of similar types 
Whom Thad known in Japan. 

Their answers. to my questions. gave me the·.· impression that they 
had not mechanicallye){changedtheir imperial Nipponism for Mar"ian 
materialism along the lines of1VIao••'fse-tung's New Democracy, but 
that they. had leamed to. think more naturally and logically in terms 
oftheif new ideology. 

They seemed gentJ.inely. happy to have found in it a key to the 
nderstanding of many questions they would have been unable to 

POLITICAL DEBATE IN A VILLAGE 

answer in the past. Some of them reminded me of newly literate•adults 
I had met in the USSR who could riot quite overcome their astonish
ment at the results of a few months' reading course which suddenly 
" made pieces of paper tell them all kinds of stories about new, interes
ting things "-as a peasant-turned-factory-worker once told me. 

A good part of the students had already worked at the front-doing 
" megaphone propaganda " near the Japanese lines, instructing Chinese 
troops on Japanese Army tactics, teaching them the use of captured 
}!!panese infantry guns or mortars, helping in intelligence tasks, and 
working on new prisoners. 
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They were in Y enan for advanced studies,. getting courses in enemy 
intelligence, learning improved propagang~l methods, • and intensifying 
their knowledge of Japanese politics and economics. A.t the. same time 
they prepared themselves to teach those many prisoners who. WQuld fall 
into the hands of the Chinese when the Communist • counter-offensive 
began~ in order to make as many of the.m as possible. into pioneers for 
that NewDemocracy which the J.P,E.L. wants to build up in Japan 
after the defeat of the militarists. 

" This is what the Allies should also do with their Japanese war 
prisoners," .Okano said. "Educate them to democratic thought before 
they return them to Japan after the war, . . . .. · 

''Every Japanese war prisoner .who goes back without being prepared 
for the changes that have to take place. in Japan will be a force against 
the Allies and the progressive elements in our country which will have 
to bring about those changes ; while everyone who comes home with 
new ideas, like our men, will lead dozens or hundreds to work actively 
for a peaceful, democratic Japan and for its co-operation with the 
democratic world. . . ." 

Chapter Forty-one 

A PROGRAMME. FOR DEFEATED JAPAN 

'J"1HE Chinese Communists .in Yenan think highly of Susumo 
· .l Qka11o ;:tnd consider him fully reliable · an<.l. very capable. .· They 

treat him as one of them ;:tnd seem to consult him regularly 
on important matters connected with Japan. He has his offices at 
Eighth Route Army headquarters and lives with his. Chinese wife close 
to General Chu Teh's caves. There seemed to be no public functions of 
importance at which he was not present among Y enan's leaders. 

His speech before a. ma~s meeting of 40,ooo orl United Nations Day, 
ending with the exclaml!tion " Long live the .unity of the Chinese and 
Japanese peoples," drew great applause ... For he. is well known and 
popular among the people of Yenan, like-the students of the·Japanese 
Peasants' and • Workers' . School who move freely in the town .and of .a 
whom one or two were elected members of the People's Politi~:il · 
Council of the Border Region. 
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Okaho~a quiet man of about fifty whose real name is Tetsu Nosaka 
-is not one of those Japanese who try to impress foreigners with 
smiles, false modesty, and exquisite politeness. Nor does he have any 
of the disturbing mannerisms of most Japanese, like the sucking in of 
the. breath and the long hissing " s-s-a-a-a " that follows-apparently 
intended to gain time for the vaguest possible answer· to any question. 
He is direct, outspoken, and almost impersonal in his careful analysis 
of things Japanese-cool, dry, systematic, and • precise. 

Okano's outward appearance, in the simple Yenan cotton uniform 
he wea,rs, seemed to me closer to the description of a sober, slightly 
pedantic business e~ecutive or scientist of some prominence than that of 
a professional revolutionary with a long record of prison and under
ground life. 

·His> studies in the London School of Economics, his journeys in 
Europe, and years of residence in Moscow, where he was delegate of 
the Japanese Communist • party to· the Communist International, have 
given him a cosmopolitan outlook which is rare even in the most widely 
travelled • Japanese. 

Because of his impersonal manner it takes long to get to know him, 
but.the.worei saw of him and heard his opinions, the more inclined I 
felt .to trust. his. intelle.ctual honesty and the sense of responsibility 
that seems to dominate his personality. . 

Outside Japan today .Okano is probably the only Japanese of any 
potential. importance to the future development of his country, and he 
is certainly • one of the very few Japanese politicians anywhere . who 
cannot be suspected of· ever having assisted Japanese militarism or 
given in to it. He seems to be the only Japanese anti~ militarist abroad 
still able to maintain some contacts with Japan proper, and whose 
organization may .be able to participate in the reform movement that is 
to change the political character of Japan after the defeat of her 
militarists. Finally, • Okano and his. group seem to have the moral 
support .of the Chinese Communists who are bound to play a role in 
post3war EastA.sia. 

It may be worth while therefore to print here my record of the final, 
programmatic interview I had with hirn at the end of September, 1944. 

My fil'st question was about the ideas which guide the propaganda 
policies of the Japanese People's Emancipation League for the last 
stages of the war. 
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" Our propaganda strategy during the war must be to divide the 
enemy camp in Japan and concentrate all the force of our attack on the 
militarists who are the decisive group among the Japanese ruling classes. 
For this reason we must avoid the slogan ' Down with the Emperor,' 
although we are of course as much as ever opposed to the monarchy. 
To use that slogan now would only help ·the various groups among 
the Japanese ruling classes to compose their increasing conflicts· by 
rallying•• behind the Emperor and to make the• .. hesitating eleii1ents 
among the people follow suit. Our members who work at the front 
with ·chinese troops agree from their exp~rience thatif \Ve. d.el):la:p.ci~d 
the overthrow of the monarchy now, most Japanese soldi~rs would 
oppose the J.P.E.L. without giving it a hearing .. J\nd thi~ i~ .. s~rnpto
matic for the attitude of the great majority of the Japanese people at 
the present time. . ·····• ••. . · • •. · ··· · • · 

" But the Emperor is merely the figurehead of the militarists. Once 
we have overthrown the militarists, we•• can overthrow the.t:rriper()r 
easily. On the back of the militarist horse ride not pnly the Emperor, 
but also Big Business and the big landlords. Xf you want to kill. the 
riders, you have to kill the horse first 

" This does not mean that we abstain even now from all. propaganda 
against the Emperor. We aim at undermining his prestige by rnakirig 
it clear to the soldiers and the people that he is not an unsullied divine 
power but shares responsibility for what is happening to Japan now. 

''Developments in Japan•help us in this respect .. ·For. the domestic 
power of the militarists in Tokyo is not so real and absolute as that 
of the Nazis in Berlin, and this is why they had to get tpe Emperor 
down from heaven to help them out with his prestige. Every eighth 
day of each month, at the ' memorial day ' of the outbreak ofthe Pacific 
War, all the papers have to reprint the Emperor's declaration of war 
and the people have to read it aloud----which identifies the Emperor 
withthose responsible for the war .. 

''It would also be wrong for us now to use the slogan 'Down with 
Big Business.' For it would divert attention from the main enemy, the 

· militarists. And it would promise the Japanese people a socialist 
revolution of which there can be no question for a long time to come. 
But we advocate the control of monopolistic big business by a liberalized 
government and the confiscation of war profits. 

" Nor do we propagandise the independence of Korea and the return 
of Formosa to China-yet. Naturally, we fully agree with those as with 
all other points of the Cairo resolution of the Big Three. But such a 
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slogan· is. unsuited for us at present since the Japanese people still 
believe those colonies to be under the Emperor's divine sway, and we 
leave the issue alone for the time being." 

I asked Okano about his ideas on the treatment of Japan when 
hostilities come to an end. 

" It would· be very dangerous for world peace if the Allies were to 
deal with a Japanese . Badoglio, such as General U gaki, and with the 
Emperor or with Big Business. 

"The primaty ne~d at the end of· hostilities. will be for the Allies to 
make .certain that tht) wain elements in a new Japanese government 
shall be • people who opposed the war. or at least did not actively support 
it. The Communist party must be represented in the new Government. 
Otherwise a liberal regime would be weak internally and might easily 
become reactionary and the .instrument of militaristic elements once 
again. 

" During the ·last thirteen years of Japan's war of aggression since 
the conquest of Manchuria, the Japanese Communist party was the only 
active and reliable group in opposing the war. The common people in 
Japan know that. . On the basis of freedom of speech and Press, the 
Communist party would gain • considerable influence. among them and 
would thus be • able to help the .i}llies and • all progressive elements in 
Japan in the uprooting of the rerymantsof.militarism. 

"Atthe armistice, the Allies should. be absolutely uncompromising 
in their • • demand· for a . dewocratic governm.ent-preferably on·· a 
republican basis." 

Okano welcomes the prospect of Allied military occupation of Japan 
and of an Allied military government for a transition period, because 
both will help the Japanese people to work for the necessary political 
changes. 

But . he warns that the Allies should restrict themselves in both 
respects to a modicum of interference. He feats that Allied occupation 
ofmore than sowe strategic parts of Japan and an undue prolongation 
of the control of the Allied military government .over a liberal post-war 
Japanese. Government might make the pacification of the country and · 
its progress toward democracy much more,· instead of less, difficult. 

" These are the dangers.which wight arise if the Allies went too far," 
Okano said. " The spirit; of revenge might be strengthened and spread 
to parts of the Japanese people who otherwise would not be influenced 
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by it. The guerrilla warfare which militant elements will most probably 
organize against the Allied occupation forces in Japan and against 
progressive Japanese might be intensified and prolcmged. And the 
necessary political reforms the post-:war Japanese Government will have 
to carry through might be discredited in the eyes of :many who. would 
wholeheartedly approve of them as long as those teforrr1s did not appear 
to be due to constant Allied military pressure." · 

This is what Okano said about the programme of· the Ja,panese 
People's Emancipation League for post-war Japan : 

" I want to stress that the J .P.E.L. is not identical with the Com
munist party of Japan. It is an organization intended to activate and 
unify the anti-militaristic and anti-Fascist groups and individuals in 
Japan-whatever political views they may hold. on other subjects-in 
co-operation with the Communist party, the most active element among 
the opposition forces. It is so far only a propaganda movement and 
by no means intended to provide a ready-made government for post-war 
Japan. 

"The absolute minimum of what the J.P.E.L. wants to achieve 
immediately after the downfall of militarism includes the following main 
points: 

"(1) The overthrow of the political power of the militarists, (2) a 
very considerable limitation of the political power of the monarchy, 
(3) a new, liberalized election law, giving general suffrage to men and 
women over eighteen years of age, (4) the guarantee of more power 
to parliament, (5) government control over big monopoly capitalists. 

"As to the Communist party of Japan, it must be given freedom for 
its work, no matter whether its present name will be used after the 
wat or not. 

" In other words, the minimum programme of the J.P.E.L. implies no 
more than the creation of a liberal government immediately after the 
defeat of the militarists. 

"Our maximum programme, however, aims at the establishment of a 
genuine democracy, roughly in the sense of the New Democracy under 
which the Chinese Communists are uniting all progressive forces. 

" Even the Communist party of Japan as such will not go further.in 
its demands than the maximum programme ofthe J.P.E.L. The reason 
why we, as Communists, shall not aspire to more than a New Democ
racy for a long time to come lies in the .. present economic and social 
structure of Japan. The time is not ripe in Japan for socialism, so that 
it would be futile to aim at a socialist revolution. 
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"Japan,in spite of being one ofthe big capitalistic countries, has .at 
the same time remained semi-feudaLin many.important respects. It -
would be impossible to attempt the introduction of . socialism before 
those <strong •- semi-feudal · features of Japane_se ·society hav(! ):,een over.,.
come in a genuinely d~mocratic system-'-that is, before .semi-feudal _ 
forms of production, especially in agriculturebut also inlarge partsof 
i{l.dustry;'·have been changed to those of modern capitalism. 
- ' l' 'I~--~lll:PWL .. <ls in China or elsewhere-the_inevitaJ:,ledevel9pment 
towar~. ~ocialisni __ canc,b.~. ~chieved by way of peaceful progress, . once a 
genuinely democratic regime 'is esta})lished. It will take very long, but 
nqt .sq long as in China . where · capital!siii is· still ._. in~ch less developed 
than in] a pan. - -

"In the democrati~ation of Japan's political structure, the develop
ment of self-government from the bottom up will be ofthe greatest 
importance. 

" On this, we l;lave much to learn from the New Democracy of the 
Chinese Comf!lunists who, as y.ou have seen here, succeeded in intro
ducing really democratic . village, borough, town; _.-district, and region 
governments. To. a:wak~n and activate · the people for self-goverrirnent 
and ·social progress will be one of_the essential tasks of the J .P:E.L. in 
the future. 

" The vari~us inass orgaruzations, like peasants' and workers' unions, 
the co-operative movement, women's and cultufal .associations, must be 
revived and given full democratiC rights. They will have to play 
equally impgrtant roles in Japan asthey do in China's New Democracy. 

''New.p.oliticalparties will arise, but the old parties Minseito and 
Seiyukai cannot and should not be revived. _ They have bee11 too long 
and too ._- closely . connected with Japanese militarism and imperialism 
and are too much dis~redited in the eyes of the people. It may be 
possible to reform the Shakaitaishuto (' proletarian party_') for co-opera
tion in a democratic popular front. The Communist party will certainly 
come to play an important, although not a dominant, role. 

" At the top, all political power must rest with parliament. But the 
House of Peers must be abolished, like the Privy Council, although it 
might be replaced by a Senate. 

"Our maximum programme requires the abolition of the monarchy. 
Our minimum demand is its change into a constitutional monarchy, 
together with the resignation of Hirohito as one of the men personally 
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responsible 'for the wars of Japanese aggressi-on during the last thirteen 
years. : · 

''We would certainly ofier no opposition .if •the Allies were . to try· 
him as a war criminal. The pun.ishment .ofwar criminals is. one of our -
basic demartds and we are keeping· Hsts of aH cases thattome to our: 
knowledge. · _ . 

" But I want to emphasize that the most effective means ofgetti:ng 
rid of themonarchyfor good is to givetheJapanese people fullfreedo.m 
of speech and Press and the necessary d.emocratic rights to deal with 
it themselves. 

" For, once they have the necessary democratic freedom to come to 
know its real character, the Japanese people will not retain the monarchy 
but will abolish it, either immediately or .gradually. 

"Too drastic Allied action of a direct:nature against the monarchy
especially before the necessary democr;1tic rights have been given to 
the Japanese people to enable them to play an active part in its over
throw-may easily make martyrs of the Imperial Hous,e and hold up 
that natural progress by which it is bound to lose all popu:lar sympathy 
under a democratic r~gime. 

11 Yet it would be , even more dangerous for Japan hersdf and for 
world peace if the Allie~ were to support the monarchy against pro
gressive forces in Japan, or if they tried to prevent the Japanese people 
from getting ready for its overthrow-because that would once more · 
make the imperial tradition and its representative on the throne the 
rallying point for militarists and imperialistic elements in the country. 

" Proper educational policies will be of the greatest importance for 
the reform of Japan. To carry them through without compromise; on. 
any essentials will be among the greatest tasks of the J.P:E.I__. We 
must bring about a fundamental change ofthe psychology of the Japanese 
people in order to guarantee the development of a truly democratic 
and peaceful Japan. And to bring about· that change, there must be 
freedom of speech and of the Press. 

"I believe from my experience with the re..:education of Japanese 
soldiers that such a change, although far from easy, will not be so 
difficult as many people think-if it is done with determination. ·· lnout 
Japanese Peasants' and Workers' School here in Yenan a fundamental 
change of the psychology of most of 01.1r students from that of tradi
tionally indoctrinated soldiers of the -' divine Emperor ' to progressive 
anti-militaristic citizens takes place within two or three months. -
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"It .will of course. be necessaryto expose in school textb9oks the 
cri111es of the Imperial House and also the untruth of its divine descent 
----.although belief in that dogma should not be a punishable offence 
since that would only produce martyrs ... 

" Tll:e fight against the hatred of foreigners must _also begin in school 
textbooks. The. Shinto and . Buddhist religions need. not be touched. 
Long--range re~education, freedom • of speech and • Press,. and general 
democratic progress will cause the:m ·to .. die out. Direct action against 
those religions ;lnd their institutions • might also cause unnecessary 
provocation and friction. But propaganda against superstition in general 
will be needed. 

"The Japanese system of script (Chinese characters) must he simpli~ 
fied, with the eventual aim of its LatiJ:lization-in order to . raise • the 
educational·.}evel of the .. masses. This will be somewhat easier in 
Japanese than in the Chinese language." 

These are Okano's ideas on economic policies in post~war Japan. 
''The first long~term consideration must be to raise the level of 

consumption of the people and thus to. strengthen political democracy 
by the creation of ec~noii1i~ deii1o<:racy. 

"'I'll:e produqtio11 . .Pf arms.and munitions must be prohibited. 
"Further industrialization will be necessary. It should take place 

especially in high-quantity industries-mechanical, electric, chemical
of the type characteristic of Switzerland. 

" We must help the .numerous small manufacturers who have been 
badly suppressed and in many cases thrown out of work during the war, 
so• that they are. enabled •to resume production, compete with larger 
enterprises, and be.come the auxiliaries ofhigh-quality industries. 

" The development of a larger home market for industrial products, 
by means of improving the living standard. of the masses of the people, 
is necessary. But a peaceful Japan can help China much in her indus
trialization, and this will .• provide additional employment for Japanese 
industries. In the first period after the war China will probably be the 
main market and supplier.ofJapan. 

" A special taskfor Japanese industry after the war will be the pro
duction of good, cheap agricultural machinery. For some. measure of 
mechanization ofJ~panese agriculture has to be achieved. It will help 
to increase food. supplies, not only in the northern parts of the. country 
where considerable agricultural development work is still possible, but 
everywhere. 
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" In agriculture, food production must be expanded at the expense 
of silk. The introduction of co-operative· methods of farming of the 
kind that has been so successful in Communist-controlled. China is of 
extreme importance. These methods will contribute further to an 
increase of production, so that the Japanese masses will then. be abl(! to 
live on a higher level of nutrition, yet without food imports. 

"A thorough reform of the system of land tenure hasto be carried 
out immediately. The government must buy up. theland ofabse~tee 
landlords~compulsorily and at low prices-·and distrib.ute it to poor 
peasants against·payment of low annual rents·to.the government .. 0\lr 
minimum programme also requires the confiscation of cro\Vn lands and 
the land holdings of war criminals for distribution to poor fanners. Part 
of such land is to be used for the establishment of government model 
farms which are to develop and. teach the farmers improved methods 
of production. · 

" Resident landlords must be obliged by law to reduce the rents they 
charge their tenants, and creditors of farmers will have to reduce 
interest rates. In this as in other respects, we can learn much from the 
successes of China's New Democracy. 

" Banks have to be controlled by the government, so that . their 
policies are made to fit into its general economic and social policies." 

"Wasn't there a time when the Communist party of Japan advocated 
a socialist revolution," I asked Okano, "while your aim today is a demo
cratic revolution ? " 

"In the Communist International in Moscow in 1930-31, American 
Communists denied the need for Japan to pass first through a demo
cratic revolution before socialism could be aimed at. The Russian 
Communists, at tpat time, understood the peculiar Japanese position 
better, but also not easily. And especially a number of comrades in our 
own Japanese Communist party had wrong ideas about the subject, 
under the influence of Trotskyism. 

" Our late party leader Katayama, however, was correct in what he 
wrote at that time about the tasks of the Japanese Communist party on 
the basis of • a democratic-revolutionary • programme. 

" Eventually, in 193~, the question about the character of the revolu
tion at which. our party should aim was submitted to the Communist 
International for discussion. 

''I was in Moscow then and helped the Western European Bureau 
of the Comintern write the Fundamental Theses on the Japanese 
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Question which arose from that discussion and eventually became the 
basic principles for the policies of the Japanese Communist party. 

"Those pr-inciples declare that the Japanese revolution must be a 
bourgeois-democratic revolution, aiming at the overthrow of the 
monarchy, the distribution of land to the peasantry, and the radical 
improvement of working-class conditions including the eight-hour day. 

" Based on these principles, I wrote a pamphlet on tactical questions 
in 1936, advocating a wider United Front against war and the mili
tarists, and for the establishment of a New Democracy in Japan. My 
proposals were adopted by the Japanese Communist party, against very 
few dissenters. 

" Our party programme had always demanded a bourgeois, not a 
socialist revolutio~, although our analysis of the complicated high
capitalistic and semi-feudal. character of Japanese capitalism was not 
thorough until 1932·" 

".Whatis. tile strength of the Communist party in Japan now ? " I 
asked Okano. 

''I am sorry;I cannot give you.any.actual figures;" he said, "in view 
of. the conditions of underground. work under which the party has to 
exist in Japan. This is •. all• I. can say : • a. few thousand. active party 
members are free, working especially in munitions factories where they 
had a hand in a number of strikes in recent years. 

" At least four thousand people ~onvicted for political crimes were in 
various Japanese jails a year ago, according to a comrade who recently 
arrived here from Japan. . Even larger null)bers are still awaiting trial 
in police prisons-including some three or four thousand who were 
arrested immediately after Pearl Harbour. The larger part of 1111 
those . prisoners are . Communists or sympathisers. Some very good 
Communists havealready been in jail for twelve or even fifteen years. 

" But underground activities continue in spite of the great difficulties. 
I. have· information also that sabotage in war factories has .been fairly 
widespread recently. It was originally spontaneous but has gradually 
becom.e somewhat more organized." 

Okano had no doubt that the consequences of the defeat of Japan's 
militaristic dictatorship would automatically strengthen the Com
munist party and make it an important factor in Japanese politics. 
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conquest. . · 

It may sound fantastic. But it is no more fantastic .than the chain 
of programmes for the establishment of world dominion worked out .by 
former generations of Japanese militarists-from Lord Hotta's 1858 
programme in which he. outlined how the great Western powers must 
be used to teach and help a weak Japan to get strong enough to conquer 
the. world from them, to the I92r.rr:anaka Memorial -(vith its detailed 
itinerary of aggression .to. Pearl Harbour and beyond, 

Japan's military leaders have evidently realized for some time that 
defeat in the present war is inev.itable. But they seem unwilling .to 
accept their coming disaster as the end of a brilliant seventy years' 
career of conquest. It is only natural for them to lay their plans for the 
next round before the present ,one is finished. 

Their new plan centres on the subtle use of China for the comeback 
of Japanese ·militarism. 

Its initial requirement is political-~to p·revent China from becoming 
a true democracy devoted to the peaceful social progress of her people 
and the stabilization of world peace in close co-operation with the 
United Nations. For such a China would. be of no use to the Japanese 
militarists~ 

Nor is a weak and disunited China any longer what.they.need.•On 
the contrary, they must try to help China get strong and unified-on 

·the basis of a reactionary regime which would direct its domestic efforts 
toward militarization, its international influence toward the di~turban.ce 
of the new world equilibrium through ambitious designs on various 
territories in Southeast Asia, and its search for an ally toward a harm
lessly weak but potentially very useful Japan. 

342 
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Fro1Il what General Chou En~lai told me in Yenan on the basis of 
captured documents, the Japanese in China zp;ay already have taken 
the first step in • carrying out their •. plan. . They seem. to have 1Ilade 
pr~para~ions forJeaving behind a powerful Fifth Colwnn when they are 
eventually forced out of China. 

'rhis Fifth Column is to be built.upwithin the ranks of their Chinese 
puppets. I tis ~o work for the first Japanese requirement-the strength~ 
ening ofthe reactionaryelements in China. It is• to become heir to as 

" TRAITORS 

much of the arms, munitions, and supplies of the defeated or . surren~ 
dering Japanese armiesin China as can be played into their hands. And 
this Fifth .Cqlumn is .. to be used against the Chinese Communists. 

To make clear.what the Japanese are aiming at, a few words about 
the political cha.racter oftheir Chinese puppets. are necessary. 

The composition of the huge camp of collaborationists in the occupied 
areas of China is particularly complex. It will be extremely difficult, 
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when Japanese power in China collapses, to distinguish between the 
disguised patriots, the harmless meek, and the various kinds of outright 
allies of the Japanese among those innumerable Chinese politicians, 
businessmen, landlords, and army officers who have been working for 
many years with the enemy. 

On both extreme wings of the puppet camp a good number of cases 
are clear enough to cause no problem and ·no disagreement when the 
time comes for patriotic China to rehabilitate or punish them. 

Genuine patriots in disguise are by no means infrequent, at least in 
the lower categories of political and military puppets. A good number 
of them have done devoted and useful work against the Japanese for 
the Kuomintang • and especially the Communist forces ; some of them 
since the very beginning of their puppet careers and others since they 
saw the inevitability of Japan's defeat. 

Similarly, some of the worst traitors among the high-ranking political 
puppets should have no hope of disguising themselves and some have 
been marked out for trial by the National Government in Chungking. 
Various statements to the effect were made to us in reply to our persistent 
qu~stions afthe foreign Press conferences in Chungking .. But Govern
ment spokesmen used to he very reluctant about the collaborationists. 
They refused to give the names of the prominent puppet leaders who 
were to be brought to trial. And they hinted on every occasion th~t not 
all of the• former high. Kuomi11tang officials among the puppets .who 
might appear to be traitors could be considered as such~ 

It seems that the main problem will arise in those numerous cases in 
which military puppets • worked for the Japanese • but did not attack 
Chungking troops and even rendered vllluable. services to the Kuomin
tang by acting against the Chinese Communists in the Japanese rear. 

The Communist leaders in Yenan and several high-ranking Eighth 
Route and New Fourth Army officers fromvarious war. areas told us 
they had definite proof that many of the Kuomintang generals who 
went over to the Japanese with their troops had actually been under 
orders to do so. In some cases, we were informed, the orders for going 
over to the enemy could actually be traced back to high military 
authorities in Chungking. In others, they were issued by War Area 
commanders or other responsible officers of the National Government 
armies at the. front. Such surrenders, according to the Communists, 
were always preceded by agreements between the Chinese and Japanese 
sides about the specific use of those troops in their new role as puppets. 
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The-Commurusts allege that there is a definite Kuomintang policy 

behind this-the so~called "Policy of National Salvation .in a Round
ahout W~Y," According to the Communists, this policy was opeq.ly 
expl~_i,rted and propagandized in various areas ; -• for example, -in 
f)hantu~l;LProvince. -It is supposed to be determined by the following 
considerations. 

'fhe llational salvation of China requires not only the eventual 
defeat of the Japanese, which will take place anyway sooner orlaterwith 
the help ofthe Western powers ; but it requires also the defeat of the 
Cliin~se Communists who buili. up powerful positions in their fight 
agaipst tl1e Japanese in the occupied territories. And with the Com" 

· munists the National Government itself would have to deal. 
The . o~er--all interest of national salvation makes -it neces~ary, in 

view of -the steadify growing strength of_ the Comrinmists, to use some 
N ation~l _ Government troops against them~even while the war _with 
Japan la_st~: Suchaction woulddo no harm to the prestige of t_he National 
Gover~ment either in Free China ot abroad, since little news about it 
woul~ seeJ!l outfrom the en~my's rear, while the Yenan Bqrder Region 
itself ~as firmly blocka<fed against the outside. 

The first category of National Government troops considered suitable 
for this taskwere those -left behind in the enemy's rear. For their 
us~fulness againstth_e e11einy was impaired by their isolation from Free 
C,hina -aAd their JajltJ)_'e to . q,rgaQ.jze. _a popular war effort in the areas 
they occupied, as the Communists did. Yetthe inability of those troops 
to obtain popularassistance 'also made themmoreor less ineffective in 

- their-_fig}.lt •- ~gajnst the Cetrl1Ilunists, ~ -_-_-
'f:he Japanese were. willing to ~ake th_em oyer as _ puppets, offering to 

keep their units jntact . under . their old commanders ~u:rd to supply, 
re-equip, retrain, 'and advise them--for the sole purpose of continuing 
the anti-Communist fight on whichthe Japanese have.alwaysbeen at 
least askeeriasthe Kuomintang. " -
_ S,i!l-iil~.r Japanese offers were apparently made to units of the National 
Governm~nt Army which found themselves in · a precarious situation 
at the r,~gu.Iar fropts a11d wh~se fighting power against · the Japanese 

.~a(teduq~d by ~uppJy gifficu:Itie_s and poorleadership . 
•. 'fh_is, •. i!.£SQrdill&"_.to Xena1l,i~ _. how __ some_.4so,ooo National _Govern

nJ:~jj,¥. tf99E~ - £~.fue. to _ serv~ hoth the Japanese and the _Kuomintang 
a~~in~t . th_e <::;omrnunists ; in their original units, with their old com
manders .and staffs, but strengthened . by Japanese aid ; in contact and 
co~operation not only with the Japanese but also with the main body of 

M 
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the National Government armies on the other side of the front lines 
and with Chungking itself. 

It is of course impossible to prove by whose orders and on the basi$ 
of what reasoning National Government .generals with their troop~ 
went over to the Japanese, why they fight the Communists under -· 
Japanese direction, or how many ofthe.National Government troops 
which surrendered in the course of the war became Japanese puppets. 
But Chungking Government spokesmen admitte~:L<Jn seyeral oc:<:a.§iOn§ 
that certain well-known generals were.'' captured". with their unit~ by 
the Japanese ; that some of those generals who used to. broadcast froU1 
Japanese-occupied cities seemed to have risen to prominence in the 
puppet camps, although " probably under duress " ; and that " some " 
former National Government troops were serving the J apaneseas puppets. 

I .know of at least two instances in which military officers in Chung
king frankly asserted to Allied officers that there was contact and 
co-operation with. puppets of National Army origin in various areas. It is 
also definitely established that those and other puppet troops are • daily 
fighting the Communists ; while it seems • from .• (;hup.gldng's . war 
comwuniques that • puppets other than some ·locally recruited plain
clothes men are indeed rarely used against the forces of the National 
Government. 

This is why Y enan suspects very strongly that Chungking's concep
tion of " treason " will scarcely be broad enough to try and punish a 
. good part of the commanders of the puppet armies when the Japanese 
are defeated. They and their troops may be publicly rehabilitated or 
even honou~ed, reincorporated into the National Army, and used for 
further action against the Communists. 

For the aim of Chungking's alleged "Policy of National Salvation 
by a Roundabout Way " is to make sure that Chinese troops loyal to 
the Kuomintang will be all around· the Communist-controlled areas in 
the enemy's rear at the time when the Japanese are eventually forced 
out of the country. 

Those commanders and their troops will be there when the national 
enemy is defeated. And it seems that they will be a considerable force. 
They are supposed to be better nourished, better trained, and now 
already better equipped than the average units of Chungking's own 
armies. 'Moreover, they.are strongly indoctrinated with an anti-Commu
nistand anti-foreign ideology. Captured Japanese propaganda materials 
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I saw in Yenan show clearly that the enemy lays special emphasis on 
the anti-Coml1lunist and anti-foreign education of his puppets, based on 
the. most reactio~ary version . of Kuomintang ideology. Criticism of 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek is avoided or restricts itself to his policy 
of having ''made Chungking dependent upon the Western enemies of 
the peoples of Asia." 

These puppets, according to the captured documents mentioned 'by 
General Chou En..tai, · are the forces to which the Japanese want to 
bequeath ·the legacy of arms, . munitions, and • supplies when disaster 
overtakes their military. power. . With these puppets they want to 
establish their Fifth Column in post-war China. 

What would the Japanese have to gain iftheir plan were to succeed ? 
In what '' roundabout way " could those troops be used to promote the 
q national salvation" ofJapan ? 

First, a gen~rous supply of Japanese war materials to them might 
make the outbreak of civil war .in China more likely. The position of 

• the reactionaries in the National Government; who are anxious to 
liquidate the Col1lriiunists as quickly as possible, would be greatly 
strengthened by the veteran anti-Communist fighters among the puppet 
generals. The Japanese legacy of arms, munitions, and supplies would 
give those puppet generals a favourable bargaining position ag<Iinst any 
possible " appeasers of Yenan " in the politic<Il or military councils of 
the National Government. They might even create •· a fait accompli by 
starting a .large-scale offensive . against the • Communists .in order to 
force the.regular Kuomintang armies to•support them. 

Second, a civil war would necessarily be better and prolonged because 
of the great strength of the Communists. A civil war would naturally 
cancel the liberalization of the Kuomintang regime which Generalissimo 
Chiang Kai-shek has promised the Chinese nation and the Allies. It. 
would tend to enhance and perpetuate its reactionary features and give 
it ~ ~t;ong~r .militaristic note . 
•. Third,;·t~e Allies would probably press the National Government to 

stop the civil war in the interest of world peace, and such action would 
certainly be resented by the right-'wing Kuomintang. Allied pressure, 
even if . it did • not go to • the extent of preventing the flow of supplies 
into Kuomintang China, would strengthen the anti-Russian bias and 
the general anti-foreign tendencies in rightist Kuomintang quarters. 
And this might pave the way toward the second prerequisite of Japan's 
plan for a come-back : an increasing aversion of a reactionary Chinese 
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regime to the Western powers and an increasing desir~ to oppose them, 

The li;ne along which the Japanese will try to foster anti~foreign 
feelings in the Kuomintang in connection with Allied attempts to 
prevent civil war and foster democracy in China is clear from an article 
in Tokyo's Nippon Times which was broadcast by Domei on Febn.J.::tryJ, 
1945· 

" American efforts to. force Chungking to collaborate with Yenari," 
the editorial stated, " will be disastrous to Chungking because of the 
fundamentally incompatible character of the two regimes.· ·There can 
be no real fusion of interests of the two, since Chiang Kai"-shek's power 
rests upon the support of the money power of banking interests, large 
landowners, and the bourgeoisie in general, as weU as of bureaucratic 
careerists-while Yenan's power rests on the proletarian dictatorship 
of doctrinaire radicals springing from a revolutionary agricultural 
movement. 

" Chiang Kai-shek wails, for he well realizes that for him to compro
mise with Y enan along the lines of American desires would be to admit 
the Trojan horse of Yenan within the walls of Chungking. 

''If [American pressure] results in the eventual defiance of Chung
king by Yenan, it will conveniently mean so much less Chinese 
nationalistic resistance to the economic penetration and exploitation of 
China America envisag~s for the future. For that, after all, is the 
ultimate goal of the United States in her machinations in China as well 
as her war against Japan, the champion of Asia's resistance to American 

:elm perialism." 
In. other words, Japan argues that only the defeat of the Communists 

by means of civil war can make China strong enough to resist America's 
" imperialist designs " on the country. This view has long existed in 
certain reactionary Kuomintang circles in Chungking. 

Some Japanese in the occupied territories of China seem to have 
already developed a further line of ·argument in favour of an under
standing between militaristic remnants in post-war Japan and reac
tionary elements in China. They try to absolve the " champion of 
Asia's resistance to American imperialism" from his sins toward China, 
and to explain his temporary defeat, by stressing the existence in Japan 
of capitalistic and' bureaucratic corruption which impaired the purity of 
her Asiatic idealism .. Defeat will purify that idealism. 

China has therefore nothing to fear from Japan any more. On the 
contrary, she has everything to gain from true ·co-.operation with her 
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against the common enemies in the West who made China bleed for 
them and who will rob her of the fruits of victory over Japan. 

In this way, the Japanese would wish to arrive at the next stage of 
their plan---at a Sino-Japanese " Rapallo Treaty " on the pattern of the 
1921 agreement between two ex-enemies of the First World War, 
that is, the victorious but civil~war-torn Russia which, like China, 
possessed great man power and undeveloped natural wealth but no 
technical skill to make .use of either ; and the defeated Germany which 
had no such wealth • but the industrial and military skill to help Russia 
overcome her weakness. 

The wish ·of the Japanese militarists for mutual Sino-Japanese 
rearmament • after the war seems foreshadowed in the document of 
which General Chou En-lai told me. 

The Japanese seefu to have :required only one quid pro quo for their 
offer to leave arms, munitions, and supplies to the " reliable " puppet 
armies: CertainJapanese property, machinery and technical experts are 
to be hidden saf~ly in China. . . . 

We must cqunt on the probability of some form of co-operation 
between China and Japan after•the war. For enmity between the •two 
nations, in spite of. many years of conflict and . war, may prove less 
lasting than that between ourselves and Japan or ourselves and Germany. 

The Japanese as a nation do not seem to hate the Chinese people as 
they hate tiS. And they .will probably find less reason to ascribe their 
eventual defeat to China than to us. On the other hand, more people in 
China than in America and Britain seem unafraid of co-operation with 
one .. or another group in post--war Japan and even anxious to develop it. 
Economically, the two neighbouring countries are in many respects 
complementary to one another and there will be opportunities for 
mutually beneficial trade on a much larger scale than before the war. 
Culturally, they have more in common than either of them has with any 
of the Western powers. The reactionary elements in both countries 
think very much along the same lines. And this may come to be even 
more true of the progressives on both sides when the Japanese ·liberals 
gain more intellectual and political freedom. Politically, the develop
mentofeach country in the post-war world will to a considerable extent 
depend upon that ofthe.other. 

A genuinely democratic China can do more than any Western country 
to foster true democracy in Japan, if only because of the geographical 
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and cultural proximity between the two. A reactionary China, on the 
other hand, would . make it more difficult than any other factor-both 
for ourselves and for the progressive dements in Japan-to destroy 
the deep ideological and organizational roots of Japanese militarism 
quickly and thoroughly. 

The same holds true in reverse; A well cleaned-up Japan; putsafely 
on the way toward democratic reform, would rob the reactionary 
elements in China of the only potential helpmates they can hqpe to find 
in Asia, and by weakening the Chinese reactionaries would thus assist 
China in her own democratic progress. 

· Yer an incompletely de'mocratized Japan, handicapped by Allied 
endeavours to prevent the development of a popular revolt against the 
monarchy, Big · Business, and landlordism, would certainly strengthen 
the reactionary elements in China who have an old tradition of contact 
and sympathy with their opposite numbers in Japan. 

The mutual influence on one another of the political systems of 
China and Japan will be of far-reaching consequence to the development 
of post'-war Asia. This consideration must determine the Allies' 
future policies toward China as well as Japan. 

Chapter Forty-three 

YENAN, MOSCOJtV, AND OURSELVES 

THE land mass of . Asiatic Russia looms large over the thousands 
of miles of China's vast geographic boundaries in the north and 
the east. And China's outlying provinces, between those · borders 

and the Great Wall, all have a history of .Russian influence. 
Manchuria in the east-lar e rich andJ o ulous, under Czarist 

control until Japan beat out the Russians an·d became rst its claimant 
and then its conqueror-would once more see Russian troops ·on its 
soil if the USSR entered the war against Japan. 

Outer Mongolia in the . centre-vast • semi-desert territory sparsely 
po ulated · b Mon olian . nomads ·and never effective} controlled by 
t eir hated Chinese overlords--became an autonomous republic uring 
the Russian Civil War and then an ally and buffer .of the USSR against 

.Japan. 
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Chinese Turkestan in the west---huge and arid, with a small poQ!:l
lation of Moslems of various alien races-was recently even more 
estrangedfrot11China than normally, yet friendly with Russia and under 
her illfluence. until a year or two ago. 

In the•heart··of North and Central Chit1a there are the large regions 
under Yenan's Communists which extend in the north close to Russian
controlled Out:r Mongolia .. and in the east to areas where Russian 
armies may come to. fight the Japanese . 

. This telesco ed icture of Sino-Russian olitical eo· ra h -correct 
as ar as it goes, ut open to mtsmterpretabon·-:-ts requently. used to 
make the following allegations plausible : Moscow is out to doininate 
China and is behind Yenan materially as well as morally. Russia 
interferes in Chinese and internal affairs. The Chinese Communists, 
as their agents, are ready to hand over to. their Russian comrades 
whateverterritory Moscowwants to annex in China. And a world front 
of the democracies both against the Russian and the Chinese Communists 
is the only way of saving Asia and the world from being turned Red. 

What are the connections between the Chinese and the Russian 

o material Russian assistance to the Chinese Co:rn.rnl1nists an that, * 
to t eir knowledge, rio connections existed between Yenan and Moscow, 
possibly excepting radiocont~cts. 

Land • communications. between•• the territories under • the· control •• of 
Moscow andY enan seem indeed impossible. A vast belt of roadless 
se:rn.i'"desert . country-several hundred to about one thousand miles 
deep~separates Russian'-controlled Outer Mongolia from the Inner 
Mongolian fringes of Yenan's Anti-Japanese War Bases and the Border 
Regions. 

'I'hat: belt is strictly guarded : in the west by troops of the Chinese 
National Govemment; and in the east by the Japanese Army. Both 
forces are said to be equipped with sound detectors against aircraft, so 
that any SovietplanesHying to the Chinese Communist regions would 
be noticed ; and neither side would be likely to keep its discovery secret. 

The USSR, eyidently; has been most anxious not to antagonize 
either the • Kuomintang • government in Chungking or • the Japanese. 
That in. itself makes it likely that people in Yenan were right in denying 
the existence of any kind of traffic between Russian territories and the 
Y enan areas. 
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Sino-Russian diplomatic and military contacts, too, see!ll }P be 
exclusively those·between Chungking and Moscow. The Russians have 
two Tass correspondents and an army surgeon in Yenan who went 
there years ago with Chungking visas, over the normal air route from 
the USSR via Kuomintang-controlled China and those three men se!em 
to be the only Soviet citizens in the Yenan regions. 

All I was able to find out about radio contacts is that Soviet broad
casts are received in Yenan and distributed to newspapers and govern
ment offices by the Tass representatives, very .much in the same way 
as foreign branches of the Office of War Information and the British 
Ministry of Information distribute their home broadcasts in China and 
elsewhere. 

But what about Moscow's attitude toward Chun .. king? 
unng t e first years o the Sino-Japanese war, which were the most 

dangerous for her, China received considerably larger military supplies 
from Russia than from America and Britain, as cabinet ministers in 
Chungking used to tell me when they ·criticized American and British 
timidity. toward Japan which prevented them from aiding China more 
and from depriving Japan of war-essential American and British export 
goods. 

At General Chiang Kai-shek's request, the Russians sent not only a 
large· group of pilots but also military advisers to the Kuomintang 
armies-under a general who later, during the battle of Stalingrad, 
proved to be one of their ablest strategists. And part of them stayed 
on after Russia was attacked by Germany. But no Russian military 
advisers were ever alleged to • have been with the Chinese Communists. 

Sino-Russian relations became cooler as the. United Front in China 
waned, givin rise to increasin mutual sus icions between Moscow 
a,n ung mg. . .. 

Against this background, minor friction over Sinkiang (Chinese 
Turkestan) led to considerable irritation on both sides. 

A peculiar situation, characteristic of ·the old political vacuum in 
China's outlying frontierregions, had developed in that vast semi-desert 
province which links the USSR and China by land and air but has 
never been under the effective control of the National Government. 

Its local war-lord ruler, a Manchurian general who had exploited 
civil .strife between various racial groups in Sinkiang to make himself 
supreme in the province in the early 1930's, was strongly opposed to 
Chungking-like the local people who had long resented the ovt:r-
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lordship .ofthe alien Chinese. He asked for, and received, Rl}ssian help 
for the economic development of his domain. Trade with the nearby 
USSR :fl()tirished •· arid the long-dormant province achieved a ·new 
measure. of prosperity. 

Chungkin ob · ected to Russian influence in Sinkian and the • resence 
of • Sov1et troops which had apparently been • · rought in because of the 
prevailing insecurity >from tribal • unrest. Rl}mours about Russian 
territori~l designs became more insistent in Chungking as relations with 
Moscow cooled down. 

The denouement .came when . the Sinkiang war lord, believing that 
Russiawas about to be defeated by Germany, broke with Moscow and 
made his peace with Chungking. 

The Russians, apparently, made no attempt to resist the establish
ment of. Chungking cont.rol over the. province. All Russian • economic 
advisers, technical experts, medical_personnel, and what now.proved 
to have been no more . than one or two . regiments of Soviet troops, 
withdrew at Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek's request .. But mutual 
distrust was too deep for the solution of the much-exaggerated Sinkiang 
problem to become the basis for an improvement of Sino-Russian 
relations. ,_ 

• 
No open friction. ever arose• between Chungking and Moscow on the 

Kuomintang-Communist conflict. As a matter of fact, Moscow's 
diplomacy seems to have beeninfinitely more reticent than Washington's 
on this issue, although the USSR, wanting a strong China at her 
Japanese flank, was as interested as the United States in Chinese national 
unity. 

I did not hear even in confidential talks with Chungking leaders and 
Chinese and foreign diplomats that the Kuomintang-Cornmunist 
question had ever been officially raised by the USSR, as it was with 
increasing insistence by the State Department. 

But it may easily become an acute issue between Moscow and Chung
king- more acute even than it did between Washington and Chungking 
during the crisis over the Generalissimo's demand for the dismissal of 
General .. Joseph. W.. Stilwell, the Commander-in-Chief of U.S. Army 
forcesin the China-Burma-India theatre, the nominal Allied Chief-of
Staff to Chiang Kai-shek, and the most ardent advocate of Kuomintang-
Communist reconciliation. . 

If the USSR enters the war against Japan, Moscow may press 
Chungking for permission to co-operate with the strong military forces 

M* 
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of the Chinese Communists in Japan's rear, press harder than 
Washington did, and be les.s prepared to resign herself to failure. 

And at. the post-war settlement of Far Eastern problems--no matter 
in what form the USSR might have contributed to the defeat of Japan 
-Moscow may raise. its familiar . demand for friendly,. democratic 
regimes in neighbouring countries and at last bring up the delicate 
problems centring around the conflict between Chungking and 
Yenan. 

Washington seems to have been aware. of those prospects. for. a long 
time. The State Department apparently had three .reasons for .trying 
in 1943 and 1944 to bring the. Chinese Communistforces into theAllied 
front against Japan and to help toward .an understanding between the 
Kuomintang and Communist parties by democratization of the National 
Government. 

Eirst, in order to revive the. Chinese war effort and facilitate American 
strategy. 

Second, in order to forestall the outbreak of an acute Moscow-Chung
king crisis in case of Russia's entry into the Pacific War ; . for. that W()Uld 
automatically lead to contact and presumably co7oJ_Jeration between 
Russian and Chinese Communist troops at the Japanese flanks. 

Third, in order to pave the way for a solid peace settlement in East 
Asia by preventing the strife between the two political and military 
camps in China from developing into an international problem more 
dangerous than those which arose over similar . .situations in Yl!go
slavia, Greece, and Poland. Chin;:t might in fact become a second 
Spain. 

This is why former Vice-President Henry Wallace, on his visit last 
year, as well as .the State Department, has been trying hard in Chung
king to sponsor better relations between China and the USSR and why 
President Roosevelt took a great personal interest in the matter. 

The Chinese Communists do not deny their wish for friendlier and 
closer relations between China and the USSR. They are· openly critical 
of the attitude of the National Government toward the USSR. .. Its 
ideological aversion to Sovietism, the Cornmunists say, has blinded 
Chungking's judgment of the . aims anci the •. international. po,sition of 
the USSR. Jt has.given Chinese foreign policy a strong anti,.Russian 
bias and has been responsible for the steady deterioration of Sino'
Russian .relations, which can -only be detrimental to China and to the 
peace of the world. 
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Th,e leaders in Yenan are far too realistic and much too .keen on close 

Sino~American aJ1d Sino~British co~ operation. to demand for .China a 
policy of exclusive or even predominant reliance upon the USSR. 

H China cannot restrict herself to friendly. relations with only one 
powei"""or group of powers," Mao Tse~tung said to me. "It would be 
j!;st as wrong for Chtnato rely only on the USSR and snub the U.S.A. 
and· :Sritain as it has been for Chungking, in. recent years, to rely only 
on the U.S.A. while showing antipathy, suspicion and actual unfriend~ 
liness toward the USSR ~nd sometimes also toward Britain. 

" To count on the aggravation of the • differences between the capi~ 
talistic countries and the USSR and to try to benefit froii1 it, as the 
National Government in. Chungking .does, is very .• qangerous. It is 
equally against China's own interests and the interests of world 
peace. 

A "I do not believe foronemomentthat co . · tb n theca italistic 
r Worl and the USSR is inevitable.· On· the contraryt • we Chinese 

C"ommunists-~who are making a success of the New Democracy which 
br'ln s all social strata in our areas into close co~operation~are convinced 
t att e cap1ta lSttcwor an t e can an wt earn to co~o erate 
c ose y m peace as 1n war, m smte o occasionaldifficulttes. We must 
not give in to an attitude which implies a defeatist denial of the possi~ 
bility • of ·stable • world peace · and thereby iri·. itself hampers progress 
toward realpeace. 

" China can and must be one of the brid es between the two cam s, 
instead of hoping to win fo:reign support as. one o t e zones offriction. J 

"China's progress depends u11on real world peace, and the inte:na~ 
tional role of our country can be enhanced only by sincere co~operation 
with all countries and by helping them overcome their differences." 

The Communists are by no means the only Chinese who are strongly 
critical of • the right~wing Kuomintang's attitude toward the USSR. 
Practically • the . same ideas have ·for years been expressed· by many 
Liberals with greater knowledge of world affairs than the right~wing 
Kuomintang leaders have . 

.Z ·Outstanding among them is Dr. Sun Fo1,W.Jt~e K_!!omi!J.~ 
' thng leaderDr~~~.Y_;~:~~!?:.~!l-4J~L~~~lf a l}.igh:!!ll~ing .• _member of the 

Kuommtang anu tne I..JOVernment. 
He.is b no means a " s m athiser " of the C inese Communists but 

has a ways mamtame t at the Russian attitude toward Chung mg was 
not determined by the existence of a strong Communist camp in China 
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and that Chungking was only doing itself harm by not taking a friendlier 
attitude toward the USSR which had often proved its readiness. to 
improve relations with China and to help ChiangKai-shek'sGovernment. 

Nationalism is so strong and genuine in the Communist .. led.art:ni~s 
and in the party itself, and it is so much the foundation of the entire 
political system under which Y enan gained the co-operation • of the 
people in its war areas, that it would have been ridiculous to ask the 
Communists whether they were willing to help the USSR to annex 
Chinese soil. 

But I asked Mao Tse-tung's opinion about the. problem of Outer 
Mongolia, nominally still under the suzerainty of China although it 
lias been cut off from her for over twenty years and is administered 
iii""alliance with the USSR by a revolutionary government of its own. 
Did he want Outer Mon olia returned to China ? 

ur National Government must first reco rtize Outer Mon olia as 
an autonomous natwna state," he said,: in accordance with the promise 
Dr. Sun Yat-sen. gave all national minorities-the people of Outer 
Mongolia as well as • the Tibetans. The Mongolians are not • Chinese ; 

~. they are a nation of their own. . . . . · -
-,. 1' When they took that ilglitfor themselves and set up their own 

democratic republic, the .Outer Mongolians issued a declaration to the 
effect that they would rejoin China as soon as they were recognized as 
one of the national entities which, according to Dr. Sun Yat-sen, are 
to enjoy equal auton<;>mous rights under the Chinese Republic. 

" I hope and have no doubt that they will rejoin China the moment 
the National Government lives up to the promise of the founder of the 
Republic and the Kuomintang." 

Nor are the moderate elements in the Kuomintang anxious to force 
Outer Mongolia • back into its old relationship· to China. They do not 
seem to ascribe immediate importance to the problem of suzerainty 
over an area which has never been under China's effective controL and 
has in fa<;t a theoretical right to autonomy under the principles Dr. 
Sun Yat-sen laid down for the fundamental policies of the Kuomintang. 

Internal reforms in China and an improvement of Sino-Russian 
relations would. help to solve the problem without difficulty, they believe, 
especially when • Japan • is defeated ; for the strategic importance of 
Outer Mongolia in her long smouldering conflict with Japan was the 

· real reason why the USSR gained such a strong influence on that 
territory. 
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" Let us be realistic : Would China have gained if she had been 
in control of Outer Mongolia in 1937? "one of the Chungking liberals 
once remarked to me. " The Japanese would have occupied. it without 
difficulty. They would have threatened the very heart of Siberia. This 
might have changed the course of world events in favour of the 
aggressors." 

But is Yenan's attitude toward world events independent froin that 
of Moscow ?. Did not the Chinese Communists follow the political line 
of the Communist International in 1939 when they denounced the 
European war as an "imperialist war " ? · And did they not, like other 
Communist parties, change it the .moment Russia was attacked by 
Germany? 

l. challenged Bo Ku, · editor of Y enan' s Liberation Daily, member of 
the . .Politburo of the. Communist party and probably ofequal importance 
in Yenan's. world~affairs council with its main "diplomat," General 
Chou En -lai. 

"We don't like to talk about that chapter of recent history any more," 
he said. ".For that involves reference to Britain's policy toward China at 
that time which we .cal"). forget since we .have be.come allies. · But if you 
insist, T shall have to give you our views. 

"From the beginning of.the war with Japan in 1937, .we had the 
slogan 'Allia11ce • -with all democratic countries, especially with Britain 
and the United States.' Wewere strongly against Germany andltaly-
much more so th::ttl Chlll1gking was----.since both were already the close 
friends of our enemy Japan. We wanted support for China only from 
the democratic countries. But developments disappointed us. 

" To recall only a few symptomatic details : The deliberate Japanese 
air attack on the car of the Britis}}. Ambassador to China, Sir Hugh 
Montgomery Knatchbull~Hugessen, did not cause London to take a 
strong stand. against Tokyo. After the fall of Hankow, the British 
embassy didnot go to Chungking, the wartime .capital of China, but to 
Shanghai which was partly occupied by the. Japanese. · 

".Worst of all, the British Prime Minister, Mr. Neville Chamberlain, 
111ade thatshocking, programmatic declaration in the House of 
Commons in November, 1938, which • virtually gave up China to 
Japan. . He said he was optimistic about the future of British trade in 
China in spite of the Japanese conquest of our country, giving the 
reason that Japan would need the co-operation of British capital to 
develop it." 
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I looked up. in an old copy· of the China Weekly Revie'li.J a report on 
Mr. Chamberlain's speech in the House of Commons on November r, 
1938. It reads: " He declared he was optimistic on the future of British 
trade in China. He said there could be no development in China with
out a great deal of capital, ' and for that [capital] Japan would have to 
go to other countries, including Britain.' He added that whoever 
reconstructed China could not do so without some help from Great 
Britain.'' 

"Eventually," Bo Ku continued, " Britain unnecessarily .closed the 
Burma Road under Japanese .pressure. Britain gave up Chinese silver 
to the Japanese. The London Times carried on the m()st Ol.ltSp()~~l1 
appeasement policy. toward Japan. ·There was the definite dan~er of • an 
Eastern Munich. And the attitude of the French Government towards 
China, both in the French Concession in Shanghai and in French 
Indo-China, was even worse. · 

" I am not reproaching Britain and France now. I only want you to 
understand that nothing but those events ·and our general estimate of 
British and French policies towards China influenced our attitude toward 
the European war. We never said for one momentthat Germany was 
right. All we said was that the policies of the British and French Govern
ments were still fundamentally determined by imperialistic consider
ations.'' 

" But was not Britain too weak !n the Far East to take a strong line 
toward Japan ? " I asked. 

" I admit that we did not know then that Britain was so weak. Her 
weakness surprisedus later. But the main point is that all the weak
nesses of Britain arose from her wrong imperialistic policies in generaL 
And Chamberlain's attitude toward China was determined more 
by that general character of his policies than by Britain's military 
weakness. 

" Now about the timing of our statement. Comrade Mao Tse-tung 
was .the first of any Communist party l~aders to .. denounce the 'Ya.I' :i!l 
imperialistic. He gave an interview on September I, 1939. If he had 
done it at the order of the Communist Internatimjal, why W'as that 
order not first given to Pollitt of the British Communist party, who 
supported the war at first, ·or to the French or American parties which 
had much more to do with the issue. ? " 

"But how did the German attack on Russia in 1941 change the 
character of the Anglo-German war ? " 
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"Mr. Churchill immediately renounced Britain's antf!gonism to the 
USSR. That meant.· a. definite reversal of Chamberlain's imperialistic 
policy~also toward China. 

" As a matter of fact;. we already began changing our attitude toward 
the European War in May, 1941 .• Yes, certainly without orders from the 
Communist International. The Liberation Daily stated then that there 
was no danger of an ;Eastern Munich any more. 

"Churchill's new policy was a progressive policy in favour of man
kind. Therefore we were able to support it. It changed the whole 
character of the war, influencing not only Europe hutthe entire world,." 

I wondered • whether Yenan's original denunciation of the European 
war as '' imperialistic " was not a wrong step from the present point of 
view of .. the . Chinese Communists : wrong because it seemed to have 
been m.ade as a matter of· ideological publicity. rather than of practical 
politics. 

Bo Ku only smiled. 

The Communist International has since been·dissolved. 
But it will probably still happen ih the future that Chinese Com

munist party reaction to important international. developments will be 
the same as that of Communist parties in other countries. 

To some people this might then prove that another organization in 
Moscow has taken the place of the Communist International. in order 
to keep Communist attitudes uniform all over the world. That may or 
maynotbeso;·.· butfrommy experiences in Yenanand Moscow it seems 
justas likely to me that the common pglitical philosophy of the Chinese 
and. Russian Communist parties i"s sufficient explanation for similar 
reactions to general world events. · · 

I would not be surprised, however, to learn some day that the Chinese 
Communist party is taking a different view from other Communist . 
parties-'-possibly even from that of the USSR-~on issues. on which 
China's national interests might differ from those of other countries. 

That would ~onfirm my impression of the. way in which the Chinese 
Communists arrive at their judgment of foreign afl"airs, thatis, by a 
method of analysing world developments which is Marxist,. but from 
a viewpoint which is determined by China's national requirements. 

I refuse to believe that any of the. Chinese. Communists I came to 
know considers his party and the area under its control in any way 
subordinate to Moscow, or that it would come to his mind to be guided 
by interests other than those of his own country. 
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A The Chinese Communists are nationalists. Probably more so today 
than they were, say, five years ago. 'l'he steacfy intensification of their 
nationalism seems due not to the waning and eventual death oLtlle 

· Communist International which probably influenced them much less 

G~"~:=~~i~:W;:.:::::~.:;:;,~:::::;:: 
Communists to a considerable extent. It made them think less in the 
" class " terms of the Communist art and mote in terrns of the 
C mese nation as a whole. 

Among the questions for which British and American friends in 
Chungking had wanted me to find .answers in Yenan was this: How 
would the Chinese Communists and their views on foreign • policy fit 
into the post-war world if they were either to gain decisive influence on 
the National Government or if Communist-controlled China were to 
become a separate entity ? 

I found that Yenan's ideas on foreign policy do not differ from the 
principles to which the foreign policy of the National Government 
professes. Even friendship between China and the USSR is one of the 
avowed aims of Chungking's foreign-policy programme. 

These are the main points of general criticism of Chungking's foreign 
policy that I heard in Yenan. They characterize Yenan's outlook 
on foreign affairs. 

First, the fundamental assertion that Chungking's foreign policy 
lacks the necessary foundation of democratic government and there
fore of correct domestic polici~s--for "foreign policy begins at 
home." 

Second, the resultant personal interference of Generalissimo Chiang 
Kai-shek--~and through him of certain reactionary elements in the 
party--with the diplomacy of men of more liberal leanings and greater 
knowledge of world affairs who are responsible for the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. 

Third, ·the discrepancies between Chungking's professed principles 
of foreign policy and their application in ·actual ·• diplomatic practice 
which are caused by those factors. 

The Communists seem to have a. stronger belief than the decisive 
persons and groups • in the Kuomintang in. the ·logic of i~ternational 
developments which should make world democracy triumph over 
balance-of-power politics when this war is won. Defeatism on the 
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winning of the peace is to them as blameworthy as. defeatism on the 
winning of the war, as Mao Tse-tung implied in what he told me. 

'fhey have less fear than the Kuomintang leaders that China• may 
remain at a dangerous international disadvantage because of her military 
weakness. For they are more strongly of the opinion that China's 
position in the world depends primarily upon her success or failure in the 
achievement of national unity and democracy-rather than on her 
military strength, her int~rnational prestige, and the credit she can at 
one time or.another command in foreign countries. 

Chungking's failures in domestic policies-in the war effort as. well 
as in political, economic, and social reforms--are held responsible for 
its • failures in. foreign .poli~y during the war, . especially for· China's 
nominal status in the councils of the Allies which is so deeply resented 
byt~e J(uomintang .h~~ders. 

In conseque11ce, the Communists are of the opinion that China must 
emulate the Big Three in the . opportunities !hey hav..e given their 
common people for developing . into modern • citizens-on the basis of 
genuine national unity and democracy---in order to become the . Big 
Fourth in fact aswellasin na1ne. 

The Communists.believe.that China's relationship.withthe USSR is 
notthe only one which .. suffered from discrepancies between the theory 
and practice of Chungking's foreign policy and from personalinter
ference of the Generalissimo and reactipnaries behind him with the 
logicalex~cuti?1lofp()lici~onwhichhehad decided. 

c.nina's relations with the United States and Britain also suffered in 
these ways. Chungking misinterpreted the·· principl~ of international 
co~operationina one-sidedmanner, especially where the United States 
was concerned. The Kuomintang took it for granted, the Communists 
say, that China had· nothing more to • offer the Allies than. her deter
mination to continue in the war to the end-not even the urgently 
needed internal. reforms the. Allies expected the Generalissimo to carry 
out years ago, reforms which would have benefited China at least as 
mo.ch•as tne Allies. 

ltwas ~qually taken for granted that the Allies' ''Hitler First 
Strategy " put Washington under an obligation to compensate Chung
king-not only by whatever direct military help was possible but also 
by submitting to a general · Chinese attitude which was often as 
clamorous as it was unco-operative and which was apparently designed 
to take advantage of Washington's ·endeavour to please and calm 
Chungking. 
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This " undemocratic " Chinese attitudetowardthe Ut!itydStates, and 
to some .extent also toward Britain,. makes Yenan fear that China has 
been losing much of her good-will fund in both countries--if not yet 
with the. general public, which has for years • been fed. to unqualified 
Kuomintang propaganda and is still unaware of a great deal that 
happened, at least • with the Americl!.n and. British officials involved in 
many unpleasant • controversies. · 

A Mao Tse;t~ng ?ummariu;d hjs vjmys as follows : ·_ 
" i.he .mternatwnal position of China at present is basically quite 

~ood. But we must learn to rely mainly .<>n our own·efforts. If we rely 

MARRIAGE REGISTRATION IN VILLAGE 

only upon a favourable international situation',i~e wilinever be al:>leto 
solve .any of the problems of China. 

" The aims of the programmatic manifestoes proclaimed by the Allies, 
like the Atlantic Charter ang the resolutions of the Moscow. Cairo.z.and 
Teheran conferences, are precisely the .aims we are working for. 

" The. new • international relationships which are necessary after the 
present anti-Fascist war require a new League •• of • Nations built on a 
basis of democracy. 
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"However, to make it successful and to achieve world peace, we must 
lave democracy inside each country, as well as democratic relationships 

:tween all countries. 
" We expect foreign countries to roke a democratic attitude toward 

China. But we ourselves must also take a democratic attitude toward 
them, an attitude of mutual help~in our own interest." 



PART FIVE-ONE CHINA-OR TWO? 
~·· .. 

Chapter Forty-four 

CAN CHINA UNITE? 

A T~~t~~;:nU:g~~=:~~i~r !~ie~n!e~!t~~finfn b~~~!nc:n1~~~; 
. urmg . t • e tlme spent in Yenan- -month after month, as 

former talks had dragged on year after year. The two parties were as 
far apart as ever. 

Over and over again, the Communist representative repeated Yenan's 
fundamental thesis : the effective democratization of General Chiang · 
Kai-shek's one-party regime as the irrevocable prerequisite for bringing 
the Communist-controlled armies and local administrations under a 
truly national government. 

Over and over again, the Chungking authorities repeated their basic 
demand on Yenan-unqualified and unconditional submission of the 
Communists' armies and administrations to the lawful National 
Government. The legalization of the outlawed Communist party would 
follow, together with gradual political reforms to be determined by the 
government. 

The intervals between discussion meetings grew longer and longer 
and their subjects remained as unrealistic as ever. The. Kuomintang 
negotiator would offer recognition and army pay for a small part of the 
Communist-led divisions, .provided a •temporary• agreement on ·other 
poiiits could be reached .. The . Communist representative would try to 
raise the number of divisions .whichwereto.be recognized.and paid.· 
But he would reiterate what Y enan had • stated many times before-that 
the unrecognized majority of the Cotnmunist-controlled troopswol}ld of 
course continue to fight the Japanese, without Chungking's financial 
support. The · Kuomintan negotiator· would .re eat the e uall old 

\

retort: A .l1nreco nized troo s an all Communist-led r11ilitiarrieri 
must e 1s an ed, no matter what Y enan's opinion is about the 

~~!~:~i:dol~~iia;a:~~sW:ro~a!l~:. =ar situation in the Co~Glu:ist· 
· Deadlock. · · · · ·· 
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Or, after weeks of waiting, the Kuomintang would .offer some more 
orless decorative post in the ))tational Government in Chungking to an 
appointee of the Communist party, provided agreement were possible 
on other subjects-to impress foreign opinion with a semblance of 
national unity • and democratization. The Communists would point ·out 
that such a " concession " was meaningless arid that Yenan was not 
out for jobs in Chungking but for the democratic reform of the Kuo
mintang .dictatorship .and tr11e national unity . 

.Again deadlock. 
Ilutthe leaders in Yenan were not surprised. Like that, negotiations 

had been going on .for years, with intervals of weeks and months and 
sometimes half-years between meetings. The time ·h,ad apparently not 

· yet come, they said, for. Chiang Kai-shek to want an understanding. 
He still felt that Yenan had to submit to his will-as even powerful 
Washington .did .when•• he. was firm enough on the refusal of some 
American request. They would have to be patient. 

These were .the proposals the Communists made to Generalissimo 
Ch1ang Kai-shek in the fall of 1944 when negotiations were being 
resumed· once more. 

First, a. national emergency .conference should be called of repre
sentatives electe.d. by tlie following gro11ps : • ·(a) the Kuomintang, the 
Communist party and the small democratic parties ; (b) the Kuomin
tang-led .armies, the • Communist-led armies, and various provincial 
armies nominally under. Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek but in fact of 
a semi-autonomous character; . (c) local governments both in th~ 
Kuomintang- and Communist-controlled areas; (d) people's organi
zations in Kyomintang-. and Communist-controlled territories. Seats 
at that conference •• should be apportioned according to the number. of 
members represented by the various groups. 

Second, this conference should ·•· formulate an administrative pro
gramme on the basis ofthe Tiiree Princi les of the Peo le .of Dr. , 
Sun at-sen, t e ate. oun er. o t e Kuomintan and of the ori inal ~ ') 

PJ~!7c~t=~a\~o~g:J~-:~~~~. t, e ann of overcoming China's military,(?) 

Third, a coalition government should be formed of all those parties · 
and. gro11ps, embracing their leading persons, but excluding defeatist 
and Fascist individuals. 

Fourth, the coalition government should form a United Supreme 
Command of all the armed Chinese forces of res1stance. 
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Fifth, the coalition government should prepare for the earliest 
possible convocation of a People's Congress based on genuinely free and 
universal electwns. 

fl I asked Mao Tse-tung for a formal inten;ieLon Kuominta~g
/ '.Communist relations. 

" The possibility of an improvement of relations between the . two 
parties still exists," he .said. " It does exist in spite of all difficulties. 
And we are confident of being right in continuing our clear-cut, • concrete, 
and definite policies that strive for closer co-operation with the .Kuo
mintang, because of three reaso11s. 

" First, Kuomintan -Communist co-operation is the 
deman o · t e vast majority of the mese peop e; a eman 
on both parties. 

" Second, the progressive elements in the Kuomintang itself are also 
working for such co-operation, a.s you know. 

"Third, our endeavour for closer co-operation with the Kuomintang 
is in line with the policies of the principal Allied powers, the United 
States, .. Britain, ·and the USSR; with the fundamental policies of the 
Atlantic Charter and of the Moscow, Cairo, and Teheran resolutions; 
and with what the Allies expect and demand of China for the sake of 
establishing democratic, peaceful relationships in the international 
sphere. 

" China is backward. .Qbina is many years behind the progressive 
countries of the West articular! in economic develo ment. But when 
t e apanese are driven out and if democratic reforms are carried through 
in our political and economic life, China as a country with great man
power and considerable natural resources will be able to provide a better 
living for its masses. This will be highly beneficial to. all nations and 
to their peaceful political and • economic. co-operation. 

"We have not iven u all ho e et that the Kuomintan ma still 
car out emocrac . However,· in order to • attain· a real• understanding 
w1t t e Communist and democratic parti~s the Kuomintang should 
agree with them .on a programme containing. the .•fundamentals of 
democracy on the basis of Dr. Sun Yat-sen's principles, and should 

*-carry it out senously. · · . · 
'' Once that were settled and the present one-party dictatorship. of 

the Kuomintang gave place to democracy; there . would be no more 
need for the Kuomintang blockade of our Border Region, Our demo
cratically elected local governments would be automatically recognized 
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as such. And everybody would be ~~PPY to seethe Border Region and 
our Anti-Japanese War Bases in the enemy's rear continue to organize 
and improve in·the interest ofthe nation." . . 

l asked about the Communists' attit\lde toward Chungki.ng's dematid 
that the size . of their armies be te9uced, . . . 

" Chungking isnow willing to " grant " us ten divisions, which means 
IO(),ooomen t while t!J,e other 37o1ooomenof our armies and ~11 our 

' militia, over 2,000,QOO men, are to. qe disbanded. They are now willing, 
OJ1!i~.- ~Il<>re, to · recognize our Border Region but none .of our Anti.:. 
Japanese Wa.rB;:t~es .. Even that of Shansi-Chahar-Hopei, which we 
originally established .In l!greefn«rtli. with the National Goveuiment, is 
to be recognized·only nomimilly. 

'! All this '\¥Ould just mear1 handing over to the enemy all the terri
tories our troops are denying him today, and with them 9o,ooo,ooo 
people .. ... " - · . . 

I told Mao. Tse-"tun of the fear in certain circles in Chun kin that 
it was t e am, 1t10n of the Communists to occupy Manchuria auhe e~d 
oT the war a§ainst Japan. " .· . . · · 
- . Be smile< " IJ we are strong enough when the titne comes, we shall 
ofcourse. take up t11e tl}sk of driving the Japanese out of Manchuriaas 
well as out of other parts of China. We hope that Allied troops and 
outs will . do it together. · 

z "-Ever since I . • our slo an has been to fi ht until we reach the 
/ Y~lu· River lif . the . eastern border of Manchuria. The peoe· e . in 

M~churia have b~en isol~ted from the rest of China for many years ; 
they have been oppressed during all those-' years and decetved and 
poisoned by the Japanese with wrong ideas ; · but they are against the 
Japanese because Of theircru~lty. 

''Our gu~t"rilll!.s . have . already 
most rovmce o · .. a l!.ll s u et state anc u uo. t e peop e 
tfiere, t . rough our correct propagand~ and explanations, have responded 
enthusiastically to our call for the fight against Japan. Long before 
this, we organized in _Manchuria a broad movement of anti-Japanese 
pioneers which still has considerable influence." 

" To what extent do you intend to demobilize the Communist armies 
when the war is over ? " 

''When the Japanese are driven out, we are willing to demobilize our 
armies in proportion to the demobilization of the Kuomintang Army." 
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'" And what are your deman.ds on the Kuomintang for post-war 
times?" 

"2' ·.' Fo. r the time. ·_af .. ter t. he. _war our irrevocable demand is that allstrat. a_ 
/ '-Qf government in the country be popularly elected. __ We have some 

r9,ooo lower administrative units, that is, rural sub-districts, tovvns, and r-ei ties in the whole of China. Let the eo le electr ooo overnments. 
''As for the governments above, of the 2,ooo counties an t e 

provinces and ofthe nation as a whole, let them be elected either by 
direct suffrage or by. the elected representatives of the people <in the 
lower government units, according to the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen's demands. 

;<.._. . " With free elect~ons it will be ver eas to ~olve all roblems. There 

1 
wlll be no trouble 1 we follow the real meanmg of Dr. Sun Yat-sen's 

pr. o. gram.me, fo. ··.r ___ the. Ku· omin.ta. n __ · Manif.. esto.of_.·l. _-_2 .... __ a· ~.O.l1t. -h ____ ~-.s·. · ··nefP T __ · hree nnct es o t e Peo le sa s dearl that t e overnn;l:nt 1s to belong 
to t e people and m~st not e monopolized by t e few/'__.-

' Mao Tse-tung pausedfor a moment._"J:Iisface took on a sad, almost 
melancholic expression. .. He spoke · with unusual emphasis. 

" Yet the possibility of a large-scale civil war in China. started from 
the Kuomintang side. unfo;tuna&eJY still exists. ~~9()• ••. There are two 
strong cliques within the Kuomintang which are working f9r it alfthe 
time. The opportune moment they may choose to start a civil war against . 
us will be in the future rather than in the present ti_we. But this danger 
must · be taken into consider~tion. 

" The demands we make on the Kuomintang of which I have told 
you are not just deJ:ll.ands of the Communist' party · of China. T_hlzy 
are the ·. demands the ·late Dr. Sun Yat .. sen himself made on the Kuo-

¥ m~ntang a ·long; time ag~;>. _ .· . 
"We ho e sincere! for a .fresh understandin with the Kuomintang. 

But tsts possible only if the Kuomintang reforms its po lCies tnJ e 
direction toward democracy. It would be an unworkable proposition 
for us to ignore the existence of the Kuomintang. But it is an eqlJ.!lliY 

A u!lw.orkable groposition for thr;:Kuomintang to i~riote !he,e:x:ist(!nte of 
t~~ Commumst party and of the small democrattc partie~. · ' · 

Shortly before I left Yenan I asked Mao Tse-tung tkhat the _.(::oin•, . 
munists would do if, after the war, National G.ovemlriimtttoops·t~i~d : 
to enter the areas liberated by the Comrnl1t1is~-:-led;forces~<l.fi;d a.gminis-· 
terred under the . New . Democracy:'-+in-ca~~ : no un4erstariditig were by 
then reached by ·. the two parties. · 
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"I shall answer you with what l told General Chiang Kai-shek's 
liaison officer here in Yenan last year, at the time when the Kuomintang 
armies of General Hu Chung-nan prepared to attack this Border 
Region. 

" Referring to the fact that Chungking always accuses us of speaking 
in ' un-Chinese, Marxist terms,' I said I could equally well express 
what I wanted to convey to him in terms of quotations from the Chinese 
classics, as the Kuomintanglike to do. 

"First, I reminded him of Laotse.'s 'I would never want to be the ~ 
~~:tinthe~'Yo{ld,' which.conveys the meaning that we shall·never sfioot 

"§econd, r quoted a fall_l2US saYing from ancien~ Chinese history, }f
' When xou attack us1 ,we sfl,all retreat thirty miles . . •. ' " 

"II And then?" m_ · 

Mao .Ts~-tung said quietly : " Of course, after having shown our 
/,:7Villingness to avoid conflict and having retreated thirty miles before a 
/~omintang attack-we shall fight back.". · 

Chapter Forty-five 

REACTJOJ.V LV CHUNGKING 

I LEFT Yenan on a crisp October morning-tog~ther with some 
higfi-rankmg .American officers from General Stilwell's head
quarters who came ona week-end visitto the Eighth Route Army, 

and with Brooks Atkinson of the New York Times who had arrived a 
fortnight before. 

On the airfield were Mao Tse-tung, Chu Teh, and many other 
Yenan .. leaders, to say good-bye. to the first American general they had 
ever met, and to watch a simple military ceremony. 

Against the background of an Eighth Route Army guard of honour 
stood Dave Barrett, the colonel in command of the U.S. Army Observer 
Section and by now the friend of all Yenan. The American general 
read a citation on the colonel's distinguished services in his liaison work 
with Chinese troops and pinned a decoration on his broad chest. 
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/:( _ We flew over endless chains of yellow loess hills, s . rinkled with _reen 
I 'fields on . the si t..£f..tht~J3order .. egwn1 .. ut barren at1d. empt¥ on. ~h~. 

JS'!2!Uintang side ; over the blockade • belt with its forbidding rows of 
blockhouses where large Kuomi!lt~ng armies beleaguer the Com.
munist" bandits " ; over Sian,. General HuChung-nan's anti-Commu-

1 nist headquarters; ana at last, ~lrnostskimming some treeson the low 
~ • Y an~tze hills, into the fog of Chung;ki:Qg. 
· T~ ree hours from one. Chinese world to another. . . . 

I found only one change in Chungking, which was as listless and as 
sceptical of the likelihood of genuine government reform as ever, ,suffer
ing from still more rapidly rising prices and waiting for the war to end. 

The change was this : some of the truth about Yenan had seeped into 
the consciousness of high officials who, five months ago, had evidently 
been quite unaware of the real character, the achievements, and the 
strength of the Chinese Communists-victims of the .propaganda ·of 
their own government. · 

" Yes, we know it is true that much of what the Communists do is 
good and that they are making progress '-' was the tenor ()f what I was 
told by almost everyone in high Kuomintang quarters to whom I. spoke 
about my impressions of Y enan. 

)( The liberals amon them seemed willin to acce t most of my 
favoura le estimates o · ommumst policies1 eve!J. on aspects • of which 
tliey had not heard. Theywere in a way proud of what ordinary Chinese 
people were able to accomplish under conditions even more. difficult 
than those in the Kuomintang areas. · 

Yet there wa~ an undertone ofdiscomfort in their admission of the 
superiorit of Yenim's methods over those of Chun kin . The lives of 
t e party's i eras, a ter a , are lm e with the.Kuomintang, however 
critical they may be of its present leadership. . They fear that the 
Kuomintang may prove too far gone on,the downward path to reform 
itself and too ossified to. co-operate on<:mythinglike equal, democratic 
terms with the new power in China w-hich.has grown up in the" bandit ... 
regions, and with the small den:lOCl'atic pa.rti~s in the .. Kuomintang 
areas. 

The Kuomintang liberals know well from their own experience of 
holding " responsible " positions, without being given . either real 
authority or a voice in the inner party councils, what the Kuomintang 
leaders' conception of co-operation is. They know that a political party 
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as . stro11g as . that of. the Communists · t;annot be . expected to submit t~o 
Chiang . Kai-.shek, ·as some liberals do as individuals. They were 
sceptical . about · an under5ctanding b~tween . the Kuomintang and the 
Communists . 

. Th~ ·moderates. among .· the high government officials-men whoare 
willing to loose~ the Kuomint~ng's p01iti~aL monopoly . ~?mewhat 
instead · <?f wanting to maintain · it ·. rigidly under the disguise of sham 
reforms, like the react1on3:ri~ conced-ed thatthe Comtnlinists were · 
efficient and hard-working ·and c.ould tea~h- the Kuomintang a great 
deal. · 

· But they denied the genuineness of Yenan's. democratic intentions 
and showed neither-rnucn'hope nor real .desire for Kuomintang-ComM 
m.unistco~operation. They_ seem~das opposed as theyhad be~11 before 
to any attempt at armed suppression of the . Communists in the near 
future. Yet they seemed more adamant than ever in 'their old enmity 
toward Yenanbecause they had in the meantime realized it$ growing 
strength and the increasingweakness of the Kuomintang which, most 
probably, would make the Kuom.intang lose out under conditions of 
democratic-freedom of speech, Press, association, and election, 

The reactionaries who had briefed me generously on the'' sins" and 
:•• lies'' of the Communists . before I left for Yenan. were not keen on 
seeing ·me when Ireturned; The few I met looked a bit sheepish when 
I spoke · of various • experiences, including that with the "murdered 
Kuoniip.tangint~lleetuals. '' whoni _we had found very m1.1ch ··alive in 
Yenan and evid-ently on good terms with' their Comnmnist "execu-
tioners." · . . . · 

Even those sworn enemies of th~ . Communists volunteered state
ments that ''in some respects," as for example iri their p'roduction 
drives arid administrative improvements, the Communists seemed to be 
" quite good." ButYenan's democracy, they said, was fake ; the people 
in its areas were badly suppressed ; ' and Y enan wanted and would 
always want to domina~e ~he whole of China . 
. ·.- .As to :I{uomintang-Co'Irimunist co-operation, they maintained that_ 

::;(f:hiswas-a 'vrongt~rp1; T~e.issu~ was.that the Communists had 'to obey J'
l't!legovernrnent; The reactwnanes dtdnot deny any longer that Yenan 

hadbuilt up aposition of considerable strength; for they, too, seemed 
to have learned a good deal more than they might have known before 
about. the real situation in theY enan areas. 
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Their " authority " on Y ~nan--General Hu Chung-n:an, the Stron,g 
Man of Sian-had apparently lost his reputation for truthful reporting 
on the Communist situation and had come .under a cloud. . .... ··· ... 

On the whole, the openipg of the door to Yenan h:td served t,o correCt 
the utterly distorted picture which official Ch,ungkit),g u~ed t() . ·have 
of the Communist-controlled regions. Sorr1e of the Kuomintang 
newspapermen who were with us i nYenan at the beginnipgseemedto 
have written comparatively objective accounts of part pfwhatJ}},eysa'W 
and had apparently divulged more in their private talks. The-impres
sions of the American Army officers in Y enan had .become known in 
Chungking and attracted considerable attention in official circles. 

And our messages from Y enan-:-filed via Chungking where the 
censorship suppressed the best part of what we reported to our news
papers-seemed to have provided some additional information' to high 
government quarters and possibly .caused some more objective investi
gation into the real situation ·in the Communist-controlled areas. 

;<:,_. In the meantime, China's smalldemocratic arties had become more 
outspo en m thetr cnttcism of the Ku,omintan Government an t eir 

\

'. support o t e eman s o t e Commumst art on Chun kin . Thf.:ir 
po 1t1ca tmportance increased with the crisis ofthe. Kuoniiritang: regiiJie 
and with the growing popular recognition of the achievements of the 
Communists and of the need for national unity. For the logical role of 
these small democratic parties is to act as mediators between the 
Kuomintang and Communist camps. 

These parties"-·federated in the · Democratic League-le;i!;La semi .. 
illegal cinderella existence ' m . the Kuorn.intan • areas"j n . spite ·. of the 
fa . . . a . t ey rna e t etr peace '\¥1 . e uorriiiitang wh~11 the war 
broke out, recognized the . leadership of Chiang . Kai;,shek, and 
were given a few seats m Ch,ungking's so-called People's Political 
Council. . 

The Democratic Lea e consists mainl of these elements : the 
Natwna- octa 1st . arty, w ose name as no connecttonw hatever with 
Httler Fascism ; the China Youth Party ; the Third Party, which isled 
by early Communist and Kuomintang diSsenters who wanted to build 
a bridge between the two main political camps ; the National Salva!ion 
Group ; several vocational organizatipns and a considerable number of 
individual non-party intellectuals with reformist ideas, . Its. total 
membership is probably under too,ooo-for they are not ·. p~~rnhte;cito 
lead a normal party hfe but 1f ts strong among the f~culties ofChinese 
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universities and in intellectual, professional; and clerical circles in the 
big cities. 
~For years in Chungking I had kept some c~mtact with those respect

able" :md moderate intellectuals. who had to lead •lives of isolation and 
~§li-.le.gality, as if thev w;re dangerous revolutionaries. 

This is what two of their responsible leaders told me, asking me to 
tone down their criticism of the Kuomintang in what I wrote and not to 
mention their names. . . . 

" Ever since the war broke out, the small parties as well as the 
Communists recognized the. leadership of the Generalissimo. But we 
regret to say that the co-operation ofthe Kuomintang with any of the 
other parties has •. been far from adequate. • The Kuomintang did not 
respond with equal sincerity to our readiness for co-operation. 

" Progress toward the realization. of democratic policies has been 
too slow. And there has not been sufficient freedom of thought, 
speech, Press, and assembly, nor sufficient observance of human 
rights. 

''Most of the personnel in the. Government are not satisfactory to 
the.public. But the J{uominta!lgdoes not satisfy the people by discharg
ing all those who are not respected. On the other hand, most of the 
good and fairly liberaL officials,...--even those of very high rank-are not 
in a position oftealinfluence. 

" This fact and especially the inadequacy of inter-party co-operation 
are responsible for the weakness and the gradualwaning of the war effort 
and for the growing crisis and .disillusionment in which the people live. 
If the Kuomintang had accepted the sincere support of all the other 
political parties,• things .• .would have .been quite different and China 
would have been strengthened ·by the· war.'' 

I ask~d the two menabo41the co-ogerati<m_b.etw~enthe Democratic 
League and.the Communist party. . . 
.. "!'r.Co-operation between us in the opposition has made progress ever 

since the war . broke out. Those years have brought all of us closer. 
together. And the people expect and hope for even closer co-operation 
between us when the time for real action comes. 

J\ "We quite. agree with the Commun~st art. on Chi~a's n~~d fot:(;;"'\ 
de,Elocra.c;r. •. mce t e • ommumsts moddied th:e1r econom1c pohc1es on ""·--' 
the basis· of definite recognition of private proQ..ertL, we agree with them 
aiSO'Oii that subject. Their economic policies coincide with China's needs 
on the basis of existing conditions. 

,, 
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"Our impression of the presentactivities of the Communists in the 
regions they controlis that they are doing their best with all sincerity, 
that they are working hard,. that their organization is very solid, and 
that there is rto dissension among them. 

" In other words, we are in agreement with the .policies the Commu
nists have been carrying out during the war. • · There are some minor 
unsatisfactory points, but they can he ignored .. It is part of the co-opera
tion between the Communist party and ourselves that these points are 
being discussed • frankly. 

" We are also of the conviction that the Communists will not revert 
to thetr more radical re-war · olicies when the war is over. As a matter 
o act, alt oug we ave no assurance on that point, we. believe that 
after the war the Communist party.may become even more democratic 
than it already is-C..·provided the Communists are not again'attacked by 
the Kuomintang armies. 

"If the Kuomintang changesits present policy toward the Commu
nist party and takes a more friendly attitude toward it, there will be the 
possibility of full co-operation between the two gr~at parties and our
selves for the realization of genuine democracy· all over China:'' 

" Are you not afraid that the Communists may want to become 
supreme in China once their party is legalized everywhere ? '' 

"No. The Communists have no ambition of bein the sole leaders of 
the nation. Of this we are convinced and we now t em v~well. 
They are realists and know that ·tfie Chinese eople will never really 
sup ort and e a one- art tctators t . We are certatn t e'Com
mumsts want to co-operate wit t e uomintang if only the Kuomin"" 
tang is serious about practising democracy." 

" But what about the fact that the Communists have their own armies 
i and governments ? " I asked. 

" On principle we do not agree with the Communist party, or any 
party, having its own armies and governments. But it is not their fault 
that they have to· have them. If they did not, they could not exist at .all 
.under the circumstances prevailing in China. Do not forget that the 
Kuomintang has not given a legal position to any political party but 
itself. 
· "Look at ourselves," one of the partyleaders added witha sad smile, 
" where we are as opposition parties, without armies and governments 
of our own. You know the conditions under which we must.try to work. 
You know what Chungking's People's Political Council, and our .. few 
seats in it, amount to. . . . 
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" On the other hand, our members. in the Communist--controlled 
territories-there are not many because we were always weak outside 
·''"·<~ig cities-enjoy full democratic rights and co-operation under the 

hree~thirds system ' of representation practised by the Communists." 
Thad met.seveml members of the Democratic League in Yenan who 

served in responsible government positions and gave equally favourable 
opinions about the attitude of the Communists toward the small 
democratic parties. 

, · The wider realization amon Chinese and forei ners in Chungking 
~hat t e "bapdits ''in Yenan were in fact honest patriotic fighters and 

g_~wd administrators and had gained the co-operation of the people in 
their own re ions had increased domestic .and American ressure on 
Chiang Kai-shek for a real· sett ement w1t ·• Y enan. 

' in various cities in the Kuomintang areas the rumbling of public 
opinion, the criticism of the National Government, and the demand for 
democracy became more audible. Some members of the well-selected 
and • tame· People's •. Political Council • of Chungking • made more than 
normal use of their " advisory power " to emphasize the need for an 
understanding with the (:ommunists on the basis of a democratization 
oft:he·regirne. 

The Generalissimo and those dose to him, I was told, were alarmed. 
They, too, had probably underestimated the power of the Communists 
-both material and moral--and the popular demand for democracy 
in the Kuomintang regions. 

Chapter Forty-six 

A MORIB[JND ANTI-DEMOCRATIC REGIME. 

WJASHINGTON--apparently reflecting the opinions of the 
• · \')' American Army. officers in Y enan-insisted more strongly on 

bringing the Communist-led forces into the Allied fold and on a 
political understanding between. Chungking and Yenan. · These points 
were part of the American plan for reviving the Chinese war effort-
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and beyond that for helping China to enter the new era of peace in a state 
of genuine national unity. 

For two months negotiations had gone on between Generaliss~J.:llO 
C .. hiang Kai-shek and President .. Roosevelt's. personal representative, 
Ma"or~General Patrick . Hurle on the sub"ect of ivin substance to 
<ienera Joseph W. Stilwell's positionas.Allied Chief-of-Staffto the 
Chinese armies by letting him have•tactical command over all .• Chinese 
forces, under the. strategic command of the G<;!neralissimo. 

At first Chiang Kai-shek was inclined to agree. But gradually his 
attitude stiffened, became negative, and eventually •• adamant. He 
decided to assert his authority--for aU at home. and abroad to see that 
he would not let himself be coerced by anybody into army or government 
reforms or into an agreem(;!nt with the Communists. Shortly before the 
presidential election in the United States, he sent a personal ultimatum 
to President Roosevelt, demanding the recall of General Stilwell. 

"Uncle Joe" had to go-the most comp(;!tent and devoted officer the 
Generalissimo had ever had at his disposal to help him raise the combat 
efficiency of his troops and make the best use of them against the 
enemy. 

" The Chinese Government hedg~s and hesitates over anything 
involving the use of its armies. Foreigners can only conclude that the 
Chinese Government· wants to have its armies to secure its political 
power after the war .... No diplomatic genius could have overcome 
the Generalissimo's basic unwillingness to risk his armies in battle with 
the Japanese." · 

This is what Brooks Atkinson, the calm and balanced correspondent 
of The New York Times, reported. He was the only one of the Chung
king newspapermen who got the real story of the Stilwell affair out ; 
for he left China together with Uncle Joe. His article caused a sensa
tion in Chungking when it was cabled back. Chinese liberals circulated 
it in many typewritten copies. At last, somebody had been able to 
tell thebasictruth about what was wrong with Chungking. 

The hope of many Chinese that Stilwell might be able .to help Chiang 
Kai-shek reform the army, co-ordinate the Kuomintang and Communist 
forces, and' thus bring about national unity as well as a revival ofthe 
war effort, was dashed. But wasn't there hope that the American public, 
informed at last of the true situation in China, would strengthen the 
hand of the Administration in helping China toward national unity, 
both for the last stages of the war and for true peace after victory ? 
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" Joe Stilwell has now concluded a. busy, constantly frustrated attempt 
to help China stay in the. war and to improve the combat efficiency of 
the·· Chinese forces,'' Brooks Atkinson wrote.* ''Uncle Joe .speaks 
Chinese, He kn()ws more about China than mostforeigners, He is more 
intimately acquainted with the needs and capacities ofthe Chinese Army 
than.the Generalissimo and· General. Ho Ying~chin, Minister of .War 
and Chief-of-.Staff, becaus.e he has repeatedly been in the field with the 

~hf!:·si::, ic&:i~d~~~:~~arded as the ablest field commander • in 

' l'he dec1s1on to reheve Stil~ell ... may mean • that the United 
States has decided from now on to discount China's part in a <.:ounter
offensive. 

"Inside China it represents the political triumph of a moribund anti
democratic regime that is more concerned with maintaining its political 
supremacy than in driving the Japanese out of China. 

" America is now committed at least passively to supporting a regime 
that. has become increasingly unpopular and distrl!sted in China, that 
maintains three secret police services and .concentration camps for 
political prisoners, that stifles free speech, and resists demo<.:raticforces. 

" The fundamental difference between the Generalissimo and General 
Stilwell has been that Stilwell has been eager to fight the Japanese in 
China without delay, and the Generalissimo has hoped that he would 
not have to. In no other way is it possible to understand the long series 
of obstructions and delays that have made it impossible for Stilwell to 
fulfil his original mission of equipping and training the ' unlimited 
man-power' resources ofthe.Ch.i11ese Artny. 

" The Generalissimo has one posttivevirtueforwhichAmerica is now 
indebted: he has never made peace with the Japanese although 
th~re }la_ve been times when •• his ministers thought· the future looked 
hopeless. 

" But the technique of preserving his ticklish balance of politica~ 
power in China keeps him a pas,sive man. Although he is the acknow
ledged leader of China, ·he has no record of personal military achieve
ment and his basic ideas of political leadership are those of a war lord. 
He conceives • of armies as political forces. 

'' The.Chip.e,se Communists1 whom the G$;_n~ralissimo started trying: 
t<:>Jiqiitdate in I~z, have &2.2.~~armies t.~!-!~.Po~ fi_ghtingguerril!? 
wanare against t e Japanese in Northeast China. The Generalissim() 

'*The New Y9rk Times, October 31, 1944. 
N 
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regards these armies as the chiefthieat to his supremacy; For several 
years he has immobilized 3oo,ooo to soo,ooo (no one knows just how 
many) Central Government troops to blockade the Communists and 
keep them from expanding. 

''Distrusting· the· Communists,. the Generalissimo has made no 
sincere attempt to arrange. at least a truce with them for the ~uration of 
the war. • The G-eneralissimo's regime, based on the support and sub
servience of • G-eneral.Ho Ying-chiJ1, l)J;·. I-I. IJ: .:I<ll1lg,. Minister >of 
Finance, and Dr. Chen Li-fu, Nlinister of Education, has remained 
fundamentally unchanged over a long period of time and has become 
bureaucratic, inefficient, and corrupt. 

" Most of the armies are poorly fed and shockingly maltreated. In 
some parts of the. country the peasants regard.the armies as bandits and 
thieves. In Honan last spring.the peasants t}ilrned against the Chinese 
armies during the Japanese offensive in revenge for the ruthlessness 
with which the armies collected rice during the famine years. 

" The reason why nothing is done to alleviate the miseries is that 
the Generalissimo is determined to maintain his group of aging 
reactionaries in power until the .war is over when, it is commonly 
believed, he will resume his war against the Chinese Communists 
without distraction. 

" Bewildered and alarmed by the rapidity with which China is now 
falling apart, he feels secure only with associates who obey him 
implicitly. His rages become more and more ungovernable and attack 
the symptoms rather than the causes of China's troubles. 

" Inside China everything Stilwell has tried to do has been obstructed 
and delayed. . . . 

" Now he has been forced out of China by the political system that 
has been consistently blocking him ; and America is acquiescing in a 
system that is undemocratic in spirit as well as fact and is also unrepre
sentative. of the Chinese people, who are good allies. 

" Relieving General Stilwell and appointing a successor has the effect 
of making us acquiesce in an unenlightened, cold-hearted,· autocratic 
political regime." 

I left China soon after t Stilwell affair had broken ship 
rna e trut ul reporting impossible . 

. ~ The dismissal of Stilwell meant a re~t blow to ho es for the c~eation 
of mese natwna untt un er the sttmulus of last-mmute revtval of 

mese war effort. It meant more than the djsmissal of a person. It 
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Aseemed to . indicate the ab~ndonll1ent of a policy for the salvation of 
' ciima whtch bad at long tast begun to take shaee--its abandonment by 

Cfitang .Kai.-shekand by Prestdent Roosevelt. 
Shfwell, the .able soldier and rare ex ert on China the sincere friend 

of • t e • · .• mese people and loyal supporter .·• of Generalissimo • Chiang 
Kat-shek, was ideally suited to help him. Stilwell the man perhaps was 
not. He was as.blunf as he was honest, asllard-driving as he was efficient. 
He did not appreciate Chinese decorum and may have ignored it 
purposely. It had been too long in the way of Chinese progress and had 
cost too man.y lives. His heart was with the soldiers and the common 
people whon1 he -wanted to help • win.their war and their peace, and his 
man11eris.not.that.ofa•.courtier. 

Tthink nothing .characterizesthe fundamental difference of. character 
between Chiang Kai-shek and Stilwell .better than a little sequel to his 
dismissal. 
···• The Ledo-Burma highway had at last been finished some time. after 
Stilwell, the.initiator and executor ofthe plan for a new supply route 
from India into China, had gone in disgrace, followed by • harsh words. 
With the blood and sweat of Chinese and American fighters and coolies 
it had been pushed through swampy, disease .. infested, Japanese-held 
jungle positions, under . incredible difficulties of fighting and road
building work and with great, heroic human sacrifice. It had been the 
men, much more than the generals, who accomplished this feat. The 
Generalissimo solemnly gave it the name Stilwell Road. 

Uncle Jqe was asked at a Press conference in Washington what he 
thought of ChiangKai-shek's gesture. 

"I'm against it," he said grufRy. " I think they ought to find 
some means of indicating the contribution .made by the people who 
built it." 

The clash· of personalities was the reason iven· for Chian Kai-shek' s 
deman to ave tl we reca e an or President Roosevelt's accep
tance. But1t was clear from the moment his successor Lieutenant
General • Albert· C. Wedeme er was a ointed b Washington • and 
we come 1n ung mgt at the new man was top ay a .1 erent role
to help in a repair job for limited ends rather than in fundamental reform, 

1 and not to press for national unity. 

Having won his point, the Generalissimo announced a" government 
reform." The three main targets of Chinese and Allied attack in his 
cabinet were" removed." General Ho Ying-chin ceased to be Minister 

N* 
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of War but retained the vital.position _ ofChief-of-Stafl he had held 
concurrently for ten years; and he was given great add.itional power 
once more after a little while, as Commander-in-Chief of all Chinese 
land forces. 

Chen Li-fu, one of the two brothers. who lead the powerful Fascist 
" CC group "in the Kuomintang, ceased to be Minister of Education
only to be given the more important Kuomintang Ministry of Organiz
ation (outside the cabinet); which carries w!th it complete control over 
the party membership. 

Dr. H. H. Kung, the Minister of Finance and Vice-Premier, left 
for the United States to undergo a major operation-but the great 
influence he wields through his powerful group in the financial, 
economic, and political fields·r"emained. · 

Dr. T. V. Soong, the able liberal, was made Premier in addition 
to his post of Foreign Minister under Kuomintang party leader, 
Generalissimo and President Chiang Kai-shek-to impress domestic 
and foreign opinion with his prestige. 

"T.V.," who he.d so often been pushed aside by the whims and 
jealous suspicions of his two brothers-in-law, Chiang Kai-shek and Dr. 
Kung, and who had so often overcome his pridewhen he was prevailed 

, upon to come back because he was urgently needed to help them out, 
was ready once more. 

But would the Generalissimo, who had so long proved unable to 
delegate power, give T. v~ Soc;mg the authority that should go with 
this post at a time when drastic internal reforms were of such vital 
importance and when the maintenance of Soong's prestige as a liberal 
and an efficient administrator would depend upon his opportunities of 
living up to his avowed political ideals ? There was no real change in 
Chungking's Govermnent and its policies. Things remained funda~ 
mentally as they had • been in spite of much advertised reform schemes, 
which, significantly, were accompanied •. b:y a further. tightenit1g of the 
censorship and the Chinese Press and the dispatches of foreign cortes, .. 
pondents. 

The Generalissimo next turned to the Cori1.inunist roblem. 

~~ 
a or eneral Patrick . Hurle nowthe UriitedState""sAmbassador 

. 

in._ •. Unghlfig, acred . ~' godfather. tO ~tensin•d·•n•goti:io~•: P•~¢.n_ ...... 
the two arties, flew to Yenan and earned ro ·osalsfrom one cam . to 
t e. other. 
Again the alarmed voice of Tokyo was heard over the air. 

1 , 
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A Domei broadcast qnoted the complaint of the Tokyo newspaper 
Maini(:hi Shimbun that '' the activities ofthe Yenan regime have become 
more vigorons in co-ordination with America's Pacific .offensive " and 
that " Communist attacks on the Imperial Japanese Army have recently 
been especially marked in Central China " where, for example, " the 
New Fourth Army is swarminginto the Anhwei (province] sector." 

It continued with an editorial from. the Nippon Times, expressing 
sympathy with Chiang Kai-shek's "wailing" at American pressure 
for an understanding with "'Yenan and warning Chungking that, " if it . 
results in the eventual defiance of Chungking by Yenan, it will mean so 
much • less nationalistic resistance. to the ·.economic penetration and 
exploitation of•China which America envisages for the future;. for that, 
after all, is the ultimate goal of the United States, both in her machina
tions in China and .her war against Japan, the champion of Asia's 
resistance. to American imperialism." . 

"The. United States pretends that a. Chungking-Yenan rapproche
ment is necessary for the prevention of civil war in China," the Nippon 
Times added, " but a compromise sponsored by the United States would 
only make. civil war inevit::tble." 

The fresh talks between Chungking and Yenan led to nothing. 
They stranded, as always, on fundamentals. Chiang Kai-shek refused 

to recognize the actual situation that exists in China, . He stuck to the 
view that he is the Government and that the Communist party has no 
right to anything like political equality with the Kuomintang. And he 
refused to consider a genuine democratization of the regime. 

The Comrnupistfighting forces were not brought into the Allied fold. 
The blockade ofthe Border Region was not lifted. Dave Barrett was 
recalledfrom Yenan. 

General Wedemeyer stated at a Press conference in Chungking that 
'' he was.not empowered to give military aid to the guerrilla fighters of 
the Chinese Communists," and that "all. United States officers in 
China are required a sign a statement that they will not give assistance to 
individuals. or organizations other than those affiliated with the Chung
king Government." 

" I hope With all my heart," General Wedemeyer said, " that the 
Chinese can get together.'' 

"But it was the consensus of most observers," a United Press 
dispatch from Chungking added, " that those hopes had once. more 
been dashed." (Months later, in the summer of 1945, when General 
Wedemeyer rnade a z,Ioo-mile inspection tour Ol Cfimese and American 
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installations in Northwest China--according to the Associated Press
he visited the anti-Communist headquarters, Sian ; and Tungkwan at 
the Yellow 'River bend, " across which he stood within rifle range of 
Japanese soldiers " ; but " at no point did the American commander 
touch Communist-controlled territory.") 

The political results of the present Americattpolicy which " appears 
to be to ignore the Communists and to work in. closest co-operation 
with the Kuomintang . . . have such grave"implications for. the future 
in the event of civil war in China that they are giving nightmares to most 
Americans familiar with the Orient," the Conservative New York 
Herald Tribune wrote in its editorial of June 29, 1945. " It seems 
preposterous to continue drifting in th~ direction of involvement in a 
Chinese civil war." 

And Walter Lippman, the dean, of America's olitical commentators, 
wrote t e ay e ore m ts co umn : 

11 An understanding with China and about China has the first and 
highest ~riority .. There was open civil war in China for ~any years 
oefore te Japanese invasion. There has been latent civil war during the 
Japanese invasion. · There will be no peace in Eastern Asia if civil war 
breaks out after the defeat of Japan. 

" The Chinese civil war is not a purel:y Chinese affair ; it is a thr~t 
to the .eace of the world. The United States, out of lo ait to an ally, 
as a mat~er o goo att , an or mtttary reasons in this war, ts.giving 
full support to the Chungking Government. It is committed to taking a 
leading part in assisting the reconstruction of China and its indus
trialization. 

" But the United States can have no interest in building up the 
military power of Chungking in order that it may then wage civil war 
after ·the Japanese war is concluded. That could hardly fail to bring 
Chungking into conflict with the Soviet Union, and to entangle the 
United States in that conflict." 

~ The Generalissimo eventually announced that at the-end of 1945 
onstttutional overnment wo ta 1s e b callin . a 

~!~:~tan~t~Nt;!;~e~~:f:i~~:ne~!tyh:9~~~!~.···constitution·••which•.the 
Ev~rybody in China realized that this '' .concession " did not·. mean 

what it seemed to imply ; that it meant, on the contrary, a bid for the 
perpetuation of unchanged Kuomintang rule overChinaand an attempt 

. to mislead foreign opinion, 
I 
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For the del at tiortal.Assembl ''were choseni , 
be ore· the war with Japan bro~ out. . . . etr '' election;_' took place 
thrOugh the party-cum-government organizations of the .Kumnintang, 
without consultation of the people .. The CivilWar was still.going on .at 
thS tim~ an.d the Kuomintang was then, as it is once more today, un<J.er 
the rigid.. control of its most reactionary cligue, the Fascist" CCgroup." 

All questions concerning the membership and powers ·of the National 
Assembly, according to. Chungking's ·~ Chinese News .• Service ''· 
(New York, Ma I will be " left to the Central Executive 
Comm1ttee of the Kuomintang "~thatis, to t e monopoly party which 
the National Assembly, ostensibly, is to dethrone in favour of a demo.., 
cratic regime. 

And what about the draft constitution which this sham National 
Assefilbly is to adopt? . . .. . 

This instrument, • for many years under attack from all liberal 
elements i11 China, .is nothing but a legalistic disguise for the. continua., 
tion of the .Kuomintang dictatorship. Under its provisions, the Presi
dent of China holds greater power thanthe head of state of any demo
cratic co-un.try in history, and he is elected for six years, not by the 
people, but by the National.Assefi1bly which is· to convene for~one. 
rr1onth, once every three years ... Its bill of rights, like that of the Japanese 
constitution, qualifies and destroys every civic freedom by the ominous 
clause," except.in accordance.with law." And it.contains a blanket 
provision for virtually.· dictatorial.emergency. rule by decree, fashioned 
after the fatal Article 48 of the Weimar Republic which· helped Hitler 
into power in Germany. 

This fuove of the (;eneralissimo must. be fresh proof to all. th~se in 
China. who oppose the one-party dictatorship of the. Kuomintang that 
Chiang Kai-shek is unwilling to give in to the nation's demand for 
democracy. It· has deepened the rift .betwetm the Kuomintang and 
Communist parties more than any action Chiang Kai-shek has taken 
against the Communists since the war with Japan began. 

But no. protest became audible from ·chungking. The Kuomintang 
censorship-,..more ruthless than ever-saw to that. 

In San Francisco, however, one of the members of China's delega" 
tion to. the United National Conference on International Organization 
spoke up. Li Hwang, the highly reputed chairman of the ChinaYoutb 
Party which belongs to the Democratic. League, told a correspondent of 
the Of;erieas News Agency : " It is the same old story. Nine years ago, 
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the. Kuomintang Government • appointed twelve hundred men to mem
bership in the National Assembly. They were supposed to represent 
the people of China. Actually, they represented the Kuomintang 
party ... ·. 

HIt is unfair . .It is undemocratic and illegal. There are no elections. 

It ~~~mf;xs:r~~~1~h!td~~t:~~:1~~ known that the people of China 
were not represented at the San. Francisco Conference, . eit~er--in 
spite of the diplomatic gesture of Chiang. Kai-shek .to includ~ a • Com
munist and several representatives of the democratic parties in the large 
Kuomintang delegation to the United Nations. Conference on Inter"' 
national Organization-since there are no·free elections and the people 
have no opportunity to select the representatives they want. The non
Kuomintang delegates, he said, had been kept in virtual seclusion, 
newsmen had been elaborately shooed away from them, and their 
opinions had .been ignored. 

The Communists-according to Yenan's Morse broadcasts which 
are directed to the United States in English and daily xecorded by the 
Federal Communications Commission-regard this action of Chiang 
Kai-shek as a move " to split the Chinese people and to prepare for 
civil war." 

They announced that they are preparing their counter-move : They 
will hold a popular congress of their own in Y enan, at the time the 
Kuotnintang's National Assembly is to take place in Chungking. 

That congress will give reality tq the overall United Front organiza
tion Qf all the territories under the New Democracy which has been in 
the process of development for some time~the Chinese People's 
Liberation Union. 

It will re resent not onl the o,ooo ooo eo le under the demo;.; 
crattta e ected administrations of the Anti- a aqese ar !lases • and 

enan's .own Border Re ion, but also a ood art of the eo_ple in the 
J panese-occupied areas, and It WI e open to the people in the areas 
:under the National Government. 

A..n ominous United Press . disp;:ttch which. indicates what • may 
'result from the deepening rift between the Kuomintang and 
Communist camps came through /'the. Chungking censorship ·on 
June 6, 1945 : 

1
' Reports reaching Chungking from several sources today indicated 

that Chinese Communists from the north w:ere infiltrating toward such 
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cities as Shanghai and Changsha in Central China, apparently in the 
hope ofoccupying them if the Japanese should • withdraw. 

'' Some quarters expressed fear of clashes between Government and 
Commupist troops should the Government regulars, following the 
Japanese, • come into areas in . which the Communists have established 
themselves. 

"Two Communist divisions were said to be established in the area 
northwest • of. Changsha after marching from Shensi through pene
trated Japanese lines." 

Those Communist troops which fought their • way through many 
Japanese lines,. marching about z,ooo miles from Yenan through North 
China to the Hunan capital Changsha in Central China in order to 
challenge the enemy at one of his most vulnerable front sectors, were 
part of those lhad seen in the Border. Region-on the great army model 
farm of Nanniwan. 

r.rhey were .led by their old commander, Brigadier Wang. Chen. 
He had confided to me • on the day of my departure from. Yenan that he 
was at last ordered to go back to the front and, once more, fight the 
Japanese .. ·• . . 

I was in the Unitedi States by then, watching the aftermath of the 
Stilwell crisis • from a distance assessin m ex eriences in Yenan and 

· • • •• ung mg m terms of a world elated by the march of vi~t.pry over 
aggression yet increasingly apprehensive of the problems of the coming 
peace~problerns among which that of China's disunity is taking shape 
as one of the greatest a11d most delicate. 

Chapter Forty-seven 

OUR TASK IN CHINA 
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vast majority of the awakening people all over the country, liberalizes 
itself sufficiently to merge with the China Qf the New Democracy into 
a nationwide system of true self-government. 

By the side of the internationally recognized and nurtured China • of 
. ,?the Kuomintang, the wild-growth China of the Communist-initiated 
/ '\J)emocrac has come to sta ---no matt it ains from the 

e eate enemy much or little--of • the territories he held between the 
Commumsts' AntH apanese War Bases ; . no matter whether its. share 
in the Japanese heritage of. arms and munitions is greater or · smaller 
than that ·of the Kuomintang ; no matter whether or not it remains 
blockaded and isolated from the outside world. 

Its fundamental strength lies not so much in territory, anns, and 
·(i)· outside supplies as in t~e fact that the New Democ~acy answers.the 

needs of the Chinese eo le and solves Its problems. 
ts progressive re orm system as game or the--Communists and 

. their leading United Front collaborators a degree of active mass support 
such. as no regime in China has ever been able to obtain. More than 
that : the people have come to re ard that s stem as their own. 

The Wl , 1 nee e, t m tts defence. 
liang at-s e s armtes, even 1f they Were equipped with foreign 

arms, would be no more likely ·to succeed against that combination of 
Communist-led troops and politically conscious people than hundreds 
of thousands of well-equipped Japanese troops did during eight yeal's 
of incessant war and terror. · 

The' Kuomintang regime, on the other side, is certainly weak and _in 
a deep internal crisis. but it will not collapse within 3 short time o:r 
voluntarily give place to the popular forces that oppose it.. At least not 
while it is strongly supported by the United States. 

On the contrary, the Kuomintang is preparing itselffor a stubborn 
struggle against those forces. There are already signs that it responds 
more vigorously to the danger of its own political eclipse in post-wal' 
China than it did to the grim fact of preventable national decline during 
the war. It has begun to improve the efficiency of its administration and 
especially of its armies--however, not by democratic means, of which it 
is incapable as at present co:q.stituted, but by stricter application of its 
old autocratic methods. . · 

It will, no doubt, continue to make the greatest possible use of its 
high~pressure publicity machine-supported .by censorship of its own 
Press as well as news reports that leave its capital, and by the continued 
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news blackout against the Communist-controlled areas~in order to 
impress the world in its own favour. 

For the Kuomintang regime, inclined since its very inception to rely 
upon foreign aid, is now hoping for tnl!ch American support to·· over
come its economic and financial crisis, ·and to strengthen itself in its 
struggle against the China of the New Democracy. 

During the last phases of the war, considerable quantities of American 
arms and military and other supplies were given to China, of which 
little could be used any more against Japan. Some of those arms have 
already been directed against the Communists before Japan sur
rendered.* 

Chungking hopes that the President of the United States will not 
invoke the clause of the Lend-Lease agreement which entitles him 
to recall such materials after the war; the certain Lend-Lease contracts 
may still be fulfilled ; and that the United States can be prevailed upon 
to help the National Government carry out its ambitious post-war plans 
for the expansion of its air force and the general modernization of its 
armies and armament industries-no matter if there is a danger of civil 
war or not. 

These two Chinas will continue to compete with one another in the 
outs1ae world. 

Each will try to strengthen itself by enlisting international moral 
support-Kuomintang-controlled China among the Conservative and 
rea<:;tionary elements in each country, and Communist-controlled 
China among the progressive forces all over the world. 

We must try to prevent a situation in which there would only be 
these grim alternatives.= the et etuation of China's s lit in two, and 

/{:·re~%t:~t~~:~ f=~~e~,:~the~~~:l r:~~~= o:e~~~:il t~1~a that fits 

into a progressive,demo<::ratic '¥qrld .•• ·•. • •· 
·=~~~~li~tic fop_siderati<Hls-'-such as non-intervention in the affairs of 
a .sovereign state, and the. continuation of trade with a recognized 
goyernment, even tho4gh it finqs itself in a civil war~must not be 
allo\Ved to stand in our way of preventing fresh disaster for China and 
ourselves. 

*In July, 1945, the Communists alleged to have captured American Lend-Lease 
arms of recent make from Kuomintang troops fighting t}lem not far from Yenan .. And 
Lieut.-General Albert C. Wedemeyer, according to the United Press, stated in Chung
king on August 3, "• It was ' Jlrobably true ' that some Chinese Government tr<Jops 
fighting Chinese Communist troops were using American weapons . . . implying 
that they had been obtained through irregular channels." 
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1\ To hel China become one is the collec · American British, 
and- ussian statesmansh~p. · 

It is the first constructive task. the Big Three have to face together 
in this challenging new age of atomic energy in which there. is only the 
choice between world-wide disaster and world-wide peace and human 
progress. 


